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For, You see, so many out-of-the-way things
had happened lately that very few things

indeed were really impossible.
- Lewis Carroll
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Abstract

Up to now, cancer treatments have been based on the combination of chemotherapy
and radiation, which are on a day-to-day basis experiencing a rise of serious risks as
many tumour types are developing specific refractory mechanisms. For cancer patients,
these so-called ’side effects’ can seem to take over daily life or seriously contribute to the
deterioration of their medical condition. Recently, hyperthermia directed specifically to
cancer cells through the use of relaxation mechanisms of magnetic nanoparticles resulted in
the localised heat generation and showed a promising shift in reducing the share of healthy
areas exposed to the treatment sources. Although magnetic nanoparticle hyperthermia
has imposed many challenges and requirements and is still a highly experimental cancer
treatment, new research shows that the therapy is, in fact, clinically effective. Given the
overall goal of generating the heat locally within the tumour, the primary objective of the
therapy is in the nanoparticle design - maximising the power deposition. Nanoparticles
that are most easily adjusted in vivo and have the best biocompatibility (magnetic oxides),
however, are not necessarily the ones that provide the greatest heating effects. The
effectiveness of the therapy, as well as its possible adverse effects, depend on a number
of physiochemical characteristics of the nanoparticles, such as chemical composition, size,
shape, as well as on their magnetic behaviour.

With the highest magnetisation of transition metals and most metal oxides, cobalt is
offering a promising power dissipation within the size limitations of the cancer diagnostic
and treatments therapies. The aim of this thesis is to investigate theoretically, by means
of density functional theory and ab initio molecular dynamics and metadynamics, some
of the current challenges in employing cobalt nanoparticles as biomedical agents. In par-
ticular, the focus will be on the physical and magnetic properties that are related to the
imaging and heating efficiency, by unfolding the connection between the size, structure,
reactivity, and magnetic behaviour as the most important relationship towards making
reliable predictions on the dependence of desired properties on nanoparticle morphology.
Coating and alloying effects will also be contemplated as changes in the magnetic be-
haviour can be induced by an active interplay between the surfactants and nanoparticle
or between different metallic phases. This constitutes a necessary gateway before at-
tempting a rational, engineered tuning of the magnetisation of cobalt nanoparticles for
real-life applications. The idea is to build a sound model for further theoretical simula-
tions on magnetic nanoparticles, and to provide experimentalists with useful guidelines
for the design of magnetic nanocomposites with improved hyperthermia efficiencies.
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Introduction
You know what the issue is with this world?

Everyone wants some magical solution to their problem
and everyone refuses to believe in magic.

- Lewis Carroll

Cancer remains one of the most devastating diseases of our time, with worldwide cancer
cases predicted to increase by 50 % in the next two decades (World Health Organisation,
WHO [1]), making new and improved treatments amongst highest priorities of biomedical
research. Although detection and therapies are presently much easier and more effective
than they were in the past, most of the used methods still have limited efficiency and
wreak havoc in healthy tissues.[2] In order to destroy only targeted cancer cells whilst
leaving the surroundings intact, more intelligent approaches need to be developed beyond
drug injections and chemotherapy. Nanomaterials are offering a promising solution, due
to their exceptional properties, tunable size, and simple modification strategies, providing
controllable means for targeting and interacting with specific cells.[3] Magnetic nanopar-
ticles (mNPs) have been especially interesting in this field - with dimensions proportional
to the size of entities controlling body processes, and through the easy manipulation
of optic, mechanic, magnetic, and electronic properties, they can be readily utilised in
biomedicine and adjusted to create perfect weapons against malignant disease.[4] Novel
methods for locating, tracking, and treating cancer which are exploiting the advantageous
properties of mNPs are contrast agent-promoted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and
magnetic nanoparticle hyperthermia therapy (mNPH). The latter is probably the best
example of the efficacy of mNPs, where the obsolete outside-in treatments were trans-
formed to inside-out therapies as the source of heating was moved into the targeted cells,
minimising the temperature gradient in surrounding tissues.[5]

Although mNPH has been approved in Europe to target brain tumours [6], it is still
not widely utilised. In the hospitals around the world, this treatment is still awaiting an
approval. The lack of widespread adaptation can be attributed to demanding require-
ments, which lead to the gaps in development of optimal mNPs as hyperthermia agents.
Finding the perfect match between mNP type, size, and desired properties is still the
biggest challenge for this new area of research. In recent years, many experiments have
been conducted to validate the performance of different mNPs. The most thoroughly
studied are iron oxide NPs due to the favourable biocompatibility, but their relatively low
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saturation magnetisation requires use of large particles, high concentrations, and strong
external fields, usually harmful for humans, to achieve sufficient heating effects.[7] Great
efforts have been put into optimising the heating efficiency of magnetite and maghemite
NPs - alternations in shape such as nanocubes [8, 9], core-shell nanostructures [10, 11],
and multicore NPs [12] were all reported to result in the unprecedented magnetic heat
generation, with heat dissipation per unit mass five to ten times higher than for previ-
ously developed NP structures. Unfortunately, with all these modifications, performance
of iron oxides seems to have reached its limit. Utilisation of materials with better mag-
netic properties is therefore envisioned, since it would allow for a significant improvement
in the efficacy of hyperthermic treatments.

High saturation magnetisation of transition metal mNPs means greater power at lower
concentrations. The utmost drawback is reactivity of metals, especially towards oxidising
compounds, which can easily lead to compositional and structural changes and, ultimately,
to an inversion of initial magnetic properties. This behaviour is a complex problem
when employing metallic NPs in biomedicine, hence, it is not surprising an alternative
path was considered prior to their implementation. Many recent studies have revealed
a promising shift by doping iron oxides with transition metals such as cobalt, resulting
in mNPs of smaller diameters with improved magnetic properties: up to a fourteen-fold
increase in MRI contrast and a fourfold enhancement in mNPH effects.[13, 14] Overall
efficiency is, despite major advancement, still insufficient, and, although pure metallic
mNPs have not been the first choice because of high reactivity, their performance by
far exceeds any metallic oxide (doped or undoped) and should be employed. Therefore,
new modification processes, which will provide protection against oxidation and retain
the magnetic properties of metallic mNPs, are becoming crucial in the progress of their
implementation for biomedical applications.

Experimentally obtained heating rates for different materials [15] accentuated iron
and cobalt NPs as promising candidates for the novel cancer therapy. Despite higher
heating rates of Fe NPs over the cobalt counterparts, their peak is observed at diameters
of ∼12-13 nm, which surpasses Co NPs maximum for about 5 nm. Once coupled with
modification agents, such larger particles would quickly get endocytosed by macrophages
and removed from the organism. Co NPs therefore offer a wider range of functionalisation
strategies, which can be conducted to a greater extent and coupled with additional features
like drug delivery with reduced risk of immune system recognition. To date, Co NPs
have mainly been investigated for applications in magnetic storage [16] and catalysis
[17], whereas relatively less effort has been expanded towards their implementation in
biomedicine, owing to the possible toxicity of elemental cobalt.[18] Nonetheless, reactivity
and toxicity problems share a common solution - prevention of direct exposure of NP
surface to the environment. In other words, protection through functionalisation can
make it possible to utilise the promising properties Co NPs are offering in respect with
the further improvement of cancer treatments. For the optimal performance of mNPs
in biomedical applications, it is hence important they show biocompatibility and non-
toxicity, colloidal stability, opportune surface modification, appropriate particle size, and,
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above all, adequate magnetic properties. The dependence of magnetic properties on the
structural parameters of mNPs, namely their size and shape, is very well-known, with
paramount examples in the literature.[19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25] However, determination
of this correlation is by no means easy neither exempt from complications. Even with
the advanced control in the experimental preparation of mNPs and their subsequent
characterisation, an ever present distribution of particle sizes ultimately prevents the
assignment of specific magnetic features to a particular size or morphology. Furthermore,
capping agents increase the complexity of the system, adding even more uncertainty in
the origin of specific magnetic behaviour. These impediments in the determination of
a specific connection between the mNP morphology, coating, and magnetisation are a
substantial limitation in the development of property-tuning strategies, which are an
ultimate tool in engineering of mNPs for specific application. It is in this sense that the
computational modelling becomes a powerful complementary technique to experiments,
by unfolding the connection between the properties of mNPs and their structural factors.

The main goal of this dissertation is the development of a sound structural model
for simulating the dependence of magnetic properties of bare and ligand-protected Co
mNPs on various intra- and interstructural factors, and interpretation of their expected
behaviour in real-life experiments. This work should serve as a guidance for any future
theoretical and experimental work correlated to the interest of improving the diagnostics
and hyperthemia therapies based on the magnetisation phenomena at nanoscale.

The outline is as follows: Chapter 1 provides theoretical background on magnetic
nanoparticles and biomedical applications considered, while Chapter 2 gives an overview
of models and methods used. To study a complex system, one needs to start from a simpler
system and add increasing layers of complexity until the actual system has been reached.
And justify methodological choices somewhere in between. That is why in Chapter 3, Co
NPs and their morphologies have been investigated from smallest clusters to particles of
a few nm in diameter, how do they behave in the framework of the chosen level of theory:
what are the known problems, are there solutions suggested, and are those solutions ac-
tually needed? Since biomedical applications require NPs to be inherently surrounded by
oxidising compounds, modelling of arising adsorption and reaction processes, and their
influence on the magnetisation are presented in Chapter 4; experimentally observed sur-
face structures have been captured and those so far unexplored have been predicted. Aim
of Chapter 5 is in defining atomic details behind the interaction of biomedically relevant
ligands and Co NPs. Following two chapters, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, are extended
studies on biocompatible functionalisation, focused on the mechanism of coating forma-
tion and ligand-induced changes in magnetic properties. Chapter 8 serves as an overall
conclusion and contains suggestions for further progress in this topic.

... but, I nearly forgot. You must close Your eyes,
otherwise You won’t see anything.
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CHAPTER 1

Magnetic nanoparticles
In another moment down went Alice after it, never once

considering how in the world she was to get out again.
- Chapter 1, Down the Rabbit-Hole

1.1 Where smaller is more powerful

It is believed that the impact of nanotechnology will soon exceed the impact that
the electronic revolution has had on our lives. Nanotechnology is a novel branch spread
through the fields of engineering, chemistry, physics, and biology, which encompasses
understanding of the fundamental principles of nanometre-scale objects. It changed for
better theretofore common way of thinking by introducing the ability to see and control
individual atoms and molecules.

Nanoparticles are microscale entities with size range approximately from 1 to 100 nm.
If one dimension does not fall into that range, they are classified as nanowires, nanofibers,
or nanotubes. If only one of the three dimensions is in the nanoscale range, they are
called nanoplates or nanodiscs. Nanopowders are agglomerates of either nanoparticles or
nanoclusters, while nanometre-sized crystals are often referred to as nanocrystals. All
are considered to be the connection between bulk materials and atomic structures, and
can provide explanation for differences in micro- and macroscopic properties of materials,
giving a deeper insight into many unresolved phenomena.

Consequently, all materials synthesised either by a natural flow, incident or a manufac-
turing process, which are made of at least 50 % of particles in the number size distribution
with one or more external dimensions in the size range 1 - 100 nm, in an unbounded state
or as an aggregate, agglomerate or composite, are referred to as nanomaterials. In re-
cent years, the role of nanomaterials has drastically changed; from barely known and new
features they became crucial participants in a wide range of disciplines. Development of
novel applications is driven by the fact that, at nanoscale, properties are altered as the
percentage of atoms at the surface becomes significant. Nanoparticles, in particular, are
offering immense potential across all of the life aspects: car bumpers are made lighter,
clothing is more stain repellent, sunscreen is more radiation resistant, synthetic bones are
stronger, electronic components are more flexible, and balls for various sports are made
more durable.
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NPs can be classified as organic or inorganic. Inorganic NPs can be branched into
metallic (Au, Ag, bi-/multi-metallic), semiconducting (metal oxide NPs, C-based NPs,
quantum dots), and metal salt NPs. Organic NPs include micelles, dendrimers, liposomes,
hybrid, and compact polymeric NPs. Additionally, further classifications can include
anything from size-based distribution (e.g. ultrasmall iron oxide NPs, USPION [26, 27]),
or the atomic ordering (core-shell, L10 ordered, and disordered bimetallic NPs [28, 29]), to
the property-specific distinction (e.g., magnetic Fe3O4, Co, FePt NPs). NPs often possess
size-dependent property changes, as they are small enough to confine their electrons and
produce quantum effects. These include quantum confinement in semiconductor NPs
[30, 31], surface plasmon resonance in some metallic NPs [32, 33], and superparamagnetism
in magnetic NPs [34, 35], and each of them has shown attractive performances across
different fields.

1.2 Magnetic nanoparticles

Among different types, magnetic nanoparticles, mNPs, are of a special interest be-
cause of their commendable magnetic properties which can be classified as intrinsic or
extrinsic. Former are more important since they are derived from the interactions on an
atomic length scale and highly depend on chemical composition and grain size, shape, and
crystal microstructure. Additionally, they are much more influenced by surface effects and
therefore give a rise to specific manifestations, such as superparamagnetism, that can only
be found at the nanoscale level. These properties include magnetic saturation, magnetic
anisotropy, and Curie temperature.

mNPs can be synthesized from any material characterised by some degree of mag-
netism, but the most commonly used are ferromagnetic metals or ores. Only in rare
instances NPs and material bulk phases showcase inverse magnetic behaviour, as in the
case of gold NPs.[36] Ferromagnetic materials possess permanent magnetic moment in
the absence of an external field as a result of uncancelled electron spins present in the
electronic structure. If the diameter of the particle is larger than the critical value, DC,
coupling interactions cause mutual spin alignment of adjacent atoms over large volume
regions called magnetic domains. Domains are separated by domain walls, in which the
direction of magnetisation of dipoles rotates smoothly from direction of one domain to-
wards the direction of the other. Once the diameter falls under the critical value (typically
between 3 and 50 nm), particles can no longer accommodate a wall and each of them be-
comes a single domain. Additionally, since each domain is a separate particle, there can
be no interactions or ordering of domains within a sample and particles do not retain any
net magnetisation once the external field has been removed. This phenomenon is known
as superparamagnetism. Superparamagnetic substances are, as the name says, much alike
paramagnets contradictory to the fact that this property arises from the ferromagnetic
materials. Their normal ferromagnetic movements combined with very short relaxation
times enable them to randomly flip direction under the influence of temperature or to
rapidly follow directional changes in the applied field. Temperature above which the
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thermal energy will be sufficient to suppress ferromagnetic behaviour is called the block-
ing temperature, TB. Below TB, ferromagnetism is relatively stable, while for T > TB
spins are free as in a paramagnetic system and particles behave superparamagnetically.
Blocking temperatures of most mNPs are below 100 K.[37, 38, 39] Their behaviour is
therefore paramagnetic, as for most temperatures they are only magnetised in the pres-
ence of the external field, but their magnetisation values are in the range of ferromagnetic
substances. Moreover, strength of the external field needed for reaching saturation point
of superparamagnetic NPs is comparable to that of ferromagnetic NPs.

This highest magnetisation that mNPs can obtain, when exposed to a sufficiently
large magnetic field, is called saturation magnetisation, MS. It is the maximum value
of the permeability curve, where permeability, µ, is the measure of magnetisation that a
material obtains in response to an applied magnetic field (total magnetisation of material
per volume). It is often correlated with the ratio of magnetisation and intensity of ap-
plied magnetic field (M/H), which is known as magnetic susceptibility, χ, and describes
whether a material is attracted into or repelled out of the magnetic field. The magni-
tude of saturation is a function of temperature and, once reached, no further increase
in magnetisation can occur even by increasing the strength of the applied field. Unique
temperature limit at which ferromagnetic mNPs can maintain permanent magnetisation
is called Curie temperature, Tc. The equivalent property of antiferromagnetic materials is
called Nèel temperature, Tn. Notably, when the NP size is reduced from multi-domain to
a single domain, the magnitude of MS decreases due to the increment of the spin disorder
effect at the surface; thus, the MS value is directly proportional to the size of mNPs.

Figure 1.1: Intrinsic characteristics of magnetic nanoparticles: permeability as a function of the
strength of applied magnetic field with saturation point (left); susceptibility as a function of
temperature with Curie and Nèel temperatures (middle); difference in the energy for [100] and
[110]× sin(φ) directions of magnetisation (right).

In almost all cases, magnetic materials contain some type of anisotropy that affects
their magnetic behaviour. The most common types of anisotropy are: (a) magneto-
crystalline anisotropy (MCA); (b) surface anisotropy; (c) shape anisotropy; (d) exchange
anisotropy; and (e) induced anisotropy (by stress, for example). In mNPs, MCA and shape
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anisotropy are the most important. MCA is the tendency of the magnetisation to align
along specific spatial direction rather than randomly fluctuate over time. It arises from the
interaction of the spin magnetic moment with the crystal lattice and energetically favours
alignment of magnetic moments along the so-called easy axis, where the value of MCA
presents an energy required to divert the magnetic moment from easy to hard direction
in a single crystal. Factors affecting the MCA are type of the material, temperature, and
impurities, whereas it does not depend on the shape and size of the mNP. Morphology
effects are included in the shape anisotropy. Stress anisotropy implies that magnetisation
might change with stress, for example, when the conditions require shear stress adaptation.
Due to the large ratio of surface to bulk atoms, the surface anisotropy of mNPs can also
be very significant as it captures coating-effects on the spin-canting of surface atoms.
Different types of anisotropy are often expressed simply as magnetic anisotropy energy
(MAE), which determines the stability of the magnetisation by describing the dependence
of the internal energy on the direction of spontaneous magnetisation. It has a strong effect
on the values of extrinsic properties. Intrinsic properties are schematically represented in
Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.2: Extrinsic characteristics of magnetic nanoparticles: magnetic coercivity as a function
of NP diameter (left), and hysteresis loops (right).

Extrinsic properties are not as essential as intrinsic; they are derived from long-range
interactions and include magnetic coercivity and remnant magnetisation, which are de-
pendent on the microstructural factors, such as orientation of intermetallic phases.

Magnetic coercivity, HC, can be described as a resistance of a magnetic material to
changes in magnetisation, and it is equivalent to the magnitude of external magnetic field
needed to demagnetise material that has previously been magnetically saturated. Ferro-
magnetic material that reached saturation point cannot return to zero magnetisation in
the same direction once the applied field has been removed, but requires magnetic field
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applied in the opposite direction. This process leads to the creation of a loop known as
hysteresis. Such hysteresis loops indicate correlation between the magnetic field and the
induced flux density (B/H curves). Superparamagnetic NPs each have only one domain
and no hysteresis loops are obtained when applied field is reversed. Remnant magnetisa-
tion, Mr, is magnetisation remaining after the magnetic field has been removed. Once the
saturation has been reached and the external field is not furtherly applied, ferromagnetic
NPs will resist toward a sudden change and produce an auxiliary magnetic field to remain
magnetised. Contrary, superparamagnetic NPs will behave as paramagnets with instant
need for demagnetisation and negligible Mr. This property allows for ferromagnetic NPs
to gain the magnetic memory. Extrinsic characteristics of mNPs are shown in Figure 1.2.

1.3 Applications

Indeed, the specific structure and characteristics of mNPs have changed the aspects
of energy production, material manufacture, ecology approaches, and clinical treatments,
giving them a whole new dimension.

In electronics and energetics, one of the most researched future applications of mNPs
is their incorporation in lithium batteries. They are considered to be promising candi-
dates for anode material which would exhibit superior electrochemical performances such
as longer lifetime and reduced recharging time. [40, 41] Reason for this is the surface of
the nanoconstructed electrodes, which is much larger than that of the conventional elec-
trodes and allows higher charge-discharge rates and shorter path length for electronic/ion
transport. Another application is their assembly for magnetic media. Magnetic recording
is rapidly reaching its limits and, while the pursuit of higher areal densities continues,
interest in mNPs is growing.[42] mNP anisotropy could be a key contribution to the areal
density improvements with one possibility being a novel approach called Heat-Assisted
Magnetic Recording (HARM). [43] One more highly investigated research field is the pho-
toelectrolysis of water. mNPs were introduced in the photoelectrochemical water splitting
(PWS) due to the global demand for hydrogen with dwindling fossil energy sources.[44]
They are important catalysts in Fischer-Tropsch synthesis as well, because of the im-
proved reaction kinetics compared to the traditional catalysts owing it to the large share
of surface atoms and magnetic nature which allows for facile recovery and recycling.[45]

In environmental sciences, mNPs have been attracting particular attention in wa-
ter remediation because of their convenient magnetic field-assisted separation.[46, 47]
They have also shown extraordinary performance in pollutant removal and were found
to be cost-effective, simple to use, and environmentally sound compared to other ad-
sorbents employed for the mitigation of toxicity of heavy metals.[48, 49] In addition,
re-usage of mNPs after the desorption of contaminants and regain of removal capacity
were also presented.[50] These results were obtained due to the advantages mNPs are of-
fering for contaminant elimination: large removal capacity, fast kinetics, high reactivity,
high surface-to-volume ratio for significant adsorption power, and simple removal with an
external magnetic field.
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Implementation of mNPs in biomedical applications is a new, highly interdisciplinary
field. Essential advantages of mNPs for medical tasks are their nanoscale dimensions,
magnetic properties, and capability of carrying active biomolecules. They are small
enough to pass through the narrowest blood vessels and to penetrate through cell mem-
branes, making it possible to access any part of the living system and easily reach de-
sired destinations.[51] Control of the position of mNPs by the external magnetic field
is important for preconcentration, separation, capture of analytes, and detection, with
major benefits being reduction of drug wastage, lower frequency of drug administration,
and avoidance of unwanted side-effects.[52, 53, 54] mNPs are also physiologically very
well tolerated.[55] Moreover, by virtue of their size, they are able to overcome the in-
fluence of the gravitational field, magnetic field gradient, and the potential magnetic
agglomeration.[56] On the other hand, as the size decreases, the reactivity magnifies, and
they might be attracted to each other as a result of London-type van der Waals attractive
forces. In order to minimise interactions of particles with system environment, to ensure
stability, and to prevent agglomeration, surface coating may be required to provide steric
repulsion.[57] Nevertheless, mNPs make excellent candidates for biomedical applications
as most of the biological processes occur at the nanometre scale. Their unique combi-
nation of properties and modification strategies is just at the beginning of being fully
realised in a range of medical diagnostic and therapeutic applications, as described in the
following sections.

1.3.1 Magnetic resonance imaging

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a non-invasive, powerful, and sensitive tomo-
graphic visualisation technique widely used in biomedicine for obtaining high resolution
scans of body cross-sections. MRI image originates from the measurement of nuclear
magnetic resonance (NRM) signals which are collected as responses of tissue-abundant
water protons to the applied magnetic field. In rare cases, signals are detected from other
nuclei, such as C13, P31, or Na25. A strong static magnetic field is first applied to align
the magnetic moments of proton nuclei, which are then deflected in the transversal plane
upon the application of a short radiofrequency pulse. Magnetic moments spontaneously
return to the original longitudinal direction of the magnetic field, and the time necessary
for the complete realignment is called relaxation time. One can distinguish between the
T1 relaxation time corresponding to the longitudinal recovery, and T2 relaxation time of
the transversal decay. Both are sources of tissue contrasts in MRI scans, which depend
on the net magnetic effect of a large number of nuclei within a specific voxel of tissue.
Contrasting black and white areas of the MRI image correspond to the disproportionate
T1 and T2 proton relaxation times of various biological tissues as a consequence of dif-
ferences in their compositions and proton density resulting in distanced signal intensities.
However, the limited virtue of these differences can sometimes cause low sensitivity of the
technique, resulting in inadequate contrasts for certain clinical objectives. Because the
relaxation process involves an interaction between protons and their immediate molec-
ular environment, it is possible to administer MRI contrast agents, CA, that will alter
the magnetic characteristics within specific tissues or anatomical regions and improve the
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image contrast. Those are individual molecules or particles with unpaired electrons (para-
magnetic metal-ligand complexes or magnetic particles) which produce inhomogeneities
in the magnetic field causing a rapid de-phasing of nearby protons and change in their
relaxation rate. CA can be divided into those that shorten the longitudinal recovery
time resulting in a brighter image - positive or T1 agents, and those which shorten the
transversal decay time - negative or T2 agents. Principle of MRI and use of CA is shown
in Figure 1.3. Contrast agents are used in 40-50 % of all MRI examinations.

Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of the principle behind the MRI contrast agents.

The first paramagnetic complex approved for use in cancer patients to detect brain
tumours was gadolinium(III) diethylenetetraamine pentaacetic acid (GdDTPA) back in
1987. With the rising concerns over the safety of Gd-complexes, which have been found to
remain in the body after multiple MRI scans, the WHO issued a series of restrictions on
their use as contrast agents in 2009. This stimulated intense interest in creating responsive
superparamagnetic T2 agents which show higher biocompatibility and safety. Currently,
the majority of T2 CA are iron oxide-based superparamagnetic NPs (SPIONs) coated with
dextran, silicates or other polymers with variable T2 relaxivities. This flexibility makes
them attractive for detecting specific biological tissues, but their relatively large sizes can
impede cell penetration and delivery, while lower values of their magnetic moment require
increased clinical uptake to compensate for the poor contrast obtained when compared
to gadolinium-based agents. This led to a discontinuation of a number of prominent iron
oxide CA in recent years [58, 59, 60], and only ultra-small particles (USPIONs) remain
in clinical use up to date. Superparamagnetic FePt NPs have been reported to have
significantly better T2 relaxivities than SPIONs and USPIONs [61], while Fe NPs offer
an order of magnitude greater susceptibility at room temperature.[62, 63] As a result, these
are currently agents of significant interest and the topic of much investigation, together
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with cobalt NPs, whose very high saturation magnetisation (bulk Co MS is 1422 emu cm−3
compared to 395 emu cm−3 for iron oxide at room temperature) offers a larger effect on
proton relaxation, promising improved MRI contrast and allowing smaller particle cores
to be used without compromising sensitivity.[64, 65]

1.3.2 Hyperthermia

Hyperthermia, in terms of medical treatments, is defined as a moderate increase in
temperature (up to 40-45 °C) sufficient to cause death of tumorous cells whose vulner-
ability originates from the poor blood flow and insufficient oxygenation in the affected
region which prevents efficient heat conduction and convection.[66, 67, 68] The final out-
come can be a result of two different processes: increase in temperature will cause either
thermal ablation of tissues (direct decay of cells by interruption of natural enzymatic
processes responsible for viability, with temperatures above 47 °C) or thermal sensiti-
sation of cells (the increased response to other treatment modalities, with temperatures
between 41 and 45 °C). The main reason why the first approach is favourable, although
the thermal sensitisation was confirmed to successfully destroy tumorous tissue, is the fact
that 50 % of tumours regress temporarily after the treatment with less invasive heating.
Higher temperatures also result in tissue necrosis, coagulation or carbonisation after a few
minutes while moderate temperatures require longer treatments (in the order of hours)
to obtain desired sensitivity. Hyperthermia can additionally intensify cytotoxic effects
of anti-cancer drugs and/or radiation, if applied simultaneously, which has already been
demonstrated to improve control of therapies and patient survival rates.[69]

First hyperthermia treatments used water baths; today, conventional therapies pro-
ceeded to non-contact external devices for transfer of thermal energy either by irradiation
with light or by electromagnetic waves (microwave, radiofrequency, ultrasound or laser
sources). However, the realisation of its full clinical potential was limited due to the
inability of heat sources to target tumorous cells efficiently and locally. As the effective-
ness reduces steeply with the distance from the source, targeted regions are not receiving
enough thermal energy, while maximal temperature gradient is obtained on the body’s
surface. Moreover, a large share of energy was dissipated, causing serious damage in the
healthy tissues situated near the main path of the radiation beam. Additional problem
can be dissipation of heat by blood if close-by tissues are well-vascularised. Altogether,
conventional hyperthermia showed no discrimination between targeted and surrounding
environment. Growing usage of magnetic nanosystems initiated creative solution, where
the external source could now be circumvented by the intravenous administration of
mNPs, followed by the use of an alternating magnetic field which resulted in localised
transformation of electromagnetic energy into heat by means of mNP relaxation mech-
anisms. By changing the primary source of heat from radiation to magnetic particles,
direction of heat release is reversed since particles are placed inside the tissue and radia-
tion source is situated externally. For this reason, conventional therapies are referred to
as outside-in hyperthermia, and treatments using magnetic particles as inside-out hyper-
thermia. This nanoparticle-targeted approach is known as magnetic nanoparticle hyper-
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thermia (mNPH), and it allows local heating of tumorous cells with minimal impact on
the surrounding tissues. The principle of mNPH is presented schematically in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4: Schematic representation of magnetic nanoparticle hyperthermia therapy.

The so far implemented magnetic nanoagents are mostly magnetite and maghemite
NPs.[70, 71, 72, 73] However, despite the promising results of preclinical trials, there are
many ongoing challenges in making mNPH a universal cancer treatment. These include
the establishment of optimal limits of the strength and frequency of the applied magnetic
field, their correlation with the duration of the treatment, and determination of sufficient
mNP concentration.[74, 75, 76, 75] As the magnetic gradient decreases with the distance
from the source of the applied magnetic field, restrictions of the human-safe magnetic field
strengths impose challenges for obtaining necessary gradients to control the residence
time of mNPs in the desired area. Additionally, the estimates of the magnetic field
strengths and gradients based on the hydrodynamic conditions of vascular vessels showed
the highest effectiveness of magnetic targeting in the regions of slower blood flow which
are usually near the surface.[77, 78, 79] Research on the internal magnets implanted in
the vicinity of the targeted tissue using minimally invasive surgery is ongoing, and several
studies have succeeded in simulating the interaction between an implant and a magnetic
agent.[80, 81] In terms of the amount of mNPs that can be incorporated by a single
living cell, admissible intake is of the order of a few pictograms.[6, 82] This makes high
magnetic moment of the nanoparticular agents as the strictest requirement, because a
relatively small number of particles (between 103 and 104) has to be capable of increasing
the intracellular temperature by several degrees, where metallic NPs have an important
advantage over the relatively weak magnetic moments of iron oxides. There are several
excellent reviews on principles and requirements of mNPH.[83, 84, 85, 86]
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1.3.3 Targeted drug delivery

One of the most rapidly developing areas of modern pharmacology is targeted drug
delivery, with the aim to reduce the drug intake per dose and prevent exposure of healthy
tissue to chemically active analytes. In 1906, Paul Erlich introduced the term magic
bullet, describing the drug capable of locating the causative agent of the disease and
provide the adequate treatment without further distribution to unaffected areas.[87] Sev-
eral decades later, first drug delivery systems were developed, containing active medical
substances attached to a surface of an organic carrier or encapsulated within the carrier
which possesses specific cell affinity contained within molecular vectors and would disin-
tegrate and release the capsulated drug upon the contact with diseased cells.[88, 89, 90]
Disadvantages of the organic and carbon-based nanocarriers and capsules were soon re-
vealed, ranging from limited chemical and mechanical stability of organic NPs, over the
questionable toxicity of carbon nanotubes, to the general susceptibility to microbiologi-
cal attack, lack of control over the carrier movement and the rate of drug release, and,
finally, high cost.[91, 92, 93, 94] Hence, the search for an optimal carrier shifted direction
towards utilising the magnetically induced movement of magnetic nanosystems. Their
main advantages are simple visualisation (based on the principles of MRI), easy guidance
and retention in the desired area by externally applied magnetic field, and controllable
drug detachment triggered by heat released in the variable magnetic field (based on the
principles of magnetic hyperthermia). In addition, it is possible to engineer mNPs to
either avoid or interact with the immune system in specific ways.[95, 96]

In common with the previous two applications, most attention has been devoted to
iron oxide NPs.[97, 98] However, limitations of magnetic drug delivery promote materials
of higher magnetic moments.[99] This is due to the decrease in the magnetic gradients
connected to the distance from the source as well as to the fluid hydrodynamics correlating
with the depth of the affected tissue - same as with the mNPH. So far, combination of
relatively strong magnetic fields with SPION drug carriers showed to reach an effective
depth of 10-15 cm in the body.[34] Other restrictions relate to the acceptable size of the
NPs; first, they have to be below the critical size for optimal magnetic properties which
is a prerequisite to avoid magnetic memory and agglomeration once the magnetic field is
removed, and second, they have to be small enough such that after the attachment of drug
molecules on their surface they can still effectively pass through narrow barriers.[100, 101]
The small size implies a reduced magnetic response, and hence requires materials of high
magnetisation, such as metallic mNPs, over metallic oxides. Recently, 5-25 nm diameter
AuCo NPs with a core-shell structure and tailorable morphology were synthesised for
the purpose of obtaining high magnetisation drug carriers.[102] The major advantage of
implementation of cobalt within the mNP core is that saturation magnetisation of Co
NPs (120-137 emu g−1 [64, 103]) is nearly twice that of iron oxide NPs (68-88 emu g−1
[104, 105]).
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1.4 Desired properties for biomedical applications

Specifics of the application of interest govern the desired properties of materials used,
as it was briefly described for the diagnostics and therapy methods in previous paragraphs.
When it comes to biomedicine, safety of the treatment towards a patient is a priority, and
hence superparamagnetic mNPs are preferred because they are magnetised only under the
influence of an external magnetic field and quickly demagnetise otherwise, which makes
them safer for human body. This implies that no coercive forces or remanence exist,
preventing magnetic interactions between particles and their aggregation, which could
lead to adverse problems derived from the formation of clots in the blood circulation
system. Saturation magnetisation is also a substantial factor for two reasons: (i) mNPs
with high MS have more prominent response to the external magnetic field; (ii) high MS
makes the movements of mNPs more controllable and guarantees efficient response to the
magnetic field implying reduced time of residence and lower dosages of mNPs. MS is
dependent on the mNP magnetic moment, size, and distribution, and it is thus important
to take them into consideration. An increase in size yields higher MS, however, above
the critical diameter, mNPs become ferromagnetic and show undesired behaviour due to
the formation of agglomerates and magnetic memory. Also, very small diameter sizes are
highly desired for reaching regions of limited access; in order to cross the blood-brain
barrier, d ∼12 nm magnetic core size or less is required. Therefore, a suitable balance
should be found between the size distribution and magnetic properties. Since mNP-based
therapies work by directing the mNPs to a target site using an external magnetic field,
magnetic anisotropy is also a very important factor.

Alongside these general requirements which are applicable to all biomedical applica-
tions, to enhance the performance of mNPs within MRI diagnostics and hyperthermia
therapy it is essential to gain an insight into the inherent mechanisms behind their mag-
netic processes and assess the properties of mNPs and external magnetic field parameters
for optimal treatment results.

1.4.1 Prospective MRI properties

The mechanism of relaxation enhancement directed by MRI contrast agents arises
from the dynamic interactions of water molecules with the magnetic centres. Established
classical models have significantly contributed to the correlation between the CA proper-
ties and performance, paving a way to the smarter design of new materials. These models
are based on the interpretation of proton-electron interactions between water protons and
contrast agents, which is the most important mechanism behind the T1 and T2 contrasts
within the CA assisted MRI.[106, 107, 108]

For CA consisting of magnetic centre-ligand complexes, interacting water protons are
classified into inner-sphere, second-sphere, and outer-sphere protons, each having distinct
interaction mechanisms. The inner-sphere mechanism involves direct magnetic centre-
water coordination, whereas the second-sphere mechanism describes interaction between
the magnetic centre and water protons situated within the second coordination sphere
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through hydrogen bonds. The outer-sphere includes the magnetic centre influence on the
translational diffusion and rotational motion of the remaining bulk water protons.[109,
110] However, for CA consisting of magnetic particles, the direct coordination of water
is atypical and the largest share of the nuclear magnetic relaxation of water protons in
solutions (or suspensions) of magnetic particles arises from pure magnetic interactions at
the molecular level. In essence, this amounts to the reformulation of the outer-sphere
mechanisms from a single metal atom complex centre to the solution of mNPs.

Superparamagnetic mNPs with large magnetic susceptibility produce local magnetic
field under the influence of an external magnetic field. As a result, the local magnetic field
causes perturbation in the motion and relaxation of nearby water protons. Hence, the
relaxation is induced by the fluctuating dipolar interaction between the nuclear magnetic
moment of the water proton and the global magnetic moment of mNP, just like in the
case of classical outer sphere theory. The reformed outer-sphere theory now describes
the change in the relaxation of solvent protons as the water molecules diffuse into the
neighbourhood of a solute particle and start interacting with its magnetic dipolar moment.
This type of local perturbation shortens the T2 relaxation time, also known as spin-spin
relaxation, of water protons during water diffusion. The mNP CA catalytically relax
water protons at the particle/solvent interface emanating in T2-weighted MRI images.
The extent to which the mNP CA affects the relaxation rate of tissue water can be
quantitatively characterised by its transversal relaxivity, rCA, and the final relaxation
rate of the tissue, r2, is given by:

r2 =
1
T2

=
1
T o
2
+ rCA[CA]. (1.1)

mNP relaxivity is thus defined as a proportionality constant between the induced increase
in the relaxation rate of the tissue and the concentration of the CA. By definition, low
doses of high-relaxivity CA provide an equivalent contrast magnification as higher con-
centrations of CA with inferior rCA. Every tissue has an inherent relaxation rate, 1/T o

2 ,
and in order to generate an observable contrast, the relaxivity of CA should be at least
at 10 % of the inherent rate.

Outer-sphere theory for T2 relaxivity has developed an expression for the dependence
of relaxivity performance of superparamagnetic mNPs on their intrinsic properties - sat-
uration magnetisation and the effective radius:

r2 = κγVeffM
2
S

r2

D(1 + l/r)
(1.2)

where κγ is the constant derived from the gyromagnetic ratio of solvent protons, Veff is
the effective volume fraction (V /[CA]), MS is the saturation magnetisation, r is the radius
of magnetic core, l is the thickness of impermeable mNP coating, and D is the diffusion
coefficient of water molecules. Simplistically saying, increased MS value is reflected in
the increased response of mNP CA to be magnetised by the external field, resulting in
the higher r2 relaxivity. Similarly, improved relaxivities can be achieved with a larger
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magnetic core radius. As the proton relaxation occurs mainly at the interface of the mNP
and surrounding aqueous environment, nanoparticle coatings also influence the rate of T2
relaxation through the coating thickness.

T2 relaxation processes occur through three mechanisms. First mechanism, known as
Curie spin relaxation, arises from the dipolar interactions between water protons and a
large magnetic moment of unpaired mNP electrons. It depends on the strength of applied
magnetic field and it is a function of the mNP size and water diffusion time, r2/4D.
This mechanism is prominent for small-sized mNP CA at strong fields, while it decreases
rapidly for larger mNPs where T2 relaxation is mostly dominated by the remaining two
mechanisms: dipole-dipole coupling between metal ions and hydrogen nuclei, and scalar
or contact relaxation processes. Hence, a primary factor affecting r2 is the mNP generated
inhomogeneity, which depends largely on total magnetisation. In general, more efficient
inhomogeneity originates from materials with high saturation magnetisation, which can
also influence a greater volume of surrounding water. However, the effective magnetisation
of mNPs is often several times lower than that of the bulk counterpart, caused primarily
by an increased magnetic anisotropy. Due to the presence of a magnetically ‘dead’ or
tilted layers of atoms on the mNP surface, the surface atomic spins are largely canted,
thereby enhancing the MAE and reducing overall magnetisation. Additionally, MAE is
also affected by the mNP morphology and surface interactions. For particles of the same
volume, a reduced shape and surface anisotropy lead to the spin state similarity between
the surface and the core, increasing the magnetisation. Moreover, changes in the magnetic
moments of surface atoms can be enforced through surface functionalisation.

Diffusion dynamics of water molecules in the magnetic field gradients is another im-
portant factor for effective r2 rates. It is characterised by the number of water molecules
diffused into the close proximity of the CA interface and their residency time within that
region. mNPs with large magnetic moments have stronger tendency to form dipole inter-
actions with water protons, to generate a larger area of influence, and to provide a greater
possibility of relaxing the diffused water molecules. Certain coatings can also be beneficial
in this matter, while others may hinder water diffusion or prolong water residency within
ligand pockets, reducing the image contrast. Coatings forming a hydrophilic mNP surface
favour diffusion and retention of water molecules in the mNP outer-sphere. Finally, fine-
tuning of the thickness, charge (ligands rich in π-electrons create small magnetic fields
increasing inhomogeneity), and porosity of the coating allows for the optimised water
accessibility and residency.

Hence, the dynamic interactions behind the relaxation mechanisms depend predomi-
nantly on the magnetic properties of mNP CA, which, in turn, are attributed to a large
extent to the mNP structural features. Relaxivity of superparamagnetic mNPs can be en-
hanced not only via their magnetic properties, but also through the coating optimisation.
The last parameter directly included in the equation, without specifically considering
its effect on the magnetic properties, is the diameter of the magnetic core. From the
relationship, r2 value can be increased by increasing the core size; however, biomedical
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applications are limited by the superparamagnetic size limit. Within this critical diameter,
theoretical studies have identified three mNP size regimes depending on the r2 rate trends:
the motional average regime (MAR), the static dephasing regime (SDR), and the echo-
limiting regime (ELR).[111] With the growing mNP size in the MAR regime, relaxivity
increases, reaching a plateau in the SDR regime. With any further size increment, mNPs
fall in the ELR regime where r2 steeply decreases. Accordingly, the highest r2 is achieved
for mNPs within the SDR, but so far employed nanoparticulate CA have been within the
MAR regime to limit the mNP aggregation through magnetic interactions.[112, 113]

1.4.2 Prospective hyperthermia properties

The heating efficiency of the magnetic nanoparticle hyperthermia depends on the
power dissipated in a mNP due to the application of an alternating magnetic field and it
is often quantified through the specific absorption rate (SAR). SAR is the rate at which
the power is absorbed by a volume of dielectric material, such as biological tissue, ex-
posed to electromagnetic radiation (or other source of energy). It is often mentioned
interchangeably with the specific heating power (SHP), which is defined as the thermal
power per unit mass dissipated by the magnetic material and accurately describes mate-
rial’s heating efficiency. The interconversion of magnetic field energy into heat by mNPs
can arise through three mechanisms: eddy currents, hysteresis, and relaxation processes.
Eddy currents are loops of localised electric current induced by the varying magnetic
field. Their existence depends on how resistant the material is towards current heating,
and they are usually present in bulk crystals. Prevailing heating mechanism in multi-
domain mNPs is hysteresis loss, while single-domain superparamagnetic mNPs have high
electrical resistivity, and, thus, such power loss is negligible compared to the one origi-
nating from relaxation mechanisms. Relaxation mechanisms have two modes: following
the removal of the external magnetic field, magnetic moments relax either through the
motion of the internal spin (Néel relaxation) or by the rotation of the mNP around its
own axis (Brownian relaxation). Either relaxation of magnetic moment back to the initial
position releases thermal energy and induces local heating due to the friction. If the mNP
undergoes Néel relaxation, heat is dissipated by the rearrangement of atomic dipole mo-
ments where internal friction causes phase lagging between the applied field and magnetic
moments. If the mNP relaxes through a Brownian relaxation mechanism, the power loss
arises from the shear stress in the surrounding medium. Additional power loss can occur
due to the physical relaxation of the liquid.

Quantification of specific heating power of mNPs is derived as:

SHP =
1
2
ωµ0χ0H

2 ωτ

1+ω2τ2
(1.3)

where ω is the angular frequency of the external magnetic field and equals ω = 2πf , µ0 is
the magnetic permeability constant of free space, χ0 is the magnetic susceptibility, and H
is the magnitude of the external magnetic field. The fractional term leads to the maximal
power at ωτ = 1; in this case, matching ω is called the critical frequency. Estimated goal
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for the material development is the SHP in order of 1000 W g−1, based on the amount
of mNPs that can be incorporated by a single living cell.[114] The most critical factor is
hence the relaxation time of mNPs, τ, resulting from prevailing heating mechanisms.

Relaxation time can be defined as the time needed for magnetic moments of mNPs
to vanish once the external magnetic field has been shut off. For Néel relaxation, time
constant of the external magnetic field is short enough so that magnetic moment alternates
from parallel to antiparallel orientation and back without the change in the physical
orientation of the particle. As excitation occurs against the anisotropy energy barrier,
process strongly depends on mNP volume and anisotropic properties, and is not influenced
by the conditions of the surrounding environment. The relaxation time for Néel relaxation,
τN, can be described by:

τN =
τ0
2

√
π
kT
KV

eKV /kT (1.4)

where τ0 is the characteristic relaxation time and equals τ0 = 1/f0, f0 =109-1013 s−1, k
is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, K is the anisotropy constant, and V
is the mNP volume. KV is somehow equivalent to an activation energy that has to be
exceeded by the thermal energy, kT , to overcome the inherent magnetic anisotropy energy
barrier. In contrast, Brownian relaxation prevails when magnetic anisotropy is sufficient
to overcome inertial resistance in which case external magnetic field causes rotation of a
whole particle with magnetic moment remaining fixed relative to the crystal axis. The
Brownian relaxation time is highly dependent on the hydrodynamic properties of both
mNPs and surrounding medium, such as viscosity of the fluid and hydrodynamic volume
of mNPs which includes any surfactant layer added for colloidal stability. Equation that
describes Brownian relaxation time, τB, is:

τB =
3ηVH
kT

(1.5)

where η is the viscosity of the medium, and VH is the hydrodynamic volume of mNPs.
When these two processes are parallelly involved, effective relaxation time which describes
energy transfer rate takes both into consideration, and final expression is:

1
τ
=

1
τN

+
1
τB
. (1.6)

Overall, the shorter of two dominates the effective relaxation time - Néel for small particles
in viscous solutions and Brownian for particles with large hydrodynamic volume in an
environment of lower viscosity. Exact division between mechanisms depends mainly on
the mNP anisotropy constant. In mNPH, mNPs are embedded in the tumorous tissue
and internalised by cancer cells either by adhesion to the cell walls or in the form of a
restraint of movement provided by cell plasma. Because of this immobilisation, Brownian
mechanism is damped and Néel relaxation occurs almost exclusively.[115]

mNPs can be re-magnetised only after their relaxation is completed; therefore, fre-
quency of the external field has to match the relaxation times in order to obtain efficient
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heating rates. SHP is maximised under the condition ωτ = 1 and since typical Brow-
nian relaxation times in systems where this mechanism dominates over Néel relaxation
are around 10−5 s, effective frequencies would need to be 105 rad s−1 (15 kHz), which
is much lower than any frequency reported in hyperthermia studies (100-300 kHz range)
that therefore favours relaxation times of 10−6 s or below.[86, 116] This confirms Néel
relaxation as a predominant heating mechanism in mNPH and accentuates requirement
of magnetic anisotropy energies that significantly exceed the thermal energy (KV ≫ kT );
if anisotropy constant is not satisfactory, no noteworthy heating is expected. Therefore,
SHP shows connection to the size of mNPs, their magnetic properties and anisotropy
energies, as well as to the characteristics of the applied magnetic field.

From the equation for τN, MAE is an important factor in enhancing Néel relaxation
time. However, within the limitation of ωτ = 1 for maximising SHP, an enhancement of
relaxation time may not always yield higher SHP values, and the frequency of external
magnetic field must be chosen accordingly. Only through that correlation can efforts
to increase the MAE of mNPs lead to a higher heating efficiency and, ultimately, by
satisfying the ωτ = 1 condition, allow for the use of lower magnetic field frequencies.[117]

mNPH involves excitation of mNPs suspended in a fluid medium using the external
magnetic field, meaning that parameters of magnetic field itself should also be optimised
for desired results. Changes in frequencies and amplitudes are proportionally influencing
the heating power of mNPs, where SHP increases rapidly with the increase in the mag-
netic field strength. Enough heating power must be generated for destruction of cancerous
tissue, while in the same time frequency and strength of applied magnetic field have to be
safe for human body. These requirements are putting strict limitations on the frequencies
ranging from 0.05 to 1.2 MHz and the magnetic fields strengths from 0 to 15 kA m−1.
Higher values would lead to serious problems such as aggregation of mNPs causing em-
bolisms while lower frequencies would stimulate skeletal, cardiac, and peripheral muscles
and trigger arrhythmias. Amplitudes are usually in the range of 5-30 kA m−1. External
magnetic fields with H0×f less than 4.85×108 A m−1 s−1 have been approved as safe.[118]

Different combinations of superparamagnetic materials and biocompatible ligands have
been investigated, however, reached efficiencies are far from ideal and further efforts are
directed to find the best nanocomposite. The most important advance in the last ten
years has been the commencement of the first-ever clinical studies of therapeutic mNPH
induced by mNP heating.[74] The study successfully demonstrated that magnetite NPs
can be safely applied for the treatment of brain tumours and that hyperthermic temper-
atures are achieved. Magnetite and maghemite NPs exhibit (up to this point) medium
heating efficiency with little or no control of temperature changes when compared to
other magnetic materials, but their biocompatibility, non-toxicity, and ability to escape
the reticuloendothelial system makes them preferred candidate NPs for mNPH. However,
low SHP values [84] (less than 100 W g−1 for 400 kHz frequency and 10 kA m−1 exter-
nal magnetic field strength) seriously hamper successful usage of iron oxides, promoting
the implementation of mNPs with higher specific magnetisation. Many efforts have been
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made in order to improve properties of magnetite NPs. One route of optimisation was by
changing the morphology of the NPs, where the heating efficiency of 200 W g−1 measured
for the cubic and deformed-cubic FeO/Fe3O4 NPs owing to their large anisotropy over-
powers the spherical NP equivalents with efficiency of 135 W g−1 known to have higher
saturation magnetisation.[119, 120] Another valuable strategy was to increase the mag-
netic anisotropy by total or partial substitution of Fe2+ ions by Co2+ ions. Cobalt ferrites
showed comparatively high thermal and oxidative stability with large saturation magneti-
sation, suitable magnetic anisotropy energies, and consistently large heating effects with
SHP values reaching 720 W g−1, which are significantly higher than the rates reported
for the iron oxide NPs (22-200 W g−1 [121, 122, 123]). The current focus of research is on
cobalt mNPs to further improve the mNPH heating efficiency.

1.4.3 Prospective drug delivery properties

Magnetic targeting of drug delivery carriers is based on the external field induced
attraction of mNPs. For the mNP drug carrier to be efficiently trapped in the magnetic
field at the targeted site, the magnetic field gradient has to exert a sufficient translational
force on the particle-drug complex. This magnetic force, Fmag, can be expressed as:

Fmag = (χ2 −χ1)V
1
µ0
B(∇B) (1.7)

where χ1,2 are magnetic susceptibilities of the medium and the mNP, V is the volume of
mNPs, µ0 is the magnetic constant, B is the strength of the magnetic field, and ∇B is the
field gradient. Susceptibility of the biological medium is usually very small compared to
that of mNPs and can be disregarded. From the expression, the effective capture of the
mNPs depends on the magnetic properties and volume of the particles, as well as on the
parameters of the applied magnetic field. As the magnetisation of the mNP decreases,
the ability of magnetic field to capture and lead them also decreases. Correspondingly,
insufficient field strengths and gradients have limited penetration depth and generate
weak translational force. Estimations from experimental studies and extended theoretical
investigation of the hydrodynamic conditions of mNP drug carrier targeting indicated the
minimal field strength of 200-700 mT at the target site with gradients along the z-axis of
approximately 8-100 T m−1 depending on the flow rate.[77, 78]

1.5 Design of mNPs for biomedical applications

mNPs should also remain stable over long periods of time, which is the biggest ob-
stacle in the biomedical applications due to the chemically and physically challenging
environment. Superparamagnetic NPs are often unstable and tend to degrade into the
constituent elements or react with present species. This is especially true in the case
of metallic NPs which can easily lose their magnetic properties through oxidation. As
a result, biomedically functional mNPs are made of three different, yet connected parts:
magnetic core, protective coating, and functional surface. It should be kept in mind that
overall properties of mNP nanofluids are not only result of the characteristics of the mNPs
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as individual building blocks, but also depend of the interactions between mNPs as well.
Challenge in this area is to put all these components together in a small, nanometre-scale
space.

Core materials At the centre of the carrier is the superparamagnetic core which allows
for the magnetic manipulation of the particle in the presence of the external magnetic
field. A variety of magnetic materials can be employed, depending on the application
specific properties. However, many of these materials, such as cobalt and chromium, are
highly toxic and unlikely to be used as biomedical agents in vivo without a non-toxic,
protective coating with high mechanical strength. Iron oxide-based materials such as
magnetite and maghemite, on the contrary, are relatively safe and are currently in use for
multiple applications.

Coating materials Because of their high surface-to-volume ratio, mNPs are more re-
active than their respective bulk phases and, as a result, they need to be passivated.
Different coatings are possible, not only to reduce the corrosion, but also to prevent
the potential toxicity and agglomeration. Biocompatibility is of a high importance in
biomedicine and that is why the nature of the coating and the ease of further functional-
isation have to be considered to suit specific application.

Linkers Biomolecules may not bind to the mNPs before their surface has been mod-
ified. Even if they do, the interaction could be weak, and the final result would be an
instant release with little or no control during the delivery. It is therefore necessary to en-
hance the biomolecule binding and gain control over the system by implementing organic
linkers which alter the mNP surface to make it suitable for interaction with biomolecules
in changeable conditions. Common organic linkers are amines, thiols, carboxylic acids,
and aldehydes. Among these, the most popular are the ones creating electrostatic inter-
actions which can easily be manipulated (by the addition of ions or altering the pH). In
other cases, catalytic or redox reactions may be involved for the release process. Organic
linkers can be built up on top of each other through organic reactions if necessary.

Successful application of mNPs in the biomedicine is strictly connected to their surface
modification, functionalisation, and biocompatibility. Schematic representation of the
nanoparticle design is shown in Figure 1.5.

1.5.1 Organic coatings

One of the most developed metal mNP modification approaches is use of organosulfur
compounds. There are a few reasons behind it: organosulfur groups strongly coordinate
to various metals, such as Ag, Cu, Pt, Hg, Fe, or Au.[124, 125, 126, 127, 128] Moreover,
sulphur possesses a huge affinity for metal surfaces leading to spontaneous adsorption.
There are two different interaction possibilities, first being adsorption of the intact R-
SH molecule on the surface; second is chemisorption in the form of thiols or disulphides,
which eventually generate SR groups, followed by the concomitant cleavage of the S-H
bond. Intact disulphides are not adsorbed as such, but are split in two thiolate moieties
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Figure 1.5: Schematic representation of the process of nanoparticle design.

upon chemisorption. Once the organosulfur shell has been completed, it can be modi-
fied through the thiol-thiol exchange process. This can be a formidable task due to the
strength of the sulfur-metal bond and the conditions with which modifier may not be
compatible. For the complete exchange, a considerable excess of incoming ligand is re-
quired, but deliberate partial exchange may also be useful. Nevertheless, resulting layers
will invariably be composed of both previous and the incoming ligands in a certain ratio,
which is the main reason for the preferential use of the weakly bonded ligand, which is
afterwards completely displaced by thiols.

Another method is adsorption of amines. The main difference between the amine and
thiol coatings is the stability of the created nanocomposite due to the better dispersion
provided through amine functional group. Formed bond is much weaker than that of
thiols. Nonetheless, methods can be complementary such as in the case of the peptides,
where amino acids are linked to mNPs through both thiol and amine functional groups.
It has been shown that acetylation of the amine molecules can significantly improve the
cytocompatibility and hemocompatibility of mNPs.[129]

Another group of organic compounds that can be used for surface modification are
carboxylic acids. Carboxylic acids are excellent capping agents since they bind strongly
to the metallic surface through the carboxyl group.[130, 131, 132, 133, 134] Oleic acid,
which has a C18 tail with a cis-double-bond in the middle, is the most common because
it can form a kink necessary for effective stabilisation. Stearic acid, as a C18 counterpart
without the double-bond in its tail, fails as a stabiliser of mNPs. Another advantage
of oleic acid is the formation of dense protective monolayer, thereby producing NPs in
the highly uniform size range. Moreover, it was found that oleic acid coatings result in
no appreciable changes in the overall magnetic behaviour of magnetite or other ferrite
materials.[135]

The modification of metallic mNPs by phosphines is easy to achieve and consequently
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very interesting. The biggest drawback compared to the previous organic compounds is
the weakness of formed interactions which results in poor mNP stability. Consequently,
exchange with other ligands is carried on effectively through a complete replacement of
phosphine molecules. Thus, higher stability of mNPs can be achieved by exchange of
phosphine with, for example, thiols. However, lack of stability can be overcome by using
polyphosphine ligands. It was demonstrated that the multiphosphine ligands are firmly
coordinated at the surface of Pd NPs.[136]

1.5.2 Inorganic coatings

Silane is often used to modify and endow the functionalised end groups directly to the
surface of mNPs for post-connecting with metal ions, polymers, biomolecules or other bio-
logical entities. Significantly, this modification maintains saturation magnetisation values
of magnetic core. The most common agents of this type are 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane
(APTES), p-aminophenyltrimethoxysilane (APTS) and mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane
(MPTES) with post-anchoring of the -NH2 and -SH function groups.[137, 138]

Carbon coatings gained considerable interest due to good chemical and thermal sta-
bility and high intrinsic electrical conductivity of C-protected mNPs. They also provide
good oxidation and corrosion barrier and are considered as one of the best solutions for
the encapsulation of the mNPs not only for advantageous physiochemical characteristics,
but because carbon is cheap, light, and biocompatible.[139, 140] In addition, it can be
easily thinned/removed from the surface by hydrogen or oxygen gas if desired.

Silica coatings can screen the magnetic dipolar attraction between mNPs and enhance
their dispersion. Silica also increases the stability and provides protection in an acidic
environment, unique magnetic responsivity, low cytotoxicity, and easy chemical modi-
fication through the variation of shell thickness.[141] The main challenge in practice is
homogeneous modification of each particle - every mNP should be coated with a close-to-
uniform silica layer with no core-free silica particles remaining in the mixture. The major
reason causing uneven heating in mNPH and drug distribution can be attributed to the
disproportionate silica shell thickness.

A very simple approach for mNPs modification is controlled oxidation of the metal
core, a technique long known for the passivation of air sensitive supported catalysts.[142]
Special care has to be taken when it comes to the final properties because, upon modifi-
cation, mNPs exhibit characteristics of both metal oxides and metallic cores which can,
in some cases, lead to the substantial loss of magnetic properties. Another oxide-based
approach is coating composed of metal oxides with different nature in respect to the
magnetic core, where titanium and aluminium oxides have shown the most promising
results.[143] Surfaces of these oxides are readily modified with phosphorylated molecules,
which can be very useful for biological applications.

Non-metallic protective layer can potentially reduce magnetic properties of the mNPs,
which is the main reason inert metal coatings can be more favourable. Noble metallic NPs
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are offering a palette of fascinating characteristics, amongst which the most interesting for
the biomedical applications are surface plasmon resonance (SPR) and surface-enhanced
Raman scatting (SERS). Combining noble metal coatings with magnetic cores hence
promotes powerful combination of two unique physicochemical features: optic activity
and superparamagnetism. In general, core-shell, core-satellite, and dumbbell nanostruc-
tures exhibit biomedically beneifical binary/polynary properties, and their surfaces can be
modified through functionalisation for improved stability and compatibility. Gold coating
addresses almost all restrictions of using mNPs in biomedicine; it provides conductivity,
optic properties (both the SPR and SERS along with photoacoustic detection and suitabil-
ity for dark field spectroscopy), biocompatibility, bioaffinity through functionalisation by
amine/thiol terminal groups, and chemical stability through inertness towards aggregation
and oxidation. Another positive aspect of gold-coated mNPs is the fact that their optic
and magnetic properties can be easily tuned and tailored for a variety of applications by
simply altering the size, shape, coating thickness, or through surface modification. Mag-
netic properties of the magnetic core remain unaffected upon the gold passivation and,
furthermore, many different synthesis pathways have already been established for these
promising entities.[144, 145, 146, 147, 148, 149]

1.5.3 Polymer coatings

Polymer modification is better than the passivation by small molecules in a way that
it provides not only a variety of functional groups and higher colloid stability, but it
also determines biological fate in the manner of bio-distribution. Polymers as ligands are
designed to respond to both intrinsic (pH, redox, enzymes) and external stimuli (tem-
perature, light, magnetic field), which makes them great candidates for improvement of
interaction between mNPs and body environment. By changes in structure, composition,
sequence, and ratio of monomers in polymer coatings, morphology and size of mNPs can
be influenced as well. They may carry bio-specific groups to bind selectively to cells
and/or toxins, to enable their selective removal, and to protect biological tissues against
toxicity.[150, 151, 152]
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CHAPTER 2

Why do simulations of materials?
Alice: “This is impossible.”

The Mad Hatter: “Only if you believe it is.”
- Chapter 2, The Pool of Tears

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the synergy between computational simulations and
experiments on an example of magnetic nanoparticle hyperthermia.

Comprehension of various phenomena observed in materials, prediction of their be-
haviour under varying conditions, and design of cost-effective alternatives with improved
properties are some of the primary objectives in materials research. With the modernisa-
tion of experimental methods, understanding of physical and chemical activities of materi-
als has also improved, but envisioning of their responses to the changes in the surroundings
and development of new materials have often relied upon empirical models. Recent as-
cent of interest in microscopic observables, interatomic interactions, and nanomaterials,
all of which require description at the quantum level, as well as need for comprehension of
the dynamics of complex systems and their evolution over time, combined with tremen-
dous improvements in computational resources, triggered growth of the role theoretical
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simulations have in materials science. Correspondingly, the field has evolved from ini-
tial objective of reproducing experimental results, to the idea of offering deeper insights
and creating predictions. So far, computational modelling has made it possible to detect
materials properties starting just from atomic numbers and to simulate their behaviour
under desired conditions. Indeed, this synergy between theory and experiment, schemat-
ically shown in Figure 2.1, has vastly accelerated progress in many scientific areas, and
day-to-day evolution of computational techniques, including Hartree-Fock approach, den-
sity functional theory, molecular dynamics, and qm/mm methods, is constantly opening
doors to the unknown.

2.1 Basic procedures of computational materials science

Figure 2.2: Overview of theoretical and experimental methods in respect of the ascending length
and time scales. The performance of computational approaches regarding the reachable system
sizes, simulation times, and result accuracy is represented within the three circles in the following
order: length-time-accuracy. Colours represent favourable (green), medium (yellow), and limited
(red) ranges, which are shown in more detail as length and time scales in the bottom.

Basic procedures of computational material science revolve around the definition of
subatomic and atomic particle interactions, and they consist of six principal steps: (i) des-
ignate the property of interest, (ii) create a model that will represent the particle system
accordingly, (iii) select the relevant rules (classical/quantum mechanics, desired accuracy),
(iv) select property calculation method, (v) run simulation, analyse the results, and refine
under better-defined conditions, (vi) produce data, compare it with experimental and/or
theoretical results, predict new phenomena. By performing simulations, realistic events
are recreated in a simplified, well-controlled manner and must therefore be critically ap-
proached. Development of various methods through the years has made classifications
according to their performance and limitations in terms of the system size and simulation
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time. Figure 2.2 shows typical theoretical and experimental methods within their length-
and time-scale abilities. As the time and size increase, the discipline changes from physics
over chemistry, to materials science, and engineering.

To gain an insight in the physics behind the structure of magnetic nanoparticles, chem-
istry involved in their reactivity, and finally their behaviour as materials in biomedicine,
methods employed in this thesis span over both quantum mechanics and molecular dy-
namics scales, which are presented in more detail in the following subchapters.

2.2 DFT

Nuclei and electrons are building blocks of all atoms, molecules, and materials. The
very governing force of these subatomic particles is, in fact, the electromagnetic force
- what happens in any of the materials comes ultimately from this basic interaction.
If an accurate description of the electromagnetic interactions can be reached, then all
experimentally relevant properties and phenomena can be determined accordingly. The
law behind the portrayal of subatomic interactions is known as quantum mechanics, and
the whole of behaviour of crucial particles, i.e. electrons, can be summed up in the
most important formulation of the last century - Schrödinger equation. Shortly after the
Schrödinger equation was defined, Dirac famously observed that the general theory of
quantum mechanics is now almost complete by stating:

“The underlying physical laws necessary for the mathematical theory of a large part
of physics and the whole of chemistry are thus completely known, and the difficulty is
only that the exact application of these laws leads to equations much too complicated to be
soluble.” - Dirac, 1929

The quantum mechanical wavefunction obtained as a solution of the too complicated
Schrödinger equation contains, in principle, all desired information about the given sys-
tem. Unfortunately, the exact solution can be identified only for hydrogen atom contain-
ing one electron and a few additional simplest cases, while scientifically relevant materials
contain a substantial quantity of atoms, each of them having well-defined number of
electrons. While the analytical solutions to the Schrödinger equation of such systems
may be hardly reachable, numerical approaches for obtaining approximate solutions of
the electronic structure have become invaluable in materials science. In this context, cal-
culations from first principles, which allow the prediction of materials’ behaviour based
solely on the quantum mechanical foundations without requiring higher order parameters
(such as fundamental properties), represent a promising tool for deeper insight in faintly
investigated characteristics of widely known or completely new matter, and are known
as ab-initio methods. In principle, the only information these methods require are the
atomic numbers of the constituent atoms. With those at hand, all the subatomic interac-
tions and arising electromagnetic properties, that are unattainable in other schemes such
as molecular dynamic calculations, can be modelled. To obtain electron wavefunctions
for materials of interest, a whole machinery of methods was developed starting with the
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Hartree-Fock approximation and leading to a vast variety of modern quantum chemical
models. However, all these wavefunction-based methods have one severe limitation; the
effort involved in computing and storing the wavefunction increases exponentially with
the number of electrons, and they are thus still limited to rather small systems.

These computational efforts received a critical boost in 1964/1965, when Hohenberg,
Kohn, and Sham reformulated the Schrödinger equation, which initially involved all the
3N spatial coordinates of N interacting electrons, into density functional theory (DFT),
by proposing the electron density as a physical quantity that defines the system uniquely
without growing in complexity as a function of the number of electrons, but is rather
a function of only three spatial coordinates. The resulting Kohn-Sham (KS) equations
reconstructed the intractable complexity of the detailed many-body interactions into a
computationally manageable single-particle effective potential via exchange-correlation
functional. While the ‘divine functional’ that would make this reformulation exact is still
being pursued, approximate functionals have proven satisfactory in describing many ma-
terials and their properties. DFT methods have therefore become a backbone of materials
science and DFT calculations are today a common component of many materials research
efforts.

2.2.1 Schrödinger equation

The foundation of the theory of electronic structure is the time-independent, non-
relativistic Schrödinger equation:

ĤΨ = εΨ (2.1)
where Ĥ is the Hamiltonian operator, Ψ is the wavefunction, and ε is the energy of the
state Ψ . Ĥ operator accounts for the kinetic and potential energy of all particles that
build up the system; it contains five terms:

Ĥ = T̂e + T̂n + V̂ee + V̂ext + V̂nn (2.2)
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with the first two corresponding to the kinetic energies of electrons and nuclei, respectively,
and the following three to the potential energies from electron-electron, electron-nucleus,
and nucleus-nucleus interactions, in that order. Electrons are denoted by lower case
subscripts and nuclei by upper case subscripts, so that me, e, and ri are the mass, charge,
and positions of the electrons, and MA, ZA, and rA are the mass, charge, and positions
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of the nuclei. The term ’external’ in the V̂ext refers to the fact that, from the electron’s
viewpoint, the Coulomb attraction by the nuclei is external and, thus, system dependent.
The system-independent internal potential (the electronic kinetic energy plus the repulsive
electron-electron potential) has a universal character, meaning it can be applied to any
system.

Solutions of the Schrödinger equation are the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian, ε, and
therefore correspond to the allowed energy levels; the lowest energy level represents the
ground-state energy and the most stable form of the system. However, for real systems,
the situation complicates way beyond the scope of computational abilities to solve the
corresponding Schrödinger equation - a well-defined collection of atoms such as a molecule
or a crystal, due to the number of electrons and nuclei involved, represents a many-
body problem. Many-body problem generally refers to the determination of properties
of microscopic systems containing a significant amount of mutually interacting particles,
with microscopic addressing the need of quantum mechanics laws, and significant number
of particles addressing systems with three or more particles. This is the point where,
without approximations, the equation has no practical use.

In order to simplify calculations, several strategies have been proposed. First, forget
about gravity, relativity, and time - an electron’s mass is so small and its speed much
slower than the speed of light. Also, if only the ground-state energy of electrons is of
interest, then the potential energy of the system can be considered constant in time. This
is why the time-independent, non-relativistic version of the Schrödinger equation is a good
place to start. Second, forget about nuclei. Nuclei are by far more massive than electrons
and, thus, electrons instantaneously respond to any movement of the nucleus and always
occupy the ground-state of the momentary nuclear configuration. This means that the
positions of nuclei are considered to be frozen and become not variables but parameters
from electron’s perspective. Kinetic energy of the nuclei can therefore be completely left
out, which is known as the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Additionally, the nucleus-
nucleus Coulomb interaction can also be excluded, because it is constant for a fixed
ionic configuration, and hence results only in a simple shift of the Born-Oppenheimer
energy. After these approximations, the system is much simpler - Hamiltonian and the
corresponding wavefunction depend only on the electron positions, r⃗ i :− ~
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Ψ (⃗r i) = εΨ (⃗r i) (2.4)

This is the starting point for computational material science, and the ground-state prop-
erties of any system can be determined by setting up the Hamiltonian, inserting it in the
Schrödinger equation, and obtaining the observables. The equation works surprisingly
simple, assuming the Ĥ and Ψ are known: the energy operator Ĥ operates on the wave-
function Ψ , giving the product of the energy and the wavefunction, EΨ . Ψ remains as
Ψ , and energy, E, comes out as a constant known as an eigenvalue, which is physically
observable quantity and is what is wanted from the equation. The whole process is like a
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Figure 2.3: Magician - Schrödinger equation analogy.

magician (≡ operator) taking a dove (≡E) out of a supposedly empty hat (≡Ψ ) - the dove
is clearly somewhere out of the sight, and the magician simply moves it into the hat in
a tricky way before revealing it, Figure 2.3. There is no change to the hat by the magic
act. Similarly, all necessary information about E is contained in Ψ , and it shows up only
after the operation of Ĥ . The equation with this unique property is specifically called the
eigenvalue problem.

2.2.2 Early first-principles calculations

Even after excluding nuclei as variables, dealing with N electrons, where each electron
interacts with all the others, is still too complex to solve even numerically, and this is the
case for any many-body system. The conclusion is obvious: one has to resort to further
levels of approximation without sacrificing the parameter-free nature of the first-principles
methods. To simplify the problem, each electron can be assumed to be an independent
entity and its interaction with the rest expressed in an average manner, such that it does
not recognise each electron as a single particle, but all of them as a mean-field. Hence, an
N -electron system becomes a set of non-interacting individual electrons that move in an
average electron density, and Ψ can be approximated as a product of individual electron
wavefunctions, Ψ (⃗r i) = Ψ1(⃗r i)Ψ2(⃗r i)...ΨN (⃗r i). This expression is known as the Hartree
product, named after Douglas Hartree, 1928, who also proposed the self-consistent field
(SCF) method for reaching its solution.[153, 154] The Hamiltonian of so approximated
system contains three terms:− ~

2me

N∑
i=1

∇2i + V̂ext(⃗r) + V̂H(⃗r)

Ψ (⃗r i) = εΨ (⃗r i) (2.5)

where V̂H is the Hartree potential representing the classical Coulomb repulsive interac-
tion between each electron and the mean-field. However, the Hartree method gave only
crude estimates of energy because such oversimplifications, in addition to disregarding
the exchange and correlation energies coming from the N -electron nature of the actual
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system, violate two basic principles of quantum mechanics - the antisymmetry principle
and, thus, Pauli’s exclusion principle.

Hartree and Fock enhanced the method in 1930 by approximating theN -electron wave-
function as a linear combination of non-interacting one-electron wavefunctions in the form
of a Slater determinant which guarantees the antisymmetry and fulfils Pauli’s principle.
Proofs of this are out of the scope of the thesis and can be found elsewhere.[155, 156, 157,
158] The electron-electron potential energy now contains two terms: the Hartree energy
and the exchange energy coming from the antisymmetric nature of the wavefunction in
the Slater determinant form. The latter is responsible for correction of the overestimated
Hartree energy and makes the Hartree-Fock (HF) model more accurate. Nevertheless, the
electron-electron correlation energy is still unaccounted for.

By introducing the Slater determinant wavefunction and the mean-field approxima-
tion, the HF method was able to ease the calculations while maintaining the parameter-
free nature. Still, the overall number of electrons in materials imposed high computa-
tional costs. If a single molecule of CO2 is considered, the full wavefunction is already
66-dimensional (3 dimensions for each of the 22 electrons), while HF scheme requires 22
one-electron wavefunctions. If, on the other hand, a simple nanocluster of 100 Pd atoms is
of interest, the full wavefunction requires more than 23,000 dimensions, and even the HF
simplification does not suffice in a reasonable reduction of computational efforts. There-
fore, its practical applications remain limited to small systems with up to several tens of
atoms. The breakthrough finally happened when Hohenberg and Kohn, 1964, presented
two theorems concerning electron density and energy functionals, and after Kohn and
Sham, 1965, came up with the scheme of density functional theory.

2.2.3 Variational principle

In quantum mechanics, a system under given conditions can have only one ground-
state energy (if there are no degenerate states). This implies that, if the system’s energy is
minimised with respect to the wavefunction, the final energy obtained will be the ground-
state energy, which is a formulation of the variational principle.

Since electrons are mutually interacting, expressing the wavefunction as a single Slater
determinant is subject to a systematic improvement to the exact function. Due to the non-
linearities introduced by the HF method, it adopts the iterative self-consistent procedure
for the solution of the wave equation. This is performed in five steps: (i) choose a proper
set of wavefunctions, {Ψi}; (ii) calculate electron density; (iii) calculate the three energy
terms of Hamiltonian for N electrons; (iv) insert them into the wave equations and solve
to get a set of {Ei} and a new set of {Ψi}; (v) repeat the process until self-consistency
is reached and input {Ψi} and output {Ψi} become the same in a predetermined range
of error. The obtained {Ei} will be the ground-state energies of each electron, and their
sum is the ground-state energy of the system. Through the variational process, the
initial approximated wavefunctions in the Slater determinant converge towards the true
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ground-state wavefunctions. This approach is a very fundamental principle applied in all
first-principles methods.[159]

2.2.4 Modern DFT

Although obtaining solutions of the Schrödinger equation can be viewed as the funda-
mental problem of quantum mechanics, it is worth noting that the wavefunction cannot
be directly observed. The quantity that is of any physical interest, and can (in principle)
be measured, is the probability that the N electrons are at a particular set of coordinates,
r⃗1...⃗rN , which corresponds to |Ψ (⃗r1...⃗rN )|2. A closely related quantity is the electron den-
sity at a particular position in space, ρ(⃗r). This function of only three spatial coordinates
contains a great amount of information and it is physically observable, unlike the full
wavefunction solution which is a function of 3N coordinates. Hence, for a nanocluster of
100 Pd atoms, the electron density theorem reduces the wavefunction search from more
than 23,000 dimensions to a problem with only three dimensions. A quantum mechanical
system is now an electron-density-dependent problem; there are no individual electrons
but only their three-dimensional density, and computational efforts are thus drastically
reduced to the level of practical use for molecules, crystals, solids, and materials with
hundreds of atoms.

Anticipation of the potential role electron density could have in electronic calculations
was built up for a long while until the formal verification of Hohenberg and Kohn who
formulated two theorems, providing a sound foundation for the designation of electron
density as the key factor in DFT.

Theorem 1: The external potential, V̂ext(⃗r), is (to within a constant) a unique functional
of ρ(⃗r); since V̂ext(⃗r) fixes Ĥ , the full many-particle ground-state is also a unique functional
of ρ(⃗r).

From the theorem, it stands that at the ground-state, the electron density alone can
define the external potential and vice versa. Since the internal energy is system- and
V̂ext(⃗r)-independent, its dependence on the electron density can be expressed as a universal
functional F[ρ(⃗r)] although its explicit formula, which is same for all systems, remains
unknown:

E[ρ(⃗r)] = F[ρ(⃗r)] +
∫
V̂ext(⃗r)ρ(⃗r)dr⃗. (2.6)

Finally, Hamiltonians of various systems differ only by their external potential, which
depends on the type of nuclei; therefore, electron density defines external potential, Hamil-
tonian, wavefunction, and all ground-state properties of the system:

ρ(⃗r)→ |Ψ [ρ(⃗r)]⟩, ρ(⃗r)→ V̂ext(⃗r). (2.7)
In summary, different external potentials will always generate different electron densities
and, if the interests are confined only within the ground-state properties of the system,
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the sole knowledge of the electron density at a given external potential is sufficient to
deduce the total energy or any other property. This is the base of all conventional DFT
calculations.

Theorem 2: A universal functional for the energy E[ρ(⃗r)] in terms of electron density ρ(⃗r)
can be defined valid for any external potential V̂ext(⃗r), and for any particular V̂ext(⃗r) the
ground-state energy of the system is the global minimum value of this functional, and the
density ρ(⃗r) that minimises the functional is the exact ground-state density:

E0 =min
Ψ
⟨Ψ |T̂ + V̂ee + V̂ext|Ψ ⟩ =min

ρ(⃗r)
E[ρ(⃗r)]. (2.8)

The second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem defines an important property of the functional:
the electron density that minimizes the energy of the overall functional is the true elec-
tron density corresponding to the full solution of the Schrödinger equation. If the true
functional form were known, then the ρ(⃗r) could be varied until the energy from the
functional is minimised, giving a prescription for finding the relevant electron density.
This proved that the ground-state of a system could be reached by variational princi-
ple. As the exact functional is not known, the variational principle is used in practice
with approximate functional forms. Mathematical proofs of these theorems are outside
the scope of this thesis and interested readers are referred to review papers and relevant
textbooks.[160, 161, 162, 163]

Although the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems rigorously proved a functional of the electron
density exists that can be used to solve the Schrödinger equation, they said nothing
about what this functional actually is. Up to date, significant efforts are focused towards
development and improvement of such functionals, with intention of reaching as realistic
description of electron behaviour as possible.

Earlier attempts to adopt electron density without the use of wavefunctions in the first-
principles calculations were not very successful. In the present context, these approaches
are only of historical interest and they are refrained from an in-depth description. The
earliest method was developed by Thomas and Fermi in 1927, before the relation between
the system energy and electron density was confirmed.[164, 165] In their quantum sta-
tistical model, a simple expression for the kinetic energy based on the ρ(⃗r) of a uniform
electron gas was combined with purely classical expressions for the nucleus-electron and
electron-electron potentials to obtain the total energy of the system. Properties arising
from such description were only of limited use because of the very coarse approximation
of the true kinetic energy and complete omittance of the exchange and correlation effects.
However, the energy was given completely in the terms of ρ(⃗r) and no recourse to the
wavefunction has been taken. Later adaptations by Bloch, 1929, and Dirac, 1930, to name
a few, introduced modifications by including density-dependent expressions of quantum
mechanical exchange effects.[166, 167] However, none of these extensions was particularly
successful mainly due to the poorly expressed electron kinetic energy.
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Given the two Hohenberg-Kohn theorems, Kohn and Sham proposed a reformulation
of the energy functional in 1965. At the centre of their idea was exactly the realisation
that most of the problems with previous methods are connected with the expression for
the kinetic energy based on the uniform electron gas model. Since the HF orbital-based
approaches performed much better in this respect, Kohn and Sham (KS) introduced the
concept of a non-interacting reference system built from a set of orbitals (one-electron
functions) such that the major part of the kinetic energy can be computed to a good
accuracy. The remainder is merged with the non-classical contributions of the electron-
electron repulsion, which are also unknown. Within this method, as much information as
possible is computed exactly, leaving only a small part of the total energy to be determined
by an approximate functional. As the electrons in the KS system are non-interacting, the
KS wavefunction is a single Slater determinant constructed from a set of orbitals, ψi ,
known as KS orbitals, that are the lowest energy solutions to the KS equations:[

− ~
2me
∇2 + V̂eff(⃗r)

]
ψ(⃗r i) = εiψ(⃗r i) (2.9)

where V̂eff is the effective potential in which the non-interacting particles move, and
εi is the orbital energy of the corresponding one-electron orbital. The connection of the
artificial non-interacting system and the real system is established by choosing an effective
potential in the one-electron Hamiltonian operator such that the resulting density exactly
equals the ground-state density of the real system of interacting electrons:

ρ(⃗r) =
N∑
i=1

|ψi (⃗r)|2 = ρ0(⃗r). (2.10)

By mapping the interacting N -electron system on the N non-interacting one-electrons
under the given external energy, the expression for the overall Hamiltonian is:

Ĥ[ρ(⃗r)] = T̂s[ρ(⃗r)] + V̂H[ρ(⃗r)] + V̂xc[ρ(⃗r)] + V̂ext[ρ(⃗r)] (2.11)
where T̂s represents kinetic energy functional for a fictitious system of non-interacting
electrons with the same electron density as the interacting system (ρ0(⃗r)), V̂H is the
Hartree energy arising classically from the mutual Coulomb repulsion of all electrons, and
V̂xc is the correction term called exchange-correlation functional, which accounts for all
the many-body effects. Of course, the non-interacting kinetic energy is not equal to the
true kinetic energy of the interacting system even if the systems share the same density,
and Kohn and Sham accounted for that by including the difference in the expression for
V̂xc:

V̂xc[ρ(⃗r)] = (T̂ [ρ(⃗r)]− T̂s[ρ(⃗r)]) + (V̂ee[ρ(⃗r)]− V̂H[ρ(⃗r)]). (2.12)
By definition, V̂xc equals to

V̂xc(⃗r) =
δExc(⃗r)
δρ(⃗r)

(2.13)
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but its exact form remains unknown. Nevertheless, approximate and practical forms are
widely available and can sufficiently reduce time and cost of calculations. Finally, to
uniquely determine the orbitals in the non-interacting reference system such that they
really provide a Slater determinant which is characterised by the density of the real
system, orbital dependence of each energy term needs to be indicated (development is
omitted from this thesis and can be found in [168, 169, 170]). Resulting formulation
identifies the sum of V̂H, V̂xc, and V̂ext to be exactly equal to V̂eff from the non-interacting
reference system. Thus, once these contributions are known, V̂eff is available and can be
inserted into the one-particle equations, which in turn determine the orbitals and hence
the ground-state density and energy. It should be noted that V̂eff already depends on the
density through the Coulomb term. Therefore, just like the HF equations, the KS one-
electron equations also have to be solved iteratively. From an initially guessed electron
density, the eigenfunctions ψi are obtained as solutions of the KS equations, and V̂H(⃗r)
and V̂ext(⃗r) are computed using this initial guess. Mixing the electron density from so
obtained potentials with the preceding one, a better estimate of the density is obtained
for further iterations. This procedure is repeated until a converged electron density is
reached within the self-consistency cycle. Finally, the self-consistent electron density is
used to compute the ground-state energy as:

E[ρ(⃗r)] =
N∑
i=1

εi −
1
2

∫
dr⃗V̂H(⃗r)ρ(⃗r)−

∫
dr⃗V̂ext(⃗r)ρ(⃗r) +Excρ(⃗r). (2.14)

All non-trivial many-body quantum-mechanical effects (the non-classical effects of self-
interaction correction, exchange and correlation), together with a portion belonging to
the kinetic energy of interacting system, have been separated in the unknown exchange-
correlation functional, V̂xc. It is this functional which needs to be approximated and
determines the accuracy of any DFT calculation.

2.2.5 Exchange-Correlation Functionals

Owing to the KS one-electron model, a practical method for solving the electronic
ground-state problem of systems comprising of what is considered to be a sensible number
of atoms in terms of materials science was finally given. However, solving the KS equations
requires knowledge of the correct form of the exchange-correlation functional. Through
the many-body quantum-mechanical effects, this functional is the connection between the
true and one-electron systems, and it is currently not known in a closed and analytic
form. Many approximate functionals were reported so far with various accuracies and
computational costs.

The first attempt at obtaining a faithful representation of the exchange-correlation
functional was the local density approximation (LDA).[171] LDA assumes that the exchange-
correlation energy density is the same at every position in space as it would be for the
homogeneous electron gas:
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ELDA
xc [ρ(⃗r)] =

∫
dr⃗ρ(⃗r)εhom

xc [ρ(⃗r)] =
∫
dr⃗ρ(⃗r){εhom

x [ρ(⃗r)] + εhom
c [ρ(⃗r)]} (2.15)

where εxc is the exchange-correlation energy density per electron. The exchange part,
εx, which represents the exchange energy of an electron in a uniform electron gas of a
particular density, is given in an analytical form:

εhom
x [ρ(⃗r)] = − e2

4πε0

3
4

(
3ρ(⃗r)
π

)1/3
. (2.16)

For the correlation part, εc, no such explicit expression is known, but it is rather obtained
through highly accurate numerical simulations of the homogeneous electron gas. The LDA
exchange-correlation potential is thus a fully local function depending only on the density
at position r⃗. LDA has been extended to handle spin-polarised systems as the local spin-
polarised density approximation (LSDA), where εxc and, thus, ELSDA

xc , are functionals of
two spin densities, ρ(↑) and ρ(↓).[172]

However, real systems are evidently not homogeneous and have varying density land-
scape. In order to account for this non-homogeneity, the local approximation was extended
in terms of the gradient of the electron density, ∇ρ(⃗r):

EGGA
xc [ρ(⃗r)] =

∫
dr⃗ρ(⃗r)εGGA

xc [ρ(⃗r),∇ρ(⃗r)]. (2.17)

Most such functionals are constructed in the form of a correction term which is added to
the LDA:

EGGA
xc [ρ(⃗r)] =

∫
dr⃗ρ(⃗r)εLDA

xc F(s) = ELDA
xc [ρ(⃗r)]−

∫
dr⃗ρ(4/3)⃗rF(s). (2.18)

The argument of the function F is a local inhomogeneity parameter that depends on both
the electron density and its gradient (s = |∇ρ(⃗r)|/ρ(4/3)(⃗r)), and assumes large values not
only for large gradients, but also in regions of small densities, such as the exponential
tails far from the nuclei. Depending on the form of F, one can obtain different func-
tional approximations, known as generalised gradient approximations (GGA), such as the
parameter free PBE and PW91, and the empirical BLYP.[173, 174, 175]

If a ~10-fold increase in computational cost is affordable, advanced functionals beyond
common GGA are available. They incorporate additional variables (such as higher-order
density gradient) or, since the exchange contributions are significantly larger than the
corresponding correlation effects, a certain amount (~25 %) of the exact non-local HF
exchange energy. The latter are known as hybrid functionals. The HF methods do not
account for the correlation energy, which causes spatially closer electrons, smaller bond
lengths, larger binding energies, wider band gaps, and thus higher total energies. In DFT,
on the other hand, systematic errors occur in the opposite way. Thus, it is expected that
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the best compromise between computational costs and reduced errors can be achieved by
introducing an HF exchange energy into the GGA approximated functional, typically in
the form of:

Ehybrid
xc = CEHF

x + (1−C)EGGA
x +EGGA

c . (2.19)
The most commonly used hybrid functionals are B3LYP, PBE0, and HSE06.

2.2.6 DFT-X methods for improved treatment of electron correlation

GGA corrects most of the problems arising from the oversimplifications introduced
by LDA, however, many features of the actual exchange and correlation effects are still
missing. While the exchange energy of a collection of electrons can, in principle, be evalu-
ated exactly and progress in such direction was realised by introducing hybrid functionals,
the same cannot be achieved for the electron correlation. Additionally, due to the ap-
proximated nature of both effects, unphysical self-interaction is not completely removed
from the final expression. As a result, physical properties that are governed primarily by
electron correlation are challenging for approximate functionals. Two important examples
are weak long-range interactions between atoms and the electronic structure of strongly
correlated materials. Over the years, so-called DFT add-ons have been developed to treat
such cases in appreciable fashion.

2.2.6.1 Dispersion interactions and DFT-D

Relationship between the electron correlation and long-range forces between atoms
arises from the electron oscillations that lead to the deformations of the electron density
and, consequently, to a transient dipole moment. The existence of such dipole moments
creates a net dispersion interaction which, for two spherically symmetric atoms at a large
distance Rij , yields −1/R6

ij asymptotic behaviour. The simplest concept to account for
these interactions within DFT is to add a dispersion-like contribution between each pair
of atoms to the total DFT energy, and it is known as the DFT-D method:

EDFT-D = EDFT − S
∑
i,j

Cij

R6
ij

fdamp(Rij) (2.20)

where Cij is a dispersion coefficient which can be calculated from the tabulated properties
of individual atoms, and fdamp is a damping function to minimise contributions from
interactions within typical bonding distances. S is a scaling factor applied uniformly
to all pairs of atoms and it is estimated empirically. In this case, the correction only
depends on the nuclei positions. A step further was achieved with DFT-D2 by adding a
simple pair-wise force-field. The more sophisticated DFT-D3 uses environment-dependent
dispersion coefficients and, unlike DFT-D and DFT-D2 which are based on all atom pairs,
it also considers triplets of atoms to account for three-body effects. These formulations
made DFT-D3 less empirical, i.e. the most important parameters are computed from first
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principles, consistent within all chemically relevant elements of the periodic system, and,
overall, more accurate than previous versions.

Because the dispersion correction is an add-on term, it does not directly alter the
wavefunction or any physical or chemical property. However, it effects the structure by
contributing to the forces acting on the atoms, which bears an impact on all properties.

2.2.6.2 Strongly correlated electron systems and DFT+U

When a system has strongly localised d- or f -orbitals, an extra repulsive interaction
takes place between two electrons in those sites. In these cases, an electron is transferred
from the delocalised to the localised state, and becomes more prone to the unphysical
self-interaction. In other words, the motion of strongly localised electrons becomes ’corre-
lated’, and their wavefunction acquires a marked many-body character - the full account of
the multi-determinant nature of the wavefunction and many-body terms of the electronic
interactions. Thus, the HF method, which describes the electronic ground-state with a
variationally optimised single determinant and discards any correlation, cannot appropri-
ately capture the physics of strongly correlated materials. In DFT, on the other hand,
the electron-electron interaction is a functional of the electron density, which is repre-
sented through effective single particle KS equations, and problems of strongly correlated
systems can be traced to the overly-delocalised valence electrons, imprecise description of
the exchange interaction, and consequent incomplete cancellation of the self-interaction.

One of the approaches formulated to account for strong correlation is the Hubbard
model, where the electron-electron repulsion of electrons in a highly correlated site is
quantified by the on-site Hubbard parameter U . The Hubbard Hamiltonian is the simplest
many-body Hamiltonian to explicitly include electron correlation, and it contains two
terms: a kinetic term allowing for the tunnelling of electrons between the sites, and a
potential term consisting of an on-site interaction:

ĤHub = −t
∑
i,σ

(c†i,σ ci+1,σ + c
†
i+1,σ ci,σ ) +U

∑
i

n̂i↓n̂i↑ (2.21)

where n̂ = c†i,σ ci,σ is the spin-density operator for spin σ on the i-th site, and c†i,σ and ci,σ
are fermion creation and annihilation operators. The first term describes the destruction
of a fermion of spin σ on site i and its creation on site i+1 (or vice-versa) with the hopping
allowed only between two sites which are adjacent. In virtue of the strong localisation,
the Coulomb repulsion is only accounted for between electrons on the same atom through
a second term which is proportional to the product of the occupation numbers of atomic
states on the same site, whose strength is U (the ’Hubbard U ’).[176] This term is zero
if the site is empty or has a single electron, and it assumes the value of U if the site is
doubly occupied, necessarily by electrons of the opposite spin.

The LDA+U method (where +U correction can be applied to any generic DFT func-
tional, not necessarily LDA) has an improved accuracy in describing the ground-state of
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correlated systems through the implementation of the Hubbard Hamiltonian to describe
strongly correlated electronic states, while the rest of the valence electrons are treated
at the standard level of approximation. Within LDA+U , the total energy functional is
given as the sum of DFT total energy functional and a correction term which depends on
the orbital occupation numbers of a given shell of orbitals ns:

ELDA+U[ρ(⃗r)] = ELDA[ρ(⃗r)] +EU [ns]−Edc (2.22)
where EU is modelled by the Hubbard Hamiltonian, and Edc is a double-counting term
that represents the contribution to the DFT energy from correlated electrons as a mean-
field approximation to the EU to account for the additive nature of the +U correction.
The EU term is derived according to the HF treatment of the electron-electron interaction
of electrons within the designated shell. This formalism involves several approximations:
(i) energy correction is meant only for a specified shell, (ii) the electron-electron repulsion
operator is replaced by an operator representing screened electron-electron repulsion be-
tween electrons in a given shell, (iii) in the atomic limit of localisation, the orbitals that
belong to the given shell do not mix among themselves. By invoking these approximations,
the screened Coulomb and exchange integrals are combined with the orbital occupation
dependency, resulting in implicit self-interaction, where a self-Coulomb energy term is
cancelled exactly by a self-exchange term. Therefore, one can interpret the Hubbard cor-
rection as replacing the mean-field density-density interaction with an expression similar
to HF for highly localised orbitals with double occupancy. The Hubbard correction is
only applied to the localised states, and it is therefore a functional of occupation numbers
that are often defined as projections of occupied KS orbitals on the states of a localised
basis set.

Physically, the orbital energy of a fully occupied orbital in a designated shell is subject
to a down shift proportional to the strength of U , whereas the empty orbitals are shifted
up in energy by a factor proportional to U . As a result, if the treated orbitals form
the frontier orbitals of the system, DFT+U is able to introduce a band gap opening
proportional to the on-site strength U . As the effect of DFT+U is to shift d- or f -bands
up and down in energy, one can easily imagine that, as the value of U is increased, at some
point, one band is shifted over another. In other words, one could change the energetic
ordering of different bands or alter the hybridisation between the states when varying the
values of U parameter. As a consequence, improvement of the electronic structure will
only take place within a certain range of U values. Hence, the strength of the correction to
approximate DFT functionals is controlled by the effective on-site electronic interaction
represented by the Hubbard U whose value is not known a-priori. In order to obtain
quantitatively predictive results, it is crucial to have a method to compute the Hubbard
U in a reliable way. The value of U is usually tuned in a semi-empirical way, through
seeking agreement with available experimental data and using the so-determined value to
make predictions on other aspects of the system’s behaviour.
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2.2.7 Periodicity and Bloch’s theorem, basis sets and plane waves

DFT replaces the many-electron Schrödinger equation with a system of single-particle
KS equations within approximation for the exchange-correlation functional. However, the
correlated nature of the electrons is not the only obstacle in materials science; when it
comes to a condensed matter system, where arrangements of atoms are repeated peri-
odically in space, the number of electrons effectively reaches infinity. Therefore, in the
computational treatment of materials, reduction of the system size is crucial, and it relies
heavily on this periodicity of solids.

A specified set of atoms which, when repeated in every direction, creates the full
three-dimensional crystal structure, together with the vectors that define the volume of
the cell where those atoms are positioned, collectively describes a unit cell. By imposing
periodic boundary conditions on a unit cell, it is duplicated periodically through the
space in all directions effectively representing a bulk solid. This significantly reduces the
number of atoms, and thus electrons, that are being simulated, and the problem becomes
solving the KS equations only within a single unit cell, which is now viewed as a set
of mathematical points in space (called lattice) that satisfy translational symmetry. To
capture the behaviour of electrons more easily, it is convenient to introduce a concept
of reciprocal space, where the reciprocal lattice represents the Fourier transform of the
real lattice. So-transformed unit cell is known as Brillouin zone. The lattice points in
the reciprocal space, called the k-points, therefore represent normals of the corresponding
set of planes in the real space, and wavefunction becomes simply a grid with the lattice
points defining the allowed wave vectors. Thus, the electrons of the crystals can be treated
mathematically as waves in reciprocal space.

By exploiting the advantages of periodicity, which applies to atoms as well as to phys-
ical quantities (such as electron density), the number of electrons is considerably lowered.
However, due to the complex number involved in the phase factor, wavefunction is not
periodic. To obviate this problem, Bloch utilised the observation that the wavefunction
differs from the plane waves of free electrons only by a periodic modulation, and that
real electrons in an atom can be considered as perturbed free electrons. By mapping the
plane waves onto the structurally repeating pattern of a solid, wavefunctions were made
quasi-periodic in expression known as Bloch’s theorem:

ψj (⃗r) = uj (⃗r)e
ik(⃗r) (2.23)

where ψj is the Bloch’s wave, uj is a periodic function with the same periodicity as the
crystal, and k is the crystal wave vector. Since uj is a periodic function, it may be
expanded in terms of a Fourier series, uj (⃗r)

∑
G cj,Ge

iGr⃗ , where G are reciprocal lattice
vectors and c(j,G) are plane wave expansion coefficients. The electron wavefunctions may
therefore be written as linear combinations of plane waves:

ψj,k (⃗r) =
∑
G

cj,k+Ge
i(k+G)⃗r . (2.24)
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This theorem proved that it is possible to solve the Schrödinger equation for each
value of k independently. Since any point in the reciprocal space can represent a k-point,
there is an infinite number of discrete k-vectors well qualified to represent a wavefunction.
Fortunately, the wavefunction varies smoothly over the space so that it can be simply
sampled over a finite number of k-points that each represent a small region. It turns out
that many parts of mathematical problems posed by DFT are much more convenient to
solve in terms of k than they are to solve in terms of r. The net effect of Bloch’s theorem
has therefore been to change the problem of an infinite number of electrons to considering
only a number of electrons in the unit cell at a finite number of k-points chosen so as to
appropriately sample the Brillouin zone. In principle, the set of plane waves should also
be infinite; in practice, the series can be truncated to require reasonable computational
efforts. The coefficients for the plane waves have a kinetic energy defined through ~2|k +
G2/2m|. Since plane waves with the low kinetic energy are typically contributing more
than those of high kinetic energy, a kinetic energy cut-off can be introduced to achieve a
finite basis set.

Exploiting the lattice periodicity by using Bloch’s theorem has led to the re-expression
of one-electron wavefunctions in terms of a Fourier expansion using plane waves as a basis
set. Although plane waves are certainly not the only possible basis set that can be used
(others include e.g. atomic wavefunctions, Gaussian- or Slater-type orbitals), they have
the advantage of being mathematically simple, and the set is in principle complete, that
is, it completely spans the Hilbert space without being biased towards any particular
region. This is specifically important when there is no a-priori knowledge of the form of
the electronic wavefunctions. Additionally, plane waves are already solutions for a free
electron and thus satisfy the Bloch condition. On the negative side, using plane waves as
a basis set results in regions deprived of electron density having equal quality of coverage
as regions where electron density is substantially high.

2.2.8 Pseudopotentials

Plane waves have one serious drawback - slow convergence. A typical solid state sys-
tem contains two basic categories of electrons: (i) core electrons which are chemically
inert, described by localised wavefunctions, and tightly bound to the nuclei on very deep
energy levels; and (ii) valence electrons responsible for the formation of atomic bonds,
almost delocalised (electron gas in metals), and having most impact on the material’s
properties. The slow convergence is caused by the necessity to reproduce the nodal char-
acter of the valence orbitals, which, in turn, is a consequence of the valence orbitals being
orthogonal to the fast oscillating tightly bound core orbitals. Hence, the heart of the prob-
lem is traced back to the cores. The most convenient way of reducing the computational
burden of the core electrons is the use of pseudopotentials. Conceptually, a pseudopo-
tential replaces the electron density of a chosen set of core electrons with a smoothed
density chosen to match various physical and mathematical properties of the true ion
core. The properties of the core electrons are then fixed in this approximate fashion in
all subsequent calculations. With this frozen-core approximation, the valence electrons
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Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of a pseudopotential for a single electron, VP S(r), compared
to the potential the same electron experiences in the field of all other electrons, VAE(r). Pseudo-
wavefunction, ψP S(r), contains no nodes inside the core region r < rc and becomes the exact
one-electron wavefunction in the field of all other electrons, ψAE(r), for r > rc.

become the lowest-lying states with no core electron orthogonality requirements. Thus,
the wavefunctions and the potentials with ions of the valence electrons can be softened
through the so-called pseudisation process where rcut is determined, so that the core part
(r < rcut) of the wave function is node-less and smooth, while for r > rcut the pseudo and
all-electron wavefunctions coincide with each other and have the same eigenstates, Figure
2.4. Implementation of pseudopotentials therefore reduces both, the number of electrons
and the number of plane waves needed for a complete expansion. Three common types of
pseudopotentials are norm-conserving, ultrasoft (USPPs), and projector-augmented wave
(PAW) pseudopotentials.

Combination of plane wave basis set and pseudopotentials is powerful enough to deal
with thousands of electrons, which allows targeting of a wide range of materials science
problems with first-principles calculations.

2.2.9 Determination of electronic properties

2.2.9.1 Bader analysis

The properties of materials are often described in terms of an interatomic charge
transfer and the presence of ionic charges or electric multipoles on specific atoms. Since
atomic charges are not observables and are not as such defined by quantum mechanical
theory, they have to be extracted from calculated charge densities. Many different schemes
have been proposed to partition the charge amongst fragments of the system from the
continuous charge density output of the quantum mechanical calculations, some based
on electronic orbitals (e.g., Mulliken population analysis) which are more suitable for
localised basis sets, and others based on the charge density (e.g., Bader analysis).
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Common algorithms based entirely on electron density as proposed by Bader rely
on dividing the system space into regions by building the gradient vector field of the
electron density. Sets of trajectories which trace out the density gradient ∇ρ terminate
where the density is at maximum (each nucleus), and the system is partitioned into basins
(atoms), where an atom is defined as a region bounded by surfaces with zero-flux in ∇ρ.
By integrating the electronic density within the Bader regions, the total charge on each
atom can be estimated. Since this analysis is based solely on the mapped charge density,
it is rather insensitive to the basis set used. However, these algorithms are known to
have convergence problems for large systems and require significant computational efforts
due to their complexity. Fast and robust algorithm for Bader decomposition of charge
density by Henkelman puts no effort in trying to find critical points of electron density
nor performing integration, and it only searches for the local maximum in ρ on the 3D
charge density grid.[177]

The input for the Bader decomposition by Henkelman is the electron density specified
on a regular grid of points in space, with the spacing between the grid points fine enough
so that a linear interpolation between the points suffices in defining the bonding region
between atoms. In order to find out which grid points belong to which Bader region, a
path of steepest ascent in ρ is defined for each grid point (requiring only 26 subtraction and
multiplication operations per grid point); the set of points whose paths end in the same
maximum of ρ belong to the same Bader region. The total electronic charge within each
region is then approximated by the sum over the corresponding grid points. This grid-
based analysis is highly efficient: since the steepest ascent paths get terminated when a
previously assigned point has been reached, there is a fixed amount of calculation required
per grid point and the computational effort is therefore independent on the number of
atoms in the system and scales linearly with the number of grid points.

Henkelman’s implementation for performing Bader analysis [177] was employed for
calculating the atomic charges based on the charge densities obtained by VASP, where
the core and valence charge densities have been calculated on a fine grid and summed
prior to the analysis to accurately reproduce the correct total core charge. The local
magnetic moments were also extracted by this method using the spin-up and spin-down
charge polarisation.

2.2.9.2 Work function analysis

The work function is, alongside atomic charges and local magnetic moments, another
fundamental physical property of the solid which is related to its electronic structure. It
is defined as the potential that an electron at the Fermi level must overcome to reach
the level of zero kinetic energy in the vacuum immediately outside the solid. Hence, the
work function is not a characteristic of bulk materials, but rather of their surfaces, and
investigations into clean surfaces of metals testify to the substantial dependence of the
work function on the atomic structure of a surface, where the work functions of different
crystal planes may differ by as much as 20-25 %.[178, 179] It can be regarded as the
difference in energy between an electron at rest in the vacuum and the most loosely
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bound electrons in the solid (top of the valence band). Thus, certain physical phenomena
where electrons are removed from the solid are highly sensitive to the value of the work
function. The work function is also a very useful parameter in chemisorption systems
where large changes in the charge density are induced, and the work function is thereby
strongly dependent on the position and coverage of the adsorbate atoms. Dipole moments
generated by the interatomic charge transfer between surface atoms and adsorbates often
give a jump in the electrostatic potential between the material and the vacuum.[180, 181]

Work functions within this thesis were calculated as a difference between the potential
in the vacuum of the simulation cell and the calculated Fermi level energy. The potential
in the vacuum was determined by obtaining the planar average of the electrostatic poten-
tial within the z-direction by employing the Vaspkit postprocessing tool for VASP.[182]
Convergence of the vacuum-level potential versus vacuum thickness has been carefully
examined. Fermi level energy was taken as the energy of the highest occupied state.

2.3 MD

Once the atomic nature of matter became firmly established, quantum mechanics took
charge of the microscopic world and DFT calculations provided reliable means for deter-
mination and prediction of electronic structure of smaller chemical systems. However,
systems of biochemical and biophysical interest typically involve macromolecules with
substantial number of atoms in their condensed phase environment. The inherent dy-
namical nature of such systems and the mobility of their environments demand that large
number of conformations be subjected to energy calculations. Thus, an energy function
is required that allows for 106 or more energy calculations on systems containing on the
order of 106 atoms. Fortunately, a great deal of the behaviour of matter in its various
states can still be understood in classical (meaning non-quantum) terms, and so it is that
the classical N -body problem is also central to understanding matter, not only at macro-
scopic, but also at the microscopic level. These requirements of bio-systems are therefore
fulfilled within computational studies using the empirical energy functions, whose math-
ematical equations include relatively simple terms, to describe the physical interactions
that dictate the structure and dynamic properties of biological molecules. By the use
of atomistic models, atoms become the smallest particles in the system rather than the
electrons and nuclei used in quantum mechanics. These two simplifications allow for the
required number of energy calculations on biomolecules to be attained within satisfac-
tory accuracy. In standard treatment of such propagations, the classical equations of
motion governing the microscopic evolution of a many-body entity represented by nuclei
are solved numerically, subject to the boundary conditions. Therefore, the method is, in
principle, classical, and nuclei are treated as classical point-like particles. It is the task of
the numerical solution of this problem, which allows for investigation of the statistical and
dynamical properties of a real poly-atomic system at the molecular level, that molecular
simulation methods address.
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In dynamical system theory, all possible states of a system are represented by a space
called phase-space, with each state corresponding to a single unique point the system
could visit during its trajectory travel over time. The phase-space trajectory serves as
the common thread that binds diverse tools into molecular simulations. It is computed
using classical mechanics and its features can be described in terms of classical non-linear
dynamics. A molecular-scale simulation therefore consists of three principal steps: (1)
construction of a representative system model, (2) calculation of its phase-space trajectory,
and (3) analysis of the trajectory to obtain desired properties. The way in which molecular
positions are computed in step (2) is used to discriminate among different methods. In
molecular dynamics (MD), the positions are obtained by numerically solving differential
equations of motion and, hence, the positions are connected in time - they reveal dynamics
of individual molecules as in a motion picture. In other simulation methods, the molecular
positions are not temporally related. For instance, in Monte Carlo (MC) simulations, the
positions are generated stochastically such that a molecular configuration depends only
on the previous configuration. There is also a possibility of combining the stochastic
features of MC and deterministic features of MD for computing positions by using hybrid
schemes. MC methods exhibit a powerful ability to analyse thermodynamic equilibrium
but are unsuitable for investigating dynamic phenomena. MD methods are useful for
thermodynamic equilibrium, but are more advantageous for investigating the dynamic
properties of a system in a nonequilibrium situation, because it is usually the dynamics
between initial and final states that carries the reasoning of certain events. To obtain
system properties, analysis of the trajectory is performed by appealing to kinetic theory,
statistical mechanics, and sampling theory. Taken together, these tools form the basis
of molecular simulation making it a convenient method for studying the behaviour of
large atomic ensembles, provided that the dynamics of interest is not of a duration that
makes the simulation time impractical. Since work provided within the scope of this thesis
includes only MD simulations, MC and hybrid methods will not be revisited.

2.3.1 Newtonian and Hamiltonian Dynamics

The foundation of modern MD is the so-called Hamiltonian mechanics. Hamiltonian
mechanics is, in principle, equivalent to the Newton’s equations of motion, with the only
difference being that the equations of motion can be derived easily in non-Cartesian
coordinates. In the Newtonian interpretation of dynamics, the translation motion of a
spherical molecule i is governed by a force F⃗i , where the motion and the applied force are
explicitly related through Newton’s second law:

F⃗i =m
d2r⃗i
dt2

(2.25)

where m is the mass of the molecule and r⃗i now represents a position vector of an atom.
For N spherical molecules, Newton’s second law represents 3N second-order, ordinary
differential equations of motion. If no external force acts on the molecule i, this reduces
to Newton’s first law: a molecule initially at rest will remain at rest and a molecule moving
with a specified velocity will continue to move with that velocity until a force acts on it.
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Although molecular forces and positions change in time, the functional form of New-
ton’s second law is time independent. Consequently, there has to be a function of positions
and velocities that is also constant in time - Hamiltonian, H(r⃗N ,p⃗N ) = const. For an
isolated system, one of conserved quantities that can be identified as H is the total energy
E, as the sum of kinetic and potential energies:

H(r⃗N , p⃗N ) =
1
2m

∑
i

p⃗2
i +U (r⃗

N ) (2.26)

where U results from intermolecular interactions. Obtained equations of motion from
such time-independent Hamiltonian have the form of:

dH
dt

=
∑
i

∂H

∂p⃗i

dp⃗i
dt

+
∑
i

∂H

∂r⃗i

dr⃗i
dt

=
1
m

∑
i

p⃗i
dp⃗i
dt

+
∑
i

∂U
∂r⃗i

dr⃗i
dt

= 0 (2.27)

which can be satisfied only if:

∂H

∂r⃗i
= −

dp⃗i
dt

and ∂H

∂p⃗i
=
p⃗i
m

=
dr⃗i
dt
. (2.28)

These equations are known as Hamilton’s equations of motion and, for a system of N
spherical molecules, they represent 6N first-order differential equations equivalent to
Newton’s 3N second-order equations. Comparison yields:

∂H

∂r⃗i
= −md

2r⃗i
dt2

and F⃗i = −
∂H

∂r⃗i
= i
∂U
∂r⃗i

(2.29)

that is, any conservative force can be expressed as the negative gradient of potential
function U .

The classical equations of motion are deterministic and time-reversible and, conse-
quently, a mechanical system is completely described by the positions and momenta of
its N atoms. This means that the position and momentum can be conceived as the coor-
dinates of a single point in a phase space which represents the microstate of the system.
The point moves through phase-space tracing out trajectories according to the equations
of motion. Within the MD simulation, the phase-space trajectory is obtained by numeri-
cally solving Newton’s second law, or, equivalently, two Hamilton’s equations. The first
step is to set up a proper initial state of the system by setting the initial spatial configu-
ration of the nuclei, their initial velocities, and the initial forces imposed on them. From
these starting values, the trajectory of the nuclei is integrated. Total entity of interacting
nuclei can be considered as a classical many-body system, with interactions between the
nuclei and subsequent changes in time described on a classical level. For such many-body
system, it is impossible to solve differential equations of motion analytically, and it is
necessary to resort to numerical integrations.

Seemingly simple, the integration of equations of motion is highly non-trivial due to
the fact that a finite-timestep must be used. Under the assumption that the interaction
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force is constant in small time intervals, discretisation scheme can be applied so that
the equations of motion are solved in small steps (timesteps) while their derivatives are
evaluated numerically. Timestep is system- and potential-dependent, while the state point
of interest also needs to be taken into the account.

2.3.2 Calculating Forces

MD simulation consists of the numerical, step-by-step solution of the classical equa-
tions of motion starting from an initial state of the system. For this purpose, the forces
F⃗i acting on the atoms have to be determined by derivation from a description of the
interatomic interactions. Depending on how the interatomic interactions are calculated,
the MD simulations can be separated into two categories: the traditional classical MD
simulations, where the interactions between different nuclei are described by empirical
potentials through a potential energy function U (r⃗N ), and the more recent ab initio MD
simulations, where the interactions between the nuclei are calculated on-the-fly after the
electronic structures of the system at each specific spatial configuration of the nuclei were
obtained quantum mechanically in an ab initio manner.

2.3.2.1 Potential energy functions - classical MD

Figure 2.5: Schematic representation of the potential functions used in a force field: (left) poten-
tial between two interacting particles at a rij distance; (middle) harmonic potential for modelling
an angle θ between three interacting particles; (right) potential for modelling a dihedral angle
χ between quadruples of interacting atoms.

A potential energy function U (r⃗N ), known as a force field, is a mathematical equation
that allows calculation of the potential energy of a system through terms describing various
physical interactions which dictate its structure and properties. The interaction terms can
be separated based on their contribution to internal or external potential energy as:

U (r⃗N )tot = U (r⃗N )internal +U (r⃗N )external (2.30)
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U (r⃗N )internal =
∑

bonds
Kb(b − b0)2 +

∑
angles

Kθ(θ −θ0)2 +
∑

dihedrals
Kχ[1 + cos(nχ − σ )] (2.31)

U (r⃗N )external =
∑

nonbonded

ϵij (rij,min
ri,j

)12
−
(
rij,min
ri,j

)6+ qiqj
ϵDri,j

 (2.32)

where, beyond the form of equations, it is important to differentiate between the terms
associated with the structure subjected to the energy calculations (bond lengths b, valence
angles θ, torsion angles χ, and distances between atoms, rij) and the parameters that
allow for different types of atoms and molecular connectivities to be treated using the
same equation shape. It is the quality of these parameters, as assessed by their ability to
reproduce experimental or quantum-mechanical values of targeted data, that ultimately
determines the accuracy of the results obtained from molecular simulations. A schematic
representation of potentials is shown in Figure 2.5. Once the structure of the system
is set up and all parameters required for the potential energy function are chosen, the
determination of forces acting on the atoms is conducted as:

F⃗i = −
∂

∂r⃗i
U (r⃗N ). (2.33)

2.3.2.2 Ab initio MD

Despite the success of classical MD, the need of predefining a fixed interaction poten-
tial in form of a force field remains a resounding challenge. This is the most obvious for
systems with many atomic types for which a substantial amount of interaction combina-
tions has to be parametrised, or when there is a change in the electronic structure during a
course of the simulation. Additionally, even after the sufficient potentials have been elab-
orated, changing a single species provokes enormous efforts to suitably re-parameterise the
potential energy function. As a result, systematic studies are a tour de force if consistent
potentials are not already available.

With the advent of ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD), which unifies Newton’s
equations of motion and electronic Schrödinger equation, the scope of both MD and
DFT has been greatly extended. The fundamental idea behind AIMD is to compute the
forces on-the-fly as first-order derivatives of the ground-state energy by accurate electronic
structure calculations as the MD trajectory is generated, allowing for complex simulations
without relying on adjustable parameters which constitute its predictive power. This way,
the electronic variables are active degrees of freedom in the course of a simulation rather
than beforehand integrated parameters that are kept fixed in the form of interaction
potentials. The approximation level is therefore shifted form the chosen definition of
the force field to the exchange-correlation functional form of the Schrödinger equation.
From the complementary derivations of AIMD methods, Born-Oppenheimer (BOMD),
Ehrenfest, and Car-Parrinello (CPMD), the former will be described since it was employed
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within this thesis, while details of the latter two can be found in further readings.[183,
184, 185]

2.3.3 Born-Oppenheimer MD

The BOMD is based on the aforementioned Born-Oppenheimer approximation, which
rests on the fact that nuclei are much more massive than electrons, so the latter can
be considered as particles that follow the nuclear motion adiabatically. This means the
electrons respond instantaneously to the nuclear motion and nuclei can be seen as immo-
bile with respect to the electronic motion. Hence, the nuclear configuration {r⃗I } can be
fixed, and the electronic wavefunction solved through implicit dependence on that specific
configuration. The total wavefunction in BOMD is, therefore, formulated as:

Ψtot({r⃗i}, {r⃗I }; t) ≈ ψBO({r⃗i}, {r⃗I })χBO({r⃗I }, t) (2.34)
with a time-dependent nuclear term, χBO, and an electronic term, ψBO, which de-
pends parametrically on r⃗I . The electronic wavefunction, ψBO, has to satisfy the time-
independent Schrödinger equation for the electrons with fixed nuclei:−12

N∑
i=1

~2

me
∇2i + V̂I−i(r⃗i , r⃗I )

ψBO = EI−i(r⃗I )ψBO (2.35)

where V̂I−i contains the Coulomb interaction energies and its definition depends on the
choice of the exchange-correlation functional as defined earlier. This equation yields
a set of eigenfunctions, ψBO,i , with corresponding eigenvalues, EI−i,i . The total time-
independent Schrödinger equation for both electrons and nuclei, is given by:12

M∑
I=1

~2

MI
∇2I −

1
2

N∑
i=1

~2

me
∇2i + V̂I−i(r⃗i , r⃗I )

χBOψBO = EχBOψBO. (2.36)

Multiplying both sides from left with ψ∗BO, integrating over {r⃗i}, and disregarding the terms
with negligible contribution due to the mass difference between electrons and nuclei gives:−12

M∑
I=1

~2

MI
∇2I +EI−i({r⃗I })

χBO = EχBO (2.37)

where the electronic energy EI−i({r⃗I }) enters the nuclear equation as the internuclear po-
tential. However, the electron equation results in a set of eigenvalues EI−i,i , meaning each
eigenvalue will give rise to a different internuclear potential. Owing to the fast movement
of light-weighted electrons in contrast to the bulky nuclei, it can be assumed that the
electrons will be able to adjust themselves to the electronic ground-state for the current
nuclear position. The ground-state eigenvalue EI−i,0 can therefore be used to set up the
time-dependent Schrödinger equation for the system:
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i~
∂
∂t
χBO =

−12
M∑
I=1

~2

MI
∇2I +EI−i,0({r⃗I })

χBO (2.38)

and final equations of motion for BOMD can be expressed as:

mI
d2r⃗I
dt2

= −∇I min
ψBO,0

{⟨ψBO,0|ĤI−i |ψBO,0⟩} (2.39)

ĤI−iψBO,0 = EI−i({r⃗I })ψBO,0. (2.40)
Thus, the computation of the electronic structure is reduced to the solution of the time-

independent electronic Schrödinger equation for specified nuclear configuration, which is
then used for computations of forces acting on the nuclei at each time step. The only time-
dependency of the electrons is due to the classical motion of the nuclei. The disadvantage
of BOMD is, however, that a minimisation is required at each time step. Hence, it suffers
severely from the dimensionality bottleneck as the number of active nuclear degrees of
freedom increases.

2.3.4 MD Algorithm

The MD algorithm does not represent the cutting edge of research as it consists of nu-
merically solving Newton’s/Hamilton’s equations of motion, a system of coupled ordinary
differential equations. Once the force on and acceleration of each particle in the system
are obtained from the initial nuclear positions, velocities, and interaction functions, they
are used in conjunction with a standard finite difference numerical integration method to
advance each atomic position over a duration of the timestep. Many methods exist to per-
form such numerical integrations, however, algorithm applied to MD problems must cope
with expensive calculations of forces, typically involving a sum over all pairs of atoms,
while accurately calculating dynamical properties and staying on the constant-energy hy-
persurface for long running times, in order to sample the correct ensemble. Thus, criteria
governing the choice of an integration scheme are the conservation of energy and com-
putational efficiency. In addition, to ensure rapid sampling over the phase-space, chosen
timestep should be as large as possible without impairing accuracy or hypersurface evo-
lution. Consequently, through years, MD algorithms have not included high derivatives
of positions and velocities, which allowed for the timestep to be significantly increased
without risking energy conservation. These observations collectively tend to favour the
use of Verlet algorithm in one form or another, and the Verlet class of integrators is most
commonly employed in MD simulations. While other approaches, such as Leap-Frog
algorithm, are available, they will not be discussed.

2.3.4.1 The Verlet Algorithm

The discretised version of Newton’s second law can be obtained using the central
difference approximation for the second derivative with time increment ∆t:
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r⃗i(t +∆t)− 2r⃗i(t) + r⃗i(t −∆t)
∆t2

=
F⃗i(t)
mi

. (2.41)

In order to obtain energy conservation in an MD algorithm, invariance under the time
inversion applies and the position of the particle after the time increment is given as:

r⃗i(t +∆t) = 2r⃗i(t)− r⃗i(t −∆t) +∆t2
F⃗i(t)
mi

. (2.42)

The new position therefore requires the knowledge of the current position, r⃗i(t), the posi-
tion at previous timestep r⃗i(t−∆t), and the force acting on the particle, F⃗i(t). The Verlet
class of integrators assumes that the positions r⃗i(t +∆t) and velocities v⃗i(t +∆t) of nuclei
within the timestep can be reasonably approximated by Taylor expansions:

r⃗i(t +∆t) = r⃗i(t) + v⃗i(t)∆t +
F⃗i(t)
2mi

∆t2 + ... (2.43)

v⃗i(t +∆t) = r⃗i(t) +
F⃗i(t)
2mi

∆t + ... (2.44)

or, equivalently, for r⃗i(t −∆t):

r⃗i(t −∆t) = r⃗i(t)− v⃗i(t)∆t +
F⃗i(t)
2mi

∆t2 − dF⃗i
2midt

∆t3 + ... (2.45)

Adding or subtracting the two equations then yields the expressions for r⃗i(t + ∆t) and
v⃗i(t):

r⃗i(t +∆t) = 2r⃗i(t)− r⃗i(t −∆t) +m−1F⃗i(t)∆t2 (2.46)

v⃗i(t +∆t) =
r⃗i(t +∆t)− r⃗i(t −∆t)

2∆t
. (2.47)

This is the Verlet algorithm. It has many attractive properties as it is simple, time re-
versible, and conserves energy. However, velocities are calculated at each timestep from
the central difference in the position of the particle rather than being taken into the ac-
count as dynamical variables. Additionally, the expressions for position and velocities
involve differences between large, similar numbers, which leads to numerical inaccura-
cies. A variant of the method known as the velocity Verlet algorithm removes these
shortcomings by explicitly taking velocities into account and replacing the subtractions
of quantities by sums, and it is numerically preferable when using computers of finite
precision. Velocity of the particle is used to obtain the difference between the positions
at different times:

2r⃗i(t +∆t) = r⃗i(t +∆t) + 2r⃗i(t)− r⃗i(t −∆t) +∆t2m−1F⃗i(t) (2.48)
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2r⃗i(t +∆t) = 2r⃗i(t) + 2∆tv⃗i(t) +∆t2m−1F⃗i(t) (2.49)

r⃗i(t +∆t) = r⃗i(t) +∆tv⃗i(t) +
∆t2

2
m−1F⃗i(t). (2.50)

The expressions for the velocities using this algorithm are:

v⃗i(t +
∆t
2
) = v⃗i(t) +

∆t
2
m−1F⃗i(t) (2.51)

v⃗i(t +∆t) = v⃗i(t +
∆t
2
) +

∆t
2
m−1F⃗i(t +∆t). (2.52)

From a computational point of view, velocity Verlet algorithm has the intrinsic advan-
tage of explicitly calculating the velocities at every timestep resulting in higher precision.

2.3.5 Determination of properties

Ultimately, the macroscopic properties are calculated from the obtained phase-space
trajectory. According to the molecular theory of matter, macroscopic properties result
from the behaviour of collections of individual atoms; in particular, any measurable prop-
erty A can be interpreted in terms of some function A(r⃗N , p⃗N ) that depends on the
position of the phase point in the phase-space {r⃗N , p⃗N }, which is in turn a function of the
positions and momenta of the constituting particles. A measured value of A, Am, is not
obtained from an experiment performed at an instant; rather, the experiment requires
a finite duration. During that measuring period, individual atoms evolve through many
positions and momenta; that is, the phase point moves along its trajectory in the phase-
space. Therefore the measured value Am is the phase function A(r⃗N , p⃗N ) averaged over a
time interval t:

Am =
1
t

∫ t0+t

t0

A(r⃗N (t), p⃗N (t))dt. (2.53)

For systems at thermodynamic equilibrium, this average must be independent of the
location at the starting time t0. Moreover, at equilibrium, it is assumed that this interval
average reliably approximates the time average ⟨A⟩, which would be obtained from a
measurement performed over an essentially infinite duration:

Am � ⟨A⟩ = lim
t→∞

∫ t0+t

t0

A(r⃗N (t), p⃗N (t))dt. (2.54)

2.3.6 Thermodynamics ensembles

Within the MD framework, obtained trajectory provides descriptions of the statistical
properties of the system for it is positioned on a certain constant-energy surface in the
phase-space. There is no exchange in the particles and/or energy between the system and
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the surroundings, nor is there any change in the volume of the system (NVE ensemble).
After a proper initial state is set up and MD discretisation scheme applied, if the time
step is sufficiently small the total energy will be conserved (within a certain tolerance).
If the ergodic hypothesis (given an infinite amount of time the trajectory will go through
the entire constant-energy hypersurface in the phase-space) is further imposed, a proper
micro-canonical ensemble will be simulated.

Most experiments, however, do not conserve these quantities and non-Hamiltonian
extensions had to be proposed. The simplest example is an experiment carried out at a
constant temperature T . In this case, the statistical behaviour of the system at a finite
temperature must be accurately taken into the account, and the states associated with
the system in the phase-space visited during the experiment are not within a certain
constant-energy level anymore. To achieve this in simulations, the constant-volume and
constant-temperature canonical (NVT) ensemble needs to be implemented by introducing
a temperature coupling algorithm (thermostat) through which the energy exchange be-
tween the system and environment can be properly described. This modifies the Newton’s
equations of motion, rescaling the velocities of the particles such that the distribution of
the momenta corresponds to the Maxwell distribution. In this case, the energy is not
conserved but fluctuates around a constant value, thus, the configurations explored in
the MD simulation do not have the same probability like in the NVE ensemble. One of
the first successful attempts of incorporating deterministic trajectories in MD simulations
at finite temperature included an additional artificial degree of freedom to control the
temperature developed by Nosé and Hoover; the corresponding thermostat is therefore
known as the Nosé-Hoover thermostat.[186]

Incorporation of the Nosé-Hoover thermostat assures simulation of a system which
is (asymptotically, i.e. at large times) in the NVT ensemble by introducing a fictitious
dynamical variable that accelerates or decelerates particles until the desired temperature is
reached through the kinetic energy and the equipartition function. The physical meaning
of such variable is that of friction, ζ, and it is included in the equation of motions to keep
the kinetic energy constant as:

mi
d2r⃗i
dt2

= F⃗i − ζmi v⃗i (2.55)

mi
dζ
dt

=
1
Q

 N∑
i=1

mi
v⃗ 2i
2
− 3N − 1

2
kBT

 (2.56)

where Q determines the relaxation of the dynamics of the friction, ζ(t), and can be
considered as a fictional ’heat bath mass’. In a steady state, where dζ/dt = 0, this gives
the kinetic energy of [3(N +1)/2]kBT , satisfying the equipartition. The additional degree
of freedom is that of ζ, and the temperature is therefore not fixed, but tends to reach and
maintain the targeted value. The equations of motion of the Nosé-Hoover thermostat can
be implemented by a small modification of the velocity Verlet algorithm:
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r⃗i(t +∆t) = r⃗i(t) + v⃗i(t)∆t +

 F⃗i(t)mi
− ζ(t)v⃗i(t)

 ∆t22 (2.57)

v⃗i(t +
∆t
2
) = v⃗i(t) +

∆t
2
[m−1F⃗i(t)− ζ(t)v⃗i(t)] (2.58)

ζ(t +∆t) = ζ(t) +
∆t
2Q

 N∑
i=1

mi
v⃗i(t)2

2
− 3N − 1

2
kbT

 . (2.59)

Other ensembles such as constant-temperature and constant-pressure (NPT) ensemble
can be achieved through similar principles, i.e. by introducing a barostat that rescales
the positions of the particles leading to volume fluctuations.

2.4 Rare events

The key feature that has made molecular dynamics so appealing is its ability to inex-
pensively follow the dynamical evolution of the system, giving insight into the microscopic
behaviour of the system on an extended timescale. In the same time, this is also the major
limitation of MD: most of the interesting dynamics occurs as the system moves from one
energy basin to another through infrequent rare events. Challenges that these short-living
intermediate structures impose on experimental analysis methods make them even more
attractive candidates for computational simulations. Another important task of theoret-
ical chemistry and physics is the calculation of transition states (TS), but the transitions
of interest are typically many orders of magnitude slower than the vibrations of atoms in
motion. When coupled with the small timesteps (on the order of femtoseconds) needed
for the total energy to remain conserved, this severely restricts the timescales accessible
in MD simulations, leading to limited phase-space exploration. For example, for a process
with a low energy barrier of 0.5 eV, required simulation time to obtain sufficient classical
mechanics trajectory to capture this transition event is in order of 104 years, which is sim-
ply inaccessible. The ‘rare event’ problem is therefore devastating for MD simulations,
and, for a minimum energy path connecting initial and finals states to be sampled, where
such metastable intermediates (local minima) and saddle points (local maxima) are to be
found, a different approach is required, such as nudged elastic band method (NEB) or
metadynamics.

2.4.1 Metadynamics

Metadynamics is a computational technique aimed at enhancing the sampling of the
phase-space of complex systems. It is based on the identification of a few selected degrees
of freedom called collective variables (CVs), whose fluctuations are critical for crossing
high free-energy barriers so that the rare event of interest can be captured during the
simulation time. Consequently, instead of monitoring the full trajectory r(t) of the system,
a reduced trajectory s(t) = s(r(t)) is analysed. In this method, the sampling is accelerated
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by a history-dependent bias potential constructed as a sum of Gaussian distributions
cantered along the trajectory of the chosen CVs:

VG(s(r), t) = ω
∑

t′=τG,2τG

e
− (s(r)−s(r(t′ )))

2σ2s (2.60)

where the sum is for t < t, and s(r) are collective variables generally expressed as non-
linear functions of the atomic coordinates of the system. Three parameters enter into the
definition of VG: (1) the height ω of the Gaussian distributions, (2) the width σs of the
Gaussian distributions, and (3) the frequency τ−1G at which the Gaussian distributions
are deposited. These parameters determine the accuracy and efficiency of the free energy
reconstruction. If the Gaussians are large, the free energy surface is explored at a fast
pace, but the reconstructed profile will be affected by large errors. If the Gaussian are
instead small or deposited infrequently, the reconstruction is more accurate, but takes a
longer time. Typically, the width is chosen to be of the order of the standard deviation
of the CV in a preliminary unbiased simulation in which the system explores a local
minimum of the free energy surface. The height can be estimated from the expected
energy barriers. The bias potential of chosen σs and ω fills the minima in the free energy
surface, allowing the system to efficiently explore the space defined by the CVs where the
energy wells in this collective coordinate space are identified, and the addition of positive
Gaussian potentials discourages the system to revert back to the wells.

For any choice of the parameter ω, the bias potential VG(s(r), t) also represents an
unbiased estimator of the free energy as a function of the reaction coordinate s(r). It has
been demonstrated that, after a transient time teq, which corresponds to the time needed
to fill all the relevant free energy minima of the system, VG(s(r), t) reaches a stationary
state in which it grows evenly fluctuating around an average. If VG(s(r), t) after teq is an
unbiased estimator of -F(s), at finite t the time average of VG(s(r), t) defined as:

V G(s(r)) =
1

t − teq

∫ tsim

teq

dt′VG(s(r), t
′) (2.61)

lim
t→∞

V G(s(r)) ∼ −F(s) (2.62)

shows deviations from −F(s), which becomes smaller as t increases. This time average
represents the best estimate of the free energy that can be obtained with metadynamics.
Figure 2.6 shows the time evolution of the bias potential VG as a function of the CV and
the corresponding free-energy F(x), for a model system with two wells.

The widest implementation of metadynamics is through PLUMED, an external plugin
that can be interfaced with some of the most popular MD codes through a simple patching
procedure.[187] However, a native implementation of classical and ab initio metadynamics
is also available in ORAC, CPMD, and NAMD, as well as in CP2K.[188, 189, 190] Various
versions of metadynamics are available in CP2K, such as extended Lagrangian metady-
namics, well-tempered metadynamics, and the multi-walker scheme. The code offers a
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Figure 2.6: Time evolution of the metadynamics sampling of a system with two wells over one
collective variable, CV, and corresponding energy landscape for sampling over two collective
variables (bottom right). For sampling with one CV, CV is on the x-axis and free energy is on
the y-axis; for sampling with two CVs, CVs are on x- and y- axes, and free energy is on the
z-axis depicted by a colour map.

large choice of collective variables and a possibility of their combination to easily define
new variables. A regular, non-tempered metadynamics formulation was used within this
thesis as implemented in the CP2K software.

2.4.1.1 Collective variables

To minimise the complexity of the problem, a 3N dimensionality of the phase-space
is reduced to the space with M ≪ 3N dimensions enclosed by CVs which can properly
describe a transition of interest and are functions of the atomic coordinates. For rare event
to be successfully simulated within this new CV-space, s(r), the number of CVs should
be kept at minimum, but still sufficient to clearly separate various metastable states and
determine the position of the TS. These variables are usually derived from simple functions
of the atomic positions such as bond lengths, angles, torsions, coordination numbers, but a
single CV can also be a combination of multiple one-dimensional collective variables. The
goal of these parameters is to provide dynamically meaningful measure of the progress
of a rare transition state of a system when going from one local minimum to another.
A good combination of CVs is able to easily distinguish among the minima, different
metastable states, and transition states of the free-energy landscape. Although the choice
of CVs is not unique and depends rather strongly on the system and the process of
interest, the requirement of such variables to unambiguously identify and separate the
different stable and metastable states guides this decision. The choice is not trivial; if
selected poorly, an incomplete exploration can lead to an incorrect reconstruction of the
free-energy landscape. Increased dimensionality of the CV space reduces the likelihood of
such underperformance, but in the same decreases the efficiency of metadynamics given
that the method scales exponentially with the number of variables involved. Time required
to escape from a local minimum depends on the number of Gaussians needed to fill the
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minimum well which is, in turn, proportional to (1/σ )∗N (CV). To maintain the efficiency,
with each added CV the width of the Gaussians also has to increase; soon, the Gaussians
reach a size comparable to that of the minima wells, leading to significant errors in the
reconstruction of the free-energy landscape.

Hence, identification of appropriate CVs is crucial for a successful metadynamics sim-
ulation. One way of doing this is to perform an analysis of reactive trajectories between
stable states and the free-energy landscapes. For a simple system with two wells, the
ensemble of transition paths is defined as all the trajectories that exit from region of the
first well and reach region of the second well or vice versa, with the ensemble of transition
states defined as a collection of intermediate configurations that have an equal probability
of reaching either region and are situated on the transition path. All of such configura-
tions are lying on the iso-surface with probability p = 0.5. From this, obtained probability
functions are used to parametrise good reaction coordinates. Another route is by trial
and error, through intensive sampling of the system. Thus, although metadynamics does
not require knowledge of the free-energy paths a-priori, comprehension of the system and
its behaviour is indispensable. However, even though complex and novel systems require
extensive testing in order to identify the adequate CVs, for simpler cases this is often not
necessary, and the choice can be made based on the system specifications, experience,
and taste.

2.4.2 NEB

Accurate estimates of TS can also be obtained by using a purely statistical approach -
transition state theory. It is based on two assumptions: the transition rate is slow enough
for reactant state to maintain a Boltzmann distribution, and a surface dividing reactants
and products can be identified such that a trajectory from the initial (IS) to the final
state (FS) only crosses it once, therefore representing a bottleneck of the transition. Due
to the tight packing of atoms and most of the temperatures of interest not reaching the
melting points, a harmonic approximation of the theory is typically sufficient in studies
of reactions in crystallites and crystal surfaces. This greatly simplifies the search for the
TS, which is now a saddle point at the edge of the potential energy basin corresponding
to the initial state.

A first order saddle point of a surface is a maximum in one direction and a minimum in
all the other directions, hence, a method for its identification has to involve maximisation
of one degree of freedom and minimisation of the remaining degrees. A critical factor
is in choosing a degree of freedom which will be maximised. Minimum energy path is a
path connecting the IS and the FS with the greatest statistical weight and whose highest
saddle point is a true TS of reaction. At any point of this path, the force acting on the
atoms is pointing along the path only, and the energy of perpendicular degrees of freedom
is stationary. A natural choice of a reaction coordinate is thus the relative distance of the
states positioned on the path where at the maximum (the saddle point) the direction of the
reaction coordinate is given by the normal mode eigenvector corresponding to the negative
curvature. The minimum energy path can have one or more minima in addition to the IS
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and FS, and these minima represent stable intermediate configurations. Correspondingly,
more than one maximum can occur, each representing a saddle point.

Various approaches for the saddle-point sampling have been developed, with the two
of the most popular and efficient strategies being nudged elastic band (NEB) and dimer
method.[191, 192] NEB is an efficient technique for determination of the minimum energy
paths between IS and FS of the system within the harmonic approximation. It can be
used in combination with both ab initio and MD methods. The minimum energy path
is found by constructing a set of images which represent initial guesses of the system
states situated between the IS and the FS. A spring interaction is added between the
images to ensure the continuity of the path. As created path mimics an elastic band
and its optimisation involves minimisation of the forces acting on all images, with a force
projection which prevents the added spring forces of interfering with the convergence of
an elastic band to the minimum energy path.

An elastic band can be represented by {R0,R1,R2, ...,RN }, with R0 and RN being fixed
points corresponding to the IS and FS, respectively. In order to decompose the true and
the spring force into the components that are parallel and perpendicular to the minimum
energy path, it is necessary to estimate the tangent on the path at every iteration step for
each of the images. This process of force projection is known as nudging, and it allows the
use of the spring forces without them competing with the true forces in the optimisation
of the elastic band to the true curve of the minimum energy path. Then, the sum of the
parallel component of the spring force, FSi |∥, and the perpendicular component of the true
force, FRi |⊥, equals the total force acting on an individual image, Fi :

Fi = F
S
i |∥ −F

R
i |⊥ (2.63)

FRi |⊥ = ∇E(Ri)|⊥ = ∇E(Ri)−∇E(Ri)τ̂i (2.64)

FSi |∥ = k(|Ri+1 −Ri | − |Ri −Ri−1|)τ̂i (2.65)
where τ̂i is a normalised local tangent at image i, and k is a spring constant. To move the
images to their respective forces, the elastic band has to be subjected to an optimisation
algorithm with a final result of each image finding the lowest energy state while main-
taining equal spacing to the neighbouring images. Saddle point is typically not found
amongst the optimised images and TS energy has to be estimated by interpolation. This
poor resolution of the optimised minimum energy path around the saddle point leads to
a high level of uncertainty in the subsequent estimation of the activation energy which
can be avoided through a modified version of the NEB method.

The climbing method, CI-NEB, is a modification of NEB in which the highest energy
image is driven up to the saddle point.[193] A chosen image does not feel the spring
forces along the elastic bands and its true force is inverted to sit along the local tangent.
Consequently, its optimisation leads to the maximisation of the energy along the elastic
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Figure 2.7: Principle of the NEB method: left three-dimensional representation of the poten-
tial energy surface with a dashed line representing the path corresponding to the initial guess
for the intermediate states between the initial and final state, and a full line representing the
minimal energy path after the NEB optimisation; middle two-dimensional representation of the
same potential energy surface - initial guess is a linear extrapolation of the positions of atoms;
right energy plot of the edge of the potential energy basin corresponding to the initial state as
optimised by regular NEB and climbing-image CI-NEB.

band and minimisation of energy in all other directions, converging exactly to the saddle
point of the minimum energy path. Because it does not feel the spring forces, the spacing
from adjacent images will not be conserved. CI-NEB enforces a rigorous convergence
of the saddle point whilst retaining the information on the shape of the minimal energy
path and thus does not add significant computational effort compared to the regular NEB
calculations. The image with the highest energy, imax, is identified in a few initial regular
NEB iterations, after which its force is re-expressed as the full force due to the potential
with the component along the elastic band inverted:

Fimax = F
R
imax
|∥ = −∇E(Rimax) + 2∇E(Rimax)|∥. (2.66)

This inversion of the true potential force parallel to the elastic band, ∇E(Rimax)|∥, moves
the chosen climbing image up the potential energy surface along the given elastic band
and down the potential energy surface perpendicular to the given elastic band. The
rest of the images define the degree of freedom for which a maximisation of the energy
of the climbing image is performed. Since the images within the elastic band converge
towards the minimum energy path, they provide a reliable approximation of the reaction
coordinate around the saddle point and, as long as the CI-NEB calculation converges,
the climbing image will reach a true maximum. Optimisation of all images is carried out
simultaneously and there is no cost in turning one of them into a climbing image. A
critical point is to generate enough images in the close proximity of the climbing image to
obtain a good estimate of the reaction coordinate which determines the climbing direction.
Principles of NEB and CI-NEB approaches are depicted in Figure 2.7.

CI-NEB transition state calculations within this thesis have been performed using
the VTST transition state tool developed for finding saddle points and evaluating the
transition state theory rate constants with VASP.
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2.5 DFPT

DFT is to date the most widely used approach in computation of the ground-state
electronic structure and total energy of systems of interest in chemistry, physics, and
material science. The ground-state electron density also provides a way of obtaining first
derivatives of the total energy, including the forces acting upon nuclei and the stress
acting on the lattice degrees of freedom, which, in return, allow determination of equilib-
rium geometries, or further extension of DFT towards AIMD or TS calculations. These
electronic and structural properties are collectively a basis for the prediction of chemical
reactions, electronic transport, vibrational properties, thermal capacity, superconductiv-
ity, as well as that of dielectric, optic, and spectroscopic response of the system, all of
which arise from the lattice-dynamical behaviour represented by second and higher order
energy derivatives. Energy derivatives other than the first, however, cannot be directly
calculated from the ground-state electron density alone, but additionally require knowl-
edge of its response to the corresponding perturbation. This relationship between the
electronic and the lattice-dynamical properties is established through the combination of
DFT with linear response theory of lattice vibrations [194, 195], and it is known as the
linear response or density functional perturbation theory, DFPT.

The DFPT formalism is very similar to that of DFT, which states that the total
energy is a functional of the electron density, and it is thus possible to obtain ground-state
electron density by minimising the total energy. Correspondingly, in DFPT, first order
changes in density, wavefunction, and interaction potential are obtained by minimising the
second order perturbation in the total energy.[196] This is proved by the 2n+1 theorem,
where the nth order derivative of the density/wavefunction is required for determination
of the 2n+1th derivative of the total energy such that, for example, to obtain vibrational
frequencies (second order derivative) one needs to compute the response of the electronic
structure to a nuclear displacement (first order derivative). Nevertheless, applicability of
this approach extends way beyond the study of vibrational properties, as linear response
provides an analytical way of computing the second derivative of total energy with respect
to a given perturbation:

property ∝ (
d
dF

)f (
d
dB

)b(
d
dI

)i(
d
dR

)rE|0. (2.67)

A perturbation in ionic position gives the dynamical matrix and phonons, a perturbation
in magnetic field gives NMR response, a perturbation in unit cell vectors gives elastic
constants, a perturbation in an electric field gives dielectric response, and so on. DFPT
equations for the electron density linear response of the perturbed system form a set of
self-consistent equations completely analogous to the KS equations for the unperturbed
case. Detailed equations behind the DFPT approach are beyond the scope of this thesis
and can be found in [197, 198, 199].

In the following chapters, results of the DFT and MD studies on cobalt nanoparti-
cles and their magnetic properties, size and shape dependence, oxidation behaviour, and
organic functionalisation will be presented.
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CHAPTER 3

Shape of co nanoparticles
The best way to explain it is to do it.

-Chapter 3, A Caucus-Race and a Long Tale

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Cobalt

Cobalt is a sturdy, grey d block transitional metal with seven electrons in 3d orbitals.
Along nickel and iron, cobalt is the third naturally occurring magnetic metal, present
mostly in minerals cobaltite (CoAsS), smaltite ((Co,Fe,Ni)As2), glaucodot ((Co,Fe)AsS),
erythrite ((Co,Ni)3(AsO4)2×8H2O), skutterudite ((Co,Ni)As3), and ores of nickel, silver,
copper, lead, and iron, from which it is most frequently obtained as a by-product. Co
chemicals have been used as pigments in glass and ceramics for thousands of years. From
the early twentieth century, major uses have been in the production of ’super-alloys’ and
permanent magnets, as well as high-strength steel and hard-metal cemented carbides. At
the end of 1980s, about one-third of cobalt was employed in the production of Co-based
compounds, which are today used primarily as catalysts and pigments.

To say that cobalt is highly reactive would be an overestimation - it reacts with
oxygen but does not catch on fire unless it is in a powder form. It reacts with most acids
to produce gaseous hydrogen; however, it does not react with water at room temperature.
It has a high melting point (1495 °C) and it is valued for the resistance and ability to
retain strength at high temperatures. From the structural point of view, cobalt can exist
in three crystal phases: hcp, fcc, and ε-phase, which have similar energetic stabilities but
distinct properties. Hcp structure is stable at room temperature and transforms to fcc
just below 700 K.[200] ε-phase is found to be metastable under normal conditions and
turns to the stable hcp phase by heating to 573 K in vacuum, whereas subsequent cooling
does not reverse the phase transition. Connection between the crystal structure and
magnetic properties - magnetic anisotropy at room temperature is 4.2×106, 2.7×106, and
1.5×106 erg cm−3, for hcp, fcc, and ε-phase, respectively, is the key for their employment
in different areas.[201, 202, 203] Both hcp and fcc Co showed a great performance for
Fisher-Tropsch synthesis.[204, 205] Anisotropic high-coercivity hcp phase is preferred for
the production of permanent magnets while the more symmetric low coercivity fcc phase
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is useful for soft magnetic applications. ε-phase favours the formation of ordered films
with applications in magnetic recording.[206] With an hcp→fcc phase transition occurring
at high temperatures and with the highest anisotropy of the three, hexagonal crystal
structure is of interest from biomedical standpoint.[207]

Cobalt is a naturally occurring element in the human body (0.0015 g or 0.000002 %
of total body mass) and in that manner it has some beneficial effects as the essential
component of vitamin B12. Additional exposure is most likely to occur by inhalation
of dusts, fumes, and mists. Once accumulated to toxic levels, cobalt (mostly in the
form of Co2+ ions) has been found to cause health issues including asthma, pneumonia,
and allergies, and, based on the experimental animal studies, it is listed as a potential
human carcinogen. However, International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) eval-
uated the evidences for the carcinogenicity of cobalt and cobalt compounds in humans
as inadequate.[208] On the other hand, Co NPs gained medical value through antimi-
crobial activity [209, 210]; they were found to be biosafe and to have minimal hemolytic
activity.[211] Conclusively, different cobalt compounds show distinctive behaviours and
it is therefore important to avoid any generalisation and individually assess mentioned
hazards, whereas the genotoxicity of cobalt alone is still a controversial issue.

3.1.2 Cobalt nanoparticles

Among the mNPs, Co NPs have attracted a considerable interest in a wide range of
research fields owing to their magnetic, electronic, and catalytic properties, which are of
scientific and technological importance in recording media, magnetic sensors, magnetic
memories, magnetic fluids, magnetic composites, and catalysis. Through the years, it
became evident that Co NPs can display a wealth of size- and phase-dependent structural,
magnetic, and electronic properties.[212, 213, 214, 206] In particular, intensive studies
were spurred by the exponential dependence of the magnetisation relaxation time on the
NP volume.[215, 216, 217, 218]

This size and shape specificity naturally served as a building block for development
of numerous preparation techniques to maximally utilise induced fluctuations in physical
and chemical properties. Metallic Co NPs have been produced by wet-phase synthesis
methods for more than 50 years [219], and subsequent modernisation and technological
development today offer a wide range of synthetic preparation methods giving access to
a good control of the NP size and shape. Correspondingly, experimentalists are now
able to obtain primary Co particle sizes starting from only several nanometres up to
the submicron sized materials, and test their chemical responses and application specific
behaviour accordingly.[220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 228]

Probably the greatest example of how diverse the properties of NPs with the same
composition but different geometries and/or diameters can be is the nanoparticular catal-
ysis. In the Fischer-Tropsch (FT) synthesis literature, the influence of Co NP size has
been a long-lasting debate. Through the extensive research of both supported and unsup-
ported particles, various examples are now known where the catalytic performance was
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indeed found to be dependent on particle size.[229, 230] It was shown that the reaction
rate of Co NPs with sizes in the range between 10 and 200 nm, where highly reducible
catalysts can be obtained by conventional preparations, does not change significantly
with the alternation in diameter.[231, 232] For smaller Co NPs, however, a decrease in
FT performance has been reported through a decrease in the turnover frequency com-
pared to the larger NPs, which is a result of a significant increase in the residence time
of reactant molecules combined with a lower overall coverage.[233, 234] Crystallographic
dependence of the catalysis rates was also observed, with the crystal phase and corre-
sponding NP morphology affecting the formation of active sites with different intrinsic
activity and density.[235] Sensitivity of FT synthesis on size and shape of Co NPs is now
largely accepted and prevails as the main argument for changes in the activity of the
catalyst.[236]

Contrary to catalysis, where chemical reactivity and physically accessible NP surface
areas are key factors influenced by the change in diameter and atomic ordering, applica-
tions that rely on the magnetism of these nano-entities depend on the alternations in the
electronic structure with the size and geometry instead. Due to a variety of applications
that exploit naturally high magnetic moment of cobalt - from bio-imaging and magnetic
hyperthermia to magnetic energy storage, the magnetic properties of Co NPs of different
shapes and sizes have also been investigated.[237, 238, 239, 240] Generally, ferromagnetic
Co NPs are larger than superparamagnetic Co NPs, and there is also a strong correla-
tion between the crystal structure and magnetic properties as it is the case for the bulk
phases. Hcp Co NPs are especially interesting, as the use of mNPs for high density in-
formation storage requires small diameters with high magneto-crystalline anisotropy at
usable temperatures.[241, 242] Requirements and conditions of biomedical applications
are different: body temperature, good stability and longevity in reactive environment,
small diameters, and high magnetisation for a strong response within safe magnitudes of
the external magnetic fields. In addition to easier movement through blood vessels and
being less prone to phagocytosis, NPs of smaller size are also superparamagnetic without
residual magnetisation, which is much safer for medical treatments. Size and shape were
also pinpointed as determining factors for the NP uptake into cells.[241] Performance of
Co NPs of varying sizes in MRI showed differences in their relaxivity times, with the
magnitudes similar to those reported for iron oxide NPs with larger cores, suggesting
potential development and future use as negative contrast agents.[64] Experimentally ob-
tained heating rates for mNPs of different materials showed the occurrence of maximum
power dissipation peaks at different sizes and accentuated Co NPs with diameters of ∼8
nm as one of the most promising candidates for the mNPH.[15] A detailed systematic
study on the shape preference specifically of Co NPs with sizes relevant to biomedical
treatments, however, has not as yet been conducted.

3.1.3 Motivation

Experimental studies have shown that transition metal NPs can either have regu-
lar phase ordering and exist as face-cantered cubic (fcc), body-centred cubic (bcc), or
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hexagonal-close-packed (hcp) crystals or they can comprise several twinned fcc crystal-
lites. [243] The term structural motif is often used to refer to the groups of NP shapes
with similar internal structure and/or symmetry. Regular NP shapes are therefore called
crystalline motifs, and include octahedral, tetrahedral, cubic shapes and their truncated
variations for fcc and bcc phase, while hcp crystals are in the shape of hexagonal (usually
truncated) bipyramids. Irregular icosahedral and decahedral twinned shapes are known
as non-crystalline motifs, and they are characterised by a five-fold symmetry. Each of
the shapes has a unique combination of exposed low Miller-index surfaces and the edge
and vertex surface interconnections ,which are expected to govern distinctive trends in
reactivity, magnetic behaviour, and functionalisation mechanisms.

Current experimental techniques are capable of producing size-selected clusters and
NPs with a narrow size distribution. However, the task of identifying the atomic struc-
ture is much more demanding and requires exceptional precision, hence remaining an
intriguing topic for both experimental and theoretical research. Computational simula-
tions have so far found three-dimensional isomers to always be more stable than their
planar counterparts for various monometallic and bimetallic clusters comprising of less
than 10 atoms.[244, 245, 246, 247] There is little experimental data relevant to the geo-
metric structure of so small metallic clusters as structural information is mostly obtained
from low-temperature matrix studies (e.g., absorption, Raman, Mossbauer, and electron
spin resonance), which are not particle-specific and often suffer from ill-defined guest-
host interaction effects. Nevertheless, for those metallic clusters of a few atoms whose
structures have been experimentally tackled, they were tentatively assigned as three-
dimensional.[248, 249, 250] Moreover, the preference of non-crystalline over crystalline
motifs was found for clusters with up to 50-100 atoms by both experiment and theory,
with the crossover point between the competing structures depending on the transition
metal specie. In the case of palladium, platinum, and gold, the icosahedron-to-decahedron
and non-crystalline-to-crystalline fcc transitions were observed for N < 100.[251, 252, 253]
On the other hand, same crossovers were assigned to sizes of N > 300 [254] and N > 400
[254] for rhodium and silver, respectively. For an hcp ruthenium, the intersection of
icosahedral and hcp structures was found to be at N = 103.[255]

Despite the fact that for the most of transition and noble metals non-crystalline-to-
crystalline intersections were observed far below large cluster sizes, for three ferromag-
netic metals this is not the case. Experimentalists have been able to determine the most
favourable shape for Fe, Ni, and Co clusters/NPs with up to 800 atoms.[256, 257] The
geometry of Fe clusters is in favour of icosahedral structure, however, there is a clear
competition with different crystalline motifs similar to the behaviour in the bulk phase.
Therefore, a precise interpretation is accounted for as questionable. For nickel and cobalt
clusters with up to 70 atoms, the exact structure is not well identified, icosahedral fea-
tures are less evident, leading to suggested coexistence of isomer species. The two also
experience differences in the preferential structures in this low-sized region. For larger
sizes, however, a regular structure consistent with the filling of successive shells of atoms
corresponding to an icosahedral geometry was experimentally observed in the case of both
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Co and Ni even for the clusters/NPs with 800 atoms. Moreover, icosahedron was theoret-
ically predicted to be the most stable structure up to 2300 atoms for Ni.[258, 259] This is
amongst the highest size domains in which icosahedral geometry was shown to be more
stable than the bulk phase crystalline motif for transition and noble metals.

To date, theoretical studies on Co clusters and NPs are deficient, and available results
are not in a good agreement. Early DFT works were limited in terms of the system size
and therefore considered clusters with up to 10 or 15 atoms, mostly excluding geometric
optimisation.[260, 261, 262] Later study performed on systems up to 177 atoms, again
without structural relaxation, took into account only fcc and bcc configurations.[263] The
tight-biding MD studies relied only on the experimental data of the Co dimer.[264, 265]
More recent works were carried out as spin-polarised relaxations, but only for a few chosen
sizes (2 ≤N ≤ 20 [266], N < 6 [267], and N = 13, 55, 147 [268]). The biggest study so far
has been conducted for clusters/NPs with up to 365 atoms in various structural motifs by
performing first-principles calculations, but without considering decahedron or variations
in fcc motifs.[269] Altogether, many sizes have been disregarded, while for those discussed
there is no consensus on the most stable geometry. Existing discrepancies among DFT
calculations may be attributed to the choices of the basis sets and exchange-correlation
functionals, omission of system optimisation, and incompleteness through discarding some
of the non-crystalline or crystalline motifs. Semi-empirical potentials and parametrised
tight-binding methods drastically reduce the computational cost compared to DFT, how-
ever, with the loss of accuracy and reliability. One of the latest MD studies on the isolated
Co clusters has provided an insight in their growth in the gas phase.[270] Although MD
allows for a much more complete exploration of the configurational space, the structures
obtained for N ≤ 55 are in a complete agreement with those predicted by DFT. Through
the further increase in the cluster size, the study has demonstrated an occurrence of ki-
netic trapping effects which could have caused growth structures that significantly differ
from the thermodynamic equilibrium geometries. Nevertheless, the growth mechanism
coincides with the formation of mainly icosahedron-like structures, which is in agreement
with experimental findings. The final size of the growing Co cluster/NP considered was
600 atoms.

The overall picture of the shape as a function of size is thus incomplete and the motif
preference for larger Co NPs remains an open question. Factors that are governing the
stability order of different structural motifs of NPs and which trigger the shape transi-
tions within the specific size ranges are mainly of stacking character. Atomic stacking
of each geometry is responsible for the prolongation of bonds, increase in the share of
atoms with reduced coordination numbers, and appearance of other surface and volumet-
ric contributions to the motif energy divergence. Such information can be extracted from
the molecular and electronic structure of each motif, whereas a systematic study of the
dependence and evolution of structural properties with the size and shape can be used to
assign the border transition sizes between different structural forms and to elucidate the
gradual transformation from the molecular finite systems to condensed matter regimes.

Magnetic properties and their progression with the changes in the NP size and shape
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can also be obtained from the DFT predicted electronic structures. The total magneti-
sation is a prevalent factor in the response of biomedically employed NPs to the applied
magnetic field, but its dependence on the NP morphology is a scarcely visited and very
challenging topic in the experimental works. Within the recent studies on mNPs used in
the MRI and magnetic hyperthermia treatments, MAE was also shown to greatly influence
the contrast and heating efficacies, and this dependency is now established through the
expressions for the Néel and Brownian relaxation as presented in the first chapter. Values
of both total magnetisation and anisotropy energies of NPs with varying morphologies
and sizes are accessible through accurate DFT calculations and are becoming a great tool
in strategic design of nanoagents in biomedicine.

A Co NP with 8 nm in diameter which yields the best heating power according to the
experimental studies would constitute of more than 104 atoms. To consider the impor-
tance of shape in the design of NPs for biomedical applications, preferential structural
motifs and divergence of their magnetic properties with the NP size can provide valu-
able information. The main goal is, therefore, to identify the stability order of different
crystalline and non-crystalline Co NPs within medium and large (102-104) size range by
accounting for energetic gains and losses caused by the on-surface and in-core atomic
arrangements. Even the most advanced equipment struggles with clusters/NPs involving
a few hundred atoms since they are too big to analyse by spectroscopic methods, and
yet too small to analyse by diffraction.[271] On the other hand, a systematic theoretical
study of large Co NPs by accurate DFT calculations is still lacking, likely due to the hcp
structure of the bulk material and costliness of computational calculations. NPs are ex-
pected to, beyond a certain size, exhibit bulk-wise structures, despite the experimentally
reported preference for icosahedral geometries even up to 800 atoms. Advances in the ef-
ficiency of DFT codes allow for high-level relaxation of systems with complex interatomic
interactions and systematic improvements are continuously seen in the system sizes that
are successfully described by quantum level calculations. DFT calculations have been
carried out for Co NPs of different structures containing up to 1500 atoms with the aim
of predicting the transitions between stability regions of different motifs and to determine
the most likely geometry of Co NPs at biomedically relevant sizes. To the best of au-
thor’s knowledge, no such efforts have been undertaken to determine the crossover point
of icosahedral and hcp structural motif for Co NPs until now. Size and strain effects on
the evolution of structural, bonding, and magnetic properties of structural motifs have
been explained, and trends of relevant magnetic features (total magnetisation, magnetic
anisotropy) as a function of NP size and morphology were predicted.

3.2 Computational details

For both atomic clusters and NPs, the most favoured structure is defined by the global
minimum of the potential energy surface. The thermodynamic limits of shape stabilities
are uniquely defined for each cluster/NP size and composition, and great efforts have been
devoted in finding methods for calculating potential energy surfaces and reliably obtaining
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Figure 3.1: Models of crystalline (top panel left to right: fcc - cuboctahedron and truncated
octahedron, bcc, and hcp), and non-crystalline (bottom panel left to right: icosahedron, regular,
Marks, and Ino decahedron) NP motifs.

local and global minima of different systems. The search for a global minimum is a two-
step task: first is a construction of an appropriate model for the interactions between
atoms either by employing ab initio methods or by constructing semi-empirical potentials;
the second step is to sample the isomers by a global optimisation algorithm. Regardless
of the composition and size of the system, both of these steps impose challenging and
extensive simulations as the number of possible isomeric structures grows non-linearly
with the number of atoms, making such studies rather prohibitive. Additional risks of
metastable wells and kinetic trapping effects further complicate the research efforts. A
preliminary tracking of the general trends is therefore important to help and single out
sequences of favourable structures in different size regions. This can be done on the basis of
the construction of structures whose selection is motivated by energetic and morphological
considerations.[272, 273, 274, 275] Structural motifs are geometrical families with highly
symmetric structures and are therefore expected to have a good stability. Each crystalline
shape is formed by introducing cuts into the bulk material in the directions of Miller-
index surfaces. From fcc bulk one can therefore obtain a simple cube with (100) facets,
an octahedron by using solely (111) facets, truncated octahedron by introducing six (100)
facets along the six vertices of octahedron, or cuboctahedron by introducing (111) cuts
along the eight vertices of a simple cube. Cutting an hcp bulk in the direction of the
(101̄1) surface, obtained shape is a hexagonal bipyramid which can be truncated by two
(0001) facets, one at the tip of each pyramid. A non-crystalline icosahedral structure is,
on the other hand, built by packing together twenty fcc tetrahedra sharing a common
vertex, while a decahedron is obtained by packing five tetrahedra so that they have a
common edge. Former can be truncated by five (100) facets, yielding an Ino decahedron,
while further truncation at vertical edges by ten re-entrant (111) facets generates a Marks
decahedron. All shapes are depicted in Figure 3.1.

The choice of sizes is, on the other hand, usually driven by the well-known oft-
recurrence of clusters and NPs which have a complete, regular outer geometry designated
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as full-shell clusters/NPs. These sizes are known as magic numbers, and they are given
by the equations derived for each structural motif [276, 277]:

FCC CUBOCTAHEDRONN =
10
3
n3 +5n2 +

11
3
n+1 (3.1)

FCC TRUNCATED OCTAHEDRONN = 16n3 +15n2 +6n+1 (3.2)

BCC CUBEN = 2n3 +3n2 +3n+1 (3.3)

HCP TRUNCATED HEXAGONAL BIPYRAMIDN =
7
2
n3 +

21
4
n2 +

7
2
n+

3
4

(3.4)

ICOSAHEDRONN =
10
3
n3 +5n2 +

11
3
n+1 (3.5)

DECAHEDRONN =
5
6
n3 +

5
2
n2 +

8
3
n+1 (3.6)

where n represents the number of complete atomic shells within the cluster/NP, and N
is the final number of atoms a full-shell cluster/NP contains.

The generic theoretical models proposed by Mackay, Ino, and Marks have predicted
icosahedral shape as a global minimum for the smallest NPs, followed by decahedral
structural motif at medium sizes, while larger NPs up to the bulk limit are the most
stable when in the shape of a cuboctahedron with an fcc structure. In the later research,
it was shown that structures of different symmetries are separated by fairly low-energy
barriers, meaning the probabilities of their coexistence are strongly determined by their
potential energies. Because the energy differences between the motifs are so small, the
presence of high-index facets and relaxation of atoms at edges, exposed facets, and twin
boundaries, which are not included in the generic models, as well as consideration of
different phases and atomic centrings could significantly shift the crossover thresholds.
Ab initio calculations, in contrast, are able to consider different shapes inclusive of fcc,
bcc, and hcp phases, bond and interlayer centres, as well as all the geometrical degrees of
freedom, thus providing much more reliable predictions.

To study progressive transitions of differently shaped Co NPs from smallest clusters to
the bulk-like particles, multiple isomers (excluding bilayer structures) for the Co clusters
ranging from 2 to 30 atoms (non-scalable regime) have been considered, while for the
clusters/NPs with more than 30 but less than 1500 atoms (scalable regime) only the
magic number system sizes have been taken into the account. As the main focus is on the
medium and large size range, a detailed search for low lying isomers of clusters under 30
atoms via global optimisation with semi-empirical potentials [278, 279, 280] was omitted,
whereas up to ten different isomers were considered in DFT optimisations.
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Linear-scaling DFT methods are nowadays reaching a level of maturity when it comes
to simulating insulating and semiconducting systems with hundreds of atoms. However,
the continuum of states through the chemical potential and the partial occupancies make
these DFT approaches unsuitable for metals. Another aspect which is particularly relevant
when using DFT calculations for modelling metals is Brillouin zone sampling; due to the
extremely complicated Fermi surface, a dense k-point mesh is necessary to sample the
Brillouin zone adequately. For these reasons, careful choices of the basis set and simulation
code have to be made prior to the calculations.

Basis set
Plane waves (PW) basis set is characterised by a universality of both atomic species

and local environment - the same basis set can be used for any system. Additionally, PW
do not suffer from the superposition error often occurred in localised basis sets (LB). Both
of these features are advantageous when studying interactions in heterogeneous systems.
However, PW must be expanded over the whole simulation box, which can come costly
for modelling systems in vacuum.

When metallic systems are of interest, due to the sharp drop in the electronic occu-
pation at the Fermi level at 0 K, it is imperative to use a finite temperature smearing of
the Fermi surface to avoid unphysical oscillations in the electron density which leads to
non-convergence.[281] Therefore, a finite non-zero temperature distribution is used to get
better convergence rates for the SCF calculations. A comparative study of the perfor-
mance of PW and LB basis sets on metallic surfaces has shown the computational cost of
the LB method at the convergence threshold to be higher than the PW method, with the
difference increasing with the k-point grid density.[282] Both methods consume similar
computational time per SCF cycle with increase in the surface area. The overall results
of both LB and PW basis sets are of desirable accuracy, and while PW converge faster,
LB could offer better computational efficiency for systems with vacuum areas. However,
for metallic systems, the choice of smearing function is also a major contributor. Mostly
used smearing functions are Fermi-Dirac, Gaussian, and Methfessel-Paxton. The major
benefit of Fermi-Dirac occupation is that the electronic smearing corresponds to a phys-
ical thermal distribution at temperature T . On the downside, it tails off very slowly, so
a large number of slightly occupied conduction bands must be used to fully capture all
of the occupied states. In the case of Methfessel-Paxton smearing, temperature is just
a mathematical artefact to obtain a more accurate integration of the physical quantities
at a lower cost. The advantage of this scheme is that the obtained energy is very close
to the physical energy at T = 0 K, even for quite large smearing temperatures. It also
allows much faster convergence with respect to k-points, especially for metals. Finally,
convergence to self-consistency is significantly improved.

The Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP) code [283] has been chosen to carry
out spin-polarised calculations within the usual Kohn-Sham implementation of the density
functional theory. In VASP, central quantities, like one-electron orbitals, electron density,
and local potential are expressed in PW basis set. Interactions between the electrons
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and ions are described using pseudopotentials. VASP allows for the choice of smearing
method between any of the three aforementioned approaches, and has implementations of
both Monkhorst-Pack grid and the tetrahedron method. Finally, VASP showed reliable
performance in predicting magnetic properties of various systems.

Exchange-correlation functional
Most of the recent first-principles calculations for solid-state materials have been based

on density functional theory within LDA or GGA exchange-correlation functionals. By
now, it is well established that LDA methods fail when determining the ground-state of
most bulk metals, while GGA predicts the correct structure. One example is bulk iron,
which is predicted to have a ferromagnetic (FM) bcc ground-state by GGA, in agreement
with experiments, rather than a paramagnetic fcc as found by LDA.[284, 285]

Deficiency of DFT-LDA/GGA when modelling small transition metal clusters is at-
tributed to the incomplete cancellation of the Coulomb self-interaction and the tendency
of most approximate exchange correlation functionals to over-delocalise valence electrons
and to over-stabilise metallic ground-states, whereas many of the smallest transition and
noble metal clusters show relatively large band gaps. Different pragmatic strategies to
overcome those limitations have been implemented within VASP code, amongst them fre-
quently used Hubbard LDA/GGA+U method proposed by Dudarev et al[286], in which
only the difference between the Coulomb U and exchange J parameter is taken into
account, namely Ueff = U−J . As predictive power of atom-coordination, metal-metal
bond-formation, and effect of open and compact structures on energetics and electronic
properties of small clusters is strongly dependent on the proper description of valence
d-orbital electrons, it is important to estimate the shortcomings of GGA in this manner.

Nevertheless, while LDA+U method is well established for strongly correlated mate-
rials with well-localised orbitals, its application to weakly correlated transition metals is
questionable. The localised formulation of the LDA+U is constructed to impose a finite
discontinuity to the exchange-correlation potential. As this discontinuity is an impor-
tant term of the fundamental gap of a system, it is particularly effective in improving
the description of semiconductors and insulators, but in general not well suited to treat
metals and other weakly correlated materials. Arguably the most important correlation
effects in metals, namely fluctuation-induced mass renormalisation and itinerant exchange
interactions, are hence missing from LDA+U . In fact, the excessive stabilisation of oc-
cupied states due to the +U corrective potential can lead to a description of the ground
state inconsistent with available experimental data that question its applicability in these
cases.[287, 288] There are thus many problems concerning the electronic structure and
itinerant magnetism of 3d metals when using the Hubbard model to improve the pre-
diction of properties related to electronic localisation (such as magnetisation) without
compromising the description of delocalised electrons. Applicability to moderately corre-
late systems is significantly better.[289, 290]

Various levels of theory have been used when predicting the structures of transi-
tion metal clusters.[245, 291, 292, 293, 294, 295, 296] Reliability of empirical potentials
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suffers from the neglection of the directional nature of d-d interactions and quantum
effects arising from spin magnetism and orbital symmetry. For ab initio methods, struc-
tural predictions are challenging because of the significant contribution from localised
d electrons and strong electron correlation. However, if the determination of both ge-
ometry and electronic structure is to be achieved at the same level, which is desirable
due to their strong interdependence, DFT proved to be a very efficient and reliable
approach.[268, 297, 298, 299, 300, 301, 302] Specifically for Co, it was shown that the
lowest energy structures and properties of small clusters are not as sensitive to the level
of the exchange-correlation functional (including varying values of Hubbard and hybrid
parameters), and results indicate that the differences between GGA, GGA+U , and hybrid
methods are purely an electronic effect.[303] To verify energetic and structural invariance
to the functional choice, GGA+U optimisations with proposed value of U = 1.0 eV have
been performed for Co clusters under 30 atoms and the results compared to GGA.

While for small transition metal clusters with localised d orbitals GGA suffers from
unphysical electron self-interaction, this deficiency diminishes as the clusters grow into
NPs, and as NP sizes approach bulk-like hybridisation, and GGA is then expected to
reliably predict structural parameters and relative energetics. Therefore, while a compar-
ative study of hybrid functionals versus GGA for absolute values of electronic properties
for the small size region remains a future work, searches for the most stable structures
of medium and large Co NPs using these high-level quantum chemistry methods would
be very expensive. Because DFT-GGA is widely used, reported, and relied upon, it is
worthwhile to find the structural and energetic trends at this affordable level, especially
for relative intra-motif comparison. Hence, only GGA functional was used to describe
trends for Co clusters/NPs in the medium and large size range.

The spin-polarised DFT calculations were conducted for the mentioned systems using
the VASP code within the PBE/GGA functional. The core electrons up to and including
the 3p levels of Co were kept frozen, and their interaction with the valence electrons was
described by the PAW pseudopotentials. The kinetic energy cutoff for wavefunctions was
set to 500 eV, and the Monkhorst-Pack k-point grid included only Γ -point. Structural
optimisations were carried out without any constraints, with the convergence criteria for
the change in the total energy and interatomic forces between two steps of 1.0×10−6 and
1.0×10−2 eV/Å, respectively. The vacuum space in the unit cell was set to be more than
12 Å in each direction to avoid interactions with the neighbouring clusters.

Structural motifs and general trends in energetics
In general, cohesive energy of a cluster/NP with N atoms, EN , can be expressed as:

EN = aN + bN 2/3 + cN 1/3 + d (3.7)
with a through d being material and shape-dependent coefficients. A volume contribu-
tion enters along with the bulk-like cohesive energy in a, surface contributions through
the surface and twin boundary energies in b, edge and corner contributions in c and d,
respectively. As a result of the competition between those contributions, different motifs
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are the most stable in different size regions. For example, NPs characterised by a low
surface energy adopt quasi-spherical shapes to optimise the surface/volume ratio, which
comes at a cost of internal strain giving a volume contribution. In terms of calculations,
the cohesive energy per atom, Ecoh, is obtained as:

Ecoh =
EDFT
N −N ×EDFT

1

N
(3.8)

where EDFT
N and EDFT

1 are calculated energies of N -atom Co cluster/NP and the ground-
state energy of a single Co atom, respectively. Cohesive energy per atom is roughly
proportional to N−1/3 through the expression for the NP surface energy:

γS = EN −N (Ebulk
coh +E1) (3.9)

where γ is the surface energy per unit area, S is the surface area, and Ebulk
coh is DFT

calculated cohesive energy of bulk Co. When combined with the expression for Ecoh, a
new relation is established:

Ecoh = Ebulk
coh +

γS

N
. (3.10)

Assuming that the NP is spherical, an assigned number of atoms N can be represented
by N = R3⁄r3, where R and r are particle and atomic radius, respectively. The surface
area S then equals 4πr2N 2/3, and gives a final dependence of Ecoh on γ :

Ecoh = Ebulk
coh +4πr2γN−1/3 (3.11)

where Ecoh is proportional to N−1/3, and the surface energy per unit area is the propor-
tionality constant. It is this linear relation that allows the evaluation of the intersection
sizes between the motifs. Although the higher-order terms for edge and vertex contribu-
tions also affect cohesive energy, these are known to be minor compared to the surface
energies, and it was shown they do not alter the overall characteristics of the stability
plots.[304]

In many cases, to evaluate the stability order of different motifs, the second quantity,
∆(N ), is plotted instead. ∆(N ) is defined as:

∆(N ) =
EDFT
N −N ×Ebulk

coh
N 2/3

(3.12)

and represents the excess energy of cluster/NP with respect to a bulk solid roughly divided
by the number of surface atoms. Since the cohesive energy of clusters/NP is less negative
than in the bulk, ∆(N ) is positive, and, in the limit of N → ∞, it tends to a constant
value for crystalline NPs, whereas it diverges for non-crystalline motifs presenting the
volume strain. Other indicators of the structural stability are given by the first, ∆1(N ),
and second, ∆2(N ), difference in the cohesive energy, which are a measures of the relative
stability of a cluster/NP compared to that of nearby-sized clusters/NPs:
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∆1(N ) = Ecoh(N − 1)−Ecoh(N ) (3.13)

∆2(N ) = Ecoh(N +1) +Ecoh(N − 1)− 2Ecoh(N ). (3.14)
∆2(N ) is the relative cohesive energy of a cluster/NP with N atoms with respect to those
with N − 1 and N + 1 atoms, peaking at size with higher relative stability. The peaks
correspond to the intensity anomalies or magic numbers of the mass spectrum.[305]

For small clusters and NPs, it is not possible to breakdown the vacuum-exposed surface
into well-defined areas which could then be classified as specific Miller-index crystal facets
due to the limited number of atoms which are almost exclusively parts of edges and
vertices. NPs of sufficiently large sizes, on the other hand, have distinct facet areas with
Miller-index stackings and their areas are dynamically dependent on the surface energies.
All surfaces have energy associated with them because work is needed for their creation.
Therefore, the term surface energy coincides with the work per unit area performed by
the force that created the surface. Finally, surface energy can also be defined as the excess
energy at the surface of a material compared to the bulk, quantifying the disruption of
intermolecular bonds that occurs when a surface is formed. To characterise the surfaces,
surface energies, γ , as a measure of the thermodynamic stability can be calculated as:

γu =
EDFT

unrelaxed slab −n×E
DFT
bulk

2Aslab
(3.15)

γr =
EDFT

relaxed slab −n×E
DFT
bulk

Aslab
−γu (3.16)

where γu and γr are the surface energies before and after relaxation, EDFT
unrelaxed slab,

EDFT
relaxed slab, and EDFT

bulk are the calculated energies of the unrelaxed, relaxed slab, and
bulk, respectively, Aslab is the surface area, and n is the ratio between the number of
atoms in the slab and the number of atoms in the bulk. Surface for which the least
amount of work is required, and which therefore has the lowest surface energy, is the
most stable. Surfaces with close packings are known to have favourable surface energies
due to the high number of bonds between the neighbouring atoms within the surface
layer.

When constructing structural motifs, a key is to optimise surface-to-volume energy
contribution. If a NP is cut from a bulk fcc crystal by only close-packed facets, one
obtains a tetrahedron or an octahedron. Even though the whole surface area of those
shapes is close-packed, the surface energy cannot be furtherly optimised because high
surface-to-volume ratio would generate large volumetric strain. More spherical shapes
with lower surface-to-volume ratios are obtained by introducing higher-energy facets as
cuts at the vertices. An optimal depth of the cut gives the volumetrically most compact
shape without compromising the surface energy contribution by large areas of high-in-
energy facets. If the size of a NP is sufficiently large, the optimal cut is given by the
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Gibbs-Wulff theorem [306], a theoretical method that allows prediction of the shape of
macroscopic crystals under thermodynamic equilibrium by minimising the surface energy
at a fixed volume.

For a particle with facets of areas Ahkl and corresponding surface energies per unit
area, γhkl , the Gibbs surface free energy G can be written as G =

∑
γhklAhkl . In 1901,

Wulff suggested that the length of a vector drawn normal to a crystal face from the
centre of the particle is proportional to the surface energy of the facet, hhkl = λγhkl . The
polyhedron that corresponds to the lowest surface energy of a crystalline substance can
thus be constructed by choosing a constant, λ, and a centre. Starting from the centre,
one draws a plane that is normal to the hkl vector and has a distance hhkl = λγhkl from
the centre. This process is repeated for all sets of hkl Miller indices. The space enclosed
by the set of planes defines the equilibrium shape of the particle, Figure 3.2. From this,
it is possible to construct progressive paths of morphological changes according to the
stabilisation of different surfaces, Figure 3.3. The proofs of the Wulff theorem can be
found in [307, 308, 309]. As the contributions from the particle edges are neglected in the
Wulff construction, the shape of small particles might deviate from the predictions, but
experimental analysis indicates that particles in the range of couple of nanometres are
generally consistent with this construction principle.[310, 311]

Figure 3.2: Illustration of the Wulff construction of an fcc particle (left panel). Crystal facet
planes are represented by black lines, vectors normal to the planes by black arrows, and the
centre of the particle by a black dot. Atoms enclosed in the equilibrium shape of nanoparticle
are coloured red, while the rest of the bulk atoms are in grey. 3D morphology is shown in
wire-frame (middle panel) and atomic representation (right panel).

From the Wulff construction, the truncation of octahedron at vertices would give an
equilibrium structure for γ100h111 = γ111h100. At larger sizes, higher-order facets can
improve the sphericity of the particle. A more compact, quasi-spherical non-crystalline
icosahedron can be constructed as proposed by Mackay, where a shape is composed of
exclusively close-packed facets with a fivefold rotational axis.[312] Decahedron, which is
also formed only by close-packed facets, is on the other hand far from being spherical.
Vertex and edge truncations, suggested by Marks and Ino, can be implemented to achieve
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Figure 3.3: Morphology diagram according to surface energy modulations.

better surface-to-volume ratio as in the case of octahedron.[313, 314] However, such non-
crystalline motifs are obtained at the expense of volume contribution for facets to be able
to close the inter-surface gaps. Therefore, additional factors have to be accounted to the
overall stability. One of them is the elastic strain energy that arises from the abnor-
mal growth of the 10 (decahedron) or 20 (icosahedron) exposed (111) facets. Furtherly,
for multiply-twinned shapes, which can be recognised by the intergrowth of surfaces of
same Miller-index ((111) surface intergrowth for icosahedron and decahedron; (101̄1) in-
tergrowth for hcp hexagonal bipyramids), energetic cost or gain is accounted for through
the twin boundary energy.[315, 316]

For example, a total energy of icosahedron, Ei, can be approximated by:

Ei = Ecoh +Esurf +Eels +Etwin (3.17)
where Ecoh, Esurf, Eels, and Etwin are the cohesive, surface, elastic strain, and twin bound-
ary energies, respectively. By further inspection, these energy components can be grouped
as volume-based (Ecoh and Eels), or surface-based (Esurf and Etwin):

Ei = −ViEcoh + Siγ(111) +ViWi + St,iγt (3.18)

Ei = −
5
√
2

3
r8Ecoh +5

√
3r2γ(111) +

5
√
2

3
r8Wi +

15
√
3

2
r3γt (3.19)

where Vi and Si/t,i are the NP volume and the total surface/twin boundary surface area,
and Wi and γt are the elastic strain energy density and the twin boundary energy per
unit area, respectively. Equivalent expression for decahedron is:

Ed = −5
√
2

12
r8Ecoh +

15
√
3

2
r2γ(111) +

5
√
2

12
r8Wi +

15
√
3

4
r3γt. (3.20)

r is the length of the edge of the icosahedron or decahedron. As previously stated,
both of these non-crystalline shapes can be constructed by simple geometrical stacking
of fcc tetrahedra, which introduces either gaps or defects in the close proximity of edge
intergrowths. However, in the absence of any abnormalities as observed by high resolution
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electron microscopy [317], it is assumed that the dislocations are uniformly distributed
over the particle core as elastic strain. Since component tetrahedra have an fcc lattice,
the elastic strain densities of icosahedron and decahedron can be determined based on
the elastic constants of fcc Co:

Wi =
1
6

[
(c11 +2c12)(2 + ν)

2 +4c44(1− ν)2
]
×
( 0.080362
1− 1.080362ν2

)
, (3.21)

ν = −2c11 +4c12 − c44
c11 +2c12 + c44

(3.22)

Wd =
1
4

[
3(c11 − c12)ν2 +2c44(1− ν′)2

]
×
( 0.024785
1− 1.024785ν2

)
, (3.23)

ν =
c12(c′ + c12)− c′(c′ + c12)
c′(c11 + c12)− c12(c′ + c12)

, ν′ =
c′′(c′′ + c12)− c′′(c11 + c12)
c′(c11 + c12)− c12(c′ + c12)

(3.24)

c′ =
1
2
(c11 + c12 +2c44), c

′′ =
1
2
(c11 + c12 − 2c44). (3.25)

A detailed derivation of these expressions can be found in [314]. Calculations of the elastic
constants have been performed within the strain-stress formalism embedded in VASP. The
elastic tensor was determined by performing six finite distortions of the lattice and deriving
the elastic constants from the strain-stress relationship. Elastic constants, including both
the contribution from distortions with rigid ions and from ionic relaxations, have been
calculated. The plane wave cutoff was increased systematically until convergence up to 2
GPa was achieved.

Contributions of twinning fcc (111) and hcp (101̄1) surfaces present in icosahedral
and decahedral, and hcp motifs, respectively, have been accounted for by considering the
twin orientation of surface slabs, where the atomic positions of atoms above and below
the fault plane are related to each other via a 180° rotation or a mirror plane reflection.
The twin boundary energy per unit area, t, is calculated as:

γt =
EDFT

original −E
DFT
twin

2Aslab
(3.26)

where Aslab is the area of the twin boundary, and EDFT
original and EDFT

twin are the total energies
of the original surface model and the twin boundary model, respectively.

Trends in magnetic properties
NP relaxations were carried out without any magnetic constraints and magnetic mo-

ments were determined iteratively through simultaneous optimisation during the SCF
procedure. Computation of atomic spin moments was performed using Bader population
analysis.[177] Bader analysis partitions space into non-overlapping atomic volumes and
assigns all of the spin density within an atomic volume to that atom. It also does not
directly depend on the basis set and can be readily applied to periodic and non-periodic
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systems with collinear or non-collinear magnetism.[318] Various spin states were consid-
ered by specifying the fixed difference of the number of electrons in the up and down spin
component within the VASP code.

To predict spin-orbit-related properties, namely orbital magnetic moments and mag-
netic anisotropy energies, fully relativistic calculations including spin-orbit coupling (SOC)
were performed [319, 320] using the non-collinear version of the VASP code developed by
Hobbs et al and Marsman and Hafner.[321, 322] These properties require extremely well
converged wave functions and charge densities, and the criteria for termination of the SCF
cycles was hence tightened to 10−7 eV/cell, and enforcing energy changes to less than a
hundredth of a meV. The magnetic ground-state from the collinear scalar-relativistic cal-
culations was used to initialise the non-collinear calculations. Two sets of self-consistent
SOC non-collinear calculations were performed, one for each easy and hard magnetisation
axis, and the MAE was determined in terms of the difference in their total energies:

MAE = E(↑)−E(→). (3.27)
The fact that a very accurate convergence of energy is required in the self-consistent
cycle makes the calculations rather expensive. In principle, such approach, although
time-consuming, is exact and straightforward.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Bulk

Accurate structure of a bulk material is crucial for a proper description of derived
nanomaterials. To obtain bulk cohesive energies, bulk calculations were conducted on fcc
and hcp cells (Fm3m and P63/mmc space groups [323]) containing four and two cobalt
atoms, respectively, Figure 3.4. All atoms were fully relaxed until appointed accuracy
was reached. A test of convergence, which relies on successive increase of the cutoff
energy in the plane wave expansion of the pseudo-wavefunctions until the total energy
no longer changes, was performed in steps of 40 eV from 400 to 600 eV (including 500
eV), showed in Figure 3.5 left for hcp Co, and a kinetic cutoff energy of 500 eV was
chosen as sufficient. Similarly, k-point grid convergence has been tested from 2×2×2
(fcc)/7×7×5 (hcp) to 20×20×20 (fcc)/21×21×19 (hcp), showed for hcp Co in Figure 3.5
right. Additional calculation has been carried out for the hexagonal unit cell by setting
the smallest allowed spacing between k-points to 0.18 Å−1 to capture the difference in
the length of a, b, and c vectors, and a 17×17×9 k-point mesh centred at Γ -point was
generated, in satisfactory agreement with the convergence test. For all following bulk
calculations, grids of 8×8×8 and 17×17×9 were employed for fcc and hcp Co, respectively.

Final lattice parameters after GGA (GGA+U , Ueff = 1.0 eV) relaxation are for fcc Co
a = 3.517 Å (3.522 Å), and for hcp Co c/a = 1.616 (1.622). The calculated ratios deviate
by less than 3 % from experiment (3.545 Å, 1.62 [324]). Computing the lattice constant
with a denser k-point set (10×10×10 fcc / 21×21×19 hcp), and using more accurate linear
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Figure 3.4: Unit cells of left hcp Co, and right fcc Co.

Figure 3.5: left Cutoff energy and right k-point mesh convergence for bulk hcp Co.

tetrahedron method in place of Methfessel-Paxton smearing results in lattice constants
of a = 3.519 Å (3.523 Å) and c/a = 1.617 (1.624). Densities of state, DOS, are shown
for hcp and fcc Co in Figure 3.6. The majority spin DOS are below the Fermi level and
the d-states are completely occupied, whereas the minority spin DOS cut through the
Fermi level capturing the asymmetry that gives a rise to the magnetic behaviour. These
features of the DOS as calculated by GGA and GGA+U are not functional-dependent and
they are consistent with previous studies.[325, 326, 327] Calculated magnetic moments
are 1.581 µB GGA (1.679 µB GGA+U) for the hexagonal phase, and 1.615 µB (1.788 µB
GGA+U) for the cubic phase, in good agreement with experimental data (1.72 µB hcp
and 1.75 µB fcc [324]).

3.3.2 Small clusters - accessing the accuracy

Structural magic numbers affect the formation and abundances of larger NPs, whereas
in the case of small clusters the combined electronic structure of all the atoms is of greater
importance. The smallest clusters with 2 ≤N ≤ 30 atoms hence provide an excellent test
for the method for two reasons, as they have so few atoms that the number of (meta-
)stable structures is still low enough for the global-minimum to be easily accessible within
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Figure 3.6: Densities of state, DOS, of left bulk hcp Co and right fcc Co as calculated by GGA
(full lines) and GGA+U, Ueff = 1.0 eV (transparent blocks).

a ‘sampling-by-hand’ approach, and, since the plane wave method has its foundations in
considerations for infinite, extended systems, modelling of small clusters is computation-
ally the most challenging. Moreover, the biggest amount of data available on Co clusters
covers systems with up to 30 atoms.

Figure 3.7 shows structures, cohesive energies, and average magnetic moments per
atom for the most stable isomers of Co clusters with 2 ≤ N ≤ 30 atoms as optimised by
GGA and GGA+U (Ueff = 1.0 eV). Expanded results for second isomers are provided in
Figure 3.8. General patterns of small transition metal clusters can be easily observed: for
N ≥ 5, the lowest lying isomers are three-dimensional with well-known high-symmetry
geometries prevailing over non-symmetric structures. Amongst the two most stable iso-
mers of Co clusters under ten atoms, most are square and pentagonal (bi)-pyramids with
additional atoms incorporated to cap pyramid facets. For clusters with number of atoms
close to the main and intermediate closed-shell sizes (N = 13, 19, 23), the most stable
structures are derived from the respective crystalline and non-crystalline shapes, while
the closed-shell clusters themselves have the lowest energy when shaped as one of the
structural motifs (N = 13 - icosahedron, N = 19 - hcp, N = 23 - icosahedron). The struc-
tures predicted to be low-lying in energy are in a good agreement with those suggested
in experimental works [328, 329, 248], with 19-atom hcp and octahedral structures being
determined as more stable than double icosahedron.

Structural relaxation performed with the GGA+U method introduced no significant
changes in geometries. Structures which were affected the most through the expansion of
nearest neighbour distances of up to 10 % are planar isomers with under six Co atoms,
and this is reflected in the energy difference between the first and second isomer when
compared to GGA. In addition, compact icosahedron structures experienced less pro-
nounced structural changes with approximate increase in the bond length of 0.1-0.3 %,
while clusters with hexagonal symmetry had 1.0-2.5 % extension in average. Nevertheless,
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Figure 3.7: Optimised structures, cohesive energies, and average magnetic moments (per atom)
as calculated by GGA and GGA+U (Ueff = 1.0 eV) for the most stable structures (N.1) of Co
clusters with 2 ≤N ≤ 30 atoms.
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Figure 3.8: Optimised structures, cohesive energies, and average magnetic moments (per atom)
as calculated by GGA and GGA+U (Ueff = 1.0 eV) for the second most stable isomers (N.2) of
Co clusters with 2 ≤N ≤ 30 atoms.
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energetic order of structural isomers does not change with the addition of the Hubbard
parameter. Differences in the cohesive energies between first and second isomers are mini-
mal, and mostly range between 0.01 and 0.10 eV. This coincides with experimental results
which have found Co clusters in the range of 19 to 34 atoms as primarily polyicosahedral
structures when saturated with ammonia. However, because atomic subshell closings in
clusters of different symmetries occur in close sequences, it is expected that bare clusters
adopt a variety of structures.[328] The obtained parameters are most often given within a
couple of % of the results of other parameter-free electronic-structure calculations (LDA
[260], GGA [263, 262], DV-LSD [330], BLYP [267]), with differences arising only when
considering the relative order of different isomers. Moreover, none of the parameterised
methods, i.e., the tight-binding approach [265] nor model potentials of Gupta [331], gives
results that are systematically more accurate than parameter-free approaches.

With the aim of identifying general properties of the Co clusters, their evolution
with the size, and accuracy of the results obtained, further detailed description of each
isomer will not be carried out (as for most of them this has already been done elsewhere
[265, 266]). Instead of discussing the individual clusters, different quantities shall be
introduced to reduce the collected information to a few key numbers and allow for efficient
comparison between GGA and GGA+U functionals.

Figure 3.9a shows comparison between calculated and experimental cohesive energies.
Although GGA predicts a more uniform trend with the increase in the number of atoms,
energy values are within the experimental range. GGA+U trend is completely consistent
with the one obtained by GGA, with energies lower in general by 0.40-0.70 eV. To confirm
the reliability of the energetic trends, the second derivation of energy as the stability
function has been plotted in Figure 3.9b against the number of atoms in the cluster.
This function has maxima for particularly stable clusters. The most pronounced peaks
occur at N = 6, 9, 13, and 19 for both GGA and GGA+U , which is in agreement with
previously determined closed-shell and intermediate closed-shell sizes for transition metal
clusters. Previous study [266] failed in characterisation of the 13 atom cluster stability,
which represents the first filled shell. Based on the occurrence of those four peaks, it can
be concluded that cohesive energy values are reasonably predicted.

The magnetisation trends are shown in Figure 3.9c as magnetic moment per Co
atom for high-spin states. Energies of low-spin state clusters were calculated to be less
favourable by, on average, 0.35 eV per atom. Experimental values provided are taken
from the work of Knickelbein which investigated Co clusters in a similar size range, (N =
7-32).[333] Magnetic moments obtained by GGA and GGA+U are mutually congruent,
especially for the clusters with less than ten atoms. Underestimation of the magnetic
moment compared to the experiment could partially be caused by the omittance of the
orbital moment, which can be rather large in clusters in contrast to solids where it is
usually strongly suppressed.[334] It was recently found that the orbital magnetic con-
tributions that emerge in small Co clusters can even reach values that are an order of
magnitude higher than those in the bulk.[335] Observed inconsistencies in the experimen-
tal and computed trends, however, can be improved for intermediate sizes (10 ≤ N ≤
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Figure 3.9: a cohesive energies per atom, Ecoh,; b second energy differences, ∆2E,; c average
magnetic moments per atom , µ,; d HOMO-LUMO gaps; e average coordination numbers, CN,;
and f average bond lengths, d, for Co clusters with 2 ≤ N ≤ 30 atoms as calculated by GGA
and GGA+U (Ueff = 1.0 eV). In e results are unchanged when going from GGA to GGA+U
functional. Bulk values are represented with a dashed line; x-axis is the same for all graphs.
Experimental values of cohesive energies are taken from [332], and of magnetic moments from
[333].
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25) by introducing magnetic moments of the second most stable isomers, which confirms
the possible coexistence of different isomers in the cluster beam that has been proposed
experimentally.[336] Additionally, experimental measurements of magnetic moments are
challenging at the smallest sizes; the cluster beam intensities decrease rapidly, thermal-
isation can be very difficult to achieve, and the net magnetisation can change direction
spontaneously due to thermal fluctuations. There are also temperature effects to be taken
into the account - a severe problem is still the determination of the cluster temperature
and the distribution of the rotation frequencies, which are dependent on the experimen-
tal conditions.[337, 338] As a result, variations in magnetisation values and trends can
be found in the literature [339, 340, 341], making comparison rather difficult. Finally,
magnetic moments of Co clusters approach the bulk value remarkably fast, even when
compared to two of the metal’s closest neighbours, iron and nickel.[342]

Certain properties, such as the HOMO-LUMO gaps, are not experimentally available.
Nonetheless, Ni clusters showed clear similarities to Co clusters in both shape and reac-
tivity [328, 343], making the energy gap comparison suitable. Obtained trend in changes
in the energy gap with the increase in the number of atoms shown in Figure 3.9d quite
resembles the trend of Ni clusters.[344] It is worth noting how, for both metals, gap values
are significantly lower and clusters progress to metallic behaviour much faster than those
of other transition metals.[345, 346] Calculated HOMO-LUMO gaps of Co clusters are
calculated up to 0.36 eV (GGA) and 0.66 eV (GGA+U), with sizes of N = 3-6 having
the largest interspace in the orbital occupancy. Clusters with more than fourteen atoms
are already very close to the metallic state, with GGA predicting no band gap above N =
16, while GGA+U predicts small band gaps for clusters with intermediate sizes of N
between 15 and 25. Differences between electronic configurations predicted by GGA and
GGA+U are, considering magnetic moments and HOMO-LUMO gaps, minimal, which
confirms that small modifications in structural parameters remain as the only distinction
between the two methods.

Figures 3.9e and 3.9f summarise the quantities related to the structural properties,
namely average coordination numbers, CN, and bond lengths. Two atoms are considered
bonded if their interatomic distance is less than the average value of the first and second
nearest-neighbour distances in the bulk (2.44 and 3.50 Å, respectively), which is in this
case 3.00 Å. Atoms are classified as inner if CN ≥ 12, or surface atoms if CN<12. From
the figures, it is clear that both properties oscillate mostly for the smallest clusters while
increasing as a function of the size. Convergence towards the bulk values is obvious (2.44
Å nearest-neighbour distance and 12 coordination number), with average CN saturating
at a slower pace. This is due to the large number of atoms still being characterised as
surface atoms at such small sizes. Small differences in the average bond lengths between
cluster structures relaxed by GGA and GGA+U were captured.

Everything considered, the properties of the smallest Co clusters, as the absolutely
most critical cases, are in satisfactory qualitative agreement with the available experi-
mental results when modelled by GGA and GGA+U . Both functionals show the same
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trends of energetic, electronic, and structural properties, and predict equal geometries as
the most stable isomers. The smallest Co clusters therefore have minimal sensitivity to
the level of the exchange-correlation functional used. It is expected that, as the cluster
sizes approach scalable regime where properties start more closely resembling characteris-
tics of the bulk, the effect of the exchange-correlation functional would almost completely
diminish, hence the less expensive GGA functional will be employed for optimisations of
large Co NPs.

3.3.3 Large clusters - towards the behaviour of nanoparticles

Five kinds of motifs with variations in the centring have been considered for clus-
ters/NPs with up to 1500 atoms, 2 non-crystalline (icosahedral and decahedral), and 3
crystalline (hcp, fcc, and bcc). By construction, icosahedron and decahedron have centres
occupied by a single atom. Marks and Ino decahedra have been derived from the regular
decahedron by truncation with ten re-entrant (111) facets or with five (100) facets at five
twin boundaries, respectively. Crystalline clusters/NPs are cut off from a crystal lattice
of the same phase and therefore conserve the lattice symmetry - this can be achieved by
placing the cluster/NP origin either in the centre of an elemental cell or as an atom of
the lattice. Thus, fcc cluster/NP structures include the atom-centred cuboctahedral and
atom- and octahedron-centred truncated octahedral systems. Hcp clusters are truncated
hexagonal bipyramids with centres located at a single atom, a triangle (two possible com-
binations, with and without the central atom in the second layer), or interstitially between
the two (0001) layers. Bcc clusters can be an atom and interstitial-centred. Construction
of differently centred motifs is represented in Figure 3.10, while structures of irregular
decahedral geometries are shown in Figure 3.11.

3.3.3.1 Energetics

The stabilities of structural motifs were compared based on their cohesive energies,
with the lowest cohesive energy appertaining to the most stable shape within the given
size. Calculated cohesive energies are given in Table 3.1, and they are plotted as a
function of N−1/3 in Figure 3.12a. Dependencies are well represented by linear regression
and extrapolated to larger NP sizes. For sizes below 100 atoms, stability of motifs based
on the successive increase in the cohesive energy decreases going from the most stable
icosahedron, over fcc truncated octahedron, hcp, fcc cuboctahedron, and decahedron to
bcc as the least stable Co NP shape. Differences in energies for the NPs with the same
number of atoms between any two shapes are close to or less than 0.10 eV per atom,
except for crystalline bcc motif whose stability is lower by 0.30 eV per atom compared
to decahedron which is the second least stable morphology in the smallest size region.
Decahedron and cuboctahedron are separated by minimal differences in energy; however,
there is no intersection in their stabilities even with the extrapolation of linear regression
to larger diameters. Just under N = 500, hcp motif surpasses fcc truncated octahedron in
stability. After that crossover, the order remains unchanged with icosahedron being the
most stable throughout the whole range of small and medium sizes (N ≤ 5000), which
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Figure 3.10: Construction of differently centred bcc, hcp, and fcc-type NPs.

is consistent with the experimental findings of its predominance within clusters with up
to 800 atoms. The icosahedron-to-hcp transition is predicted to happen at around N ≈
5500. An enlarged view of the intersection is represented in Figure 3.12b. Equations of
linear regressions were used to get a crude approximation of the crossover point, which is
suggested to be at N = 5341.

Figure 3.12c captures the same stability trends of Co NPs of varying motifs with
the limit of N → ∞ forced to reach the calculated Ecoh values of bulk fcc and hcp Co
(-5.44 and -5.54 eV, respectively). As cohesive energy of hcp Co is known to be lower
than that of the fcc counterpart [347, 348], the crossovers between fcc cuboctahedral,
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Figure 3.11: Top and side views of five types of Marks and Ino decahedra derived from the
regular decahedral structure, which is given for comparison in top left.

icosahedral, and hcp Co NPs are preserved with a slight shift towards smaller NP sizes,
Figure 3.12d. However, it should be kept in mind that the rearrangement of motifs with
non-crystalline stacking towards either fcc or hcp bulk arrangements would be unlikely
even at very large NP limits due to the kinetic trapping which was observed at large NP
sizes and certain differences in the cohesive energies as N reaches ∞ might still persist.
Nevertheless, both linear fitting with and without Ecoh(N →∞) ≃ Ecoh(bulk) limit predict
the icosahedron→hcp transition to occur at large NP diameters.

Intra-motif competition for differently centred crystalline shapes, namely four different
hcp and two of each fcc-truncated octahedron and bcc shapes, is represented in Figure
3.13. Amongst considered hcp motifs, interstitial-centred NPs are predominant at smaller
sizes, triangle-centred with the central atom in the second layer at intermediate sizes, and
atom-centred at large sizes, with shape intersections calculated at N = 120 and N = 340.
However, relative differences in the stabilities of four motifs are below 0.025 eV per atom
regardless of the NP size. Fcc truncated octahedron showed better stability when centred
as octahedron for up to N = 205, while atom-centred NPs dominate medium and large
regions. Atom-centred bcc NPs become more stable over interstitially-centred specimens
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Table 3.1: Cohesive energies of magic numbered Co NPs for icosahedron, decahedron, cubocta-
hedron, truncated octahedron, and hcp morphologies.

decahedron
regular Marks (1) Marks (2) Marks (3)

N Ecoh / eV N Ecoh / eV N Ecoh / eV N Ecoh / eV
105 -4.37 100 -4.38 80 -4.32 217 -4.64
287 -4.66 282 -4.67 262 -4.68 539 -4.84
609 -4.83 604 -4.84 584 -4.85
1111 -4.94

decahedron fcc
Ino (1) Ino (2) icosahedron cuboctahedron

N Ecoh / eV N Ecoh / eV N Ecoh / eV N Ecoh / eV
85 -4.33 55 -4.19 55 -4.22 55 -4.12
257 -4.67 207 -4.62 147 -4.56 147 -4.48
569 -4.84 499 -4.82 309 -4.76 309 -4.69

561 -4.88 561 -4.83
923 -4.97 923 -4.90
1415 -5.03

fcc truncated octahedron bcc
atom-centred octahedron-centred atom-centred interstitial-centred
N Ecoh / eV N Ecoh / eV N Ecoh / eV N Ecoh / eV
38 -4.33 140 -4.52 91 -4.01 84 -4.22
201 -4.63 260 -4.68 189 -4.42 180 -4.48
586 -4.87 490 -4.82 341 -4.59 330 -4.66
1289 -4.99 711 -4.98

hcp
triangle-centred triangle-centred

atom-centred (without atom in 2nd layer) (with atom in 2nd layer) interstitial-centred
N Ecoh / eV N Ecoh / eV N Ecoh / eV N Ecoh / eV
57 -4.17 140 -4.48 89 -4.36 114 -4.44
153 -4.53 310 -4.72 214 -4.64 258 -4.68
323 -4.74 570 -4.76 421 -4.80 492 -4.82
587 -4.87 732 -4.91
967 -4.96
1483 -5.04

at N = 584, while energetic differences substantially grow as the NP size advances from the
intersection. Although crossovers between distinct centrings occur at various size-ranges
for each phase, atom-centred structures are always the most stable for largest sizes.

Figure 3.14 shows competition in stability between regular, Marks, and Ino decahedra.
Any type of truncation of regular decahedra increases stability of this non-crystalline
motif, especially for smaller clusters/NPs where Ino (2) decahedron shows the highest
stability with cohesive energies lower by ∼0.10 eV per Co atom compared to the regular
counterpart. Additional re-entrant (111) surfaces make Marks (3) decahedron dominant
for medium-sized NPs with more than 230 atoms. Regular decahedron is the most stable
only at sizes well above N = 104.

It should be noted that this type of linear fitting and a subsequent search for stability
trends is constrained by assuming that the differences in stabilities of non-magic NPs of
different structural motifs are close to the differences defined by the cohesive energies of
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Figure 3.12: a Cohesive energies of Co NPs with 55-1500 atoms as a function of N−1/3; b
intersection between hcp and icosahedron (enlarged area from a); c cohesive energies of Co NPs
with the Ecoh(N →∞) ≃ Ecoh(bulk) limit and d the corresponding enlarged intersection; dotted
lines represent linear regression.

magic NPs. By keeping in mind the experimental indications of the expected occurrence
of more than one geometrical shape at practically any size, sharp motif transitions as
predicted by linearly interpolated energetics of magic numbered NPs should be taken only
as a guideline to the predominating geometry. However, recent works that have sampled
the energy landscape beyond the magic numbers found a qualitative agreement, where the
most dominant NP shape coincides with the one predicted by a simple ’magic number’
fit.[349, 350, 351] The non-crystalline/crystalline distributions thus obtained for magic
number Co NPs represent a good reference point for defining crossover sizes between
the structural motifs. Note that shape alternations could occur in reported stability
windows, but they should nevertheless be expected to contain the highest proportion of
the energetically most favourable structure.
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Figure 3.13: Cohesive energies of differently centred Co NPs top left hcp, bottom left fcc -
truncated octahedron, and bottom right bcc. Top right is enlarged crossover area as framed in
the top left.

A combined experimental and theoretical study of Wells et al [352] has explored the
morphology changes of size-selected gold nanoclusters with 561±13, 742±17, and 923±23
atoms in order to reveal the hierarchy of atomic structures. Slow growth conditions have
revealed decahedron as most commonly observed structure (∼45 %), followed by fcc (30-
35 %), with only less than 5 % of structures identified as icosahedron; the remaining
NPs were classified as amorphous. A key finding of the study was that the proportion
of different isomers is, to within experimental accuracy, exactly the same for all three
NP sizes, suggesting that the structure of the nanoclusters is already locked by the size
of N = 561 for gold nanoclusters as they follow a template growth on smaller seeds.
Atomistic simulations of the NP growth confirmed competition between decahedron and
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Figure 3.14: left Cohesive energies of different decahedron motifs: Marks, Ino, and regular
decahedra; right enlarged crossover areas as framed on the left.

fcc geometries with similar isomer ratios to those observed experimentally. The most
common structure produced in the simulations is decahedron, but the number of fcc
structures is not far behind. Very few icosahedra were produced, together with a few
alternations that were indicated as unclassified/amorphous structures. The predominance
of fcc and decahedra isomers reflects the energetics obtained through a linear fitting
approach. In addition, there were no solid-solid transitions observed during the growth
process. Further, STEM irradiation showed a systematic tendency for decahedral NPs,
whose preferential growth originated from smaller seeds, to convert into fcc structures,
which are the most stable isomers if one can create them. This is attributed to the
large energy associated with displacing atoms from the bulk crystalline structure of gold
to create decahedron or icosahedron. MD simulations are therefore a confirmation that
the structures of individual gold NPs within the population are already frozen in by
the size of 561, such that subsequent growth by addition of atoms is templated onto
smaller seed structures, preserving the structural motif as seen in the experiment. A
certain possibility of kinetic trapping in the MD simulations should also be taken into the
account. Nevertheless, beyond a certain size, the activation energy required to rearrange
many or all of the atoms in the NP to achieve a final, lower energy configuration may be
prohibitive at the growth temperatures employed.

Considering the natural hcp phase of cobalt and large internal strain of icosahedron
when compared to decahedron and fcc structures due to the significant displacement of
the atoms from their bulk crystal locations even for materials with natural fcc stacking
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(as seen in the case of gold), growth of Co NPs in non-slow conditions is, according to the
linear fitting approach, most likely to result in hcp-shaped NPs. However, confirmation
through the continuous sampling of all NP sizes remains a topic for future work.

3.3.3.2 Structural and electronic properties

To understand the shifts in the most stable structures with the increase in the NP
size, the effects of surface formation, twin boundaries, and elastic strain energy losses
created at the expense of high surface-to-volume ratios have been estimated along with
the evolution of structural (CN, Co-Co distances), electronic, and magnetic properties.

Table 3.2: Surface areas, S (in %), and surface energies, γ (in eV Å−2) for magic numbered
icosahedron, decahedron, cuboctahedron, truncated octahedron, and hcp Co NPs.

icosahedron decahedron cuboctahedron truncated octahedron hcp
N S γ N S γ N S γ N S γ N S γ

55 76.36 0.169 105 78.10 0.300 55 76.36 0.255 38 84.21 0.443 57 77.19 0.374
147 62.59 0.148 287 63.41 0.134 147 62.59 0.223 201 60.70 0.282 153 62.75 0.363
309 52.43 0.137 609 52.87 0.127 309 52.43 0.208 586 53.92 0.256 323 52.63 0.362
561 44.92 0.133 1111 45.18 0.124 561 44.92 0.203 1289 44.84 0.232 587 44.97 0.357
923 39.22 0.131 923 39.22 0.201 967 39.30 0.352
141534.77 0.128 1483 34.79 0.337

Each of the crystalline and non-crystalline motifs is characterised by specific Miller-
index surfaces. Fcc cuboctahedron is confined by six rectangular (100) surfaces and eight
triangular (111) surfaces, while truncated octahedron has eight hexagonal (111) surfaces
and six truncating rectangular (100) surfaces. Hcp bipyramids are tiled by two (0001) and
twelve (101̄1) hexagonal surfaces. Icosahedron and decahedron are built from twenty and
ten (111) facets, respectively. The fcc (111) surface is well-known to be the lowest-energy
surface amongst low Miller-index fcc and hcp Co surfaces.[353] The stability order of four
surfaces building NP motifs based on their surface energies (as calculated by GGA) is:
fcc (111) 2.30 J m−2 < hcp (0001) 2.33 J m−2 < hcp (101̄1) 2.90 J m−2 < fcc (100) 3.02
J m−2, where the surface energies of the two close packed surfaces (111) and (0001) differ
by only 0.03 J m−2. There is a connection to the coordination numbers, with the first
two surfaces having CN=9, and the last two CN=8. Dependence of average CN on the
shape and size of Co NPs is shown in Figure 3.15. Icosahedral NPs have the highest
average CN for the whole size range as they contain 20 highly coordinated (111) facets.
Decahedral CNs are lower as decahedron is built from 10 fcc (111) facets. Introduction
of the lower-coordinated (100) surface within cuboctahedron and truncated octahedron
lowers their average CNs. Since cuboctahedron has a higher share of (100) facets, the
average CN is also lower when compared to the truncated octahedron. Hcp motif has the
lowest CNs as majority of surface areas coincide with the (101̄1) surface. Formation of
icosahedron is therefore favoured, as fewer bonds need to be broken to achieve higher CN
values, which lowers the energetic cost. When approximated linearly with respect to the
N−1/3, the difference between the average CN of all the motifs decreases with the growth
of the NPs, eventually reaching the maximum of 12 bonds as in the bulk phases.
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Figure 3.15: Average coordination number, CN, of Co NPs with 55-1500 atoms as a function of
N−1/3; the dotted lines represent the linear regression.

Table 3.2 summarises the total surface areas and corresponding surface energies of
magic numbered Co NPs. The excess energy due to a free surface has two opposite effects:
the energy loss related to the broken bonds and lower CNs, and the energy gain through
the surface stress state. Of the motifs considered, hcp has the highest surface energy,
owing to higher cohesive energy of hcp Co (5.54 eV as calculated by GGA) compared
to the fcc bulk phase (5.44 eV as calculated by GGA), causing increased energy losses
for hcp surface formation. This is also interconnected to variations in the energies of
hcp and fcc surfaces. Of fcc-based motifs, icosahedron has the lowest surface energy,
while decahedron, also built solely from the fcc (111) surface, has surface energies that
are almost two times higher. This is a proof that motif shapes, despite the equivalent
surface termination, cannot allow for the same intensity of surface relaxation due to the
volumetric constraints. As the NP size decreases, surface formations have a significant
influence on the overall stability as surface area dominates over volume; as a result, fcc
motifs with mainly (111) surfaces, i.e. truncated octahedron and icosahedron, become
favoured. However, decahedral NPs retain high surface areas even at larger sizes, with
609-atom NP still having more than 50 % of atoms on the surface. Although this wide
surface expanse has a comparatively lower surface energy, it issues a high number of
broken bonds, which is more and more unfavourable as the size increases, and prevents
better stability compared to cuboctahedron characterised by high-energy (100) surface.

In addition to differences in the energetics of appearing surfaces, there are additional
factors induced by specific geometries and surface intersections that may alter crossover
sizes. The (111) fcc surface may be characterised by the lowest energy and the highest
CN, but tetrahedral arrangements in the icosahedron and decahedron, while minimising
the surface-to-volume ratio, also introduce an elastic strain contribution. The elastic
strain energy density, W , is expressed in terms of elastic constants c11, c12, and c44
of fcc Co (Table 3.4), and it is calculated to be 1.95×10−4 eV Å−3 for decahedron and
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Table 3.3: Surface energies (unrelaxed, γu, and relaxed, γr) and magnetic moments (µ per Co
atom of first surface layer) for four surfaces that construct different Co NP motifs.

surface γu / J m−2 γr / J m−2 µ/µB
hcp (0001) 2.37 2.33 1.72
hcp (101̄1) 2.96 2.90 1.81
fcc (111) 2.45 2.30 1.72
fcc (100) 3.25 3.02 1.82

Table 3.4: Calculated elastic constants of fcc Co and comparison with available data in GPa.

c11 c22 c44
this work 316.7 168.2 157.2
exp [314] 303.7 154.3 74.7
exp [354] 225 160 92
exp [355] 223 186 110
LDA [356] 325 189 156

2.92×10−3 eV Å−3 for icosahedron. Despite the known deficiencies of DFT for computing
elastic properties and variations in existing experimental data, the obtained elastic strain
energy densities have the same order of magnitude and similar values as those published
previously (3.00×10−4 eV Å−3 for decahedron and 1.75×10−3 eV Å−3 for icosahedron [314]).
The overall contributions to the cohesive energies of the decahedral and icosahedral Co
NPs are expressed in terms of elastic strain energy in Table 3.5, and have the order of
10−3 and 10−2 eV per atom, respectively, with the values increasing with the growth in
the NP size. For both icosahedron and decahedron, and for all the sizes, elastic strain
energies are positive, meaning they destabilise the non-crystalline motifs.

Table 3.5: Elastic strain energy, Eels, for decahedral and icosahedral magic number Co NPs.

icosahedron decahedron
N Eels / eV/atom Eels / eV N Eels / eV/atom Eels / eV
55 1.49×10−2 0.82 105 9.64×10−4 0.10
147 1.89×10−2 2.78 287 1.21×10−3 0.35
309 2.14×10−2 6.61 609 1.35×10−3 0.82
561 2.32×10−2 13.02 1111 1.44×10−3 1.60
923 2.42×10−2 22.34
1415 2.58×10−2 36.45

Table 3.6: Twin boundary energy per unit area, γt, for fcc (111) and hcp (101̄1) Co surfaces.

surface number of layers γt / eVÅ−2

6L -2.09×10−3
fcc (111) 9L -2.00×10−3

12L -2.24×10−3

10L 1.63×10−2
hcp (101̄1) 12L 1.66×10−2

16L 1.65×10−2
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Figure 3.16: Twin boundary models (top panel) compared to the normal surface slabs (bottom
panels) of left fcc (111) and right hcp (101̄1) Co surfaces.

Another consequence of small volume packing that can either stabilise or destabilise
different NP motifs is the presence of twin boundaries. To estimate the twin boundary
energy per unit area for different motifs, twin boundary models of fcc (111) and hcp
(101̄1) surfaces, Figure 3.16, have been used, with the calculated twin boundary surface
energies collected in Table 3.6. The obtained energies for the (101̄1) twin boundary have
positive values, indicating that this behaviour is undesirable and slightly destabilises hcp
shapes. A similar phenomenon has been earlier observed for gold.[316] Contrary, for the
(111) surface, twin boundary energy is negative and stabilises icosahedral and decahedral
motifs. This is opposite to what has been seen for transition metals which are naturally
present in the fcc bulk phase [315] due to the similarity of the local structure near the
fcc (111) twin boundary to the hcp (0001) stacking which is the native bulk arrangement
of Co. The twin boundary energy remains relatively unchanged with increasing periodic
units, suggesting that its influence will eventually diminish as the NP size increases.

Finally, volumetric contributions as a consequence of dense atom packing within NP
volume and exposure of wide surface areas to vacuum also play a significant role in
shape stability. Figure 3.17 shows the average interatomic distances between the nearest-
neighbour, surface-surface, surface-inner, and inner-inner Co atoms as a function of N−1/3
for the motifs considered. Generally, the overall average interatomic distance is less than
the bulk 2.44 Å and it increases as the NPs grow, relatively quickly approaching the bulk
value for all motifs. Distances between the inner Co atoms are the only ones to increase
compared to ideal 2.44 Å for all crystalline shapes, but also for decahedron, while distances
that include one and two surface atoms are up to 3.8 and 1.5 % shorter than the bulk value,
respectively. Icosahedra of all sizes, on the other hand, have surface-surface distances
which are elongated more than the inner-inner distances, with the elongation of the latter
appearing only after the NP size has reached 500 atoms. On the contrary, the only
‘inconsistency’ from crystalline geometries in the trend of decahedron is for the smallest
105-atom NP, where the distances between surface and inner Co atoms exceed that of the
two surface Co atoms. Overall, for all shapes, the variation in the distances between the
inner Co atoms is minor compared to the distances which include at least one surface Co
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Figure 3.17: Average interatomic (dotted lines), surface-surface (triangle), surface-inner
(diamond), and inner-inner (circle) atom distances in Co NPs (motifs represented with the
structure) with 55-1500 atoms as a function of N−1/3; the dashed lines represent the interatomic
distance of bulk Co. In the top right, an explanation of distances on the hcp NP is given. x-axis
is the same for all the graphs.

atom. Thus, the interatomic distances in the surface layer affect the average interatomic
distance, and hence the stability of the motifs, the most. This is the most obvious for
icosahedron which is limited by (111)-like close-packed facets only, and the surface energy
gain is optimised at the expense of the volume contribution. Consequently, inter-shell
bonds are substantially compressed, and intra-shell bonds are expanded, imposing high
strain, which confirms indications that it can only be favoured at sizes where the number
of atoms cannot generate significant volume stress. Absence of any further crossovers
between motifs at large sizes is thus explained through both crystalline and decahedral
geometries obeying distance constraints to minimise the volumetric losses.

Taking everything into consideration, the highest CN and the lowest surface energy
together with the negative twin boundary energy make icosahedron the most stable motif
for a wide range of Co NP sizes. However, these contributions are becoming less and less
effective with increase in the size since inner-inner atom distances tend to become longer
than average bulk Co-Co bonds with surface-surface distances prolonging even faster than
for small sizes. Moreover, the surface area is naturally decreasing with the NP growth,
which leads to a drop in the surface energy for all motifs, as shown in Figure 3.18. While
the extent of the decrease in the surface energy of both crystalline and non-crystalline fcc
shapes also reduces as the size increases, the hcp surface energy drops quicker as the NPs
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Figure 3.18: Effect of size on surface energy, γ, and surface area, S, for different motifs of Co
NPs; the size of the bubble represents the size of the NP according to considered magic numbers.

Figure 3.19: Comparison of the contributions of left elastic strain energies, and right surface
energies to stability of ruthenium[304] and cobalt icosahedral (triangle symbol) and hcp (hexagon
symbol) NPs.
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approach medium and large size-range. Additionally, icosahedron and decahedron start
reaching a plateau already at N ∼1000, contrary to crystalline shapes. Nevertheless, even
for NPs with more than 1000 atoms, there is still a noticeable difference in the surface
energies of hcp and icosahedron motifs, which leads to a conclusion that volume and
elastic strain become dominant factors in the (in)stability of the icosahedron only at very
large sizes, where the surface energies of the two shapes become less distinct.

Compared to another hcp metal, ruthenium, for which the stability of hcp clusters/NPs
overcomes icosahedron already at N = 103, cobalt requires significantly larger sizes in
order to experience the same change. Figure 3.19 shows relation between size and strain
effects of the two hcp metals. In the case of Ru, surface energies of icosahedron and hcp
NPs lie close to each other even for sizes under 100 atoms. Surface energies of icosahedral
Co NPs are lower than those of icosahedral Ru NPs, whereas they are higher for the hcp
morphology. Combined with the higher values of elastic strain for Ru icosahedron, the
surface contribution is, contrary to Co, expected to become negligible at much lower sizes,
as it has been shown with a significant difference in the crossover point.

3.3.3.3 Wulff morphology

Based on the Wulff theorem, the equilibrium shape for large nanoclusters can be ob-
tained from the values of the respective surface energies of a material. The standard
structure used to calculate surface properties from first-principles is the surface slab - a
supercell representing an infinite two-dimensional thin film oriented to expose the facet
of interest and separated from periodic images by a vacuum.[357] The METADISE code
[358] was employed to construct the structures of the seven low Miller-index Co surfaces:
(0001), (011̄0), (011̄1), (101̄0), (101̄1), (112̄0), (112̄1) from the optimised hcp bulk geom-
etry. METADISE code does not only consider periodicity in the plane direction, but also
provides different atomic layer stacking resulting in a zero-dipole moment perpendicular to
the surface plane, as is required for reliable and realistic surface energy calculations.[359]
Two pairs of surfaces were identified to be mirror-images of each other, namely (011̄0)
and (101̄0), and (011̄1) and (101̄1). Only one surface from each pair ((011̄0) and (101̄1))
was therefore used for further modelling.

The convergence of slab and vacuum thickness was calculated such that there is no
interaction between opposite surfaces through the bulk or between adjacent slabs. The
vacuum thickness has been tested from 8 to 18 Å in steps of 2 Å, as shown for the (011̄0)
surface in Figure 3.20 (left). Already 12 Å of vacuum was found to be sufficient to hinder
the interaction of periodic images for all surfaces. However, as the future calculations
will consider adsorption of small molecules, thickness of 16 Å was chosen to account for
the space occupied by adsorbates. An example of the slab thickness convergence for the
(011̄0) surface is depicted in Figure 3.20 (right), with four layers showing no interaction
between opposite surfaces. To confirm the adequateness of the chosen slab thickness, the
surface energies have been tested for both four- and six-layer slab models. For surfaces
that contain atoms with a difference in z-coordinate smaller than 0.8 Å, such atoms have
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been treated to be in the same layer since geometric relaxation showed the preference of
their alignment.

Figure 3.20: Vacuum thickness (left) and slab thickness (right) convergence for the (011̄0) surface
of hcp Co.

To alleviate the excess energy of broken bonds, surface atoms tend to relax to more
energetically favourable positions. For many solids, this process is a simple compression
or expansion of the layers near the surface, known as surface relaxation. It is important to
allow for these atomistic relaxations as surface energy calculations in the literature show
that they can reduce the unrelaxed surface energy by up to 30 %. The optimised slab
model consists of four layers with the bottom two layers fixed at their bulk equilibrium
positions and representing the bulk material, whereas the top two layers were allowed
to fully relax. 16 Å vacuum was added in the direction perpendicular to the surface.
Due to the unusual geometry of surface slabs under the constraints of periodic boundary
conditions, special attention must be paid to the k-space integration of the surface Bril-
louin zone. Supercells were constructed of 3×3 for (0001), 3×2 for (011̄0), 2×2 for (112̄0)
and (112̄1) surfaces with 5×5×1 k-point mesh, and 3×2 with 5×4×1 mesh for the (101̄1)
surface due to the symmetry breaking.

A detailed electronic and structural description of each low Miller-index hcp Co surface
is included in the next chapter, which investigates changes in the surface properties caused
by oxidation processes. GGA calculated surface energies are: 2.33 J m−2 (0001), 2.90 J
m−2 (011̄0), 2.96 J m−2 (101̄1), 3.21 J m−2 (112̄0), and 2.95 J m−2 (112̄1), and the resulting
Wulff morphology of large hcp Co nanocrystals is depicted in Figure 3.21, together with
structures of 1, 2, 4, and 8 nm diameter NPs as cut by METADISE. NPs progressively
show more distinct features of low Miller-index surfaces as the diameter increases. On
the smallest NPs, only (0001) and (101̄1) surfaces are distinguishable. Appearance of
other facets occurs for the 4 nm NP, which counts over 2200 atoms, whereas the 8 nm
NP mirrors the Wulff morphology in much more detail. It is important to note that these
theoretical results consider the crystals to be in vacuum at thermodynamics equilibrium
at 0 K. Solvent, capping agents, and temperature can all affect the final morphology as
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Figure 3.21: Structures of hcp Co NPs with increasing diameter cut with METADISE code
based on the DFT surface energies. As a reference, predicted Wulff morphology is given on the
right.

it depends on the surface energy of each crystal termination within the thermodynamic
conditions.

3.3.3.4 Magnetic Properties

Figure 3.22: Average magnetic moments per atom of Co NPs with 55-1500 atoms as a function
of N ; the dotted lines are to guide an eye only.

Average magnetic moments per atom for each shape are shown in Figure 3.22 for high
spin states (ferromagnetic ordering). Because of the system sizes, low spin states (random
and ordered antiferromagnetic, as well as a mixture of ferromagnetic and antiferromag-
netic coupling within the NP, Figure 3.23) were tested only for NPs with ∼100-150 atoms.
Ferromagnetic ordering was preferred by all motifs, with rather large differences in ener-
gies of distinct couplings, e.g. for a 147-atom icosahedron, the ordered antiferromagnetic
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structure has an energy higher by 0.36 eV per atom when compared to the ferromag-
netic ordering, while the mixed antiferromagnetic-ferromagnetic phase is less favourable
by 0.30 eV per atom. For the 153-atom hcp NP, ordered antiferromagnetic structure is
less stable by 0.46 eV, and the mixed phase by 0.30 eV per atom than the ferromagnetic
phase. Random antiferromagnetic coupling was found to relax to ferromagnetic ordering.
Magnetisation behaviour with change in the size and shape reflects the relation between
morphologies, CNs, and surface shares. For sizes under 100 atoms, hcp crystalline motif
has the lowest average magnetic moment despite its low average CN owing to the natural
bulk packing. In medium size region, decahedron owes its high magnetic moment to the
wide surface areas, while magnetisation of cuboctahedron arises due to the open geometry
of fcc (100) surface, which, alongside low CNs, measures moments of 1.82 µB for the first
layer atoms (Table 3.3). A detailed insight into the electronic structure differences that
govern the magnetic behaviour of icosahedral and truncated octahedral Co NPs can be
found in a recent study.[360]

Figure 3.23: Different antiferromagnetic couplings of icosahedron (top panel) and hcp (bottom
panel) Co NPs: random (left), layer-ordered (middle), and bulk-ordered (right).

Table 3.7: Calculated magnetic anisotropy energy of hcp and fcc bulk Co and available data in
the literature. Directions of magnetisation are also given.

µeV/atom hcp Co fcc Co
[101̄0]-[0001] [111]-[001]

this work 27.195 -1.536
other DFT 15-26 -2.4
[361, 320] 29
exp [362, 363] 65 -1.3 - -1.6

Considering the monometallic nature, morphology of NPs only slightly influences the
average magnetic moment per atom at large sizes. There are, however, other magnetic
properties that are much more affected by the size and shape of nanostructures and they
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play a significant role in different applications, such as magnetic anisotropy energy. Ad-
dition of spin-orbit coupling improves the calculated magnetic moments of bulk hcp and
fcc Co, where spin components, S, are 1.596 µB and 1.664 µB, with orbital magnetic
moments, L, of 0.071 µB and 0.074 µB, respectively. Total magnetic moments of 1.670
(hcp) and 1.738 (fcc) µB per atom correspond well to the experimentally determined
magnetic moments of 1.72 and 1.75 µB. Considering that the MAE of bulk Co is of
the order of several µeV, determination of anisotropy of Co systems has to be performed
with high accuracy. A systematic study on the comparison of the MAE as obtained by
various exchange-correlation functionals and initial parameters showed no prominent dif-
ference between different combinations of GGA functionals and pseudopotentials (namely
PBE, PBE-pv, PBE-sv, and PW91), with all four correctly predicting the easy axis of
magnetisation.[361] Additionally, the results of the study indicate that the magnitude of
the MAE underestimation is similar regardless of the choice of exchange-correlation func-
tional. Herein predicted MAE of bulk hcp and fcc Co are 27.20 µeV per atom (4.16×105 J
m−3) and -1.54 µeV per atom (-1.68×104 J m−3), Table 3.7. Energies were obtained with
dense k-point mesh set ups, 21×21×15 for hcp and 20×20×20 for fcc Co. Calculated value
for the hcp phase is considerably lower compared to the experimental data (hcp 7-8×105
J m−3 or 65 µeV/atom and fcc -2.36×104 J m−3 or -1.6 µeV/atom [364] at 0 K), which
is well-known in the DFT community and agrees with other theoretical works.[361, 320]
Despite this underestimation, calculations based on the unrestricted GGA relaxation of
surface slabs predicted anisotropy energies for the (0001), (101̄1), and (111) Co surfaces
of 6.57 µeV per atom (81.4 µJ m−2), -0.70 µeV per atom (-7.98 µJ m−2), and 16.63 µeV
per atom (199.01 µJ m−2), respectively, in good agreement with thin-film experimental
measurements (53-70 µJ m−2 for the Co (0001) film deposited on Au [365], 17 µeV per
atom for the Co/Au(111) system [366]). The qualitative trend for the variation of the
MAE values as a function of the NP size and morphology is thus expected to be properly
described.

Table 3.8: Magnetic anisotropy energies, MAE, of Co NPs of different morphologies and sizes
as calculated by non-collinear DFT. Directions of magnetisation are also given, as represented
in Figure 3.24.

hcp cuboctahedron truncated icosahedron regular Ino Marks
octahedron decahedron decahedron decahedron

MAE / kJ m−3 [100]-[001] [110]-[001] [110]-[001] [100]-[001] [100]-[001] [100]-[001] [100]-[001]
0.70-1.00 nm -1412.5 254.9 439.9 30.2 -37.0
1.50-2.00 nm -397.9 211.8 194.5 65.6 -398.2 -520.8 -266.1

Expensiveness of non-collinear DFT calculations limited the determination of MAE
to particles with 1-2 nm diameters (50-200 atoms). Considered NP morphologies and
their accompanying axes of magnetisation are depicted in Figure 3.24, while the obtained
MAE are summarised in Table 3.8. For hcp NPs, the two chosen orientations of the
magnetisation were the one along the z-axis perpendicular to the (0001) facets and the
other along the x-axis in the direction of an edge joining two (101̄1) facets. The later was
determined as an easy magnetisation axis, with MAE values of -1412.5 and -397.9 kJ m−3
for NPs containing 57 and 153 atoms. For morphologies originating from the cubic phase,
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Figure 3.24: Schematic representation of magnetisation axes considered in calculations of mag-
netic anisotropy of Co NPs with varying morphologies (top: hcp, icosahedron, truncated octa-
hedron; bottom: regular, Marks, and Ino decahedron).

namely cuboctahedron and truncated octahedron, considered magnetisation orientations
were consistent with the growth directions of exposed facets or their conjoining edges, as
in the case of hcp NPs. Axis coinciding with the directional growth of the (001) surface
was detected as an easy magnetisation axis for both morphologies, and MAE calculated
at 439.9 kJ m−3 for a 38-atom truncated octahedron and 254.9 kJ m−3 for a 55-atom
cuboctahedron, considerably lower compared to the 57-atom hcp NP. MAE of 201-atom
truncated octahedron and 147-atom cuboctahedron NPs were calculated at 194.5 and
211.8 kJ m−3, respectively. Icosahedron was found to have the lowest MAE value, which
was calculated at 65.6 kJ m−3 for the 55-atom NP, and 30.2 kJ m−3 for the NP with
147 atoms. Finally, anisotropy energies of the least curvaceous NP shapes, regular and
irregular decahedra, were found at respectable values for 1.50-2.00 nm diameters: -266.1
kJ m−3 for the 100-atom Marks decahedron, -398.2 kJ m−3 for the 105-atom regular
decahedron, and -52.08 kJ m−3 for Ino decahedron with 147 atoms.

The reversed MAE directions of crystalline NPs compared to the hcp and fcc Co bulk
are a consequence of the various types of anisotropy present within the NPs, such as sur-
face anisotropy, shape anisotropy, and magneto-crystalline anisotropy, which arise from
the abrupt ending of the crystallite and reduced number of closest neighbours, symme-
try breaking, surface relaxation, and varying facet population and orientation.[367, 368]
The NP shape and surface anisotropies can become comparable to or even higher than
the bulk magneto-crystalline anisotropy, becoming significant in preferential orientation
of NP magnetisation. For a Co truncated octahedron, the shape anisotropy has been
evaluated at the order of 106 erg cm−3 - the same order as fcc bulk anisotropy (2.7×106
erg cm−3).[369] Similar was found for magnetite NPs, with obtained shape and magneto-
crystalline anisotropies of the same order (55.53×103 J m−3 and 512.43×103 J m−3, re-
spectively [370]), or even dominating shape anisotropy with a prefactor of an order of
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magnitude higher.[371] There are also contributions from the (111) and (100) facets with
in-plane anisotropy, and from the edges with an easy direction along their axes. Apices
usually give no contribution to the anisotropy of fcc NPs since locally the cubic symmetry
is not broken. Additionally, various crystalline faces present on a single NP are charac-
terised by different atomic coordination and consequently surface anisotropies. Dominant
contribution of the intrinsic surface anisotropy to the total MAE has been confirmed in
multiple studies for magnetite and maghemite NPs.[372, 373, 374] For Co nanoclusters,
experimentally determined surface, shape, and magneto-crystalline anisotropy constants
were -0.22 MJ m−3, 0.09 MJ m−3 and -0.01 MJ m−3, respectively. Similar was mea-
sured for Fe nanoclusters, -0.32 MJ m−3, 0.00 MJ m−3, and 0.05 MJ m−3. By changing
facet appearances of Co NPs, different values were obtained: shape anisotropy -0.06 MJ
m−3 (the opposite sign compared to previous results), surface anisotropy -0.24 MJ m−3,
and magneto-crystalline anisotropy 0.05 MJ m−3.[375] Opposite easy axis directions were
also captured for the fcc polycrystalline Co NPs when the appearance of certain facets
was changed.[376] In addition, NPs may undergo an external stress which relaxes in the
particle volume leading to the magneto-elastic anisotropy. A cumulative contribution of
each anisotropy type ultimately determines the preferential orientation of NP magneti-
sation, contrary to the uniaxial anisotropy of bulk. Magnetic axes for shape and surface
anisotropy may not be the same since the former is related to the particle morphology,
whereas the latter depends on the faceting. In conclusion, in the case of NPs, the con-
tribution of the spins at the surface layer to the magnetic anisotropy becomes important,
sometimes even dominant and, most often, the direction in which the NP is the longest
results in the easy magnetisation axis.

Experimentally measured magnetic anisotropy energies of Co NPs are reported in the
range of 6.0-30.0 kJ m−3, consistently above the Co bulk values.[377, 378, 369] MAE
obtained in this study range from 30.2 kJ m−3 to 1412.5 kJ m−3. Geometrical shapes of
the particles are not always provided in experimental studies, but it is suspected that they
are mostly fcc crystalline or icosahedral Co NPs. Moreover, several studies of various NPs
and for different sizes have observed the coexistence of crystallographic structures in both
gas and the deposited phase [379, 380, 381, 382], especially without further annealing.
Calculated MAE of fcc motifs as a function of NP diameter in this work (MAE (∼0.7, 1.0,
1.4, 1.5 nm) = 439.9, 254.5, 211.7, 194.5 kJ m−3) correspond well to the experimentally
measured fcc NP trend (MAE (1.9, 2.7, 3.2, 3.5, 3.8, 4.7, 5.5 nm) ≈ 218, 135, 114, 110, 154,
182, 180 kJ m−3)[218], Figure 3.25. Experimental data has been complemented by the
Néel pair modelling to correlate the observed MAE features to the increased importance
of the exposed fcc facets, namely those of the (100) and (111) fcc surfaces. Addition of
a single facet does not significantly contribute to the NP geometry, but it is sufficient to
break the symmetry and induce a change in the MAE. Such increase of the surface area
successfully reproduced experimentally observed effects of the increased MAE values with
respect to the bulk for small sizes and varying MAE trend with decreasing size. Calculated
MAE for 0.7-2.0 nm icosahedra (30.2 and 65.6 kJ m−3) correspond well to the derived
values of 10-400 kJ m−3 for icosahedral Co NPs in the 3.1-4.3 nm size range.[383] For a
specific case of 3.0 nm truncated octahedral particles, experimental anisotropy constants
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are in the range of 10-200 kJ m−3, also in a good agreement with the herein obtained
value of 194.5 kJ m−3 for a 2.0 nm NP.[384]

Figure 3.25: DFT predicted magnetic anisotropy energies, MAE, for Co NPs of varying diame-
ters and morphologies in comparison with experimental and Néel pair (100) and (111) surface
correlated values. Experimental and Néel pair modelling results are taken from [218].

In general, the spin moments, Si, of Co atoms within the considered NP morpholo-
gies depend insignificantly on the direction of magnetisation. Conversely, local orbital
moments, Li, were shown to be very sensitive to the chosen magnetisation axis and, by
including the SOC, geometrically equivalent sites within the NP may become magneti-
cally and electronically inequivalent, giving different local contributions to the average
orbital moment of the system. This inverse behaviour of spin and orbital moments is
characteristic for magnetic nanostructures defined by a large exchange regime as found in
various transition metal NPs with alternating symmetries as well as in the magnetic thin
films of distinct packings.[385, 386]

Table 3.9: Average orbital moments per Co atom, Li, as a function of magnetisation axis, NP
morphology, and size.

hcp cuboctahedron truncated icosahedron regular Ino/Marks
octahedron decahedron decahedron

L/µeV L̄[001] L̄[100] L̄[001] L̄[110] L̄[001] L̄[110] L̄[001] L̄[100] L̄[001] L̄[100] L̄[001] L̄[100]
0.75-1.00 nm 0.083 0.085 0.091 0.088 0.084 0.084 0.090 0.087 0.083 0.085
1.50-2.00 nm 0.088 0.085 0.083 0.082 0.090 0.089 0.085 0.093 0.091 0.093

For the NP sizes considered, distribution of inequivalent sites as a function of the
direction of magnetisation can be very complex. Average orbital moments per atom,
Li, are presented in Table 3.9 as a function of magnetisation axis, NP morphology, and
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Figure 3.26: Average local-orbital moments (left), Lx and Lz, and difference in local moments
(right), ∆L = Lz −Lx, for Co NPs of crystalline morphologies as a function of the shell of neigh-
bours. In all cases, Lx and Lz correspond to the hard and easy magnetisation axes.

size. Cumulatively, any dependence of Li in this averaged form is hardly noticeable. The
biggest deviation between the average orbital moments of two magnetisation directions
of 0.008 µB is captured for regular decahedron, whereas the remaining morphologies have
minimal differences in the 0.000-0.003 µB range. Differences are in the same range when
comparing NPs of the same shape that differ in the size.

A more comprehensive characterisation can be obtained from the average local or-
bital moment contribution as a function of neighbour shells, as shown in Figure 3.26 for
crystalline and Figure 3.27 for non-crystalline morphologies for the smallest diameters
considered. Shells of neighbours were distributed regarding the radial distance from the
central atom. In general, and in agreement with the previous studies [387, 376], values of
L are in most cases enhanced with respect to those of the hcp and fcc Co bulk, which are
0.070 and 0.073 µB per atom, respectively. Crystalline morphologies tend to have inclining
trend of increase in the L with the distancing from the NP centre, the largest enhance-
ment being obtained at the less coordinated surface sites; for example, orbital moments of
central and vertex atoms of cuboctahedron differ for more than 0.10 µB. However, a large
part of this increase is already lost in the inner NP regions. Non-crystalline NPs show a
more pronounced variance of local orbital moments from shell to shell. A linear type of an
orbital moment increase with the distance from the centre observed for crystalline mor-
phologies is replaced by an oscillating trend between the inner neighbouring shells. For
morphologies whose geometry differs considerably for the investigated directions, namely
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Figure 3.27: Average local-orbital moments (left), Lx and Lz, and difference in local moments
(right), ∆L = Lz − Lx, for Co NPs of non-crystalline morphologies as a function of the shell of
neighbours. In all cases, Lx and Lz correspond to the hard and easy magnetisation axes.

Ino and Marks decahedra, the trend of average L with the increasing distance of the
neighbour shells is very distinguishable between the directions of magnetisation, while for
the others change in the magnetisation axes influences the value of the orbital moments
with minimal effects on the overall curve. Considering the difference of the average orbital
moments in each shell between the two orientations of magnetisation, ∆Lxz = Lz−Lx, hcp
geometry shows the largest deviation of crystalline shapes, while almost no distinction
in Lz and Lx is observed for all shells in fcc motifs. This invariance was also observed
for icosahedron. Regular and truncated decahedra, on the other hand, presented both
negative and positive differences as moving from the inner atoms to those located at the
NP surface.

Nevertheless, individual contributions to the average of the certain shell are arising
from all possible distortions within the morphology and are hence significantly different
for the two magnetisation axes. In order to analyse this local environment dependence,
atom-resolved local magnetic anisotropies and orbital magnetic moments are given in
Figure 3.28 for crystalline and in Figure 3.29 for non-crystalline morphologies. It is
obvious that, despite the close proximity of shell-decomposed orbital moments of the two
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Figure 3.28: Atom-resolved local anisotropies, ∆L, (top panel) and orbital moments, Li, as a
function of the distance from the NP centre (bottom panel) of crystalline Co NPs. The colour
coding of the spheres characterises the variation in ∆L and legend is given on the top right. Lx
moments are given by coloured circles, Lz moments by grey circles. Depending on the symmetry,
a considerable number of atoms may possess an identical distance to the NP centre. The number
of over-lapping symbols is thus represented by the saturation of the colours as indicated by the
scale bars on the bottom right.

magnetisation directions within the crystalline morphologies, orbital magnetic moments of
individual atoms deviate more significantly with the change of the axis of magnetisation.
Certain atoms placed in the inner regions of the NP are seen to have up to three times
enhanced orbital moments compared to the bulk. For fcc morphologies, atoms of the
outer shell, especially vertex atoms, have the most pronounced local MAE, ∆L, which are
in general higher for cuboctahedron than for truncated octahedron. Hcp Co NPs, on the
other hand, showed increased ∆L values for the inner atoms, with the highest ∆L on the
central atom. Both positive and negative local MAE are captured for varying sites or
crystalline NPs.

Observed atom-resolved orbital moments in general span a larger range of values
for non-crystalline morphologies with less symmetry (decahedra) compared to their crys-
talline counterparts. Moderate ∆L values are observed for the outer atoms of icosahedron,
while zero anisotropy characterises the core atoms. Similarly, the outer shells of regular,
Ino, and Marks decahedra showed higher ∆L compared to the inner counterparts. Within
the regular decahedron, there is additionally a pattern of positive ∆L in local magnetic
moments in the core sites and negative ∆L for the outer atoms. After Marks truncation,
seven marginal vertex Co atoms experience a substantial change in the orbital moment
maintain negative ∆L. Local MAE of both inner and outer atoms of Ino decahedron range
from highly negative to highly positive values. Central atom, in contrast to regular and
Marks decahedra, contributes with a negative local magnetic anisotropy.
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Figure 3.29: Atom-resolved local anisotropies, ∆L, (top panel) and orbital moments, Li, as a
function of the distance from the NP centre (bottom panel) of non-crystalline Co NPs. For the
colour codes, see Figure 3.28.

These alternations within the atomically localised orbital moments of varying mor-
phologies are indicators of a complex behaviour of the local magnetic anisotropies due to
the second-order perturbation theory relation of the anisotropy in orbital moments and
anisotropy in electronic energy, Lz-Lx ∝ Ez-Ex [388], but they also give an anticipation on
expected differences in total MAE. The results clearly indicate the fundamental role the
precise geometrical details play in determination of the magnetic behaviour of Co NPs.

3.4 Conclusion

The dependence of stability and properties of NPs on their shape and size paves
the way to the understanding of the intrinsic features these tiny yet powerful structures
are bearing. Various motifs of Co NPs, including crystalline and non-crystalline, atom-,
triangle-, and interstitial-centred configurations have been modelled to reveal the transi-
tion sizes between different geometric forms and structural and energetic contributions to
their (in)stability.

DFT calculations have shown to be sufficiently accurate in predicting the stability of
small Co clusters and they were employed to define size and strain effects that govern
the formation of different shapes as the NP size increases. Icosahedron was determined
as the most stable motif for NPs up to ∼5500 atoms by virtue of the low surface energy
and negative twin boundary energies. The high CN also has a significant contribution,
with volumetric and elastic strain effects becoming dominant only at large sizes. Min-
imisation of the internal strain energy becomes important only when the surface energies
of icosahedron and hcp NPs reach comparable values, which is true only for very large
NPs. Considering decahedral motif, the energetic cost of having larger surfaces is too
great unless exceptional electronic configurations exist, which is not the case for Co NPs.

Finally, while deviation of the magnetic moments with the NP morphology was found
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to be insignificant for large size ranges, hcp and decahedral Co NPs showed substantially
higher anisotropy values compared to the fcc-crystalline and icosahedral NPs. High MAE
values give hcp Co NPs an intrinsic advantage for use in biomedical applications, providing
wider tuning possibilities and less impactful functionalisation-induced quenching.

Highlights of the chapter

– Identified the crossover point between icosahedron and hcp motif.

– Traced the crossover size to the size and strain effects.

– Quantified dependence of atom-resolved orbital moment anisotropy on NP mor-
phology.

– Predicted magnetic anisotropy dependence on NP size and shape.
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CHAPTER 4

Oxidation of cobalt nps

“The time has come,” the walrus said, “to talk of many things:
Of shoes and ships - and sealing wax - of cabbages and kings.”

-Chapter 4, The Rabbit Sends in a Little Bill

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Reactivity of cobalt NPs

A lot of effort in nanosynthetic chemistry has been devoted to obtaining better control
of the size, shape, and composition of NPs which can make use of the tuning of unique
nanoscale properties. However, chemical transformations through the reaction processes
and diffusion mechanisms often lead to changes in the NP compositions and morphologies.

Most transition metals are known to rapidly oxidise in air from their bulk phases,
and this process makes it easy to naturally synthesize corresponding oxide compounds.
Extensive studies of such conversions were triggered by severe property alternations as
metal transforms from a conductor to a ceramic material. Nevertheless, oxidation is not
as well investigated for the metallic nanomaterials which, unlike bulk metals, generally
show size- and shape-dependent kinetics and thermodynamics of topochemical processes.
This alternation in the reactivity is governed by the high surface area and contribution of
the surface energy, which is lower for bulk metal oxides than for the corresponding bulk
metals. In addition, because of the standard atomic diffusion values, chemical reactions
in the solid state are believed to be slow and difficult to control, while enhanced atomic
diffusion at the nanoscale caused by the large surface areas and crystal defects can be
used to design or at least restrain the fate of the NPs. Hence, nanocrystals are in general
less resistant to oxidation than bulk crystalline materials.[389, 390, 391]

Bulk phase transitions and multiple oxide forms make the kinetics of cobalt oxidation
rather complex. The mechanism of cobalt oxide formation at high temperatures above
the hcp→fcc transition at 700 K, where the theory of thermally activated ionic diffusion
satisfactorily describes the kinetics of oxidation, is well understood and supported by
experimental studies. More complex low-temperature Co oxidation, which usually occurs
in multiple stages, is less investigated, but studies have shown the formation of cobalt
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oxide films at room temperature, followed by a further oxidation to higher order oxides
at increased oxygen pressures.[392, 393] Oxidation of bulk metallic cobalt by water, such
as in the process of Fischer-Tropsch synthesis, was found not to be thermodynamically
feasible at low or typical FT operation temperatures of 493-523 K - for it to occur, the
water partial pressure relative to that of hydrogen must be in excess of 128, which cannot
be reached in industrial production.[394]

Data available on the oxidation reactivity of Co NPs mainly consists of the oxidation
and reduction of small Co crystallites under standard FT conditions, where water gener-
ated as a by-product leads to the deactivation of active Co catalytic sites. In the study of
the oxidation of small Co NPs as a function of the particle diameter, it was shown that
sizes below 4.4 nm experience significant oxidation by water to Co(II) even under stan-
dard FT conditions, contrary to the bulk system. Interestingly, pre-adsorbed molecules of
hydrogen or carbon monoxide had no influence on the rate of oxidation.[230, 395] Study
of the oxidation kinetics of colloidal Co nanocrystals in organic solvent by dissolved O2
at room temperature has shown that the overall degree of oxidation is largely determined
by the concentration of oxygen during the initial exposure to the oxidising environment.
Subsequent varying of the O2 concentration has only had a weak effect on the overall
rate of oxidation. This is expected to impose a great challenge in the preparation of
colloidal Co nanocrystals, making the high-level control of the environment a key require-
ment. On the other hand, initially formed oxide might be sufficiently passivating upon
prolonged exposure, and controlled peroxidation can be performed to limit the long-term
oxidation.[396] Therefore, oxidation of small Co crystallites or formation of an oxide shell
could be thermodynamically feasible under conditions that do not allow the oxidation of
bulk metallic Co, which might prove significant for many applications.

4.1.2 Cobalt oxides

Five oxides of cobalt have been reported [CoO2, Co2O3, CoO(OH), Co3O4, and CoO].
The sequential desorption of oxygen from CoOx produces oxides with different oxidation
states by appropriate thermal decomposition:

CoOx
260°C−−−−−→ CoO(OH) 310°C−−−−−→ Co3O4

870°C−−−−−→ CoO (4.1)
Generally, the lowest energy magnetic structures contain Co2+ and Co4+ ions with

average magnetic moments of 2.75±0.05 µB and 1.23 µB, respectively. Co3+ ions are
always found to be in the non-magnetic state. However, cobalt oxides with a valence of
more than three are unstable in the natural environment.

CoO, cobalt(II) oxide or cobalt monoxide is the lowest oxidation state Co oxide found
in the nature. It can be in form of olive-green or red crystals, or as a greyish/black pow-
der. CoO crystals adopt the periclase (rock salt) structure with a lattice constant of 4.260
Å, and they can be characterised as a wide band gap semiconductor with the indirect en-
ergy gap of ∼2.6-3.0 eV.[397, 398] CoO is known to have antiferromagnetic ordering of
type II (AF-II), where the Co atoms located on the (111) plane present a ferromagnetic
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ordering, while the metal atoms on two adjacent (111) planes have an antiferromagnetic
arrangement.[399, 400] However, CoO loses magnetisation at Nèel temperature of 291
K. CoO NPs, on the other hand, exhibit superparamagnetism or low-temperature fer-
romagnetism, depending on the size and shape.[401] These shape-selective properties of
CoO NPs could be used for applications like sensors, catalysis, information storage, and
electrode materials.[402]

Co3O4, cobalt (II,III) oxide, is a mixed valence compound denoted as Co(II)Co(III)2O4
or CoO·Co2O3 and it is a solid in black colouration. Co3O4 adopts the normal spinel
structure with tetrahedrally coordinated Co2+ ions and octahedrally coordinated Co3+
ions enclosed in a cubic close-packed lattice with a constant of 8.080 Å.[403, 404] The
ratio of Co2+ and Co3+ ions is 1 : 2, and Co2+ ions form an antiferromagnetic structure
below the Nèel temperature of 40 K, above which Co3O4 is not magnetic. This antiparallel
magnetic ordering within the tetrahedral sub-lattice is due to the lack of magnetic carriers
in the octahedral positions similar to the antiferromagnetism ordering found within the
octahedral positions of the normal LiMn2O4 spinel[405, 406], and contrary to the ferri-
magnetic Fe3O4, which has magnetic carriers in both sub-lattices.[407] Upon heating, it
converts to CoO. When reduced to the nanometre scale, Co3O4 NPs were found to have
interesting magnetic, optical, and electrochemical properties which make it an attractive
contributor in device applications.[408] Efforts have thus been directed to the synthesis
and investigation of properties of Co3O4 nanostructures, which have so far shown many
size- and shape-dependent properties with potential applications in electrocatalysis, bat-
teries, supercapacitors, energy storage, and gas sensors.[409, 410, 411, 412]

Besides the two cobalt oxides that form under readily attainable oxygen partial pres-
sures, the metastable form Co2O3 has also been reported in the literature as an hcp
structure with lattice parameters a = 4.640 Å and c = 5.750 Å. However, whether the
Co2O3 oxide really exists as a stable solid crystal is still uncertain since the study of
the interaction of oxygen and air with clean Co surfaces through x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy could not prove its existence.[413]

4.1.3 Motivation

Oxidation of metallic magnetic nanocrystals is an important issue in many applications
since it results not only in changes of electronic and lattice structures, but also alternates
magnetic properties. For example, partial oxidation of Co nanocrystals to CoO can result
in exchange bias at the interface between ferromagnetic Co and antiferromagnetic CoO
at low temperatures, modifying magnetisation and magnetic anisotropy of nanocrystals.

When employed in biomedical applications, NPs inevitably come in contact with oxi-
dising species such as water or oxygen, which is why less reactive metal oxide NPs were
prioritised over metallic NPs. However, limited magnetic response arising from the lower
magnetic moments of metal oxides showed to be insufficient, triggering a new objective for
the overall research: to which extent would spontaneous oxidation influence metallic NPs,
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and is that the biggest challenge of the field? Pure metals introduced a lot of contradic-
tions in biomedical applications in terms of safety issues. When it comes to prioritising
between the potential consequences and up to a few orders of magnitude increased ef-
ficiency, a balance should be found considering the risks taken, the perks gained, and
possibility of modifications that could rule the former or the latter out.

Most metals are highly reactive towards oxygen; sometimes such response to the oxi-
dising environment is desirable, as in the case of catalysis or fuel cells, and sometimes it
would much rather be avoided, as is the case with corrosion. Since adsorption of oxygen is
decisive in many material processes, it has been extensively studied both experimentally
[414, 415, 416] and theoretically.[417, 418, 419, 420] Oxidation has been associated with
oxygen atoms adsorbed on the surface, the formation of surface oxide films, and even
with the formation of bulk metal oxides of transition metals, nominally ranging from Sc
[421, 422] to Zn [423, 424], and rare earth metals such as La [425, 426] and U [427, 428].
Even on the noblest of metals (Pd, Ag, Pt, Au) oxidised surfaces or islands have been
implicated in the observed oxidation activity.[429, 430, 431, 432, 433, 434] Accordingly,
oxidation of Co has been of interest due to its importance in electrocatalysis, control of
hydrocarbon emissions, and as an elementary step in FT synthesis where the active form
of Co-catalyst was found to be metallic cobalt. The amount of experimental work where
Co single crystals were used is considerably lower than for, e.g., noble metals. This is due
to the difficulty of working with Co crystals: the hcp→fcc phase transition in combination
with high chemical sensitivity makes preparation of a clean, well-ordered surface difficult.
In experimental studies which described the interaction of oxygen with Co single crystal
surfaces, structural analysis revealed the mixture of the two phases which, for low oxygen
coverage, chemisorbed a layer of atomic oxygen, whereas a higher coverage led to the
formation of a CoxOy-type oxide, starting with CoO and ultimately producing Co3O4.
The rate of oxide formation was found to be strongly dependent on the surface temper-
ature. The theory of adsorption has reached a level where it is possible to calculate free
energies, as well as the electronic and atomic structure, of medium-sized systems with pre-
dictive accuracy. The number of theoretical studies that address similar processes to give
atomic-level insights in oxidation of Co have, however, mainly been devoted to explore
its oxidation behaviour in a much simpler cubic phase.[435, 436, 437] Apart from the Co
(0001) surface [438, 439], no theoretical work on the interaction of oxidising species with
hexagonal phase of Co has been presented.

If oxidation of the hcp Co NPs was to occur in the presence of oxygen in vivo, the
formation of oxides could cause the loss of the highly desirable magnetic properties and
NPs could therefore not be used in biomedical treatments without additional modifica-
tions. In that case, any possible toxicity would be inhibited, and the aim would be in
preventing oxidation and maintaining high levels of magnetisation (suppressing at the
same time possible harmful effects) rather than considering the toxicity problem first.
Hence, an oxygen adsorption on hcp Co low Miller-index surfaces has been systematically
analysed through DFT calculations. The main question of interest is if the oxidation is
spontaneous and should it be prioritised over the possible toxicity of Co NPs.
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4.2 Computational details

Comparison between GGA and GGA+U approaches in the modelling of small Co
clusters showed only minor structural and energetic deviations between the two methods.
However, when it comes to the more complex systems with metal/non-metal interactions,
a series of studies indicated serious deficiencies of LDA/GGA in predicting certain prop-
erties, such as large deviations of binding energies compared to experiment [440], smaller
band gaps for semiconductor systems [441, 442], incorrect localisation of the f -states in
cerium oxides [443, 444], and wrong predictions of the most favourable adsorption sites for
CO on Pt (111) surface [445], to name a few. These problems can be attributed to the in-
complete cancellation of the Coulomb self-interaction and the tendency of most exchange
correlation functionals to over-delocalise valence electrons, limitations that can be im-
proved through the addition of the Hubbard U term. As predictive power for simulating
bond-formation between oxidising species and metal surfaces is highly dependent on the
proper description of valence d electrons, GGA and GGA+U approaches were compared
for the case of Co oxidation. Additionally, GGA+U has already been found to improve
the accuracy in predicting the energetics of redox processes from first principles.[446, 447]

Exchange-correlation functional
The GGA/PBE functional was used, and the long-range dispersion interactions were

added through the DFT-D3 method with Becke-Johnson damping.[448] The core electrons
up to and including the 3p levels for Co and 2s levels for O were kept frozen and their
interaction with the valence electrons was described by the PAW method. The conjugate
gradient technique, with energy and force convergence criteria of 10−6 eV and 0.01 eV/Å,
was used to perform geometry optimisations. For comparison, GGA+U calculations were
carried out through Dudarev approach where targeted Ueff was altered from 0.0 to 6.0
eV to determine the appropriate value for the best compromise between redox behaviour
and electronic structures of all materials involved.

It has to be noted, however, that there exists a rather large error in the GGA binding
energy of most covalent molecules, including O2, known in the literature as the overbind-
ing [417, 449], whereas bond length and vibrational frequency are sufficiently accurate.
The O2 overbinding error represents essentially a constant shift in the GGA predicted
oxidation energies and it can be corrected by fitting the calculated formation energy to
the empirically measured formation energy from the thermochemistry tables to minimise
the error. Herein, the O2 formation energy was first calculated using the GGA/PBE
functional. To improve the accuracy, the zero-point energy (ZPE) was also considered.
Finally, the ground-state energy could then be corrected for the overbinding values calcu-
lated by subtracting the empirically measured energy from the GGA calculated energy:
EOB = ∆Hf + EZPE −∆H

exp
f , where EOB is the overbinding energy, ∆Hf is the calculated

formation enthalpy, EZPE is the calculated zero-point energy, and ∆Hexp
f is the experi-

mental formation enthalpy. DFT values obtained are -5.92 eV and 0.11 eV for ∆Hf and
EZPE, respectively. Combined with ∆Hexp

f of -5.16 eV[324], the overbinding energy of
-0.86 eV was detected, giving a correction of -0.43 eV per O atom. By doing so, the
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binding energy per oxygen atom obtained is -2.58 eV (-3.01 eV without correction, corre-
sponding well to other DFT works: 3.12 eV [173], 3.04 eV [419]), with the bond length of
2.33 bohr and vibrational frequency of 1567 cm−1. Agreement with experimental results
(-2.56 eV, 2.28 bohrs, 1580 cm−1) is satisfactory after the correction. This approach was
adapted throughout this thesis, and subsequent removal of the O2 binding error makes it
possible to address the correlation effects in 3d transition metal oxides by implementing
the GGA+U method.

The performance of alternating U values was tested through a systematic study of
oxidation reactions of hcp Co to CoO and Co3O4, and CoO to Co3O4 to capture three
main oxidation transitions:

2Co+O2→ 2CoO (4.2)

3
2

Co+O2→
1
2

Co3O4 (4.3)

6CoO+O2→ 2Co3O4. (4.4)
To compare modelled behaviour with experimental oxidation, reaction energies have been
calculated on a per O2 molecule basis (utilising the corrected energy for the O2 molecule)
as such experimental data is widely available and similar procedures have shown to be
satisfactory for a series of transition metals, oxides, and mixed oxides:

∆H0 =
EMOx −EM − x

2EO2
x
2

(4.5)

for oxidation of metals or:

∆H0 =
EMOy −EMOx −

y-x
2 EO2

y-x
2

(4.6)

for further oxidation of metal oxides. Accurate formation enthalpies of hcp Co (EM), CoO,
and Co3O4 (EMOx/y), have been calculated from respective bulk unit cells after the full
relaxation was performed (all atoms, cell shape, and cell volume). Experimental formation
enthalpies at T = 298.15 K were taken from the JANAF thermochemical tables.[450]

Hcp Co formation energy was calculated by using 1×1×1 unit cell with two atoms in
their respective ferromagnetic ordering. Employed cut-off was 500 eV with the 11×11×9
k-point mesh. To correctly describe the antiferromagnetic nature of CoO, it was modelled
as a 2×2×2 supercell with the atoms in the adjacent (111) planes positioned such that the
lowest magnetic ordering is achieved. The cut-off energy and k-point mesh used were 500
eV and 9×9×9. Co3O4 was modelled within its normal spinel structure as a 1×1×1 unit cell
with antiferromagnetic ordering, 500 eV cut-off, and 8×8×8 grid. Formation enthalpies
of described oxidation reactions as calculated within GGA+U approach, together with
electronic properties of all three materials, were compared with experimental values and
results are summarised in Figure 4.1. The best possible description of three reactions of
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Figure 4.1: left: Errors in calculated reaction enthalpies for oxidation of hcp Co and CoO as
a function of Hubbard Ueff and right: errors in structural and electronic properties of hcp Co,
CoO, and Co3O4. Experimental values are taken from [451, 452, 453] (lattice parameters),
[324, 454, 403] (magnetic moments - spin component only), [455, 456] (band gaps).

interest falls within a Ueff = 2.0 - 4.0 eV range. To assure the validity of obtained values
within the electronic and structural properties, lattice parameter, magnetic moment, and
band gap values of the three materials have been tested for Ueff = 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, and
4.0 eV. Lattice parameters and magnetic moments are well maintained (percent error
lower than 2.5 and 5.0 %, respectively) for Ueff below 3.5 eV. However, only Ueff = 3.0 eV
comes close to capturing correct band gaps of Co oxides. The herein fitted Ueff coincides
with those previously reported and used in the literature: the group of Ceder et al has
investigated a large number of oxidation reactions of 3d metals and obtained the optimal
U value of 3.3 eV for cobalt oxides after taking into the consideration a relatively large
enthalpy difference of 28 kJ per mole of O2 between room temperature and 0 K DFT
modelling temperature.[446, 447] García-Mota studied the construction of Pourbaix dia-
grams for oxygen evolution reaction on Co3O4 and CoOOH surfaces with the inclusion of
Hubbard U and found that Ueff = 3.52 eV reproduces experimentally observed trends in
the activity of these oxides.[457, 458] Finally, different studies on interplay between ge-
ometry distortion (e.g., doping), redox activities, and magnetic ordering of cobalt oxides
consistently show effective U values in the 3.0-4.0 eV range to reliably capture complex
electronic and magnetic structures.[459, 460, 461] Therefore, Ueff = 3.0 eV was employed
for comparison of GGA and GGA+U approaches in the oxidation behaviour of hcp Co.

Energetic parameters
Description of Co oxidation energetics was initialised by the characterisation of bare

low Miller-index hcp Co surfaces through the calculation of their surface energies and
work functions. Surface energies were calculated as described in the previous chapter.
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Work function, as an energy required to completely withdraw an electron from the solid,
was obtained as the difference between the vacuum electrostatic potential energy, Evac,
and the energy of the Fermi level, EF.

Oxidation was probed as on- and sub-surface oxygen adsorption. Initial position of
the oxygen atom was 2.2 Å above surface, in correspondence with cobalt-oxygen distances
[413] in cobalt oxides, for all on-surface sites, with adsorption allowed only on the relaxed
side of the slab. For each site on-surface, oxygen atom and the top two layers of the
slab were relaxed, whereas for the sub-surface adsorption, slab models of six layers were
used with the relaxation of top four layers. To study the relative stabilities of different
adsorption sites, the most favourable adsorption position has been determined for each
surface by calculating the adsorption energy, Eads:

Eads = Eslab+O − (Eslab +EO) (4.7)
where Eslab+O, Eslab, and EO are the DFT energies of the system with adsorbed oxygen,
the clean surface, and the oxygen atom, respectively. As oxygen adsorbs or desorbs on
the surface from or to gas-phase O2, it is essential to reference all DFT energies to the
ground-state energy of the O2 molecule in the gas phase. To account for this, EO derived to
correct for the well-known GGA O2 overbinding discussed previously has been employed
in all adsorption and thermodynamic processes which included oxygen adsorbates.[462]
Negative adsorption energy represents spontaneous oxidation, with the most negative Eads
indicating the most favourable adsorption site. Work functions of the oxidised surfaces
were calculated as for the clean surfaces.

Subsequently, the coverage of adsorbed oxygen has been gradually increased. The
coverage, θ, is expressed (in monolayers, ML) as a number of O atoms adsorbed over a
number of surface Co atoms, θ = nO adsorbed/nCo per layer, with a full monolayer (1.00 ML)
reached for nO adsorbed = nCo per layer. Adsorption energies were computed as adsorption
energies per oxygen atom:

Eads =
1
n
[Eslab+nO − (Eslab +nEO)] (4.8)

where Esurface+nO, Esurface, and EO are the DFT energies of the system with n adsorbed
oxygen atoms, clean surface, and corrected energy of the oxygen atom, respectively. Sur-
face energies after the adsorption have been calculated as:

γslab+nO =
Erelaxed slab+nO − [m×Ebulk +n×EO]

Aslab
− Eunrelaxed slab −m×Ebulk

2Aslab
(4.9)

where γslab+nO is the surface energy with n adsorbed oxygen atoms, and m is the ratio of
number of Co atoms in the surface slab and bulk, m = nCo slab/nCo bulk. Wulff morpholo-
gies of single Co crystal after the adsorption of oxygen were constructed with obtained
surface energies.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of the system containing a single-crystal metal surface in
contact with a surrounding gas phase of an adsorbate characterised by defined temperature T
and pressure p. The shaded area represents the finite part of the system that is affected by the
presence of the surface.

However, the extent of oxidation as well as the structure of formed Co-O entities (or
cobalt oxides) also depend on the environmental conditions, amongst which the temper-
ature and partial pressure of O2 are the most important. A large family of problems
involves the relative stability of possible surface structures at different environmental
conditions, and their solution can be reached by using the ab initio thermodynamics. In
this method, the stability of a surface structure (prior or after the oxidation) is evaluated
by its surface free energy, σ , which can be considered as the Gibbs free energy needed to
create the specific surface structure per surface area. The bulk structure is usually taken
as a reference point for the adsorbing material, and the most environmentally abundant
gas phase component for the adsorbate, Figure 4.2. Therefore, chemical potential of Co
is taken to be the same as in the bulk, and chemical potential of atomic oxygen is taken
as half of the Gibbs free energy of gaseous O2:

σ =
1

Aslab
(Gslab+O −NCoµCo −NOµO) (4.10)

where Gslab+O is the free energy of the system containing surface slab and adsorbed oxy-
gen, NCo and NO are numbers of Co and O atoms that are constructing the system, and
µCo and µO are chemical potentials of Co and O, respectively. In this sense, the more neg-
ative the σ , the more stable the surface structure created from the Co bulk and available
O2(g) in the surroundings. Dependence of surface free energies on external conditions is
directly related to the effect of external conditions on chemical potentials of constituting
elements. As the surface slab is a solid, µCo can be considered constant regardless the
temperature/pressure changes, leaving µO as the main variable. Additionally, different
surfaces are expected to show distinct trends due to the varying oxidation reactivity. Ul-
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timately, a graph showing the stability of surface structures in the presence of gaseous
oxygen under alternating conditions can be constructed for each surface, known as a sur-
face phase diagram. Similar to the phase diagram, the surface phase diagram contains
information about transition borders between bare surfaces and their oxidised counter-
parts, terminating with the oxide formation. This principle was successfully applied to
various systems, including RuO2, FeO, TiO2, CeO2, Co3O4.[463, 464, 465, 466, 467]

Thermodynamics of different oxygen coverages in equilibrium with an oxygen reservoir
was introduced by comparison of surface free energies at constant temperature, T , with
pressure changes expressed within oxygen chemical potential, µO(T ,p): σ (µO) = γr +
∆σ (µO). General expression for the change in the surface free energy upon adsorption,
∆σ (µO), in equilibrium with O in the gas phase at given conditions of temperature, T ,
and pressure, p, can be written as:

∆σ (µO) =
1

Aslab
(Gslab+O(T ,p)−Gslab(T ,p)−∆NOµO(T ,p)−∆NCoµCo) (4.11)

where Gslab+O and Gslab are Gibbs free energies of the clean and oxidised surfaces, respec-
tively, A is the surface area, and ∆NCo/O are variations in numbers of Co/O atoms in the
system with respect to the reference state which is taken to be an initial slab structure.
Since slab models were not changed throughout the adsorption process, last term equals
zero. Term for Gibbs free energy for clean and oxidised surfaces is given as:

G(T ,p) = F(T ,V ) + pV (4.12)

F(T ,V ) = Etotal(V ,NO,NCo) +Fvib(T ,V ) (4.13)

Fvib(T ,V ) = Evib(T ,V )− T Svib(T ,V ) =
1
2

∑
i

hνi + kBT
∑
i

ln(1− e−
hνi
kBT ) (4.14)

where F is the Helmholtz energy, Evib and Svib are vibrational contributions to energy
and entropy, νi are the normal mode frequencies, and V is the cell volume. Whereas
for computing bare surface energies no additional contributions to the total energy have
been taken into the account, oxygen vibrational modes are not negligible and vibrational
energies should be accounted for in oxidised surface Gibbs free energy. pV term was not
included due to the pressures considered being lower than 100 atm. However, Reuter et al
[468] proposed an approach which completely neglects vibrational contributions, leaving
total energy as a predominant term. In this case, overall expression can be rewritten as:

∆σ (µO) ≈
1

Aslab
(Eslab+O −Eslab −∆NOµO(T ,p)) (4.15)

and it now represents a direct connection between the surface structure and external
conditions. Another possibility is to account for oxygen vibrations and assume that
surface vibrational contribution is the same with and without adsorbate:
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∆σ (µO) ≈
1

Aslab
[(Eslab+O +Fvib,O)−Eslab −∆NOµO(T ,p)] (4.16)

where Fvib,O is the vibrational energy of adsorbed oxygen. T and p dependence is included
through the µO:

µO(T ,p) =
1
2

[
EO2

+∆gO2
(T ,p0) + kBT ln

(
pO2

p0

)]
(4.17)

where p0 is the atmospheric pressure of 1 bar, and ∆gO2
(T ,p0) is the change in the Gibbs

free energy of oxygen between 0 K and T including vibrational, rotational, and entropy
contributions to free energy at p0 pressure. Changes in the Gibbs free energy have been
extracted from thermodynamic tables.[450] Last term represents the change in the energy
of oxygen between p0 and pO2

at temperature T . Using these expressions, Gibbs free
energies of systems going from no oxygen to a full monolayer coverage are reported as a
function of µO with and without inclusion of vibrational contributions in form of surface
phase diagrams.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Bulk

When it comes to NPs, surface area is dominating the overall volume. Therefore,
characterisation of surfaces is the main route for testing the theoretical model. The first
step of any surface calculation is self-consistent determination of the bulk lattice constant
in order to perform an accurate calculation of layer relaxations. Otherwise, inaccurate
lattice constant could lead to artificial horizontal forces pushing the slab layers apart or
pulling them together. Bulk calculations were conducted on the same principle as in the
previous chapter and hcp cell was fully relaxed by employing GGA and GGA+U , where
the value of the Hubbard parameter was set to 3.0 eV corresponding to the results of a
systematic study on bulk oxidation reactions.

Table 4.1: GGA and GGA+U (Ueff = 3.0 eV) calculated cell parameters, magnetic moment,
and bulk modulus for the hcp Co bulk phase and comparison with previous studies.

this work theory
GGA GGA+U experiment [324] GGA [469] GGA+U [470] HSE06 [469]

cell parameter
a,b /Å 2.464 2.444 2.51 2.496 - 2.508
c /Å 3.983 4.051 4.07 4.030 - 4.070
c/a 1.617 1.657 1.62 1.615 1.60 1.782

magnetic moment /µB 1.581 1.760 1.72 1.59 1.725 2.09
bulk modulus /GPa 226.8 182.5 191 207 166.3 107

Lattice parameters obtained through GGA (GGA+U) relaxation are a = 2.463 (2.444)
and c = 3.984 (4.051) Å, resulting in a c/a ratio of 1.616 (1.657). c/a ratios deviate less
than 3 % from experiment (1.62[324]), and while both methods similarly underestimate
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an a vector, GGA+U gives a length of c vector closer to the experimental value, Table
4.1. Using a 21×21×9 k-point mesh and increasing the accuracy of the smearing method
results in a lattice constant of c/a = 1.617 (1.660). The numerical errors in the lattice
constant are thus very small, and, most importantly, negligible in comparison to the
expected absolute layer relaxations, meaning the more expensive set up can be avoided.

Accuracy of the electronic structure has been verified through DOS, Figure 4.3. Key
features were described in the previous chapter. Localisation of d-orbitals by implementa-
tion of Hubbard U (Ueff = 3.0 eV) was achieved, and majority spin electrons were pushed
towards more negative energies by approximately 2.5 eV. A magnetic moment of 1.581
µB GGA (1.660 µB GGA+U) has been calculated and it corresponds well to the experi-
mental value of 1.72 µB.[324] Mechanical stability has been determined through the bulk
modulus as a measure of compression resistance of the substance. Murnaghan’s equation
of state[471] was used to fit the data comprising of volume and energy changes induced by
volume compression and a value of 226.8 GPa GGA (182.5 GPa GGA+U) was obtained
in agreement with existing data, Table 4.1.

Figure 4.3: Densities of state of bulk hcp Co as calculated by GGA (full lines) and GGA+U ,
Ueff = 3.0 eV (transparent blocks).

4.3.2 Surfaces

Relationship between different surfaces based on the ratio of their surface energies
allows a prediction of the NP geometry through the Wulff theorem. This is true not only
for the bare surfaces, but also after the adsorbates have been introduced if the surface
energies can be adequately addressed. The simplest form of surface or NP oxidation is
through the adsorption of oxygen. Considering the atomic nature of the oxygen adsorbate,
a minimal difference is expected in behaviour of monoatomic surfaces and corresponding
clusters/NPs. Nevertheless, to perform such adsorption on a slab model is computation-
ally much more cost effective. Oxidation behaviour of hcp Co was therefore carried out
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on the five inequivalent low Miller-index surfaces: (0001), (011̄0), (101̄1), (112̄0), (112̄1),
whose supercells were constructed such that the geometry of the surface is as close to a
square (a similar to b) as possible to allow for the investigation of different adsorption
arrangements.

Post-relaxation, the (0001) surface has a hexagonal lattice with lattice vectors a = b =
7.39 Å GGA (7.33 Å GGA+U , α = 120°) and the nearest neighbours aligned with a
distance of 2.46 (2.44) Å. The (011̄0) and (112̄0) surfaces are rectangular; the former has
the lattice vectors a =7.39 Å (7.33 Å GGA+U), b = 7.96 Å (8.10 Å GGA+U , α = 90°),
and the latter a = 7.96 Å (8.10 Å GGA+U) and b = 8.52 Å (8.47 Å GGA+U , α = 90°).
Single atomic layer is constructed of two pairs of rows, each row having 3 atoms for the
(011̄0) and 2 atoms for the (112̄0) surface. Pairs of rows are elevated for 0.63 (0.77) and
0.56 (0.11) Å GGA (GGA+U), respectively. Distances between nearest neighbours of
the same row are 2.46 (2.44) Å and 3.98 (4.05) Å, and between atoms in elevated rows
2.43 (2.49) Å and 2.40 (2.51) Å. Similar arrangement has been captured experimentally
for the (101̄0) surface.[472] The (101̄1) and (112̄1) are oblique surfaces with a = 7.33 Å
(7.33 Å GGA+U) and b = 9.46 Å (9.46 Å GGA+U , α = 104.97°), and a = 8.53 Å (8.47
Å GGA+U) and b = 9.36 Å (9.46 Å GGA+U , α = 63.42°). Similar to the (011̄0) and
(112̄0) surfaces, they have two pairs of rows with difference in the z-coordinate of 0.28
Å(0.30 Å GGA+U) and 0.53 Å (0.13 Å GGA+U), respectively. Nearest neighbours are
separated by 2.44 Å and 4.26 Å (4.23 Å GGA+U), while the atoms in elevated rows are
separated by 2.47 Å (2.40 Å GGA+U) and 2.44 Å (2.58 Å GGA+U). Top views of the
five low Miller-index hcp Co surfaces are shown in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: Top views of five low Miller-index hcp Co surfaces; darkness in colouration corre-
sponds to the positioning of atoms - the darker the colour, the lower the atomic layer.

Structural information that can be extracted from experiments is mostly limited to the
extent of the interlayer contraction or expansion. Quantitative structure determination
with a low energy electron diffraction method[473] predicts interlayer contraction of ∼3%
for the first pair of (0001) surface layers. For the same surface, GGA (GGA+U) gives a
3.58 % (2.56 %) contraction in the spacing between the first and second layer of atoms,
meaning that either method can capture correctly both the intensity of the interchange
and its nature. The disparity in the relaxation of remaining layers can be ascribed to the
choice of the slab model, but also to the diffraction method being exceptionally sensitive
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to the examination of high order layers.[474] Experimental studies did not investigate
other surfaces from the structural aspect.

Electronic properties of the surfaces have been analysed through DOS, Figure 4.5. The
plots show that the bulk-like metallic nature is retained at all low-index surfaces together
with the magnetic properties which are assigned to the asymmetry of the majority and
minority spins. The results also indicate that the used slab thickness is sufficient in
retaining the bulk-like electronic properties for all five surfaces. Energetic comparison
was obtained based on the surface energies, Table 4.2. The second parameter calculated
to characterise each surface was the electronic work function, ϕ.

Figure 4.5: DOS for the (0001), (011̄0), (101̄1), (112̄0), and (112̄1) hcp Co surfaces as calculated
by GGA (full lines) and GGA+U , Ueff = 3.0 eV (transparent blocks). Axes are the same for all
graphs.

GGA surface relaxations assigned the lowest surface energy of 2.37 J m−2 to the (0001)
surface, followed by the (011̄0) surface (2.87 J m−2), (112̄1) surface (2.90 J m−2), (101̄1)
surface (2.92 J m−2), and, finally, the (112̄0) surface (3.17 J m−2). The surface energy
order upon GGA+U (Ueff = 3.0 eV) relaxation is quite different. By introducing the
Hubbard parameter, the lowest surface energy is that of the (101̄1) surface (2.11 J m−2),
while the work per area unit for the formation of the (0001) surface is 2.43 J m−2. The
final sequence in surface stability is accordingly: (101̄1)>(112̄0)>(112̄1)>(011̄0)=(0001).
The difference in the surface energies calculated for four- and six-layer slabs showed to be
insignificant, and the remaining calculations were carried out with four-layer slab models.
This energetic analysis established what is so far the biggest difference in the results
from the two methods. However, surface energy values obtained with GGA and GGA+U
(Ueff = 3.0 eV) for the close-packed (0001) surface differ only by 0.10 eV.
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Table 4.2: Calculated unrelaxed (γu) and relaxed (γr) surface energies for four (six in brackets)
layer slabs, relaxation rates (R), and work functions (ϕ) of five low Miller-index hcp Co surfaces
together with experimental, semi-empirical, and theoretical relaxed surface energies.

γu/J m−2 γr/J m−2 γr/J m−2 γr/J m−2 this study
this study this study experiment / theory GGA/GGA+U

surface GGA GGA+U GGA GGA+U empirical GGA R/% ϕ/eV

(0001) 2.37
(2.33)

2.52
(2.42)

2.33
(2.29)

2.43
(2.39)

2.55 [475] (exp)
2.99 [476] (MEAM)

2.86 [477] (EET)

2.78 [478]
2.11 [479]

-1.69 /
-3.57

5.49 /
5.64

(011̄0) 2.90
(2.84)

2.47
(2.49)

2.87
(2.82)

2.43
(2.40)

2.96 [477] (EET)
3.42 [476] (MEAM)

3.04 [478]
2.24 [479]

-1.03 /
-1.62

5.02 /
5.27

(101̄1) 2.96
(2.88)

2.19
(2.16)

2.92
(2.85)

2.11
(2.06)

2.61 [477] (EET)
4.52 [476] (MEAM) 2.39 [479] -1.35 /

-3.65
5.08 /
5.01

(112̄0) 3.21
(3.18)

2.33
(2.29)

3.17
(3.12)

2.28
(2.25)

4.81 [476] (MEAM)
3.41 [477] (EET)

-1.25 /
-2.15

3.93 /
3.80

(112̄1) 2.95
(2.95)

2.33
(2.32)

2.90
(2.88)

2.22
(2.11) 4.94 [476] (MEAM) -1.69 /

-4.72
3.55 /
3.57

Note: MEAM - Modified Embedded Atom Method
EET - Empirical Electron Theory

Work function can give an insight in the differences of the electronic properties of
surfaces which consequentially govern their reactivity. It generally tends to be greater
for dense crystal facets than for those with more open lattices, which agrees well with
the hexagonally-packed (0001) surface having the highest work function value of 5.49 eV
(5.64 eV GGA+U). Correspondingly, low work functions of only 3.55 (3.57) and 3.93
(3.80) eV, respectively, accurately describe loosely packed (112̄0) and (112̄1) surfaces.
Literature results are available only for the (0001) surface, with an experimental value of
5.55 eV[480] and an LDA value of 5.62 eV [481], giving the percent error of only 1.08 %
(1.62 %), which can be mainly ascribed to the temperature difference (experiment carried
out at 180 K).

Inconsistencies in surface energies and stability orders published previously make com-
parison with other works difficult. Nevertheless, agreement with experimental results on
the (0001) surface [475] is very good, thus providing confidence in the suitability of the
parameters used. Discrepancies with available semi-empirical and computational results,
Table 4.2, can be attributed to the choice of the slab model, exchange-correlation func-
tional, and, most importantly, inclusion of the long-range dispersion interactions in the
present work which have been disregarded in earlier studies.[478, 479] Considering scarcity
of experimental results for any but the (0001) surface, whose high symmetry reduces the
differences in the two methods, it is difficult to suggest to which extent the addition of
Hubbard parameter influences the description of d-electrons on a surface level.

The Wulff morphologies of NPs constructed using the calculated relaxed surface en-
ergies from GGA and GGA+U calculations are shown in Figure 4.6. All five low Miller-
index surfaces appear in the final structure in both cases, with the (101̄1) surface covering
the biggest area of the NP. The most noticeable differences between the two morphologies
are areas of the (0001) and (011̄0) surfaces that are more prominent in the GGA mor-
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phology, whereas the (112̄0) and (112̄1) are more dominant in the GGA+U predicted
morphology.

Figure 4.6: Wulff morphology of hcp Co NPs as obtained from the surface energies calculated
by GGA and GGA+U , Ueff = 3.0 eV.

4.3.3 Oxidation

As shown, a single hcp Co crystal can display various facets whose stabilities and
exposed areas substantially differ, and Wulff construction can be used to determine the
equilibrium crystal shape. In a more complex scenario, for example by placing metal-
lic NPs in an oxidative environment, metal oxide can form on the exposed surfaces. In
first-principles studies, it is often a routine task to determine the stability of a certain ox-
idising species after the adsorption by examining the structural properties and adsorption
energies. Extension of this technique leads to the determination of the surface stability
in the presence of the adsorbate, similar to the determination of surface energies in vac-
uum, which can then be used to determine the equilibrium shape of a crystal in oxidative
conditions. Such procedure accurately captures morphological changes and gives an in-
sight into the influence of the alteration in the exposed surfaces upon oxidation on other
properties of interest, e.g. magnetisation.

Apart from the Co (0001) surface [438, 439], no theoretical work on the interaction of
oxygen with the hexagonal phase of cobalt has been published. Conducted work showed
that the (0001) facet oxidation is very exothermic even in mild conditions and at low
oxygen concentrations. Based on these results for the (0001) low-index plane, it is nat-
ural to expand the scope of investigation to account for the changes of a single crystal
morphology upon oxidation, and this was done herein by including five inequivalent low
Miller-index hcp Co surfaces. The oxygen adsorption has been systematically analysed
on-surface and sub-surface to confirm the aforementioned hypothesis of in vivo oxidation
and to provide accompanying morphology change of the NP.
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Differences in the structural appearance of distinctive surfaces affect their reactivity.
In the case of the (0001) surface, surface geometry generates all atop (T) and bridge (B)
positions to be exactly the same, with two possible hollow positions: hollow fcc (F), with
adsorbing atom atop the second layer Co atom, and hollow hcp (H), with no Co atoms
beneath the adsorbate. All four other surfaces have pairs of differently elevated rows of
Co atoms. Due to the differences in the elevation, there are also pairs of atop (T1, T2),
bridge (B1, B2), and hollow (H1, H2) positions such that, for example, there exists one
atop position above higher elevated row of atoms, and one above lower row of atoms.
Possible adsorption sites are shown for the (0001) and (101̄1) surfaces in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: Available adsorption sites on the (0001) and (101̄1) hcp Co surfaces: atop (T, T1,
T2), bridge (B, B1, B2), and hollow (fcc-F, hcp-H, H1, H2).

4.3.3.1 Energetic and structural parameters

Oxygen adsorption has been performed to identify the most favourable amongst avail-
able surface sites based on the computed energetic properties. Calculated adsorption
energies are listed, along with structural parameters, in Table 4.3. The most stable ad-
sorption site for each surface is represented in top and side view in Figure 4.8 (as obtained
by the GGA relaxation). Results from both GGA and GGA+U indicate that the three-
fold hollow sites are by far more stable than the atop position in the case of the (0001)
surface. GGA relaxation gives hollow F as the most stable adsorption position with an
adsorption energy of -3.12 eV, while the adsorption energy of -3.69 eV makes hollow H
more stable when relaxed within GGA+U . The absolute difference in the adsorption
energies between the two hollow positions (|∆F-H| = 0.10/0.24 eV (GGA/GGA+U)) is
relatively maintained across the two approaches, and it is in total considerably lesser than
the difference between the hollow and atop positions (H-T 1.41/1.46 and F-T 1.51/1.21
eV), which is expected since the hollows differ from each other only starting from the
third atomic layer. When the oxygen atom is initially positioned in the bridge site, it
either relaxes to the H site (GGA) or completely rearranges the top two atomic layers be-
fore repositioning into the hollow (GGA+U). Due to the rearrangement, computing the
adsorption energy through employment of the Esurface as calculated for the un-rearranged
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Table 4.3: Calculated adsorption energies using GGA and GGA+U (Ueff = 3.0 eV) approaches,
adsorbate-surface (dz) and adsorbate-nearest Co atom (dCo-O) distances, together with observed
changes in the stacking of atoms (in brackets) for single oxygen atom adsorption on five inequiva-
lent low Miller-index surfaces of hcp Co. CN denotes coordination number of oxygen for initially
ascribed positions.

Eads / eV d̄z / Å d̄Co-O / Å
surface site CN GGA GGA+U GGA GGA+U GGA GGA+U
(0001) T 1 -1.61 -2.23 1.634 1.638 1.634 1.638

B 2 -3.02
(H)

-5.49
(rearranged) 1.166 1.168 1.856 1.876

F 3 -3.02 -3.69 1.166 1.249 1.856 1.872
H 3 -3.12 -3.45 1.138 1.503 1.849 1.879
t 4 -3.09 -2.40 -0.993 -0.655 1.844 2.037
o 6 -0.29 -1.38 -0.688 -0.958 1.837 1.915

(011̄0) T1 1 -1.94 -2.92 1.619 1.643 1.619 1.643

T2 5 -3.21
(H1) -4.18 0.936 0.588 1.860 1.880

B1 2 -2.88 -3.84 1.230 1.009 1.771 1.796
B2 4 -2.99 -4.16 0.685 0.301 1.889 1.931
H1 3 -3.21 -4.57 0.935 0.839 1.860 1.870

H2 4 -2.99
(B2)

-4.16
(B2) 0.685 0.276 1.889 1.952

s1 7 0.30 -2.90 -0.827 -1.178 1.844 1.942
s2 7 0.31 -2.78 -0.780 -1.951 1.837 1.875

(101̄1) T1 1 -3.60
(H1)

-3.27
(H1) 0.742 0.983 1.945 1.877

T2 1 -3.60
(H1)

-3.24
(H2) 0.743 1.084 1.945 1.870

B1 2 -3.42
(H2)

-3.30
(H2) 1.012 1.024 1.853 1.869

B2 4 -3.30
(H2)

-3.27
(H2) 0.973 1.092 1.850 1.879

H1 4 -3.60 -3.29 0.743 0.972 1.944 1.889
H2 3 -3.30 -3.27 0.978 1.069 1.860 1.891
s 5 -1.39 -1.156 1.933

(112̄0) T1 1 -3.16
(B1)

-4.76
(B1) 0.740 0.690 1.880 1.898

T2 1 -3.16
(B1)

-4.81
(B1) 0.697 0.559 1.879 1.918

B1 4 -3.16 -4.78 0.698 0.644 1.880 2.047
B2 5 -3.16 -5.03 0.738 0.591 1.880 2.036
H1 4 -2.95 -4.49 0.435 0.525 1.887 1.836
H2 2 -2.89 -4.41 1.285 1.191 1.778 1.801

(112̄1) T1 1 -2.11 -2.65 1.618 1.613 1.620 1.634

T2 1 -3.28
(H2)

-4.11
(H1) 0.664 0.511 1.837 1.841

B1 2 -3.25
(H1)

-4.15
(H1) 0.479 0.420 1.843 1.970

B2 3 -3.25
(H1)

-4.24
(H1) 0.479 0.395 1.843 1.885

H1 3 -3.31 -4.09 0.660 0.519 1.843 1.860
H2 4 -3.28 -3.85 0.663 0.395 1.838 1.844
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surface has no physical meaning, and adsorption energy obtained (-5.49 eV) is omitted
from any further discussion. Three adsorption sites on the (0001) surface have been iden-
tified for subsurface adsorption, two tetrahedral and one octahedral position. However,
after geometry optimisation, O atom placed in the second tetrahedral position reposi-
tioned on-surface. More stable position between octahedral and remaining tetrahedral
site is, for both GGA and GGA+U calculations, tetrahedral site with the adsorption
energy of -3.09 eV (GGA)/-2.40 eV (GGA+U). GGA therefore predicts similar prefer-
ence for oxygen subsurface incorporation as for the on-surface adsorption. On contrary,
on-surface adsorption is ∼1.00 eV more preferred than the tetrahedral subsurface site in
the case of GGA+U relaxation.

From a structural point of view, the oxygen-surface distances are in accord with the
energetic parameters - the more negative the adsorption energy, the closer the adsorbate
is to the surface. When considering the Co-O distances, among the positions with the
same oxygen CN, the oxygen atom will be closest to the Co atoms in the site with the
most negative energy. Since in the atop site O atom binds only to a single Co atom,
CN=1, the bond is naturally shorter. A complete list of the CNs for all sites is also given
in Table 4.3. The interlayer changes induced by the O adsorption depend on the relative
position of each layer in respect to the adsorbate atom. Interlayer spacing between the
first and second layer decreases as a consequence of attractive forces between oxygen and
Co atoms of both layers, while the spacing between the second and third layer, whose
atoms are hardly affected by adsorption, increases.

Among six possible adsorption sites on the (011̄0) surface, the only threefold site (H1)
is the most favourable after relaxation by both GGA (Eads = -3.21 eV) and GGA+U
(Eads = -4.57 eV). Although there are three positions which have higher CNs compared to
the H1 site (T2, B2, and H2), the oxygen atom is unable to settle in the centre therefore
forming bonds of different lengths with four or five closest Co atoms. The T2 position,
where oxygen is adsorbed atop one Co atom from the lower levelled row of the first atomic
layer, showed appreciably reduced adsorption energy (by 1.25 eV) compared to the T1
position within GGA+U optimisation, as on the basis of the oxygen CN. When relaxed
by GGA, oxygen spontaneously moves from T2 to the H1 position, whereas both GGA
and GGA+U captured movement of oxygen from initial H2 position to the equally four-
coordinated B2 adsorption site, which is the second most stable after H1, with relative
differences between the two being 0.22 eV (GGA) and 0.41 eV (GGA+U). The oxygen
CN has the same effect on the Co-O distances as on the (0001) surface. There are two
inequivalent subsurface adsorption sites, both significantly less stable than on-surface
positions. When optimised within GGA+U , their stability is comparable to the least
favourable on-surface adsorption site, however, adsorption energies computed by GGA
are positive, implying that subsurface adsorption is unfavourable.

On the (101̄1) surface, the oxygen atom also prefers to adsorb in the hollow site.
Moreover, all atop (T1 and T2) and bridge (B1 and B2) sites experienced movement of
the oxygen atom towards one of the available H sites during relaxation by either GGA
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or GGA+U . None of the changes in the positions resulted in a shift of the first and/or
second layer atoms. The adsorption energies of the two H sites differ for 0.30 eV (GGA)
and 0.05 eV (GGA+U). Fourfold H1 position is more stable since oxygen positioned
in the threefold H2 binds to two Co atoms of the higher row and one of the lower row
of the first layer, while in H1 it centres in between two pairs of Co atoms, one of the
higher and one of the lower row. The (101̄1) surface atop sites are so unfavourable that
repositioning of the adsorbate is energetically more acceptable than binding to a single
Co atom. One sub-surface oxidation site was found but, with an adsorption energy of
-1.23 eV (GGA)/-1.39 eV (GGA+U), it is not even half as exothermic as the on-surface
adsorption. Possible subsurface adsorption sites are shown in Figure 4.9.

In the case of the more open (112̄0) surface, bridge sites predominate for the atomic
adsorption. The reason behind this is the nearest neighbour distance between Co atoms of
4.05 Å (∼1.50 Å further away than for the (0001), (011̄0), or (101̄1) surface), which makes
hollow sites less coordinated compared to the previous three surfaces. The adsorption
energies of B1 as the most favourable adsorption site are -3.16 eV for GGA, and -4.78
eV for GGA+U approach, while hollow site H1 has Eads higher for 0.21 and 0.29 eV,
respectively. Accordingly, the oxygen atom moves from the atop sites, which initially
have low CNs, to the most stable B1 position.

Similar to the (112̄0) surface, the (112̄1) surface is also open, with the nearest neigh-
bour distance of surface atoms increased even further to 4.23 Å. Positioning of the O
atom in between the closest two Co atoms, even if oxygen is completely aligned with the
surface, would still imply the Co-O distance longer than what is anticipated for the bond
formation. Accordingly, hollow adsorption is more acceptable solution, or one should
expect a significant rearrangement of Co atoms closer to the centred oxygen. H1 was
computed to be the most favourable site with the adsorption energy of -3.31 eV for GGA
and -4.09 eV for GGA+U . Due to the remoteness of Co atoms, T1 atop position does not
experience repositioning of the adsorbed oxygen and it is less stable with Eads = -2.11 eV
(GGA) and Eads = -2.65 eV (GGA+U). Adsorption of oxygen in the second atop position
(T2) and both of the bridge adsorption sites showed preference for movement towards
H1 hollow without surface atomic rearrangements. The (112̄0) and (112̄1) surfaces were
found to be too open to accommodate an oxygen atom in-between the layers.

In general, the most favourable positions are threefold sites since they offer the highest
oxygen CN where O atom can still remain perfectly centred with respect to the closest
equivalent Co atoms. Sites presenting less local symmetry (atop and bridge sites for the
(0001), (011̄0), (101̄1), and (112̄1) surfaces, and atop and hollow sites for the (112̄0)
surface) are either substantially higher in energy (by ∼1.50 eV) or so unfavourable that
the oxygen atom prefers to reposition into a more stable site. As such, adsorbed O atom
tends to occupy the exact positions which would be taken by Co atoms in the next surface
layer, thus continuing the substrate stacking sequence whenever possible. This tendency
helps to explain the minor structural changes observed in the positions of slab atoms with
respect to their starting geometry. In addition, despite the differences in the adsorption
energies of up to 1.00 eV, GGA and GGA+U approaches showed more similarities than
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Figure 4.8: Top and side views of the adsorption of a single oxygen atom in the most favourable
adsorption site (as computed by GGA) for five low Miller-index hcp Co surfaces.

deviations in predicted adsorption behaviour on all five surfaces. Both compute analogous
magnitudes of Eads and capture the relations in adsorption energies of different sites, as
well as predict the adsorbate repositioning (with an exception of the T2→H1 transition
occurrence on the (011̄0) surface which was not captured within the GGA+U relaxation).

Figure 4.9: Top and side views of the subsurface adsorption of a single oxygen atom (as com-
puted by GGA) for three low Miller-index hcp Co surfaces. Co atoms positioned directly above
adsorbed oxygen are removed from top views for clarity. There are no possible adsorption sites
for subsurface adsorption on the (112̄0) and (112̄1) surfaces.

Comparison with previous theoretical studies is limited owing to the absence of data in
the literature on all except the (0001) surface. Previous GGA works provided adsorption
energies and Co-O distances only in hollows F and H as positions with the highest oxygen
coordination. Luo et al found that oxygen adsorbs in the H hollow releasing Eads of -5.92
eV [482], while Gong et al provided the adsorption energy and Co-O distance of -5.34 eV
and 1.885 Å, respectively, for the same site.[483] Hollow H was also reported by Ma et
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al to be preferred energetically by 0.1 eV over hollow F, with the adsorption energy of
-5.12 eV and Co-O distance of 1.86 Å.[438] In a unison with these results, Ge and Neurock
calculated the adsorption energies of single O atom to be -5.53 eV in hollow H and -5.43 eV
in hollow F.[484] Contrary to the Eads reported here, all adsorption energies available in
the literature were calculated with respect to the atomic oxygen, while molecular oxygen
(as predominant oxidising specie) was chosen as a reference within this study. For the
sake of comparison, results of this study are (within this paragraph only) re-expressed
with respect to atomic oxygen, as Eads(H) = -4.93 eV (GGA), -5.59 eV (GGA+U), and
Eads(F) = -5.02 eV (GGA), -5.35 eV (GGA+U). The energetic and structural parameters
obtained for the (0001) surface are, overall, in a good agreement with the existing data,
and present differences are most likely a result of the inclusion of dispersion corrections
within this study.

4.3.4 Effect of increased coverage

After determination of the most stable adsorption sites for single O atom adsorption,
the coverage has been gradually increased in order to understand the influence the oxygen
concentration has on the properties of Co surfaces, especially magnetisation. With the
growing coverage, the number of possible combinations of O atom arrangements increases
drastically; to subdue the number of calculations, but also to evade the risk of omitting
the low energy structures, the adsorption energies from the single O atom adsorption
were taken as criteria for choosing a reasonable configuration set. Additionally, both sub-
surface and a combination of on- and sub-surface adsorption were modelled alongside the
on-surface adsorption.

4.3.4.1 Energetic and structural parameters

Included sites and final energetic parameters are listed in Table 4.4. The adsorption
energy per O atom is getting more positive with the increase in the oxygen coverage,
a trend which has already been reported for other transition metals [449, 485] and the
Co (0001) surface.[438] This is an expected phenomenon arising due to the charge redis-
tribution and saturation in the oxidation of the top-most surface Co atoms through the
formation of ionic bonds with O adsorbates which also leads to the electron depletion on
the nearby adsorption sites as well as because of the oxygen-oxygen interactions which are
uniformly repulsive for all surfaces. However, some unusual features have been observed,
indicating a complex interaction between metallic cobalt and atomic oxygen.

On the (0001) surface, multiple O atom adsorption was considered for both threefold
hollow sites, along with their combinations (H+F). The differences in the adsorption en-
ergies per O atom between hollows F and H decrease with the increase in the coverage,
showing that the site preference of oxygen becomes negligible. Similar to the adsorption
of a single O atom, GGA predicts multiple adsorption in F position to be more favourable
than with oxygen atoms adsorbed in H hollows, while GGA+U stabilities are reversed.
Relative differences are conserved regardless of the approached used. The biggest diver-
gence of the two methods is in the behaviour of Co atoms that are at the interception
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Table 4.4: Adsorption energies (per O atom), Eads, for adsorption of up to a full monolayer of
oxygen on the low Miller-index surfaces of hcp Co as calculated by GGA and GGA+U , Ueff =
3.0 eV.

Eads(per O atom) / eV Eads(per O atom) / eV
surface θ / ML site GGA GGA+U θ / ML site GGA GGA+U
(0001) 0.22 F -2.99 -3.51 0.56 H -2.62 -3.12

H -2.91 -3.58 0.67 F -2.52 -2.78
F+H -2.97 -3.57 H -2.51 -2.74

0.33 F -2.94 -3.23 0.78 F -2.34 -2.35
H -2.88 -3.39 H -2.32 -2.35

F+H -2.92 -3.59 0.89 F -2.19 -2.24
0.44 F -2.82 -3.20 H -2.17 -2.23

H -2.79 -3.27 1.00 F -2.05 -2.13
0.56 F -2.65 -3.13 H -2.05 -2.15

(011̄0) 0.17 H1 -3.17 -4.58 0.50 H1 -3.04 -3.08
B2 -2.86 -3.04 0.58 H1 -2.65 -2.93

0.25 H1 -3.18 -4.55 0.67 H1 -2.54 -3.16
B2 -2.90 -3.68 0.75 H1 -2.33 -3.14

0.33 H1 -3.03 -3.82 0.83 H1 -2.29 -3.13
0.38 H1 -3.06 -3.70 0.88 H1 -2.12 -3.04
0.42 H1 -2.99 -3.28 1.00 H1 -1.97 -2.84

(101̄1) 0.17 H1 -3.42 -4.07 0.58 H1 -2.89 -2.97
0.25 H1 -3.58 -3.72 0.67 H1 -2.81 -2.88
0.33 H1 -3.40 -3.54 0.75 H1 -2.55 -2.94
0.38 H1 -3.25 -3.46 0.83 H1 -2.48 -2.94
0.42 H1 -3.11 -3.28 0.88 H1 -2.37 -2.87
0.50 H1 -3.07 -3.21 1.00 H1 -2.06 -2.63

(112̄0) 0.25 H1 -2.90 -3.49 0.50 B1 -3.05 -3.54
B1 -3.11 -3.96 0.63 B1 -3.07 -3.55

0.38 H1 -2.91 -3.26 0.75 B1 -3.01 -3.57
B1 -3.09 -3.57 0.88 B1 -2.91 -3.54

0.50 H1 -2.88 -3.08 1.00 B1 -2.84 -3.54
(112̄1) 0.25 H1 -3.28 -3.88 0.63 H1 -3.19 -3.37

0.38 H1 -3.30 -3.75 0.75 H1 -3.07 -3.16
0.50 H1 -3.29 -3.49 0.88 H1 -2.89 -3.24

1.00 H1 -2.69 -3.14

.

of two or more adsorbate atoms, ∼0.20-0.30 ML, and when the coverage is lower than
∼0.70 ML. After the GGA relaxation, adsorption of three (0.33 ML) to six (0.67 ML) O
atoms moderately elevates middle-most Co atom or a pair of Co atoms without extensive
structural change to the surface. However, when relaxed by GGA+U , such elevation can
become a complete withdrawal of Co atom from the surface, resulting in the formation of
entities known as cobalt-oxygen islands. Such creations bear partial CoO character, com-
pound whose properties GGA fails to model correctly, as seen through the test of varying
Ueff values, which is probably the main reason for the differences in obtained structural
and energetic parameters. Distinction minimises for higher coverages, when formation of
Co3O4 is expected. This is, for the sake of comparison, shown for multiple adsorption in
hollow H in Figure 4.10.

Structural aspects are, in general, following patterns of the single oxygen adsorption,
that is, adsorbed O atoms situated closer to the surface have more negative adsorption
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Figure 4.10: Adsorption energies (per O atom) as a function of the oxygen coverage on the
(0001) surface as computed by GGA and GGA+U , Ueff = 3.0 eV.

Figure 4.11: Adsorption energies (per O atom) as a function of the oxygen coverage on the
(011̄0) surface as computed by GGA and GGA+U (Ueff = 3.0 eV). Empty and filled circles
correspond to the 3×2 and 4×1 supercells, respectively.

energies. Additionally, the distance between the O atoms increases after relaxation, and
displacement towards one edge of the triangular hollow facet for coverages under 0.60 ML
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Figure 4.12: Reconstruction of the (011̄0) surface upon the full monolayer oxygen adsorption
as computed by GGA and GGA+U (Ueff = 3.0 eV). top panel: Top views of the bare surface
and post-adsorption surface with O atoms hidden for clarity; bottom panel: suggested surface
reconstruction for GGA+U adsorption and top views of systems after the adsorption of a full
oxygen monolayer.

can be observed owing to the lateral interactions between O atoms which are uniformly
repulsive for all surfaces. The repulsive interaction is emphasised particularly between
the oxygen atoms that bind the same Co atom. As the repulsion gets stronger with
the increase in the number of O atoms, the adsorbates are moving further away from
the surface as the number of available adsorption sites towards which adsorbed O atoms
could be displaced reduces. Generally, oxygen co-adsorption induces similar relaxation of
the lattice and layer displacements as the single oxygen adsorption, but modified by the
mutual effect of multiple O atoms on interposed Co atoms. With full coverage reached,
a small expansion in the interlayer distance between the second and third atomic layer
is observed, emphasizing the stronger impact of multiple O atoms on the second layer
compared to the single oxygen adsorption.

Effect of the adsorption site on the increased oxygen coverage on the (011̄0) surface
was probed for 0.17 and 0.25 ML in B2 and H1 sites, Table 4.4. In both cases, H1 adsorp-
tion was noticeably more favoured, with adsorption energies per O atom more negative
by 0.30 and 1.54 eV for 0.17 ML coverage and by 0.28 and 0.87 eV for 0.25 ML, re-
spectively, when optimised by GGA and GGA+U . Further adsorption was, therefore,
carried out only in the energetically most preferred adsorption site, H1. To be able to
capture the zigzag oxygen adsorption patterns suggested by the work of Koch et al [472],
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Figure 4.13: Adsorption energies (per O atom) as a function of the oxygen coverage on the
(101̄1) surface as computed by GGA and GGA+U (Ueff = 3.0 eV). Empty and filled circles
correspond to the 3×2 and 4×1 supercells, respectively.

adsorption has been performed on the elongated 4×1 supercell alongside the square-like
3×2 supercell. Adsorption energies as a function of the coverage are depicted in Figure
4.11. GGA results indicate minimal increase in the adsorption energy per O atom for
coverages under 0.50 ML affected by the row structure of the (011̄0) surface, which allows
for incorporation of O atoms in between the rows to minimise the repulsion compared to
the energy-consuming elevation of Co atoms on the flat (0001) surface. GGA+U , on the
other hand, tends to maximise the number of formed Co-O bonds as well as to minimise
oxygen-oxygen repulsion, where an increased distance between the surface Co atoms still
requires energetically significant rearrangements and the adsorption energies are hence
considerably less negative with the increase in the coverage. It is also evident, especially
on the GGA+U level, how much zigzag adsorption achieved by elongated 4×1 supercell
improves the local displacement of surface atoms for Co-O bond formation and reduces
the repulsion between the adsorbate atoms. For a 0.50 ML coverage, the difference in the
Eads between the adsorbate arrangement on the 3×2 and 4×1 supercell as optimised by
GGA+U is 0.43 eV per O atom. Further increase in the coverage induces full incorpora-
tion of certain oxygen atoms within the first layer Co atoms for the GGA optimisation,
and sub-surface O adsorption for the GGA+U optimisation, which leads to a less steep
increase of the adsorption energies. This difference in the adsorption behaviour reflects
well previously predicted unfavourable GGA sub-surface oxygen incorporation. Addition-
ally, the sub-surface adsorption at high coverages compensates the energetic cost of the
reconstruction of the row-like (011̄0) surface arrangement at the GGA+U level. Final
structures for a full monolayer coverage significantly differ in both layout and adsorption
energy when comparing the two functionals. GGA predicts adsorption of oxygen atoms
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Figure 4.14: Reconstruction of the (101̄1) surface after the adsorption of a full oxygen monolayer
as computed by GGA and GGA+U (Ueff = 3.0 eV). top panel: Top views of the bare surface
and post-adsorption surface with O atoms hidden for clarity; bottom panel: suggested surface
reconstruction for GGA+U adsorption and top views of systems after the adsorption of a full
monolayer of oxygen.

in channels of the row-like surface configuration, while GGA+U initiated rearrangement
of surface atoms to accommodate O atoms in a zigzag fashion. The latter reconstruction
coincides with the suggestions made by Koch et al [472] and it is schematically represented
in Figure 4.12.

Adsorption of a single oxygen atom on the (101̄1) surface was shown to be possible
only in the H1 adsorption site, and increase in the oxygen coverage was therefore con-
ducted in the same position, Table 4.3. Since this surface bears a high level of structural
resemblance to the (011̄0) surface, which contributed to the similarity in the single O
adsorption energies, motivated by the results of the former, different configurations for
higher coverages were also tested for the 4×1 and 3×2 supercells. Adsorption energy trends
for GGA and GGA+U are represented in Figure 4.13. Compared to the (011̄0) surface,
there is a more noticeable change in the adsorption energy per O atom for coverages under
0.50 ML when optimised by GGA. This can be attributed to the difference in the height
of the rows within the same layer (0.27 Å for the (101̄1) surface as compared to 0.70 Å for
the (011̄0) surface), which contributes less to the shielding of the oxygen-oxygen repulsion
and consequently increases the Eads. This closer-packed surface geometry also influences
the local movement of surface Co atoms triggered by GGA+U for Co-O bond formation,
and the relative difference between the GGA and GGA+U adsorption energies is less
prominent than on the (011̄0) surface. However, zigzag arrangement of the adsorbate
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Figure 4.15: Adsorption energies (per O atom) as a function of the oxygen coverage on the
(112̄0) surface as computed by GGA and GGA+U (Ueff = 3.0 eV).

atoms on the 4×1 supercell is still favoured, for example by 0.19 eV per O atom for a 0.50
ML coverage within the GGA+U functional. Much alike the (011̄0) surface, coverages
higher than 0.50 ML initiate the sub-surface adsorption at the GGA+U level. However,
due to the very close stacking of the slab layers, the extent of the surface reconstruction
is considerably lower, and repulsion between the on-surface and sub-surface adsorbed O
atoms prevents formation of the exact pattern observed on the (011̄0) surface, although
the similarity of the configuration is evident, as shown in Figure 4.14.

On the (112̄0) surface, higher coverages of oxygen were tested in both the preferred
B1 and the second most stable H1 adsorption site, Table 4.3. The initial energy difference
of 0.20 eV between the two positions remained unchanged for low coverages. Coverages
above 0.50 ML were therefore studied only in the B1 site. Compared to the previous three
surfaces, open geometry of the (112̄0) surface imposes different conditions on oxygen
adsorption. Due to large distances between the closest surface Co atoms, in order for
adsorbed oxygen atoms to directly interact with more than one Co atom, they need to
adsorb close to or exactly within the first layer of the surface. Upon such adsorption, O
atoms are levelled with the surface Co atoms and their repulsion is shielded regardless
of the coverage, meaning there is energetically no need for local displacement of surface
Co atoms or for their extraction above the surface level. This is also the reason that the
adsorption energy per O atom is a monotone function of the coverage for both GGA and
GGA+U , Figure 4.15. The main difference between the approaches is in the positioning
of O atoms: GGA incorporates them slightly above the atomic plane of the first layer,
while optimisation with GGA+U results in O atoms adsorbed at approximately the same
height of first layer Co atoms. The energetic deviation for the lowest coverages (0.125
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Figure 4.16: Reconstruction of the (112̄0) surface after the adsorption of a full oxygen monolayer
as computed by GGA and GGA+U (Ueff = 3.0 eV). top panel: Top views of the bare surface
and post-adsorption surface with O atoms hidden for clarity; bottom panel: suggested surface
reconstruction for GGA+U adsorption and top views of systems after the adsorption of a full
monolayer of oxygen.

and 0.25 ML) arises from an additional bond that O atoms adsorbed through GGA+U
form by longitudinal repositioning of the closest Co surface atom. Experimental study
suggests rearrangement of the original (112̄0) surface towards a centred lattice through the
movement of Co atoms and centring of each adsorbed oxygen between four Co atoms.[486]
As CoO crystallizes in the rock salt structure, this arrangement is identical with the CoO
(100) plane. Although both GGA and GGA+U predict lengthening of the Co-Co bond
in the first layer upon the 1.00 ML oxygen adsorption, GGA structural changes are not
as prominent and final geometry has only half of the adsorbed O atoms binding to four
Co atoms, while the rest form bonds with only three surface atoms. GGA+U geometry,
on the other hand, corresponds well to the experimental predictions, and the first layer
is completely rearranged to form a perfectly centred lattice, Figure 4.16. This is a direct
consequence of the open geometry of the (112̄0) surface and a zigzag row-like arrangement
of Co atoms which ensures enough channel space for complete incorporation of O atoms.
The three previous surfaces, on contrary, have close-packed slabs, but remaining (112̄1)
surface could experience similar behaviour.

The (112̄1) surface showed clear preference of hollow site adsorption, and the effect
of increased coverage was therefore continued in this position, Table 4.3. Although the
open nature of this surface resembles the stacking of the (112̄0) surface, Co atoms within
a layer are distanced even more, allowing them to line up in a less staggered, almost
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Figure 4.17: Adsorption energies (per O atom) as a function of the oxygen coverage on the
(112̄1) surface as computed by GGA and GGA+U (Ueff = 3.0 eV).

flat fashion. Additionally, long distances between the closest Co atoms avert oxygen
atoms to form more Co-O bonds by geometrical shifts even when lowered to the level of
surface Co atoms. When relaxed by GGA+U , the 0.50 ML coverage led to the adsorbate
atoms filling in the gaps in between chains of Co atoms of the second slab layer, and
the trend continued for all higher coverages. This is reflected in the dependence of the
Eads versus coverage, Figure 4.17, which is not as monotone as for the (112̄0) surface,
but the change in the Eads is still less steep than for the three close-packed surfaces.
Induced reconstructions for a full oxygen monolayer are shown in Figure 4.18. 1.00 ML
GGA relaxation indicates a minimal surface reconstruction with incorporation of O atoms
diagonally in a channel-like fashion. Full oxygen monolayer as optimised by GGA+U ,
on the other hand, pulls out the top-most Co atoms from the surface, creating atoms
isolated enough for the formation of cobalt-oxygen entities containing three oxygen atoms
per single Co atom. Co-O formations are stacked such that each pair of closest neighbours
shares one oxygen atom.

4.3.4.2 Electronic and magnetic properties

Hybridisation of the electronic bands of oxygen with the bands of the substrate Co
atoms leads to significant changes in the electronic properties of the top-most layers.
Table 4.5 summarises pre- and post-adsorption work function, Bader charges, and mag-
netic moments for investigated oxygen coverages on the five inequivalent low Miller-index
surfaces of hcp Co.

Relative to the bare surfaces, the work function increases with the oxygen coverage.
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Figure 4.18: Reconstruction of the (112̄1) surface after the adsorption of a full oxygen monolayer
as computed by GGA and GGA+U (Ueff = 3.0 eV). top panel: top views of the bare surface
prior to the adsorption of oxygen, and surfaces after the adsorption of a full oxygen monolayer
(O atoms hidden for clarity); bottom panel: top views after the adsorption of a full oxygen
monolayer with O atoms. In the bottom left, a diagonal side view in the direction of the arrow.

This behaviour is characteristic for the adsorption of oxygen on any metal due to a sig-
nificant transfer of electrons from surface atoms to the oxygen resulting from differences
in the electronegativity: χO = 3.44 eV and χCo = 1.88 eV [487], generating large inward
pointing surface dipole moment. Exceptions are coverages with induced sub-surface oxy-
gen adsorption at the GGA+U level (coverages above 0.50 ML for all except the (0001)
surface), where the work function values oscillate. The differences in the work function
of bare surfaces and surfaces with high oxygen coverages are between 1.15 and 2.35 eV,
depending on the surface and functional used. This corresponds well to previous exper-
imental results [488] and similar measurements carried out on other transition metals,
where metals with higher electronegativity do not experience changes as prominent as
cobalt (Rh ∼1.50 eV [489] (χRh = 2.28), Pd ∼1.60 eV [490] (χPd = 2.20), Ru ∼1.61 eV
[485] (χRu = 2.20), Pb ∼0.84 eV [491] (χPb = 2.33)).

Confirmation of the increase in the work function comes from the Bader analysis.
Bader charges of adsorbed O atoms are negative, which implies a charge transfer from
the surface to the adsorbate. At low coverages (θ <0.50 ML), the Bader charge of oxygen
on the (0001) surface is close to 1.00 e− per O atom, which is reduced to 0.70/0.69 e−
(GGA/GGA+U) at a full monolayer, indicating the repulsion between oxygen atoms and
partial return of the negative charge to the surface. Similar trend is observed for other
surfaces when modelled by the GGA functional. GGA+U results show an increase in the
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charge transfer to the adsorbates once they are incorporated within the first layer of Co
atoms or in the sub-surface levels. The highest jump in the charge of O atoms from 0.99
to 1.28 e− is recorded for the full monolayer on the (112̄0) surface as a direct consequence
of the rearrangement of surface Co atoms which doubled the number of Co-O bonds.

The magnetisation trends for all surfaces as calculated by GGA and GGA+U are
shown in Figure 4.19. The surface Co atoms have larger magnetic moments than the
bulk atoms (magnetic moment higher from 0.08 µB for the (0001), to 0.37 µB for the
(112̄1) surface), which is influenced by the narrowing of the 3d electron bands. When
oxygen adsorption takes place, an initial enhancement of the magnetic moments of atoms
not directly involved in the adsorption process is a result of the oxygen-induced surface
expansion. An increase or reduction in the values of magnetic moments of Co atoms that
bind oxygen adsorbates is connected to the formation of entities or layers with cobalt
oxide characteristics, as illustrated below.

Figure 4.19: Magnetisation (magnetic moment per Co atom of the first surface layer) as a
function of the oxygen coverage for five inequivalent low Miller-index hcp Co surfaces.

Previous experimental studies of cobalt oxidation captured the growth of cobalt ox-
ides in the (111) direction on the (0001) surface.[492] Due to the specific arrangement of
magnetically active sites, the (111) surface of CoO contains alternating rows of spin-up
and spin-down Co atoms, while the (111) surface of Co3O4, in addition to alternating
rows, also contains full layers of non-magnetic Co (III) ions. Figure 4.20 shows optimised
magnetic ordering of the (0001) surface with different oxygen coverages (O atoms ad-
sorbed in hollow H, but results are similar for hollow F) and CoO/Co3O4 (111) surfaces
as modelled by GGA and GGA+U (Ueff = 3.0 eV) with accompanying pDOS. Both GGA
and GGA+U relaxed the structures to prolong Co-Co bonds for Co atoms that are inter-
acting with adsorbates and form Co-O entities which have interacting Co atoms pulled
above the surface level, as shown in the previous subsection, however, differences in the
elongation intensity substantially influence the electronic and magnetic properties of final
structures. For coverages under 0.60 ML of oxygen, cobalt atoms within the Co-O for-
mations as optimised by GGA have their bond distances with first- and second-layer Co
atoms increased by 4-5 % and 14-16 %, respectively, whereas they couple antiferromagnet-
ically with each other. Co-O bond lengths are, in average, 1.84 Å. The magnetic moment
of spin-up surface Co atoms is between 1.27 and 1.38 µB, while that of spin-down Co atom
reaches 0.80 to 0.95 µB. GGA+U optimisation of the same coverages forms Co-O entities
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Table 4.5: Changes in the electronic properties for oxidised hcp Co surfaces.

Bader charge of O magnetisation (first magnetisation of O
work function / eV / e− (per atom) layer average) / µB / µB/atom

surface/position θ / ML GGA GGA+U GGA GGA+U GGA GGA+U GGA GGA+U
0.00 5.49 5.64 - - 1.71 1.84 - -
0.11 5.66 5.96 -0.99 -1.00 1.67 1.91 0.14 0.22
0.22 5.94 6.08 -0.92 -1.05 1.54 1.97 0.10 0.26

(0001) 0.33 6.01 6.11 -0.91 -1.07 1.41 2.05 0.02 0.28
F (GGA) 0.44 6.33 6.10 -0.87 -1.04 1.17 2.10 0.02 0.28

H (GGA+U) 0.56 6.70 6.21 -0.81 -1.03 1.01 2.21 0.01 0.26
0.67 6.75 6.69 -0.79 -0.78 0.64 1.09 0.02 0.04
0.78 7.06 6.88 -0.75 -0.73 0.55 0.77 0.01 0.02
0.89 7.06 7.26 -0.73 -0.70 0.25 0.45 0.01 0.02
1.00 7.21 7.05 -0.71 -0.69 0.15 0.35 0.01 0.00
0.00 5.02 5.27 - - 1.73 1.99 - -
0.08 5.27 5.49 -1.00 -1.00 1.77 2.01 0.17 0.18
0.13 5.83 5.94 -0.95 -0.93 1.73 2.02 0.11 0.16
0.25 5.65 5.84 -0.88 -0.92 1.72 2.05 0.03 0.16
0.38 6.10 6.20 -0.93 -0.89 1.53 2.08 0.08 0.21

(011̄0) 0.42 6.05 6.53 -0.89 -0.88 1.40 1.93 0.14 0.17
H1 0.50 6.21 6.95 -0.86 -0.79 1.08 2.12 0.10 0.17

0.58 6.30 6.22 -0.82 -1.09 1.19 2.02 0.09 0.17
0.63 6.55 5.98 -0.79 -1.17 1.15 2.13 0.09 0.23
0.75 6.69 6.62 -0.76 -0.90 1.18 2.43 0.11 0.14
0.83 6.76 6.89 -0.95 -1.19 1.33 2.42 0.19 0.24
0.88 7.21 6.50 -0.90 -1.17 1.53 2.49 0.11 0.19
1.00 7.35 6.84 -0.65 -1.17 0.87 2.51 0.20 0.24
0.00 5.08 5.02 - - 1.76 1.97 - -
0.08 5.11 5.22 -1.10 -1.12 1.73 1.96 0.15 0.13
0.13 5.62 5.18 -1.06 -1.11 1.73 1.99 0.19 0.20
0.25 5.42 5.66 -1.06 -1.03 1.69 2.05 0.16 0.21
0.38 5.72 5.69 -1.06 -1.03 1.61 2.08 0.14 0.20

(101̄1) 0.42 5.78 6.02 -0.99 -1.02 1.67 2.02 0.17 0.17
H1 0.50 5.83 6.43 -0.99 -1.02 1.34 2.15 0.09 0.27

0.58 5.90 5.47 -0.93 -1.03 1.19 2.11 0.07 0.20
0.63 6.46 5.88 -0.88 -1.18 1.05 2.34 0.04 0.20
0.75 6.69 6.16 -0.84 -1.07 0.59 2.26 0.02 0.15
0.83 6.89 5.92 -0.79 -1.18 0.60 2.35 0.04 0.21
0.88 6.97 5.83 -0.82 -1.18 0.47 2.47 0.04 0.23
1.00 7.23 6.23 -0.91 -1.12 0.53 2.11 0.11 0.04
0.00 3.93 3.80 - - 1.88 2.00 - -
0.13 3.84 4.25 -1.09 -0.99 1.86 2.07 0.16 0.24
0.25 3.97 4.51 -1.08 -0.97 1.84 2.12 0.16 0.21

(112̄0) 0.38 4.00 4.91 -1.07 -0.97 1.77 2.16 0.14 0.19
B1 0.50 4.09 5.18 -1.07 -0.96 1.74 2.19 0.15 0.19

0.63 4.26 5.32 -1.10 -1.19 1.82 2.26 0.20 0.19
0.75 4.41 5.22 -1.09 -1.21 1.90 2.30 0.21 0.18
0.88 4.20 5.51 -1.09 -1.24 2.00 2.39 0.25 0.19
1.00 4.74 5.00 -1.08 -1.28 2.11 2.56 0.30 0.21
0.00 3.55 3.57 - - 1.96 2.09 - -
0.13 3.88 3.68 -1.03 -1.10 1.91 2.10 0.17 0.22
0.25 3.90 3.93 -1.02 -1.10 1.86 2.17 0.16 0.19

(112̄1) 0.38 4.09 4.07 -1.02 -1.09 1.84 2.19 0.17 0.18
H1 0.50 4.34 4.04 -1.01 -1.10 1.86 2.14 0.19 0.16

0.63 4.60 4.27 -0.98 -1.14 1.83 2.22 0.20 0.21
0.75 4.83 4.75 -0.89 -1.11 1.35 2.26 0.08 0.25
0.88 4.76 4.42 -0.94 -1.14 1.66 2.35 0.18 0.26
1.00 4.69 4.21 -0.96 -1.17 1.83 2.52 0.19 0.24
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Figure 4.20: Optimised magnetic orderings for the 0.33, 0.56, 0.67, and 1.00 ML oxygen coverages
in hollow H position on the (0001) surface as computed by GGA (top panel) and GGA+U
(bottom panel, Ueff = 3.0 eV); orderings of cobalt oxide (111) surfaces* are provided on the
right. Below structures, pDOS in a.u. (range -2.5 to 2.5 states/eV) for 3d orbitals of one Co
atom form the Co-O island and surface layers (if distinguishable), and each of the Co (II) and
Co (III) distinct atoms from cobalt oxides are provided, together with 2p orbitals of O atoms
(scaled as 1/N (O)). Grey, dark blue, and light blue spheres represent Co (II)-up spin, Co(II)-
down spin, and Co (III) atoms, respectively, with oxygen shown as red spheres. All axes are
the same for all the graphs. *CoO and Co3O4 surfaces are shown in oxygen terminations for
convenience of representation.

with Co-Co bonds of extracted Co atom and first/second layer Co atoms prolonged by
4-12 % and 48-59 %, respectively, without changing the ferromagnetic nature of surface
atoms. The average length of Co-O bond is 1.97 Å. Unlike GGA, GGA+U predicts a
slight increase of the magnetic moment of Co atoms that bind to oxygen, with magnetic
moments in the range of 1.98 to 2.37 µB. This corresponds better to the experimental
suggestions of Co-O formations having CoO character with an expanded intralayer lattice
parameter [493], where Co-O distance in the CoO (111) surface is approximately 1.85 Å
and magnetic moment of Co atoms ranges from 2.30 to 2.60 µB. For medium coverages
(0.68 - 0.78 ML), both GGA and GGA+U give similar geometries with oxygen atoms
adsorbed such that three aligned surface Co atoms each form bonds with three O atoms.
Induced elongations in Co-Co bonds of interacting cobalt atoms and cobalt atoms from
the first and second layer are 2.0-3.5 % and 10.0-11.5 %, respectively, for both functionals.
Predicted magnetic coupling is also in accord - Co atoms bonded to three O atoms have
spin-down orientation, whilst the rest are oriented with a spin-up. The major difference
is in the final magnetic moments; while GGA predicts spin-down moments to drop to
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0.02-0.03 µB and spin-up moments between 0.69 and 1.18 µB, GGA+U calculates con-
siderably higher values of 0.50-0.68 µB and 1.20-1.85 µB, respectively. Co-O distances
correspond well between the two methods, with values in the range of 1.79 and 1.85 Å.
Despite the spin-down orientation of the three double-interacting Co atoms, their low
magnetic moments and d-electron pDOS resemble octahedral Co (III) ions of Co3O4 the
most. Finally, for coverages above 0.80 ML, obtained values, including bond lengths,
pDOSe, magnetic moments, and magnetic orderings correspond rather well for GGA and
GGA+U . Oxygen atoms adsorb symmetrically and, for the full monolayer, each Co atom
of the first layer experiences the same structural change; no elongation of Co-Co bonds is
observed within the layer, while the bonds between the Co atoms of the first two layers
increase by 5.12-5.60 %. Full first layer is predicted to have minimal magnetisation of
0.15/0.35 µB (GGA/GGA+U) with the ferromagnetic coupling. The main 2p O and 3d
Co hybridisation peaks are situated between -0.5 and -2.0, and -4.0 and -5.0 eV, which
is consistent with the non-magnetic Co (III) ions of Co3O4. Two steeper drops in the
trends of magnetisation per Co atom of the first layer (seen between 0.55 and 0.67 ML,
and between 0.76 and 0.88 ML, Figure 4.19) can now be assigned to the formation of
extended area of Co-O aggregates with cobalt oxide properties. Changes in the magnetic
moments of second layer Co atoms are within ±0.20 µB for any oxygen coverage. Magnetic
orderings opposite of the ones optimised by GGA/GGA+U have been forced onto the Co
atoms and computed to be significantly higher in energy.

Figure 4.21 depicts optimised magnetic orderings and pDOS of the moderate and
high oxygen coverages on the (011̄0) surface as modelled by GGA and GGA+U . Both
functionals predict no changes in the ferromagnetic ordering with the increase in the
coverage of up to and including 0.50 ML. For the 0.50 ML coverage, magnetic moments
of surface Co atoms in the higher row of the first layer are reduced to 0.73 µB and those
of Co atoms in the lower row to 1.38-1.43 µB when optimised by GGA, while relaxation
with GGA+U maintains magnetic moments in the range of 2.02-2.25 µB. There is also a
minimal increase in the Co-Co nearest neighbour distances by 0.8 to 1.6 %, and average
bond length of a Co-O bond is 1.80 Å for both functionals. Higher coverage sub-surface
adsorption as modelled by the implementation of the Hubbard U parameter induces
significant changes in the magnetic moments and magnetic coupling of the top-most Co
atoms. While GGA optimised a ferromagnetic ordering with magnetic moments similar
to those at lower coverages, namely 0.94 and 1.43 µB, antiferromagnetic coupling was
achieved through the GGA+U relaxation with increased magnetic moments of 2.33-2.89
µB and Co-O bond lengths of 1.81 to 1.89 Å for the on-surface and 2.11-2.16 Å for the sub-
surface adsorbed O atoms. At a full monolayer, GGA and GGA+U final structures show
substantially different arrangements. The former assigned antiferromagnetic coupling
with magnetic moments of 1.22 µB to top-most Co atoms and ferromagnetic coupling
with magnetic moments of 0.62 µB for the next highest row of Co atoms. Co-O distances
are 2.00-2.01 Å within the layer of O atoms incorporated between the Co rows, and 1.73-
1.78 Å for the bonds formed between the on-surface adsorbed O atoms and underlying Co
atoms. GGA+U , on the other hand, predicts structural reconstruction through the sub-
surface adsorption, which leads to a combination of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic
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Figure 4.21: Optimised magnetic orderings for the 0.50 ML, 0.75 ML, and 1.00 ML oxygen
coverages in hollow position on the (011̄0) surface as computed by GGA (top panel) and GGA+U
(bottom panel, Ueff = 3.0 eV); orderings of cobalt oxide (011) and (100) surfaces* are provided
on the right. Below structures, pDOS in a.u. (range -2.5 to 2.5 states/eV) for 3d orbitals of
magnetically distinguishable surface Co atoms, together with 2p orbitals of O atoms (scaled as
1/N (O)). Grey, dark blue, and light blue spheres represent Co (II) up spin, Co(II) down spin,
and Co (III) atoms, respectively, with oxygen shown as red spheres. All axes are the same for
all the graphs. *CoO and Co3O4 surfaces are shown in oxygen terminations for convenience of
representation.

surface Co states. Magnetic moments are between 2.28 and 2.90 µB, while Co-O bonds
vary between short bonds of ∼1.90 Å and long Co-O distances of 2.11-2.14 Å. While the
row-like stacking of oxygen atoms at a 1.00 ML coverage relaxed by GGA reminds of the
(011) surface of cobalt oxides, surface rearrangement triggered by the addition of Hubbard
parameter is much more similar to the CoO (100) surface. Although neither magnetic
ordering exactly coincides with that of the CoO surfaces, the difference in the optimised
and oxide antiferromagnetic orderings is less than 0.08 eV per Co atom. There are no
experimental evidences of the orientational growth of cobalt oxides on the (011̄0) hcp Co
surface.

Oxidation of the (101̄1) surface was also not as yet probed experimentally. Geometry
of this surface is, as previously shown, the most similar to the geometry of the (011̄0)
surface, which could implicate resemblance in the effect of oxygen adsorbates on the
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Figure 4.22: Optimised magnetic orderings for the 0.50 ML, 0.75 ML, and 1.00 ML oxygen
coverages in hollow position on the (101̄1) surface as computed by GGA (top panel) and GGA+U
(bottom panel, Ueff = 3.0 eV); orderings of cobalt oxide (111) and (011) surfaces* are provided
on the right. Below structures, pDOS in a.u. (range -2.5 to 2.5 states/eV) for 3d orbitals of
magnetically distinguishable surface Co atoms, together with 2p orbitals of O atoms (scaled as
1/N (O)). Grey, dark blue, and light blue spheres represent Co (II) up spin, Co(II) down spin,
and Co (III) atoms, respectively, with oxygen shown as red spheres. All axes are the same for
all the graphs. *CoO and Co3O4 surfaces are shown in oxygen terminations for convenience of
representation.

electronic structure. Figure 4.22 shows optimised magnetic ordering of the (101̄1) surface
with different oxygen coverages as modelled by GGA and GGA+U (Ueff = 3.0 eV) with
accompanying pDOS. For coverages under and including half a monolayer, there are no
changes in the ferromagnetic coupling of surface Co atoms and difference in the functionals
can be traced solely to the increased values of magnetic moments caused by the addition
of the Hubbard U parameter. Calculated magnetic moments are in the 1.20-1.79 µB
range for GGA, and in the 1.91-2.23 µB range for GGA+U . For coverages above 0.50
ML, magnetic moments of the top-most Co atoms start to drop significantly, but maintain
the ferromagnetic ordering when relaxed by GGA. At 0.75 ML, half of the surface atoms
have magnetic moments between 0.78 and 1.42 µB, whereas the other half is almost non-
magnetic with an average value of 0.17 µB. Once a full monolayer is reached, magnetic
moments of all surface atoms reduce below 0.68 µB. GGA+U results, on the other hand,
captured changes in the magnetic coupling of certain Co surface atoms for coverages
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above 0.50 ML, with a slight increase in the magnetic moments to values of 2.25-2.66 µB.
At a full monolayer coverage, half of the surface atoms have antiferromagnetic coupling
and magnetic moments of ∼2.38 µB, while the rest experience ferromagnetic coupling
with reduced magnetic moments, 0.83-1.55 µB. This drop in magnetisation could be
a first indication of the Co3O4 formation. Low magnetic moments achieved through
the 1.00 ML GGA relaxation indicate oxidation of surface Co atoms to a non-magnetic
Co(III) state; this non-magnetic layer of Co atoms is characteristic for the (111) Co3O4
surface. Arrangement of Co and O atoms also coincides with the (111) oxide growth.
Reconstruction of the initial row-like geometry of the (101̄1) surface through the GGA+U
full monolayer adsorption points out that the orientation of the cobalt oxide growth
would more likely be CoO (011) or CoO (100) surface. When compared to the (011̄0)
surface, because of the prolonged Co-Co distances, further reconstruction towards the CoO
(100) surface is not expected since already at 1.00 ML some oxygen atoms are unable to
form bonds with more than two surface Co atoms. Therefore, (011) is suggested as the
orientation of growth of cobalt oxides on the (101̄1) hcp Co surface.

Experiments suggest (100) CoO directional growth on the (112̄0) surface of hcp
Co.[486] This CoO surface is characterised by diagonally alternating rows of spin-up and
spin-down Co atoms intersected by rows of oxygen atoms. Co3O4 (100) surface addition-
ally has layers of intersecting Co(III) and O atoms. Figure 4.23 shows optimised magnetic
ordering of the (112̄0) surface with different oxygen coverages (O atoms adsorbed in the
B1 position) and CoO/Co3O4 (100) surfaces as modelled by GGA and GGA+U (Ueff =
3.0 eV) with accompanying pDOS. As showed previously, addition of the Hubbard U
parameter induces changes in structural relaxations, and this is significantly more promi-
nent during the adsorption of oxygen on the open (112̄0) surface and it is reflected in the
final magnetic and electronic properties. Coverages under 0.50 ML are characterised by a
full ferromagnetic ordering, with the magnetic moments of Co atoms directly interacting
with the adsorbed oxygen increased by 0.05-0.20 µB compared to the bare surface for
both GGA and GGA+U functionals. At a coverage of 0.50 ML, two surface Co atoms
showed antiferromagnetic coupling with magnetic moments of 1.90 µB when optimised by
GGA+U . This behaviour was not observed within GGA, even if the antiferromagnetic
ordering was initiated before the relaxation. Further increase in the oxygen coverage
showed preference of ferromagnetic coupling, with magnetic moments reaching values be-
tween 1.90 and 2.15 µB for GGA, and between 2.10 and 2.45 µB for GGA+U . However,
structures where Co atoms have alternating ferro- and antiferromagnetic coupling were
successfully optimised with GGA+U , and obtained energies were higher by less than 0.50
eV (∼0.015 eV per Co atom) when compared to fully ferromagnetic geometries. Once
the full coverage is reached, reconstruction occurs and antiferromagnetic ordering iden-
tical to the one of the (100) CoO surface is achieved through the GGA+U relaxation,
and calculated magnetic moments of both spin-up and spin-down Co atoms are 2.20-2.60
µB. GGA, on the other hand, triggers atomic rearrangement of lower intensity, resulting
in the ferromagnetic coupling and magnetic moments between 2.07 and 2.15 µB. Co-O
bonds are, owing to the GGA+U rearrangements, formed between each O atom and four
surrounding Co atoms with bond lengths of 2.05-2.11 Å, well within the average 2.08 Å
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Figure 4.23: Optimised magnetic orderings for the 0.50 ML, 0.75 ML, and 1.00 ML oxygen
coverages in bridge B1 position on the (112̄0) surface as computed by GGA (top panel) and
GGA+U (bottom panel, Ueff = 3.0 eV); orderings of cobalt oxide (100) surfaces* are provided
on the right. Below structures, pDOS in a.u. (range -2.5 to 2.5 states/eV) for 3d orbitals of
magnetically distinguishable surface Co atoms, together with 2p orbitals of O atoms (scaled as
1/N (O)). Grey, dark blue, and light blue spheres represent Co(II) up spin, Co(II) down spin,
and Co(III) atoms, respectively, with oxygen shown as red spheres. All axes are the same for
all the graphs. *CoO and Co3O4 surfaces are shown in oxygen terminations for convenience of
representation.

Co-O bond of the CoO (100) surface. When relaxed by GGA, O atoms bonded with four
Co atoms form two shorter (1.93-1.97 Å) and two longer bonds (2.25-2.37 Å). Growth
of Co3O4 was not observed and adsorption within the full monolayer of oxygen on the
(112̄0) surface.

The oxidation of the (112̄1) surface of hcp Co was not a topic of any scientific pub-
lication, either experimental or computational. Figure 4.24 shows optimised magnetic
ordering of the (112̄1) surface with different oxygen coverages (O atoms adsorbed in
the H1 position) as modelled by GGA and GGA+U (Ueff = 3.0 eV) with accompanying
pDOS. The (112̄1) surface is structurally the most open low Miller-index hcp Co surface,
resulting in a minimal change of magnetic moments for oxygen coverages below 0.50 ML
and a ∼2.5-4.0 % enhancement of Co-Co bonds within a chain-like composition for those
Co atoms that directly interacted with the adsorbates. Magnetic moments of surface Co
atoms were lowered by less than 0.05 µB and they maintained ferromagnetic ordering for
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Figure 4.24: Optimised magnetic orderings for the 0.50, 0.75, and 1.00 ML oxygen coverages
in hollow H1 position on the (112̄1) surface as computed by GGA (top panel) and GGA+U
(bottom panel, Ueff = 3.0 eV); orderings of cobalt oxide (011) surfaces* are provided on the
right. Below structures, pDOS in a.u. (range -2.5 to 2.5 states/eV) for 3d orbitals of magnetically
distinguishable surface Co atoms, together with 2p orbitals of O atoms (scaled as 1/N (O)). Grey,
dark blue, and light blue spheres represent Co(II) up spin, Co(II) down spin, and Co(III) atoms,
respectively, with oxygen shown as red spheres. All axes are the same for all the graphs. *CoO
and Co3O4 surfaces are shown in oxygen terminations for convenience of representation.

both GGA and GGA+U . From 0.50 ML to 0.75 ML, magnetic moments started gradu-
ally decreasing when systems were relaxed with GGA, and, at 0.75 ML, four out of eight
surface Co atoms reached values between 0.67 and 0.89 µB, with the magnetic moments
of the remaining atoms in the 1.37-1.81 µB range, all still ferromagnetic. At higher cov-
erages of 0.88 and 1.00 ML, the ferromagnetic coupling gave moments of 1.62-2.07 µB for
the top-most Co atoms. GGA+U , on the other hand, predicted a steady increase in the
magnetic moments of all surface Co atoms as the adsorption proceeded from 0.50 ML to
higher coverages. At 0.50 ML and 0.75 ML, all surface atoms were ferromagnetic, with
the lowest moments in the 2.04-2.16 µB range, and the highest in the 2.21-2.32 µB range.
When a full monolayer was adsorbed, half of the surface atoms experienced antiferro-
magnetic coupling with magnetic moments of 2.49-2.58 µB and lengths of Co-O bonds of
1.85-1.95 Å with the O atoms adsorbed at the level of the first layer, and 2.01-2.05 Å with
the O atoms adsorbed in the openings between the slab layers. As the construction of the
(112̄1) surface is even more open than that of the (112̄0) surface, despite the structural
similarity, rearrangement to the CoO (100) like geometry is energetically not feasible.
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CoO (011) surface has features that correspond to those of the (100) surface, with each
Co atom binding only two closest O atoms within the same layer and similar diagonal
alternations of antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic orderings. Magnetic moments of Co
atoms are in the 2.50-2.61 µB range, with Co-O bonds of 2.07-2.11 Å within a layer and
2.02-2.05 Å between the two layers. Both structural and electronic properties of the full
oxygen monolayer on the (112̄1) surface as relaxed by GGA+U resemble the (011) CoO
surface to a reasonable extent. It is also unlikely that an increased number of O atoms
would eventually lead to the CoO (100)-like surface reconstruction as its layers are built
up from the same share of Co and O atoms, while the rearrangement was not achieved
with a full oxygen monolayer adsorbed on the (112̄1) surface. Therefore, (011) surface is
suggested through this work as a direction of growth of cobalt (II) oxide on the hcp Co
(112̄1) surface. Co3O4 was, as in the case of the (112̄0) surface, not initiated at tested
coverages.

Altogether, inclusion of the Hubbard U parameter showed moderate changes to the
structural and electronic properties of hcp Co surfaces with low oxygen coverages when
compared to GGA functional, while in the case of high coverages that could potentially
initiate oxide formation significant differences between the two methods were observed.
For the two surfaces that have been experimentally probed, namely the (0001) and (112̄0)
surface, results obtained with GGA+U are more consistent with the proposed directions of
oxide growth and it is therefore likely that the directional growth for the rest of the surfaces
predicted on the GGA+U level is also more reliable. Nevertheless, further experimental
studies are necessary to confirm the accuracy of the obtained results.

4.3.4.3 NP morphology

Figure 4.25 displays the progression of Wulff morphology from bare crystallites over
low (∼0.11 ML) and moderate (∼0.50 ML) to full (1.00 ML) oxygen coverages as predicted
by GGA and GGA+U . Structures of nanocrystals for 0.11 and 0.50 ML coverages show a
high level of resemblance between the two methods, in agreement with minimal differences
in calculated structural and electronic properties. At 0.11 ML, the area of the (101̄1)
surface, which has the highest affinity for oxygen adsorption as shown through the most
negative adsorption energies, increases at the expense of the (112̄1) surface, while the
area of the (011̄0) surface increases at the expense of the (112̄0) surface. This is in accord
with the trend of single oxygen adsorption energies. Further adsorption favours continued
expenditure of the (011̄0) surface and reoccurrence of the (112̄1) surface. By reaching the
full monolayer, GGA and GGA+U predict substantially different surface geometries, with
the GGA+U sub-surface incorporation of oxygen within the (011̄0) and (101̄1) surfaces
being the most prominent distinction. Final GGA and GGA+U morphologies at 1.00
ML accordingly demonstrate apparent dissimilarities; the former consists of high shares
of the (101̄1) and (112̄0) surfaces with a moderate appearance of the (0001) and (011̄0)
surface. GGA+U , on the other hand, shows dominant growth of the (011̄0) and (101̄1)
surfaces with decreased (0001) truncations.
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Figure 4.25: Wulff crystal morphologies for hcp Co NPs with ∼0.11, ∼0.50, and 1.00 ML of
oxygen as predicted by top panel: GGA and bottom panel GGA+U (Ueff = 3.0 eV).

4.3.4.4 Surface oxidation phase diagrams

Trustworthy description of a more realistic situation can be obtained by placing sur-
faces in contact with the environment in which oxygen is represented by its gaseous
thermodynamic properties. To acquire that, it is necessary to combine adsorption energy
calculations with a distinctive feature which includes, for example, pressure and tem-
perature of the gas - chemical potential of oxygen, µO. Once the chemical potential is
implemented, gaseous conditions are well represented and comparison of systems oxidised
at different stages can be provided through the surface phase diagrams. This is the general
idea behind the ab initio atomistic thermodynamics: to use DFT results in calculation
of appropriate thermodynamic functions like the Gibbs free energy and employ it in the
prediction of the system behaviour.

Gibbs free energy plots have been constructed for five inequivalent low Miller-index
hcp Co surfaces for a wide range of µO, from -6.0 to 0.0 eV, and shown for the (0001)
surface (GGA+U) in Figure 4.26. Scale of pressure ratio (with p0 = 1 bar) for ∼36-37
°C has been provided, as well as the conditions of the µO for the formation of the two
cobalt oxides, namely CoO at -2.22 eV and Co3O4 at -0.45 eV. Under these conditions
the following reactions occur:

Co+1/2O2 � CoO (4.18)

3CoO+1/2O2 � Co3O4. (4.19)
From a thermodynamics point of view, the most stable surface composition in equilibrium
with the oxygen environment under particular conditions of T and p is determined by
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the minimum energy over possible system states. Hence, an adsorbate phase will become
more stable than the reference metal surface when its Gibbs free energy at a specific µO
becomes lower than that of the bare surface. If there are multiple possible phases, the
one with the lowest Gibbs free energy occurs. Finally, for µO > ∆Hf (MOx, T = 0 K)/x,
the bulk oxide will always be the most stable phase.

Figure 4.26: Gibbs free energy plot for the (0001) surface with various oxygen coverages as
calculated by GGA+U (Ueff = 3.0 eV). Corresponding pressure scale at body temperature of
∼37 °C is indicated. Long and short dashed lines denote potentials of formation of bulk cobalt
oxides CoO and Co3O4, respectively.

Considering the Gibbs free energy plot of the (0001) surface, the bare surface will
appear at negative potentials up to ∼-3.70 eV. Upon further increase of µO, oxygen over-
layers become progressively more favourable, with coverage of 0.11 ML dominating up
to -3.45 eV, coverage of 0.22 ML between -3.45 and -3.35 eV, and coverage of 0.33 ML
between -3.35 and -3.00 eV, after which the most stable coverage is that of 0.44 ML.
From ∼-2.70 eV to the boundary where cobalt oxides are formed, a coverage of 0.56 ML
dominates. Around the upper limit of µO = -2.22 eV, oxygen overlayers may exist as
metastable structures, whereas CoO is the thermodynamically most stable phase. Other
surfaces follow the same pattern, with the bare surfaces persisting at low chemical po-
tentials (up to -4.00/-3.50 eV), through low oxygen coverages dominating at moderately
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negative µO (from -3.50 to -2.50 eV) and high coverages spanning to the narrowest po-
tential range (from -2.50 to -2.22 eV), leading to the formation oxides at potentials above
-2.22 eV.

Surface phase diagrams are represented as a function of T and logp for all surfaces in
Figure 4.27 as obtained by GGA and GGA+U simulations. GGA and GGA+U phase
diagrams of the (0001) surface are fairly similar, corresponding to the resemblance in
the structural and electronic properties. Formation of the CoO is expected for the 0.62-
0.77 ML coverages for both functionals, which agrees well with the analysis of magnetic
moments where antiferromagnetic state of Co atoms interacting with adsorbates at 0.66
ML coverage was coupled to the formation of the (111) surface of CoO. Potential of the
Co3O4 formation lies within the full oxygen coverage area, in agreement with predicted
magnetic structure. For the (011̄0) surface, GGA results imply formation of CoO at
moderate ∼0.50 ML coverage, while GGA+U predicts it for a full monolayer. Magnetic
and structural analysis of GGA/GGA+U results also confirms this through the difference
in the expected directional growth of cobalt oxides for the (011̄0) surface. This also applies
to the difference in the GGA and GGA+U geometries of the (101̄1) surface. Appearance
of the antiferromagnetism for a share of surface Co atoms interacting with adsorbed
oxygen at coverages above 0.85 ML when modelled by GGA+U can now be ascribed to
the formation of cobalt (II) oxide. The (112̄0) and (112̄1) surfaces showed a substantial
level of structural sensibility on the choice of the exchange functional, however, as high
coverages are needed for oxide formation on those surfaces, corresponding areas on the
phase diagrams are similar and CoO is expected to form deeply in the full monolayer
stability zone. This is also the case for the further oxidation of CoO to Co3O4 on all five
hcp Co surfaces. Since a full monolayer of oxygen was the highest coverage included, the
exact coverage necessary for such transition remains a topic for future studies.

Figure 4.27 also depicts surface phase diagrams for the five surfaces after the inclusion
of oxygen vibrational energy as calculated by GGA+U . Inclusion of vibrational correc-
tions shows noticeable effects in the conditions at which specific coverages would appear
as the most stable phases, whereas minor alternations can be seen in the ratios of their
stability zones. Transitions between different phases are shifted to lower temperatures by
∼100 K.

These results correspond well to the experimentally tested formation of cobalt oxides
[492, 494] and temperatures obtained for the Co3O4 →CoO conversion. For the (0001)
surface, spectroscopic methods revealed that high oxygen exposure (pO2

= 0.5 Torr) at
295 K tends to form the spinel oxide, but the situation changes in favour of CoO when
annealed to 700 K; at low exposures CoO is formed even at 295 K.[494] Meanwhile, for
the (112̄0) surface oxidation occurs at 170-230 K, with CoO intensities growing until
450 K.[488] Further studies provide similar temperature ranges.[492, 495] If the partial
pressure of oxygen in blood is considered (p = 0.133 bar) at the body temperature (∼36-
37 °C), the corresponding chemical potential of oxygen (-0.31 eV) and the predominant
surface structures are far into the cobalt oxides area, making it difficult to retain bare Co
surfaces under these conditions.
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Figure 4.27: Pressure-temperature surface phase diagrams for five inequivalent low Miller-index
hcp Co surfaces as calculated by GGA (top panel) and GGA+U (middle panel without vibra-
tional contributions and bottom panel with vibrational contributions, Ueff = 3.0 eV). T and logp
scales are the same for all figures. Conditions of cobalt oxides formation and hcp→fcc phase
transition have also been provided.

4.4 Conclusion

A knock-out criterion for implementation of Co NPs in biomedical applications is
their poor stability against oxidation and hydrolysis into non-magnetic oxide components.
The study on the oxidation of low Miller-index hcp Co surfaces indicates energetically
spontaneous oxygen adsorption with the preference to place the adsorbent in the sites
with the highest CN or to incorporate it sub-surfaciously where possible, such that it
remains centred in between structurally equivalent surface Co atoms on all examined
surfaces. Electronic changes in the work function and Bader charges consistently show
electron transfer from surface Co atoms to the adsorbed oxygen atoms. Oscillations in the
magnetic behaviour upon oxygen adsorption differ for each surface, and increase/decrease
in the magnetic moments and appearance of antiferromagnetic states were traced to the
corresponding surfaces of CoO and/or Co3O4. Considering structural rearrangements,
bond distances, and magnetic coupling for the adsorption of a full monolayer of oxygen
on each surface, proposed directional growths of cobalt oxides for the (0001) and (112̄0)
surfaces, namely (111) and (100), completely agree with previous experimental findings.
Correspondingly, predictions were made for the remaining three surfaces. Growth of cobalt
oxides is expected in the (100) direction on the (011̄0) surface, while (011) direction was
found as most likely for the (101̄1) and (112̄1) surfaces. Morphological changes induced
by the oxygen adsorption show increase in the areas of the (011̄0) and (101̄1) surfaces for
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which the sub-surface incorporation of oxygen was found to occur most effectively.

Considering the thermodynamics, bare surfaces are stable only under the conditions
of extremely low oxygen chemical potentials, µO <-3.5 eV. For temperatures below the
hcp→fcc transition, surfaces with a full oxygen monolayer are thermodynamically pre-
ferred over a whole range of relevant pressures. CoO is expected to form upon the mono-
layer adsorption on all five surfaces in a wide range of temperature/pressure conditions.
Moreover, formation of cobalt oxide with the highest oxidation state of cobalt (Co3O4) is
likely to happen at low temperatures. If body conditions are considered (∼36-37 °C and
pO = 0.133 bar), Co3O4 represents the thermodynamically most stable phase even at low
oxygen partial pressures. Thus, if bare Co NPs were used in the biomedical environment,
non-magnetic oxides would form, making the preservation of the favourable magnetisa-
tion as important issue as NP toxicity. In order to prevent direct contact between Co NP
surfaces and oxygen or other oxidising agents, a protective coating should be introduced.
What has to be kept in mind are the requirements coating has to meet in order to grant
the NP bio-incorporation. First, it has to be biocompatible with human organism and
second, if at all possible, it should not affect the magnetic properties of cobalt. Addi-
tional functionalisation possibilities such as drug delivery, although not crucial, are also
advantageous.

“It would be so nice if something made sense for a change.”
-Chapter 4, The Rabbit Sends in a Little Bill

Highlights of the chapter

– Identified structural rearrangements of the hcp Co surfaces upon oxygen adsorp-
tion and predicted directional growth of cobalt oxides.

– Proposed morphological changes of Co NPs induced by oxidation.

– Complete oxidation of all surfaces within conditions of body temperature and
blood partial pressure of oxygen confirmed by temperature-pressure phase dia-
grams.
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CHAPTER 5

Functionalisation of cO npS

Alice had begun to think that very few things indeed were really impossible.
“How puzzling all these changes are! I’m never sure what I’m

going to be, from one minute to another.”
-Chapter 5, Advice from a Caterpillar

5.1 Introduction

5.1.1 Chemistry of functionalisation

Utilisation of magnetic nanomaterials in biomedicine requires controlled surface re-
activity, consistently high levels of magnetisation, and often interactions with biomacro-
molecules. For example, NPs with specifically designed surface interaction sites can im-
part enhanced binding capacity necessary for effective intracellular delivery.[496, 497] On
the contrary, non-interaction can be just as important whilst preventing NPs to be cap-
tured by the immune system.[498, 499, 500] A process that refers to such modifications
is surface functionalisation, and it includes conjugation of surfactants or inorganic coat-
ings on the NP surface to tune the reactivity, enhance the magnetisation, and increase
the precision of hitting chosen targets by alternating selectivity. In addition, modified
physical properties, reduced tendency of agglomeration, and non-invasive characteristics
of functionalised NPs are all significant when such foreign entities are introduced into the
organism. Considerable efforts have been applied to study the NP functionalisation, and
while tailoring biocompatible NP interfaces is a challenging task, chemists have devel-
oped a well-equipped toolbox to achieve functionality through synthesis. There are now
numbers of verified strategies and NPs have been functionalised with a variety of ligands,
from small molecules [501, 502], over dendrimers [503, 504], to polymers [505, 506] and
biomolecules [507, 508] as per applicability, efficiency, and application-specific require-
ments.

The methods for functionalisation of noble metal NPs are already very well looked into
in the literature, with gold NPs being the main focus due to their respectable oxidation
resistance and well-investigated synthesis methods. They have been successfully modified
by thiols [509, 510], disulphides [511, 512], amines [513, 514], phosphines [515, 516], car-
boxylic acids [517, 518]. Thiol-protected gold NPs gathered the most interest, where the
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anchoring of thiols on gold surfaces occurs through the formation of exceptionally strong
gold-sulphur bond.[519] Despite the enviable technological interest of these systems, the
sulphur-metal inter-facial chemistry and the exact nature of the ligand binding, which is a
potential driving force for a strategic design of these nanocomposites and their subsequent
applications, remains an active, yet challenging topic in nanoscience.[520, 521]

The chemistry of functionalisation determines the NP interaction with the biolog-
ical environment, but also with the application specific modality technique, and it is
responsible for the NP fate through the application timeline. It is therefore important to
investigate functionalisation mechanisms and chemical nature of NP-ligand coordination
as this information allows for the improvements in the design, surfactant suitability, and
feasibility of various functionalisation approaches. Over the last years, great progress
has been made in understanding the structural arrangement of thiol ligands within both
thiol monolayers on extended gold surfaces and monolayer-protected gold NPs. Elemental
analysis and computational simulations uniformly suggest that approximately two gold
surface atoms are needed per adsorbed thiol molecule regardless of the form of gold sub-
strate, and the most attention has been given to the identification of sulphur-adatom
motifs and their effect on the system properties.[522, 523, 126] Alternative structures
without gold adatoms were also found, and coexistence of the two was observed to allow
denser packing and higher surface coverages.[524] A delicate balance between the forces
that direct the formation of different binding structures, yielding a fundamental insight
in the synthetic strategies, can only be inspected through the electronic structure of these
interfaces. There is also an essential difference between gold surfaces and nanostructures
to be taken into the consideration; the former are noble, while the latter are reactive due
to the involvement of Au-s orbitals in the bonding process.[525] The noble character of
the surface arises from fully occupied 5d orbitals which are relatively unreactive, with
only a minority of 6s band density in the close proximity to the Fermi level.

Coordination of thiol compounds to gold atoms can take a form of either weak inter-
action through physisorption or strong Au-S bonds of chemisorption process. In chemical
compounds and molecular materials, formation of Au-S bond is well established, and a
broad range of chemical and electrochemical experiments has now been applied to various
surfactant-substrate systems to yield a reasonable consensus. The available results are
reliable enough to associate observed deviations with variations in the thiol chains and to
assign a significant portion of charge donation to the alkyl and aryl groups rather than to
surface gold atoms.[526, 527] Given this information, Au-S species can be considered as
Au(I)-thiolates if Au-s orbitals dominate the interaction. On the contrary, if the hybridi-
sation is mainly established through Au-d orbitals, they should be labelled as Au(0)-thiyl
structures. Theoretically predicted sulphur-gold adatom model corresponds well to the
NP features observed experimentally. Its occurrence has been attributed to the forma-
tion of closed electron shells that result from covalent bonding of the metallic NP core
with adatom-bound surfactants, which is directly parallel to Pauling valence theory for
molecules. This stabilisation effect is conventionally ascribed to a certain degree of ionic
bonding, where core atoms are in the zero oxidation state, Au(0), while the adatoms are
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oxidised by sulphur to a Au(I) state.[528] Interaction between sulphur and the rest of
the atoms is thus based on the aurophilic forces. However, recent DFT studies have pro-
vided contrasting results, showing that the Au-S bond is essentially covalent with minor
bond polarisation arising from minimal electronegativity differences (Au 2.54, S 2.58).
Computations indicate that gold atoms remain as Au(0) and sulphur atoms remain in
thiyl form with no evidence of thiolate or Au(I) formation.[529, 530, 531] However, Au-S
bond is indeed quite strong, and the formation of adatoms is affected by the binding
topology of the surfactants such that the number of Au-S bonds formed as well as that
between the adatom and nearest neighbour Au atoms is maximised. This understanding
unifies gold-sulphur surface chemistry with that of other ligands and chemically similar
gold compounds, forming the basis for future methodological developments.

5.1.2 Biocompatible cobalt NPs

The oxidation of Co NPs upon the exposure to oxygen even in mild conditions, as
shown in the previous chapter, is an intrinsic problem in many potential applications as
it leads to the formation of cobalt oxides, thus significantly reducing beneficial magnetic
properties. This problem is more pronounced when the size of the NPs is reduced within a
couple of nanometres in diameter as the electronic properties of surface atoms change with
the increase in the surface-to-volume ratio. To address this problem, various protection
strategies have been developed to stabilise Co NPs against oxidation, including carbon, sil-
ica, and alumina coatings, and different surfactants and polymers.[532, 533, 534, 535, 536]
However, the post-modification methods for inorganic coatings are laborious, and the for-
mation of multicore is often observed, hence granting more attention to the functionali-
sation by adsorption of organic surfactants. The overall efforts are, nevertheless, still far
behind those devoted to gold NPs.

To this end, Co NPs have mainly been functionalised with acidic organic surfactants.
Since cobalt is a relatively reactive transition metal, a dense surfactant coverage is crucial
to prevent oxidation. Sun and Murray have demonstrated systematic synthesis of nearly
monodisperse Co nanocrystals ranging from 2 to 11 nm protected by oleic acid, lauric
acid, trioctylphosphonic acid, and pyridine, while concentrating on the dispersion char-
acteristics and self-organisation into magnetic superlattices.[537] A combination of oleic
acid and triphenylphosphine remained a popular method for obtaining monodisperse Co
NPs since the phenyl group in triphenylphosphine can provide greater steric hindrance
than the straight-chained alkyl groups, which was shown to be beneficial in controlling
the size of the non-magnetic metal NPs [538, 539, 516], and it was speculated that this
could be transferred to the stabilisation of magnetic NPs. The combination of oleic acid
and triphenylphosphine was observed to promote relatively narrow size distribution [540]
and as-synthesized Co NPs were found to be fairly stable against oxidation when kept in
heptane.[541] The differences between long-chain acids were also tested; olefinic acids are
advantageous in forming effective dense-packed coatings for better control of NP growth,
stability, and reactivity over corresponding aliphatic counterparts because of their bent
shape. Comparative study of oleic, elaidic, and stearic acid and their mixtures indi-
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cated roughly the same performance for all acids, yielding spherical NPs with narrow size
distribution.[542] In addition, transformation from cis-oleic acid to its trans-configuration
(corresponding to elaidic acid) was observed, leading to the formation of a densely-packed
acid monolayer on the NP surface. The study was extended to investigate magnetic prop-
erties: synthesised nanocomposites were below the critical size and each particle contained
only one magnetic domain corresponding to the superparamagnetic state. The oleic acid-
protected Co NPs were also prepared through an alcohol treatment by re-dispersion in
methanol, ethanol, and 2-propanol, testing the impact of different stabilisation techniques
on the isothermal oxidation. A significant long term oxidation deceleration was observed
for alcohol-based preparations regardless of the alcohol used.[391]

Positive outcomes of these acid-functionalisation strategies boosted attempts of incor-
poration of other surfactants in the protection of Co NPs. Novel ligands were obtained
from oleic acid through the conjugation with 2-mecaptoimidazole via thiolene reaction,
and, when coupled with Co cores, resulting NPs were of cubical or octahedral shape, as
opposed to spheres formed in the presence of oleic acid only.[543] Further improvement
in the functionalisation was sought-after in more complex surfactants, such as polymer
molecules. Oxidation resistance tests of polycaprolactone- and polystyrene-protected Co
NPs indicated that the polymer shell has a certain impact on the diffusion process of
oxygen towards the metal core, with polystyrene counterparts showing higher decelera-
tion of oxygen penetration. Both nanocomposites were superparamagnetic.[391] Highly
crystalline, well-dispersed Co 3.5-3.7 nm nanocrystals have also been developed through
conjugation with a surfactant/polymer complex layer, maintaining the superparamag-
netism and improved air-stability.[544]

5.1.3 Motivation

The unprecedented bio-incorporation of metallic NPs can cause irreversible damage on
the molecular and cellular level. In the absence of surface modification, these NPs gener-
ally show non-selective distribution and inability to overcome certain biological hindrances
such as blood brain barrier, and thus fail to satisfy necessary preconditions for biomed-
ical implementation. Addition of molecular moieties through surface functionalisation
enhances the advantageous properties of metallic core while reducing negative immunity
response, enabling NPs to play a major role in the field of medicine. Biocompatibility
is thus the key for the integration of magnetic metallic NPs into biomedicine, and while
titanium implants owe their biocompatibility to thin oxide layers formed on the surface in
the presence of air and water [545, 546], the same phenomenon is a substantial drawback
when magnetic Co NPs transform into the non-magnetic oxide compounds.[547]

Functionalisation of Co NPs has received considerably less attention compared to gold
and other noble metal NPs. Structural information of such nanocomposites is scarce, and
details on the surfactant-metal interactions are deficient. As seen through the gold-thiol
example, understanding of the interaction between the surfactant and metallic core is
of great importance in adjustment of functionalisation techniques for achieving optimal,
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application-relevant chemical and physical properties. In order to obtain biocompatibil-
ity and prevent oxidation, a surfactant which is effective in adjusting the reactivity of
the NPs without affecting their magnetic properties is usually employed.[548, 549, 550]
Understanding the surface chemistry of functionalisation therefore plays a major role in
tuning the properties and the performance of the final nanocomposite.[551, 152] A variety
of ligands have so far been tested to enhance biocompatibility, improve growth control,
stabilise the particle dispersions, prevent agglomeration, provide functionality, and limit
the surface reactions. By now it is known that metallic NPs experience strong Van der
Waals and magnetic dipole interactions, hence only surfactants which covalently bond to
the metal can considerably promote NP stability. Covalent bonding of carboxylic acids
to the surface metal atoms through carboxyl group makes them an excellent choice as
capping agents. The interaction between the carboxylate head and the metal atoms can
adopt four different modes [552, 553, 554]: if one metal atom binds with one oxygen
atom, the mode is called monodentate; if both carboxyl oxygen atoms are involved, they
can form complexes with either one or two different metal atoms, referred to as chelate
and bidentate, respectively; the final possible interaction is of ionic nature. Which motif
dominates for a specific ligand-metal pair depends on the properties of the metal surface
and the structure of the adsorbed carboxylic acid. Experimentally, the actual binding in-
teraction may be distinguished by infrared (IR) spectroscopy due to the characteristically
shifted carbonyl band signals.

Experimentally observed dense protective monolayer of oleic acid, whose centre po-
sitioned cis-double-bond allows formation of the kink necessary for the effective stabili-
sation, showed to produce metallic nanocomposites in a highly uniform size range.[215,
548, 555] It was additionally found that the bonding nature of oleic acid can have a criti-
cal effect on magnetisation.[556] A detailed knowledge of the type of interaction between
carboxylic acids and Co NPs could hence allow fine-tuning of the size, morphology, and
magnetic properties. However, experimental results are inconclusive on the binding mode
between carboxylic acids and Co NPs. Older investigations gave a uniform conclusion on
oleic [540, 215, 537] and elaidic [542] acid chemisorption onto Co surfaces, yielding NPs
in a narrow distribution, but they did not provide the exact binding mode. In literature,
there exist (to the best of author’s knowledge) only two such works that suggest an in-
teraction type between the Co atoms and carboxylate head of oleic acid. According to
Wu et al [557], oleic acid is chemisorbed as a carboxylate onto the Co NPs, and the two
carboxyl oxygen atoms are coordinated symmetrically to the two Co atoms with a shift
of the carbonyl IR band corresponding to bridging bidentate, where the interaction be-
tween the COO- group and the Co atom is covalent. On the other hand, Ansari et al [211]
presented an IR spectrum which demonstrates the chemisorption of the acid as a carboxy-
late onto the Co NP through the absence of (−COOH) characteristic peak, suggesting the
non-existence of physically absorbed molecules and the formation of a monolayer on the
surface. The shift of carbonyl band in their case corresponds to the monodentate inter-
action, where the single carboxyl oxygen atom forms covalent bond with one surface Co
atom. In the case of cobalt ferrites, oleic acid was found to always chemisorb covalently
in a form of a bridging bidentate.[556, 558, 559]
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To resolve a disagreement between existing literature, metadynamics simulations were
performed to efficiently explore the interaction between Co NPs and carboxylic group
from the viewpoint of the relative free energy differences of various free energy minima and
connecting free energy barriers prior to the complete functionalisation of the NPs. This
was extended towards surfactants characterised by different functional groups, namely
thiols and amines.

5.2 Computational details

Choice of a system
Extended surface slab models are often useful for modelling the interaction with simple

atomic adsorbates or small linear molecules since the effects of irregular, curved, stepped,
porous, and otherwise deformed NP surfaces can be largely excluded. However, changes
in the reactivity become notable for large surfactants, i.e., when the NP diameter is less
than 20 times the length of the surfactants in their extended conformation. For example,
the length of a straight C18 alkyl ion corresponding to the carbon chain of oleic acid is
about 3 nm, and NP needs to be reaching 60 nm in diameter for curvature effects to be-
come marginal. The maximum size of NPs employed in biomedicine should not exceed 20
nm, including the protective coating, which significantly magnifies the effects of surface
curvature, edges, and vertices in their functionalisation. Size of the system which can
be modelled within ab initio approaches is, however, a major challenge of current com-
putational efforts and has to be chosen critically to reduce the cost without jeopardising
efficiency of the results. To confirm the binding mode of carboxylic acid and also to pre-
dict binding modes of other types of ligands and characteristics of functionalised Co NPs,
a combination of ab initio methods, including DFT, ab initio MD, and metadynamics
was employed. For this level of theory, it is necessary to find the optimal size of system
components (NP size and length of the carbon chain of a ligand) in terms of realistic
reactivity and acceptable computational cost.

To determine the optimal NP size, the adsorption characteristics of atomic and molec-
ular adsorbates have been investigated and compared for different sizes of hcp-shaped Co
clusters/NPs, going from 6 to 323 atoms, as well as for the extended slab models. Oxygen
was chosen as an atomic adsorbate, whereas molecular adsorption was tested on acetic
acid. Calculations were carried out using the VASP code, with a spin-polarised formalism
and the GGA/PBE functional. The core electrons up to and including the 3p levels of Co,
2p levels of C, and 2s levels of O were kept frozen and their interaction with the valence
electrons was described by the PAW method. The DFT-D3 method with Becke-Johnson
damping was used to include the long-range dispersion interactions. The kinetic energy
cutoff of the wave functions was set to 500 eV. The Monkhorst-Pack k-point grid included
Γ -point for cluster/NP systems. For the (0001) and (101̄1) surfaces, 3×3 and 3×2 super-
cells with 4 atomic layers (top two relaxed, bottom two constrained in the bulk-relaxed
positions) were used, with 5×5×1 and 5×4×1 k-point meshes, respectively. Structural opti-
misations were carried out without any constraints, with convergence criteria of 1.0×10−6
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eV/atom for the electronic energy and 1.0×10−2 eV/Å for the atomic forces. The vacuum
space in the unit cell was set to 12 Å in the z-direction to avoid interactions between the
periodic images, while clusters/NPs were positioned in the centre of the cell with sizes
adjusted such that there is at least 12 Å of vacuum in each direction. Energy analysis
included calculation of adsorption energies for each of the two appearing facets within the
cluster/NP models, namely the (0001) and (101̄1) surfaces, but also computation of the
dissociation barriers for the carboxy functional group as separation of hydrogen from the
molecule is a key event in the functionalisation process. Barriers were evaluated through
CI-NEB calculations.

The size of the carboxylic acid alkyl chain also needed to be critically evaluated.
Earlier studies on the interaction of primary carboxylic and mercapto-carboxylic acids
[560, 561] with zeolites and ZnO surfaces have shown that the adsorption modes and
dielectric properties of hybrid systems are rather insensitive to the chain length since the
interaction state is localised on the specific atom (either carboxyl oxygen or mercapto-
sulphur). In comparison, experimental investigation of configurational isomers, oleic and
elaidic acid found that cis to trans transformation occurs spontaneously, meaning that
oleic acid can be replaced with elaidic acid without compromising the NP-surfactant
interface or the quality of the final product. Oleic acid, as the experimental compound
of interest, and valeric acid, as a segment of oleic acid cut at the fourth carbon atom of
the alkyl chain where the distance from the carboxyl group is larger than three bonds
thus diminishing the inductive effect, have been compared based on the energetic and
electronic properties upon the adsorption. It is anticipated that the carbon chain size will
not significantly affect the properties of interest and the computational cost can therefore
be substantially reduced by using the shorter valeric acid.

Binding mode sampling
In the light of Co NP functionalisation, a detailed examination of the interface in

the synthesis conditions at the molecular level is paramount in order to address the
effect of surfactants on the nanocomposite properties. To sample binding modes and
inter-mode transitions that could occur in the functionalisation process, interaction of a
single molecule of carboxylic acid and a Co NP was modelled using AIMD simulations, in
conjunction with the metadynamics algorithm. First principles spin-polarised molecular
dynamics simulations implementing the Born-Oppenheimer scheme were performed using
CP2K code [562, 190] with the PBE exchange-correlation functional and the Goedecker,
Teter, and Hutter (GTH) Gaussian basis set.[563] The system comprising of an interacting
valeric acid molecule on a Co NP was placed in a cubic box 25 Å a side and equilibrated
in the constant temperature NVT ensemble in duration of 3.0 ps. The Nosé-Hoover ther-
mostat was set to 500 K, in accordance with the experimental synthesis temperatures
(160-250 °C [215, 557, 211]), and a time step of 1.0 fs was used for the integration of the
equations of motion.

The metadynamics algorithm enables the efficient exploration of the free energy land-
scape of a system by reducing its degrees of freedom as a function of suitable collective
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variables. Considering the complex nature of the system, combination of AIMD and
metadynamics is an ideal strategy to investigate binding changes of carboxylic acids. To
capture these changes, the CV has to be chosen such that each binding mode has a cor-
responding CV value which is distinct from the CV values of all other binding modes.
While in some systems the proper selection of the relevant CVs is not obvious and re-
quires a significant research effort regarding the oscillations of different descriptors which
are potential CV candidates with the change in the states of the system and during the
transitions that exist in a given mechanism, there are also cases where this can be an in-
tuitive decision. As previously described, a lot of information is already known about the
carboxylic acid-metal NP interaction through the experimentally defined modes (mon-
odentate, bidentate, chelate) [552, 553, 554] which differ in the number of metallic atoms
involved in the binding and the final number of established acid-NP bonds. The most
prominent differences between these modes of interaction of carboxylic acids with metallic
NPs are hence the coordination numbers (CNs) of the two carboxyl oxygen atoms, Oa and
Ob, with respect to surface metal atoms. By going from a bidentate mode, for which both
CN (Oa-Co) and CN (Ob-Co) equal one (1,1), to a monodentate, the CN of one oxygen
decreases to zero, while other oxygen can bind to one, two, or three Co atoms, yielding
combinations of (0,1), (0,2), and (0,3), respectively. Transition to a chelate interaction
induces binding of both O atoms to the same Co atom, which would at the first sight give
exactly the same combination of CNs of the bidentate binding, namely (1,1). However,
the oxygen-oxygen repulsion results in an increased distance between the oxygen atoms
in the chelate configuration, causing the prolongation of the Co-O bonds, giving an ap-
proximate CN combination of (0.5,0.5) for the same Co-O reference value. Thus, being
able to distinguish between the most relevant structures, CN (Oa-Co) and CN (Ob-Co)
were chosen for the projection of the metadynamics free energy landscape:

sAB(r) = CN(Co-O) = 1
NO

NO∑
1

{NCo∑
1

1− ( rCo-O
rCo-O,0

)n

1− ( rCo-O
rCo-O,0

)m

}
(5.1)

where n and m determine the curvature of the function used to compute the CN and
rCo-O,0 is the reference Co-O distance. For each pair of atoms, this function is approaching
unity when the bond distance rCo-O is close to the reference Co-O value rCo-O,0, and it
is ∼zero when it is much larger than the reference Co-O distance, rCo-O ≫ rCo-O,0. The
reference Co-O distance rCo-O,0 was determined as an average distance captured during the
AIMD relaxation after the system equilibration. After the selection of rCo-O,0, preliminary
runs were performed in order to monitor the dynamics of chosen variables by setting up
unbiased AIMD simulations and monitoring the CV values while the system explores the
configurations around the initial geometry, i.e. belonging to the same (initial) basin of
attraction on the free energy surface. The evaluation of the CV fluctuation amplitudes
helps in justifying the choice of the collective variables as well as to set the width of
the Gaussian beads that are going to build up the penalty potential along the biased
metadynamics run.

Metadynamics simulations were performed with two CNs as CVs, with exponents n = 8
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and m = 14 [564], requiring a bidimensional exploration of the free energy. Convergence
was tested based on the choice of the height of Gaussian hills, which was set to 3kBT ,
1.5kBT , and kBT with a width of 0.05 Å−1. Final parameters were ω = 3kBT and σs =0.05
Å−1, and hills were deposited every 50 fs. The metadynamics simulations were carried out
for 15.0 ps, after which one of the carboxyl oxygen atoms bound to a new Co atom that
was not included in the binding states observed thus far, hence reproducing previously
formed interaction modes on a different site of the NP. This was considered a terminating
event, as it indicates that the molecule has exhausted all the binding possibilities with
the initially assigned pair of Co atoms. Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) package was
used for post-processing.[565]

In addition, IR spectra of the observed binding modes were calculated within the
perturbation theory at the PBE level. Density-functional perturbation theory (DFPT)
or linear response theory has become applicable for interpreting macroscopic parameters
such as linear optical properties - the static dielectric tensor, the piezoelectric tensor, the
vibrational frequencies, and the matrix of the Born effective charges.[566, 567, 568] To
obtain vibrational spectra, vibrational modes (normal modes for molecules or phonons for
crystals) are first determined by a direct diagonalization of the dynamical matrix. The
dynamical matrix expresses the force acting on individual atoms due to the displacements
from the equilibrium geometry. In the harmonic approximation, this force is essentially
given by the integral of the charge density response to the displacement of one atom, times
the variation of the ionic potential due to the displacement of another. Displacements are
performed for each atom and each coordinate followed by calculating the forces for the
corresponding geometry. One further linear system, corresponding to the perturbation
due to the application of a homogeneous electric field, must be solved in order to calculate
the molecular polarizability. The Born effective charge of a crystalline system, defined as
the induced polarisation due to a unit sublattice displacement, is a fundamental quantity
connecting the longitudinal- and transverse-optical phonon modes of the lattice to the ex-
ternal infrared radiation. The ionic effective charges are essentially the second derivatives
of the energy of the molecule with respect to an applied electric field and to the ampli-
tude of a vibrational distortion and as such, they are directly accessible to second order
DFPT. The electric polarisation induced by the applied field further yields the dielectric
constant of the crystal. Thus, after finding the equilibrium geometry of the system, the
dipole moment and the polarizability and their derivatives with respect to the atomic
coordinates can be determined by a finite differencing of energies and forces with respect
to the electric field vector. In a dipole approximation, the intensities of infrared-active
modes are given by the corresponding oscillator strengths which are proportional to the
square of the dipole induced by the phonon that is excited by the IR radiation. This is a
trivial by-product of a phonon calculation determined by the Born effective charges and
the displacement vectors:

I(ω) =
3∑
α=1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
M∑
i=1

3∑
β=1

Z∗αβ(i)eβ(i)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

(5.2)
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where eβ(i) are the normalised vibrational eigenvectors, α and β indicate the Cartesian
polarisations, i labels the different atoms of the system, and Z∗αβ(i) is the Born effective
charge tensor of the i-th atom. The Z∗αβ(i) is to be understood as a coefficient of propor-
tionality between a change of macroscopic polarisation in direction α caused by an atomic
displacement in direction β under conditions of zero external field. As the accessibility of
DFPT is growing, it became a powerful and accurate method to compute the vibrational
spectra of extended systems.

Alternative method is to extract the vibrational spectra from AIMD runs since they
allow conformational sampling in the phase space. The traditional calculation of nor-
mal mode-dependent dipole and polarizability derivatives in the static DFPT approach
is replaced by Fourier transforms of the dipole and polarizability correlation functions
in the time domain dynamics simulations.[569, 570] Since neither dipole moment nor
polarizability belong to the directly obtainable AIMD properties, the first step towards
the calculation of vibrational spectra is to obtain the power spectrum via the Fourier
transform, f , of the autocorrelation of the particle velocities:

f (ω) ∝
∫ ∞
0
dte−iωt⟨v⃗(0) · v⃗(t)⟩. (5.3)

where v⃗(0) and v⃗(t) represent initial particle velocity and velocity the particle develops at
time t. The power spectrum features peaks at all vibrational frequencies of the system,
and it can also be understood as a vibrational density of states. In a similar manner, IR
spectra can be calculated from the autocorrelation of the molecular dipole moment µ:

f (ω) ∝ ω
2π

∫ ∞
0
dte−iωt⟨µ⃗(0) · µ⃗(t)⟩. (5.4)

The intensity of this spectrum corresponds to the amplitude of the oscillation in the
correlation function so that large changes in the dipole moment or the polarizability lead
to a large peak in the spectrum and vice versa. By coupling the AIMD code such as
CP2K with TRAVIS [571], the free analyser of molecular dynamics trajectories, one can
compute IR spectra from the AIMD trajectory.

For the purpose of confirming the organic ligand-Co NP binding modes observed in
the metadynamics simulations, DFPT linear response calculations, which are directly
available in VASP, were used to obtain the matrix of Born effective charges. Phonopy
code [572] was employed to prepare vibrational frequencies/eigenvectors from a calculation
of lattice dynamics and the IR post-processing tools were implemented to calculate the
vibrational intensities using the formula by Ginozzi and Baroni.[573] It is well-known that
vibrational frequencies obtained by quantum-chemical calculations are typically larger
than those evaluated experimentally, and thus, empirical scaling factors are often used for
obtaining a better match. However, since the current work focuses on the changes in the
ligand spectra induced by different binding modes to the NP rather than on the absolute
values of the frequencies, the scaling was not carried out.
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5.3 Results

5.3.1 Size-dependent adsorption on Co NPs

The CoN model clusters/NPs studied for the size-dependent adsorption consisted of 6,
13, 19, 30, 57, 76, 153, and 323 atoms arranged in an hcp-like atomic packing to capture
the progression towards the behaviour or large hcp NPs. All except the smallest 6 and
13-atom clusters exhibit facets of (0001) and (101̄1) orientations to minimise the overall
surface energy. Size-dependent adsorption of molecules of interest (O and CH3COOH)
was, therefore, examined by depositing molecules on both NP surfaces, as well as on the
surface slab models for completeness.

5.3.1.1 Oxygen adsorption

Figure 5.1: top: Optimised geometries of oxygen atom adsorbed on the (0001) and (101̄1)
surfaces of CoN clusters/NPs and the extended surfaces (∞) in the most stable adsorption sites
with accompanying adsorption energies, Eads (in eV). Grey and red spheres represent cobalt and
oxygen atoms, respectively. bottom: Adsorption energies as a function of cluster/NP size for
the oxygen adsorption in vertex and facet sites of the (0001) and (101̄1) surfaces; lines are to
guide an eye only.
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Figure 5.1 shows final structures after the adsorption of a single oxygen atom with
the accompanying adsorption energies for the most stable adsorption site together with
the adsorption energies of different sites as a function of the cluster/NP size. Oxygen
atom, regardless of the cluster/NP size or the surface stacking, binds in the hollow posi-
tion which allows interaction with three Co atoms of the (0001) surface. On the (101̄1)
surface, clusters with more than 19 atoms can accommodate oxygen in the centre of four
Co atoms, while the smaller surface area of the 19-atom cluster limits the interaction to
three Co atoms. With the exception of the smallest sizes (N = 6,13), adsorption energies
for facet interaction fall within a limited range of -3.25±0.40 eV. The Eads of the largest
NPs considered, N = 153 and N = 323, differ only slightly from those of the periodic
slab models, namely Eads,N=153

= -3.13/-3.65 eV and Eads,N=323
= -2.90/-3.54 eV for the

(0001)/(101̄1) surface (Eads,(0001) = -3.05 eV; Eads,(1011) = -3.64 eV). The deviations in the
Eads for the two smallest clusters (Eads,N=6

= -2.79 eV; Eads,N=13
= -4.33 eV) are caused

by the limited surface areas available for the adsorption. In general, vertex adsorption is
weaker by ∼0.70-1.15 eV. This distinction between facet and vertex interaction strength
drastically changes from N = 57 onwards for the (0001) surface due to the spontaneous
shift of the oxygen adsorbate to form bonds with two edge Co atoms, reducing the differ-
ence to less than 0.15 eV.

Figure 5.2: d-band energies for 3d spin-up (grey) and spin-down (red) electrons of Co as a
function of cluster/NP size, N . Results for surface slabs are shown as N =∞.

d-band energies, εd, are shown in Figure 5.2 for both the 3d spin-up and spin-down
electrons of Co in differently sized clusters/NPs and the infinite surfaces. They were
calculated using the definition of Hammer et al [574]

εd =

∫∞
−∞nd(ε)εdε∫∞
−∞nd(ε)dϵ

(5.5)

by integrating the density of state (nd) multiplied by the corresponding state energy ε,
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as implemented in the VASP postprocessing tool Vaspkit. The energy window was set up
to the Fermi level. Small clusters experience the influence of quantum effects, resulting
in a non-scalable regime, which often makes it hard to identify a quantitative dependence
of the adsorption energy on the cluster size. Nevertheless, d-band energy sequence of
spin-up electrons, which are responsible for the Co-O interaction, mirrors the trend of
oxygen adsorption fairly accurately, with the 13-atom cluster having the most positive
d-band energy and, hence, the strongest interaction with oxygen.

It is evident that even with a simple monoatomic adsorbate the two surfaces that
characterise hcp Co NPs behave differently. The correspondence between the facet and
vertex adsorption energies for varying cluster/NP sizes is captured only after surpassing
50 atoms per particle, owing it mostly to the pronounced electronic effects in smaller
clusters. This effect might be furtherly intensified when it comes to the adsorption of
larger molecular entities.

5.3.1.2 Acetic acid adsorption

Optimised structures and corresponding adsorption energies for the undissociated ad-
sorption of acetic acid on Co clusters/NPs, as well as the energy trends for facet and
vertex adsorption are shown in Figure 5.3. Compared to the single oxygen atom adsorp-
tion, where electronic effects make for the biggest change in the adsorption behaviour of
differently sized clusters/NPs, the adsorption of CH3COOH molecules depends on both
the geometry of the particles as well as on their electronic properties. Vertex adsorption
is characterised by a single bond between a self-standing -COOH oxygen and a Co vertex
atom with carboxyl hydrogen in the bridging position over the two surface Co atoms
closest to the oxygen binding site without established physical bonds. Adsorption on the
facet results in a similar arrangement, with a self-standing carboxyl oxygen atop one facet
Co atom. When the carboxyl oxygen was placed in the hollow as the most favourable
adsorption site for a single oxygen atom, the established interaction was weaker, probably
due to the inconvenience of accommodating carboxyl hydrogen atom so close to the NP
surface. Of the sizes investigated, N = 57 is the smallest particle size whose (0001) and
(101̄1) surface areas are sufficiently large to allow for the facet adsorption mode to take
place. Hence, in the case of the acetic acid adsorption, clusters with 19 and 30 atoms
still belong to the non-scalable regime, where the adsorption strength, specifically on the
(101̄1) surface (-1.59 eV for N = 13, -0.47 eV for N = 19, and -1.16 eV for N = 30), notably
oscillates amongst sizes. For larger NPs, adsorption of acetic acid molecule in the vertex
site is stronger compared to the facet interaction by 0.55/0.62 eV on the (0001)/(101̄1)
surface on 57-atom Co NP, and by 0.15-0.30 eV on N > 57 NPs. After reaching the
values of Eads,N=57 = -0.53/-0.57 eV for the (0001)/(101̄1) facet adsorption, adsorption
energies for this mode of interaction reach a plateau at -0.78±0.05 eV for the (0001), and
at -1.00±0.05 eV for the (101̄1) surface. This trend, initiating at N = 57, progresses to-
wards the asymptotic value computed for the infinite surface slabs, Eads,(0001) = -0.78 and
Eads,(0001) = -1.02 eV.
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Figure 5.3: top: Optimised geometries of acetic acid adsorbed in an undissociated state on the
(0001) and (101̄1) surfaces of CoN clusters/NPs and the extended surfaces (∞) in the most
stable adsorption site with accompanying adsorption energies, Eads (in eV). Grey, red, teal,
and white spheres represent cobalt, oxygen, carbon, and hydrogen atoms, respectively. bottom:
Adsorption energies as a function of cluster/NP size for acetic acid adsorption in vertex and
facet sites of the (0001) and (101̄1) surfaces; lines are to guide an eye only.

Geometries of the systems upon dissociation of acetic acid and their adsorption ener-
gies as a function of the cluster/NP size are presented in Figure 5.4. Preferred interaction
mode in dissociated state consists of two single bonds between each of the carboxyl oxy-
gen atoms and one Co atom of the neighbouring pair, while the dissociated carboxyl
hydrogen adsorbs in the available hollow position over the three ((0001) surface) or four
((101̄1) surface) Co atoms close to the oxygen binding site, but without sharing any of
the oxygen-interacting Co atoms. An exception is a 6-atom Co cluster, whose small facet
areas have insufficient number of Co atoms for described arrangement, instead forming a
single Co-O bond with hydrogen bridging over two Co atoms. Dissociation was probed for
both vertex and facet adsorption sites for the larger NP sizes, and established interaction
was found to be, in general, about two times stronger with respect to the undissociated
acid adsorption. Nonetheless, the difference in the Eads of the two sites is maintained
at similar values as the undissociated states; vertex interaction is more favourable by
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Figure 5.4: top: Optimised geometries of acetic acid adsorbed in a dissociated state on the
(0001) and (101̄1) surfaces of CoN clusters/NPs and the extended surfaces (∞) in the most
stable adsorption site with accompanying adsorption energies, Eads (in eV). Grey, red, teal,
and white spheres represent cobalt, oxygen, carbon, and hydrogen atoms, respectively. middle:
Adsorption energies as a function of cluster/NP size for dissociative acetic acid adsorption in
vertex and facet sites of the (0001) and (101̄1) surfaces; lines are to guide an eye only. bottom:
Activation energies, Ea, for the dissociation of acetic acid as a function of cluster/NP size.

0.18-0.70 eV. Relation between the varying cluster/NP sizes has, however, experienced
notable changes. Eads for the vertex adsorption on the (101̄1) facets are within a narrow
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-2.60±0.20 eV energy window for all but the smallest two cluster sizes. On the (0001)
surface, the vertex interaction range is slightly larger, spanning values of -2.30±0.35 eV.
The oscillations in adsorption behaviour have hence reduced to cluster sizes with under 15
Co atoms, where adsorption energies significantly deviate from listed averages (Eads,N=6 =
-1.11 eV and Eads,N=13 = -3.52 eV). However, the dissociation process is highly dependent
on the energy barrier imposed by the geometric and electronic properties of the clus-
ter/NP, and it is the activation energy of differently sized systems which determines the
continuity of the adsorption behaviour in the scalable regime.

Energy barrier for the dissociation of acetic acid on the 6-atom Co cluster has a
respectable value of 0.53 eV, which is also the highest Ea amongst the studied system
sizes. Dissociation on the cluster with 13 atoms gives the second highest energy barrier
of 0.44 eV. Activation energies for dissociation on the two distinctive surfaces of 19-
atom Co cluster are less than half of the Ea,N=13, with almost identical values of 0.20
eV on the (0001) and 0.19 eV on the (101̄1) surface. Despite enlarged surface areas,
particle with N = 30 atoms showed an increase in the Ea compared to the lower size
clusters, and energy barriers were calculated at 0.41 eV and 0.44 eV on the (0001) and
(101̄1) surfaces, respectively. However, an enhanced number of atoms per facet allowed
for an additional arrangement of dissociated components of acetic acid with hydrogen
atom situated within the same area of the (101̄1) surface as the remaining skeleton of
the acid molecule, resembling adsorption states formed on larger NPs. In this specific
case, no energy barrier was captured and dissociation occurred spontaneously. For NPs
with N > 50, calculated energy barriers for vertex-based dissociation were consistently
lower compared to their facet counterparts. Ea for the dissociation on the facet of the
(101̄1) surface, which accounts for more than 80 % NP surface area, was found to remain
unchanged at 0.43±0.10 eV regardless of the size progression, fairly close to the 0.36 eV
barrier calculated for the infinite slab model. On the (0001) surface, there is a moderate
incline in the activation energies, which were calculated to be Ea,N=57 = 0.24 eV, Ea,N=76 =
0.31 eV, and Ea,N=153 = 0.37 eV. All NPs show lower barriers on the (0001) surface
compared to the (101̄1) surface, likely due to the stronger tendency of hydrogen to form
bonds within the hexagonal stacking of the former. Systems with the 323-atom Co NPs
counted too many atoms for an efficient NEB run.

Accordingly, the nature of the interaction between the Co NP and acetic acid is gov-
erned by both electronic and structural characteristics of the clusters/NPs in question.
Although the adsorption energies of both undissociated and dissociated interaction modes
on the 30-atom particle complement nicely the trend of larger NPs, disparity in the acti-
vation energies suggests a potential inconsistency in the overall interaction behaviour. It
can therefore be concluded that NPs with ∼50 atoms are precisely at the border where
the domination of the electronic effects of large Co NPs vanishes and the ascendency of
geometric effects of small Co clusters onsets.
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5.3.2 Interaction modes of organic molecules on Co NPs

5.3.2.1 Carboxylic acids

After the 57-atom Co NP was shown to accurately represent the carboxylic acid-
Co NP interaction at affordable computational cost, the stability and the likelihood of
the possible binding modes can be explored. To provide insight in the mechanisms and
barriers while taking into the account temperature effects, metadynamics was employed
to enforce the transition between the interaction modes based on the CNs of the two
carboxyl oxygen atoms, Oa and Ob, with respect to surface metal atoms. The system
comprising of a Co NP with 57 atoms and a single molecule of valeric acid was initially
equilibrated to the temperature of experimental synthesis (T = 500 K) in duration of
3.0 ps. The starting point of equilibration was interaction of valeric acid with single Co
atom through the free-standing oxygen of carboxy functional group. Fluctuations in T ,
potential energy, and Co-O bonds during the equilibration are shown in Figure 5.5. The
carboxylic hydrogen dissociated within less than 0.25 ps, followed by the attachment of
the second carboxyl oxygen to the NP surface, yielding a bidentate interaction with both
carboxyl oxygen atoms atop two neighbouring Co surface atoms. No further changes in
the mode of interaction were observed throughout the equilibration period. Both Co-O
distances in a monodentate and bidentate modes observed during the 3.0 ps AIMD run
oscillated around 2.0 Å, as shown in Figure 5.5, top. This corresponds well with the
bond lengths between acetic acid and differently sized Co clusters and surfaces optimised
within the DFT approach, where the measured Co-O bonds are in the 2.00-2.07 Å and
1.92-1.97 Å ranges for the undissociative and dissociative adsorption on largest clusters,
respectively. Bonds formed between the 57-atom Co cluster and acetic acid were optimised
at 2.09 and 1.91 Å for undissociated and dissociated case. On clusters under 50 atoms,
the bonds are slightly shorter and have an average value of ∼1.97 Å when acid molecule
is undissociated, and ∼1.91 Å after dissociation. On the (0001) and (101̄1) surfaces,
undissociated adsorption yielded 2.00 and 2.05 Å bonds, whereas a shortening occurred
upon the dissociation and formation of the bridging bidentate with bonds of ∼1.97 Å.
Accordingly, this value was used as the reference Co-O distance in the definition of CVs
for metadynamics simulation.

Metadynamics was conducted in duration of 15.00 ps. Co-O distances and CNs of Oa
and Ob have been presented for the whole metadynamics trajectory in Figure 5.6, along-
side the representative structures. The starting structure was bridging bidentate, with
each carboxyl oxygen bonded to one Co atom, as continued from the AIMD equilibration.
After 2.50 ps, Oa formed a bridge in between the neighbouring Co atoms of the bridging
bidentate interaction mode, resulting in a bridging chelate form which was stable for a
short period before returning to the bridging bidentate. Around 0.50 ps later, Ob created
a mirroring structure which persisted for a similar amount of time. The first monodentate
interaction with a single O-Co bond formed between the NP and Ob atom of valeric acid
occurred after approximately 4.75 ps, but the additional bond between Oa and Co was
formed again in less than 0.25 ps. Before the next monodentate appearance, bridging
chelate structure was captured three more times. The next appearance of monodentate
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Figure 5.5: Co-O distances (top panel), potential energy (middle panel), and temperature
(bottom panel, with horizontal line representing the temperature of the thermostat, T = 500 K)
during the 3.0 ps ab initio molecular dynamics equilibration of valeric acid on the 57-atom Co
NP.

was formed between the Oa oxygen of valeric acid and two neighbouring Co atoms rather
than one Co surface atom as in the previous monodentate interaction, and it was stable
for about 0.50 ps. The same type of bridging monodentate binding, with Oa and Ob
alternating in the bond formation during the run, could have been seen twice before the
original atop monodentate mode with single Co-O bond was again established. In most
of the transitions between bridging bidentate and both atop or bridging monodentate (or
vice versa), a bridging chelate interaction behaved as an intermediate state. Towards the
end of the simulation run, a normal chelate mode with both carboxyl oxygen atoms form-
ing bonds with the same Co atom appeared. No desorption of valeric acid was observed
on the time scale of the entire simulation. After 15.00 ps, instead of the desorption of the
molecule, Ob bonded to the surface Co atom that was so far not involved in any of the
binding modes. This event was taken as termination point of the metadynamics simula-
tion as valeric acid has exhausted possible modes of interaction within the neighbouring
Co atoms it was initially bonded to. Ultimately, five distinct interaction modes were
captured: atop monodentate, where one of carboxyl oxygen atoms binds one Co atom;
bridging monodentate, where one O atom has two bonds with a pair of neighbouring Co
atoms; bridging bidentate, where each carboxyl oxygen binds a single Co atom from a
neighbouring pair; normal chelate, where both O atoms bind to the same Co atom; and,
finally, bridging chelate, where one O atom forms two bonds, one with each atom from
Co pair, while the other O atom forms a single bond with one of the Co atoms from the
same pair. The bridging bidentate mode was formed for about half of the simulation time,
∼48 %, with the bridging monodentate, atop monodentate, and bridging chelate modes
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having a similar share of ∼18, ∼15 and ∼13 %, respectively. A normal chelate was the
least occurring binding mode, only ∼6 % of the 15.00 ps simulation time.

Figure 5.6: Representative structures (top panel) and changes in the coordination numbers, CN,
(bottom panel) for valeric acid-Co NP interaction.

The type of interaction between the carboxylate head and metal atoms can be ex-
perimentally determined by the wavenumber separation (∆) between the asymmetric
(νas(COO−)) and symmetric (νs(COO−)) stretches of COO− [557, 575, 576]: the largest
∆ (∼200-320 cm−1) corresponds to the monodentate interaction, medium ∆ (∼140-190
cm−1) to the bridging bidentate interaction, and the smallest ∆ (<110 cm−1) to the chelate
interaction. To confirm the metadynamically observed forms of interaction, geometries
corresponding to the main binding modes from the metadynamics trajectory were selected
and their IR spectra, together with that of valeric acid in vacuum, simulated, Figure 5.7.
The IR spectrum of the pure acid shows good agreement with the positions of the funda-
mental frequencies of carboxylic acids. The intense peak at 1749.0 cm−1 is characteristic
for the C=O stretch and the one at 1120.5 cm−1 for the C-O stretch, while series of
peaks at ∼3000 cm−1 belong to the -CH2 and -CH3 symmetric and asymmetric stretches.
The broad O-H stretch feature observed between 3500 and 2500 cm−1 in experimentally
measured spectra is missing since the acid molecule was modelled in vacuum. After ad-
sorption, the intense C=O peak disappears, and two new peaks as features of carboxylate
are formed instead. Positions of the two peaks are distinctive for each binding mode and
can be found at 1292.5 and 1612.2 cm−1 for atop monodentate, 1176.6 and 1485.5 cm−1
for bridging monodentate, 1358.3 and 1490.8 cm−1 for bridging bidentate, 1487.4 and
1577.0 cm−1 for normal chelate, and 1234.0 and 1273.2 cm−1 for bridging chelate. The
obtained wavenumber ∆ separations between the asymmetric and symmetric stretches
are 319.7, 308.9, 132.5, 89.6, and 42.2 cm−1 for atop monodentate, bridging monodentate,
bridging bidentate, normal chelate, and bridging chelate, respectively, which, following
the experimental trends discussed above, confirm the assigned interaction modes.

The next question that arises is to what extent does the binding mode interchange oc-
cur; i.e., what are the pathways and barriers taking place, considering finite-temperature
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Figure 5.7: Simulated IR spectra of valeric acid in vacuum (top panel) and adsorbed on the 57-
atom Co NP (middle and bottom panels) as atop and bridging monodentate, bridging bidentate,
normal chelate, and bridging chelate, with accompanying wavenumber separations (∆) between
the asymmetric and symmetric stretches of COO−. Both axes are the same for all spectra.

effects at the appropriate thermodynamic conditions. To investigate the underlying mech-
anisms in pertinent detail, the reconstructed free energy surface projected onto the plane
spanning the two CVs, CN (Oa-Co) and CN (Ob-Co), has been plotted in Figure 5.8.
Several minima beyond the one defining the starting structure are readily identified and
denoted using Roman numerals. Minimum I represents the bridging bidentate and it is
by far the most stable structure with an energy of -139 kJ mol−1. Minima denoted as
IIa and IIb are atop monodentate structures with Oa and Ob attached to one surface Co
atom, respectively. They are higher in energy with respect to bridging bidentate, and
sit at around -115 kJ mol−1. Bridging chelates are represented by IVa and IVb and they
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Figure 5.8: Free energy surface for the interaction of valeric acid and the 57-atom Co NP in
the top panel; Roman numbers denote different minima, with accompanying letters a and b
standing for the configurations differing only by the carboxyl oxygen atom, Oa or Ob, which
binds to the NP surface. All structures are visually represented in the middle panel. Upper case
letters illustrate the lowest energy paths whose mechanisms are proposed together with the free
energy barriers (in kJ/mol) for individual processes in the bottom panel.

are energetically less favourable at -90 kJ mol−1, while standard chelating mode, labelled
as minimum V, lies at -104 kJ mol−1. Bridging monodentate, III, is least likely to be
formed with an energy of -60 kJ mol−1. A wide area in energy up to -70 kJ mol−1 around
the global minimum can be assigned to exhaustive efforts of the system to stay in the
bridging bidentate mode even when one or both Co-O bonds do not reach the ideal value
of 2.0 Å. What clearly emerges from Figure 5.8 is that the bridging bidentate is the most
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favourable mode of interaction between carboxylic acids and Co NPs.

Figure 5.8 also illustrates possible transitions between the minima. From the minima
IIa/b to the global minimum I there are two possible pathways, one with a bridging
chelate as an intermediate (B, C) and another direct pathway (D). The formation of the
intermediate chelating state IV allows the molecule to access a lower energy pathway.
In particular, shift from the atop monodentate directly to the bridging bidentate global
minimum following route D requires the system to overcome an energy barrier of 77 kJ
mol−1. However, transition through the chelate interaction separates the process into two
steps (B, C), for which the barriers of 58 and 41 kJ mol−1 are both lower than in the
direct D route. Other pathways include bridging monodentate as a starting point, with
two possible final destinations: the atop monodentate (A, B), or the global minimum,
bridging bidentate (A, C). Going from a bridging monodentate to the atop analogue
requires overcoming an energy barrier of 24 kJ mol−1, which increases to 41 kJ mol−1
if bridging bidentate is the final structure. In general, all transitions between minima
are moderately energetically costly, with the rate-determining steps depending on the
pathway. Normal chelate interaction is not directly placed on the monodentate-bidentate
transition pathways.

Two lowest energy modes in the free energy landscape of valeric acid-cobalt NP system
as sampled with metadynamics coincide with the binding forms proposed through the
experimental works of Wu et al and Ansari et al. Additionally, through simulations it
was possible to identify the stability and occurrence of the two modes and their transition
mechanisms, which appointed bridging bidentate as a global minimum of the system.
Thus, the correspondence to the experiments and accuracy of the approach used can be
considered satisfactory for revealing the interaction modes and their relations for the case
of organic molecules bonded to metallic NPs.

5.3.2.2 Thiols

Thiols have been widely used for functionalisation of gold NPs, and experimental and
theoretical studies have found that the thiolates resulting from S-H bond cleavage bind to
two gold atoms in average and can either coexist with the undissociated intact molecules
or completely dominate if accompanied by the formation of molecular hydrogen.[577] On
the other hand, doping of gold NPs with other metals resulted in a significantly different
arrangement of thiol ligands compared to the pure thiol-capped Au particles.[578] A DFT
study on the adsorption of methanethiol on the Co (0001) surface found dissociative
adsorption in the threefold hollow sites, fcc and hcp, to be most energetically favourable
and suggested that CH3SH does not adsorb molecularly onto the surface.[579]

A 57-atom Co NP and a single molecule of 1-pentanethiol were equilibrated for 3.00
ps at the temperature of T = 450 K.[580, 581, 582] Progression of the T , potential energy,
and S-Co/S-H interatomic distances is shown in Figure 5.9. Hydrogen of the thiol group
dissociated from the 1-pentanethiol within first 0.25 ps of the equilibration and contin-
ued to move freely around the NP. Subsequently, S-Co was the only remaining form of
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Figure 5.9: S-H and S-Co distances (top two panels), potential energy (middle panel), and
temperature (bottom panel, with horizontal line representing the temperature of the thermostat,
T = 450 K) during the ab initio molecular dynamics equilibration of 1-pentanethiol on the 57-
atom Co NP.

interaction between the ligand and Co NP to be included in the definition of possible
binding modes, leading to a single CV, CN(S-Co). From the fluctuations of bonds formed
between sulphur and two of the Co atoms during the equilibration, a distance of 2.15 Å
was defined as a reference bond distance.

Figure 5.10: Representative structures (top panel) and changes in the coordination number,
CN(S-Co) (bottom panel) for the 1-pentanethiol-Co NP system. Grey, teal, yellow, and white
spheres represent cobalt, carbon, sulhpur, and hydrogen atoms, respectively.

Sampling of possible binding modes was carried out as a single CV metadynamics
simulation. Progression of the CN(S-Co) and structures of captured interaction modes
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are shown in Figure 5.10. Initial structure taken from the AIMD equilibration of the
system with sulphur atom binding two neighbouring Co atoms, herein named bridging
monodentate, remained stable for the first 0.80 ps of the metadynamics run. In the
next 0.20 ps, sulphur moved towards a three-fold hollow position forming a third S-
Co bond. This interaction mode, labelled as three-fold monodentate, was observed for
the majority of simulation time. Only at about 2.50 ps structural rearrangement of
surface Co atoms initiated by the penetration of the sulphur atom allowed for a four-fold
monodentate binding to occur. The four-fold monodentate is characterised by bonds of
four neighbouring Co atoms with the sulphur atom of the 1-pentanethiol, where S atom
is levelled with the NP surface. This interaction was stable for ∼0.50 ps before returning
to the three-fold binding composition. After 3.25 ps, bridging monodentate was again
observed for a short time, followed by the elongation of both S-Co bonds. After about
0.50 ps, ending C atom of the 1-pentanethiol carbon chain started interacting with Co
atoms of the remote edge of the NP. Formed binding mode between the thiol ligand and
the NP is hence named S-C-bidentate, and it was observed for the remaining time of the
simulation. Metadynamics sampling was stopped once the C-Co interaction made S-Co
bonds significantly stretched, leading towards zero CN for S-Co interaction. Altogether,
four distinct binding modes were defined for the interaction of the 57-atom Co NP and 1-
pentanethiol: bridging, three-fold, and four-fold monodentates with sulphur atom binding
one, two, and three Co atoms, respectively, and a S-C-bidentate, where sulphur of the -SH
functional group and carbon on the opposite end of the molecule interact with remote
parts of the NP. The three-fold monodentate was the mode of interaction through the 44
% of the simulation time, bridging and four-fold monodentate interactions were observed
for the 23 and 20 % of the time, while the S-C-bidentate mode persisted for 12.5 %.

IR spectra of primary alkyl-thiols do not have as distinctive features as the IR spec-
tra of carboxylic acids, Figure 5.11. A weak S-H stretch is captured at 2635.4 cm−1,
with an intensive C-S stretch peak at 527.4 cm−1, corresponding well to experimental
wavenumbers. As dissociation of thiol hydrogen occurred during the equilibration run,
S-H peak is absent from the IR spectra of all interaction modes captured in the metady-
namics simulation. Peaks corresponding to the C-S stretches of different binding modes
experienced a significant decrease in the intensity and were slightly shifted to higher
wavenumbers, namely to 580.1 cm−1 in the case of S-C-bidentate, to 547.9 cm−1 for the
bridging monodentate, to 549.6 cm−1 for the three-fold monodentate, and to 602.1 cm−1
for the four-fold monodentate. In the lack of additional wavenumber descriptors, it would
be very difficult to define the form of interaction of thiol molecule with Co NP solely
from their IR spectra. Only evident difference can be seen between the S-C bidentate
with the highest intensity peak situated at around 1500 cm−1 and the three monodentate
interaction modes, where the most intense band is found in the 2500-3500 cm−1 region.

The stability, transitions, and barriers between different binding modes were analysed
through the reconstructed energy profile as a function of the CV, Figure 5.12. Minima I
and II, representing S-C bidentate and bridging monodentate, have similar stability with
energies of -1.22 and -1.32 eV, respectively. Minimum III is a global minimum of the
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Figure 5.11: Simulated IR spectra of 1-pentanethiol in vacuum (top panel) and adsorbed on the
57-atom Co NP (bottom panel) as S-C bidentate, bridging monodentate, three-fold monodentate,
and four-fold monodentate. Both axes are the same for all spectra.

system and corresponds to the three-fold monodentate interaction. It is favoured over
other binding modes with the energy of -3.27 eV. Similar to the case of carboxylic acid
energy landscape, the well of this structure is fairly large and extends to higher CNs,
maintaining energies that are considerably lower than other minima. Final interaction
mode, four-fold monodentate, is positioned in minimum IV with least favourable energy
of -0.65 eV.

Energy barriers for the binding mode transitions can also be determined from the
energy profile. S-C-bidentate and bridging monodentate modes, which have similar sta-
bilities, are separated by a relatively low 0.25 eV barrier. Barrier for reaching the global
minimum III from either minimum II or minimum IV is even more modest at only 0.03
and 0.02 eV. However, for system to leave the global minimum, it needs to overcome
a significant energy cost. In particular, the shift to the bridging monodentate minimum
imposes a barrier of 1.98 eV, followed by a 0.15 eV barrier for the transition to minimum I.
Rearrangement of Co atoms to accommodate sulphur atom within four-fold monodentate
interaction mode comes even more costly, with a transition barrier of 2.63 eV.

Three-fold monodentate is thus the most favoured structure sampled within the 1-
pentanethiol-57-atom Co NP system, with high energy barriers for transitions towards
other forms of interaction.

5.3.2.3 Amines

For the amine-protection of metallic NPs, the interaction options are less explored. In
general, there are two binding modes mentioned in the literature: in the case of charged
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Figure 5.12: Free energy landscape for the 1-pentanethiol on the 57-atom Co NP spanned over
the collective variable, CN(S-Co), with captured binding mode structures denoted by Roman
numbers.

particles, the ligand with amino functional group mainly binds via electrostatic interac-
tions, and the accepted binding mode is established as bonding of amine through the
lone-pair of nitrogen to the particle; for tertiary amines, the binding through the H atom
with the Pt NPs is suggested.[583] There are, to the best of author’s knowledge, no re-
ported binding modes of amines on Co NPs. The system comprising of a Co NP with
57 atoms and a single molecule of 1-pentanamine was initially equilibrated in duration of
3.00 ps at the temperature of T = 450 K.[580, 581, 582] No desorption of -NH2 hydrogen
atoms was observed throughout the equilibration. Figure 5.13 shows fluctuations in T ,
potential energy, and N-H/N-Co bonds. According to the thus far suggested binding
modes of amines on metallic NPs, major contributors to the established interactions are
formation of bond(s) between nitrogen and Co atoms, as well as breakage of the bond(s)
between nitrogen and hydrogen. Therefore, CN(N-Co) and CN(N-H) were used as CVs.
Reference distances employed in the definition of these CVs were taken as values averaged
over the equilibration run, namely 2.0 Å for the N-Co, and 1.1 Å for the N-H.

Metadynamics was conducted in duration of 5.00 ps. CN(N-Co) and CN(N-H) are
plotted in the bottom panel of Figure 5.14 for the whole trajectory, with the captured
binding modes represented in the top panel. Initial structure with -NH2 group bonded
through the nitrogen atom to a single Co atom was taken from the ending of the AIMD
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Figure 5.13: N-H and N-Co distances (top two panels), potential energy (middle panel), and
temperature (bottom panel, with horizontal line representing the temperature of the thermostat,
T = 450 K) during the ab initio molecular dynamics equilibration of 1-pentanamine on the 57-
atom Co NP.

Figure 5.14: Representative structures (top panel) and changes in the collective variables, CN,
(bottom panel) of 1-pentanamine on the 57-atom Co NP.

equilibration. This form of interaction, herein named NH2-atop monodentate, remained
unchanged for the first picosecond of the metadynamics run, when one hydrogen atom
dissociated from the amine group. After dissociation, an average length of the N-Co bond
shortened to 1.80 Å, which gave a CN(N-Co) of approximately 1.5 with the initially set
up reference value of 2.00 Å. For the next half a picosecond, nitrogen remained bonded to
one Co atom as an NH-atop monodentate, before forming an NH-bridging monodentate
between the two neighbouring Co atoms. This bridging interaction prevailed for the rest of
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the metadynamics run. The bond between nitrogen and the non-cleaved hydrogen of the
amine group significantly stretched only in a few short periods as to indicate possibility
of second dissociation; however, such event never occurred. This unfavourable state was
labelled as NH-bidentate. There was no indication of nitrogen forming bonds with more
than two Co atoms. After the simulation has reached 5.00 ps, nitrogen atom shifted
towards a new pair of Co atoms, and this was taken as an indication of no remaining
possibilities of distinct binding modes. Desorption of 1-pentanamine was not observed
on the time scale of the entire simulation. Four interaction modes of 1-pentanamine
were captured on the 57-atom Co NP: NH2-atop monodentate, where -NH2 functional
group remains intact and connects to the NP through a single N-Co bond; NH-atop
monodentate, where N atom maintains a bond with one Co atom and one H atom of
the -NH2 group, while the second hydrogen dissociates onto the NP surface; NH-bridging
monodentate, where dissociated form of 1-pentanamine interacts through the nitrogen
with two neighbouring Co atoms; and, ultimately, NH-bidentate, where both N and H
atoms of dissociated 1-pentamine interact with the NP. During the metadynamics run,
NH2-atop monodentate was an active binding more for ∼20 % of metadynamics run,
NH-atop monodentate and NH-bidentate for ∼10 and ∼8 %, respectively, while the NH-
bridging monodentate was the dominating binding form persisting for more than 62 % of
the simulation time.

Figure 5.15: Simulated IR spectra of 1-petanamine in vacuum (top panel) and its four dis-
tinct binding modes (bottom panel) over 57-atom Co NP as sampled through metadynamics.
Wavenumbers of stretching and bending modes relevant to the amino functional group (N-H
and C-N interactions) are provided. Both axes are the same for all the graphs.

The IR spectra of the four distinct interaction modes of 1-pentanamine identified dur-
ing the metadynamics run were simulated and are shown, together with the IR spectrum
of the free adsorbate in vacuum, in Figure 5.15. The IR spectrum of 1-pentanamine has
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Figure 5.16: Free energy surface for the adsorption process of 1-pentanamine on the 57-atom
Co NP (top panel); Roman numbers denote different minima and correspond to the represented
structures (middle panel). Upper case letters illustrate the lowest energy paths whose mecha-
nisms are proposed together with the free energy barriers (in kJ/mol) for individual processes
(bottom panel)

all features of the primary amines: two bands for two N-H stretches can be found at
3403.3 and 3012.9 cm−1, and that of N-H bend and N-H wag at 1591.7 cm−1 and 781.3
cm−1, respectively; C-N stretch band is positioned at 1020.0 cm−1. Prior to dissociation,
1-pentanamine adsorbs in an undissociated form as a NH2-atop monodentate. Binding of
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amino nitrogen to the NP causes a shift of the N-H stretch bands to 3336.2 and 3027.2
cm−1 and a shift of the N-H wag to 760.3 cm−1, both of which decrease in intensity.
The C-N stretch band is shifted more prominently to 927.4 cm−1 and its intensity is
significantly increased, while the band of the N-H bend is not anymore observed. Upon
dissociation, there remains only one N-H stretch band for the NH-atop monodentate at
3205.2 cm−1. The 908.5 cm−1 band of the C-N stretch remains of a high intensity similar
to the NH2-atop monodentate, with bands around 750.0 cm−1 denoting single N-H wag
experienced considerable reduction in intensity. Additional N-Co bond in NH-bridging
monodentate contributed to a decrease in the intensity of the C-N stretch which can be
found at 982.5 cm−1. The band of the single N-H stretch in this interaction mode is
positioned at 3228.0 cm−1. Final interaction mode, NH-bidentate, where both nitrogen
and hydrogen interact with the NP, shows the least prominent band of the N-H stretch
which is shifted to a lower wavenumber value of 3170.8 cm−1. As nitrogen is still bridging
two Co atoms, a medium intensity band of the C-N stretch is observed at 941.2 cm−1.

Although the alternations in the bands relevant to the amino group upon the binding
mode changes are not as straightforward as in the case of carboxylic acids, it is still possible
to distinguish between different interaction modes based on their IR spectra. Captured
changes coincide with the experimental observations on amine-functionalised Pt NPs,
which showed that the typical amine bands are usually shifted to lower wavenumbers,
broadened, and less intense than in the free ligand.[583]

To investigate the stability of detected binding modes and the interchanging pathways,
the free energy surface as a function of the two CVs, CN(N-Co) and CN(N-H), was plotted
in Figure 5.16. Four minima were identified and labelled with Roman numbers. Minimum
I is that of the NH2-atop monodentate, arising from the (1,2) pair of CN(N-Co) and
CN(N-H), with an energy of -57 kJ mol−1. Minima II and III correspond to the forms of
interactions after the dissociation of one hydrogen atom. The former, with the (1.5,1) CN
combination corresponds to the NH-atop monodentate, whilst the latter CN combination
of (2,1) stands for the NH-bridging monodentate. Both minima are significantly lower
in energy when compared to the NH2-atop monodentate, and sit at -151 and -158 kJ
mol−1, respectively. Flickering of the hydrogen atom attached to the nitrogen has led
to the constant alternations in the length of the N-H bond and the value of the CN(N-
H) collective variable, resulting in the increased area of the NH-atop and NH-bridging
monodentate wells. NH-bidentate is found at minimum IV, with the (2,0) CNs pair and,
with an energy of -43 kJ mol−1, it is least likely to form. Possible transitions between the
distinct binding modes and their energy barriers are also captured in Figure 5.16. For
system to reach low energy structures II and/or III starting from minimum I, it has to
cross a couple of moderate energy barriers, all in the 25-32 kJ mol−1 range. The minimum
II to minimum III transition is characterised by a 35 kJ mol−1 barrier. If minimum IV
is a starting point, barrier for reaching more favourable structures (minima II and III) is
∼41 kJ mol−1. However, transitions from the minima II and III towards either minimum
I or minimum IV are much more energetically costly.

Altogether, energetically most favourable binding mode of 1-pentanamine on the 57-
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Co NP is found to be the NH-bridging monodentate, where one hydrogen atom from the
-NH2 functional group dissociates to interact with the surface Co atoms on its own, and
the remaining form of 1-pentanamine binds the two neighbouring Co atoms through two
N-Co bonds. This binding mode is characterised by a significantly reduced intensity of
the C-N stretch IR band and a pronounced N-H stretch peak.

5.4 Conclusion

The role of ligands in the alternations of the behaviour and properties of metallic NPs
derives from the varying forms of ligand-NP interactions, as shown by many experimental
studies. It is hence important to distinguish between the binding modes and possibility
of their occurrence in the functionalisation processes. Combination of ab initio molecular
dynamics and metadynamics calculations clarified the interaction modes of Co NPs with
three families of biomedically relevant organic ligands, namely carboxylic acids, thiols,
and primary amines.

On the basis of the size-dependent adsorption of molecular entities, a 57-atom Co NP
was suggested as an entry particle size for the scalable NP-ligand behaviour. Following
metadynamics simulations have provided important insights into the free energy landscape
around the two experimentally observed binding modes of carboxylic acids on Co NPs,
identifying bridging bidentate as the global minimum. For the thiol-Co NP system, three-
fold monodentate was detected as the most favourable structure, whereas NH-bridging
monodentate was predicted to be the dominating amine-Co NP binding form. Observed
interaction strengths (-1.44 eV for carboxylic acids, -3.45 eV for thiols, -1.82 eV for amines)
coincide with the adsorption energies of similar molecules adsorbed on the (0001) surface of
hcp Co. Interaction of the (0001) surface and formic acid was found to have an adsorption
energy of -0.68 eV in molecular state and -0.75 eV after dissociation.[133] Calculated
adsorption energies of nitrogen-based species, from amines to imines and nitriles on Co
(0001) were in a -1.16 to -2.82 eV range.[584] Finally, adsorption of methanethiol on the
(0001) surface shown adsorption energies of about -3.00 eV for low coverages.[585] Specific
IR features were also successfully captured.

It is thus fair to say that the accuracy of ab initio simulations of interaction forms
and lattice dynamics on smaller ligand-NP systems is satisfactory, and the real value
is their ability to provide predictions for those ligand-metal pairs which are not easily
accessible to experimental techniques. Determination of the binding modes between the
two modalities is a first step towards simulating the organic coatings on Co NPs and
ligand-induced behaviour of the magnetic Co core. These data will also stimulate a
deeper investigation on the role of the capping agents in metal NP synthesis and their in
vivo behaviour.

Highlights of the chapter
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– Identified a 57-atom Co NP as an entry particle size for the scalable NP-ligand
behaviour.

– Resolved experimental literature discrepancy of the carboxylic acid-Co NP bind-
ing mode by defining bridging bidentate as the global minimum.

– Proposed interaction modes for thiol- and amine-Co NP systems.

– Simulated IR spectra for distinct binding modes of carboxylic acid, thiol, and
amine ligands on Co NP.
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CHAPTER 6

Mechanism of functionalisation
“Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?”

“That depends a good deal on where you want to get to,” said the Cat.
“I don’t much care where -” said Alice.

“Then it doesn’t matter which way you go,” said the Cat.
“-so long as I get somewhere,” Alice added as an explanation.

“Oh, you’re sure to do that,” said the Cat, “if you only walk long enough.”
-Chapter 6, Pig and Pepper

6.1 Introduction

6.1.1 Functionalisation strategies

With the growing potential of mNPs in biomedicine and the increasing concerns of
their nanotoxicity, the interaction between surfactants and magnetic cores is proving
to be of fundamental interest for effective bio-functionalisation. Due to the complicated
interplay between the interactions involved at the bio-nanointerface, the structure-activity
relationship, and mechanism behind the nanocomposite formation, it is important to
get an insight in the mutually inclusive dependence of mNP functionalisation on the
density and composition of the surface coating beyond a single molecule contact. In these
multiligand-NP structures, prediction of the interactions is a non-trivial task; covalent
bonding [586], non-covalent bonding [587], coupling reaction assisted immobilisation [588],
simple coating/deposition [589], and Stöber technique [590, 591] have all been described
as possible governing forces of nanoscale biomolecular functionalisation.

The preferable conjugation of polyphenol, which possesses highly active medicinal
properties, with gold NPs was studied to gain an in-depth understanding of the nature
of the participating functional groups involved in the NP reduction and capping.[592]
Using the experimental data alone, validation of the role of various moieties, molecular
conformations, and surface passivation of Au NPs could not be clearly achieved. Con-
ceptual comprehension was gained from the quantum chemical calculations, establishing
connection of the molecular and electronic structure of surfactant molecules and their
binding affinity to metal ions in various conditions. Steric repulsions due to the methoxy-
methoxy interactions were found to be an important factor in determining the lowest
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energy conformer, whereas the breakage of intramolecular H-bonding was proposed to
lead to the increased availability of ligands. Similarly, the hydrogen bonding was found
to play an important role in the drug loading processes of drug molecules-nanographene
surface systems.[593]

Moreover, very little is known about the reaction pathways of hydrogen atoms disso-
ciated during the conjugation of organic surfactants with metal NPs. Even in the case of
well-investigated thiol-gold systems, there are only a few very recent theoretical studies
of the hydrogen transfer mechanism supporting an experimentally suggested release of
H2 in the functionalisation process.[594, 595] Previous AIMD work showed that inter-
action of two thiols with a four-atom gold cluster results in the production of H2 and
formation of substructures containing adatom-like gold atoms pulled away from the clus-
ter surface with almost linear RS-Au-SR bonding patterns. Such gold adatom-mediated
substructures with alternating gold and sulphur atoms were first detected within the self-
assembly of alkanethiolates on the Au(111) surface [596] and are now known as staple
motifs.[597, 598] Later, the interaction of small gold clusters with one to 38 atoms was
examined by DFT, which confirmed the thermodynamics of the H2 generation and sub-
sequent staple motif formation.[599] To the best of author’s knowledge, no information is
available on cobalt-organic surfactant systems.

Comprehension of the role of hydrogen bonds, dissociated atoms, and steric, inter-
molecular dependence adds to the understanding of the interaction of multiple surfactant
molecules with nanosystems, and it can be very useful for tailoring optimised surfaces to
control the drug loading or effective NP protection. Thus, to obtain information above
the sole nature of the ligand bonding, an atomic perspective for the functionalisation
mechanism of fully protected NPs is needed.

6.1.2 Motivation

In the light of previous chapters, the most important practical question regarding the
design of metallic NPs for use in biomedicine is how to ensure a sufficiently long lifetime of
the NPs in the organism. This requires both that the NPs do not disintegrate, aggregate,
or lose their integrity otherwise, and that they are not removed by the immune system.
Additionally, for mNPH, NPs should maintain the high levels of magnetisation throughout
the duration of the therapy.

Virtually nothing is known regarding the functionalisation mechanism or reactivity
of ligand-protected Co NPs beyond the basic information on the binding modes of a few
potential ligands. The ability of the chosen ligand to function according to the biological
requirements depends largely on the structure of the coating, which is a complicated
function of the coating density and type of the molecule in combination with material,
size, and shape of the NP core, whereas the functionalisation mechanism is a prevailing
factor.

To explore the mechanism behind the functionalisation of Co NPs with carboxylic
acids, ab initio molecular dynamics was employed to investigate the coating process with
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valeric acid, CH3(CH2)3COOH. The structure and stability of the formed nanocomposite
were traced throughout the simulation with a particular focus on the changes in the
adsorption rate and binding modes of the adsorbed molecules. After the three stages of
the functionalisation process were identified, the detected reactivity changes caused by
the increased acid coverage and carboxyl hydrogen dissociation paved the way towards
simulations of energy barriers accompanying H2 generation and desorption.

6.2 Computational details

As a baseline for simulating the functionalisation mechanism, the reference case of a
single particle in the presence of acid molecules was established. The previously optimised
57-atom hcp Co NP was placed in the simulation box together with 14 optimised molecules
of valeric acid (corresponding to a coverage of one molecule per facet if all molecules were
to be adsorbed). The real density of the liquid was inaccessible to model by AIMD.
AIMD simulations were performed using CP2K with the GGA/PBE functional and the
GTH basis set. The chosen system was simulated in the NVT ensemble during 10.00 ps of
Born-Oppenheimer MD. A Nosé-Hoover thermostat was set at the synthesis temperature
of T = 500 K [211, 600, 215], and a time step of 1.0 fs was used for the integration of the
equations of motion.

Hydrogen dissociation and formation of H2 were studied by the NEB method and
ab initio metadynamics. NEB simulations were performed using the VASP package
within the GGA/PBE exchange-correlation functional. The DFT-D3 method with Becke-
Johnson damping was used to include the long-range dispersion interactions and the k-
point grid contained only the Γ point. All intermediate and transition states were fully
optimised and Hessian calculations were performed to verify the existence of one imagi-
nary frequency for the transition states. CP2K was instead used for the metadynamics
trajectories, during which Gaussian hills with a height of 0.01 Hartree and a width of 0.05
were deposited every 50 fs.

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Functionalisation mechanism

The functionalisation mechanism for carboxylic acid-protected Co NPs was investi-
gated by surrounding a single 57-atom Co NP with 14 valeric acid molecules and per-
forming an AIMD relaxation of the system in duration of 10.00 ps. Initial and final
arrangements are shown in the top panel of Figure 6.1. The bottom panel of Figure 6.1
contains the simulation timescale with a few intermediate configurations capturing key
events.

Initially, the NP and the randomly oriented acid molecules were separated by a dis-
tance of about 8 Å. Acid molecules immediately started to move and were progressively
captured on the NP surface in the form of a monodentate. Adsorption of the first molecule
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Figure 6.1: Timeline of the 10.00 ps ab initio molecular dynamics run on the 57-atom Co NP-14
valeric acid molecules system with initial and final geometries given on the top left and right,
respectively, and seven key events featured on the bottom in the order of their occurrence during
the simulation: adsorption of the first acid (0.60 ps), first dissociation (1.60 ps), formation of
a bridging bidentate (2.50 ps), grouping of dissociated H atoms (3.20 ps), desorption of an
acid molecule (4.40 ps), further grouping of dissociated H atoms (5.75 ps), hcp→icosahedron
transformation (6.80 ps). Grey, teal, red, and white spheres represent cobalt, carbon, oxygen,
and hydrogen atoms, respectively.

occurred just after half a picosecond. The molecule adsorbed onto the vertex Co atom
of the (101̄1) surface through the -COOH oxygen atom which was bound to the carboxyl
hydrogen. Shortly after, the second adsorbate molecule bound to another (101̄1) surface
vertex, but this time the bond was established between Co atom and the freestanding
oxygen of carboxyl functional group. At 1.00 ps, a total of five molecules have already
interacted with the NP, one of them forming a bond with the (0001) surface vertex atom.
Interestingly, regardless of the initial orientation, acid molecules showed no preference
on through which oxygen atom of the carboxyl group they adsorb; even if the -OH was
initially further away than the corresponding freestanding O atom of the -COOH group,
some molecules interacted through the former. Within the next picosecond, half of the
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molecules attached to the NP mostly to vertex Co atoms, and still no pattern was ob-
served regarding the oxygen atom through which the monodentate adsorption took place.
There were also instances where an interchange in the interacting oxygen atom would
occur within single acid molecule. The coating at this point could have been charac-
terised as isotropic - adsorbed molecules were positioned at distant parts of the NP and
no aggregation took place. Just before the simulation time reached 2.00 ps, one carboxyl
hydrogen dissociated from its parent acid. Less than 0.15 ps after, a second dissocia-
tion happened. Each of the dissociated molecules formed two Co-O bonds, adsorbing in
a bridging bidentate mode. The dissociated hydrogen atoms moved effortlessly across
the NP surface through available bridge and hollow sites. As the simulation proceeded,
within the next two picoseconds two more acids lost their carboxyl hydrogen atoms, while
two previously unbound molecules adsorbed as monodentates. Even though a portion
of adsorbed acid molecules still interacted through the -OH oxygen atom, dissociation
occurred in all four occasions on acids that were binding with a freestanding oxygen of
the -COOH group. Dissociated acids were noticed to quickly form bridging bidentate
interactions, typically within 0.25 ps after dissociation. In one instance, an intermediate
chelate state was observed. Movement of the dissociated hydrogen atoms started to be
more localised, with a pair from the two earliest dissociations pulsing around the same
vertex Co atom, simply interchanging amongst each other’s positions. This caused the
nearby acid molecule, which was actively interacting with the NP for over two picosec-
onds, to desorb at ∼4.00 ps, followed by the adsorption of a new acid molecule at the site
available farther away. Grouping of the other pair of dissociated hydrogen atoms was also
captured just after 4.50 ps on the vertex on the opposite side of the NP. At the end of the
5.00 ps, nine acid molecules were attached to the NP surface and four had their carboxyl
hydrogen atoms dissociated and were interacting in the bridging bidentate mode. The
remaining five molecules were adsorbed undissociated in the monodentate binding mode.
No significant disruption in the NP shape was observed thus far, as indicated by minimal
changes in the radius of gyration, rg, Figure 6.2.

Except for the constant flickering of dissociated hydrogen atoms, no further events
were observed within the next half picosecond when an additional valeric acid molecule
was adsorbed. With almost 40 % of Co atoms on the NP surface now directly interacting
with carboxyl oxygen atoms, the shape of the NP started to distort. Throughout the
change, captured average values of the radius of gyration were around 3.96 Å, Figure 6.2.
Just after 6.00 ps, another dissociation occurred. It took almost a full picosecond for
the latest carboxylic acid that dissociated to establish a bridging bidentate interaction
because of pulsating hydrogen atoms that were limiting the availability of surface Co
atoms. This was followed by a dissociation of yet another valeric acid at 7.00 ps, at which
point the newly released H atom grouped quickly with the one dissociated previously. By
the time this acid formed a bridging bidentate mode with two Co atoms, the shape of
the NP became icosahedral, and initial rg values were retrieved in correspondence with
equivalent Co-Co distances of hcp and icosahedral Co NPs. The next dissociation was
observed at 7.70 ps. Subsequent grouping of hydrogen atoms was followed by a desorption
of yet another valeric acid molecule, whose adsorption was observed in the early stages of
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Figure 6.2: Radius of gyration, rg, after the 10.00 ps of the ab initio molecular dynamics run of
the functionalisation of 57-atom Co NP with 14 valeric acid molecules.

simulation (at 0.45 ps), just before the time has reached 8.25 ps. The final dissociation
happened just after 8.75 ps of the simulation time. The last picosecond was marked as
the longest time without any events, and the simulation was terminated at 10.00 ps.

At the end of the 10.00 ps run, ten acid molecules were attached to the NP surface
and eight had their carboxyl hydrogen atoms dissociated, interacting through the bridging
bidentate mode. The remaining two molecules were adsorbed undissociated as monoden-
tates, one bonding to the vertex Co atom and the other to the edge Co atom. One of
the O-Co bonds was established through the -OH oxygen atom. That specific valeric
acid molecule underwent multiple attempts to form a permanent bond with the cluster
(average O–Co bond of interacting acid molecules being 1.9 Å), however, for the majority
of the simulation time it was at a 2.2-2.4 Å distance from the NP surface, giving place
to dissociated hydrogen atoms. Adsorbed acid molecules were distributed evenly across
the (0001) and (101̄1) surface areas, with the exception of vertex sites where dissociated
hydrogen atoms resided.

To evaluate the stability of the adsorption system, the potential energy during the
10.00 ps run was plotted in Figure 6.3. The figure illustrates a significant decrease in
the potential energy during the early stage of the simulation up to 1.00 ps, followed by
a relatively stable period of about 0.50 ps. Another noticeable drop in energy occurred
at ∼2.00 ps also followed by a stagnant trend of a more subtle decline that extends to
4.25 ps, when a first occurrence of a stability loss can be seen. After about 0.25 ps, the
potential energy curve restores the negative slope. These stability alternations occurred
throughout the remaining simulation time, whereas the on-going potential energy decrease
faded away after 7.00 ps, seemingly reaching equilibrium state in the number of adsorbed
carboxylic acid molecules. Two additional striking drops at 7.10 ps and 8.75 ps correspond
to the stability gained through the shape modification, and a further adsorption event as
a response to the hydrogen-triggered desorption destabilisation.
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Figure 6.3: Potential energy, Epot, as a function of time during the 10.00 ps ab initio molecular
dynamics run on the 57-atom Co NP - 14 valeric acid molecules system.

As the potential energy trend displays, the functionalisation process can be divided
into three distinct stages. Stage 1, in which a decrease in the potential energy is solely due
to the effective adsorption of valeric acid molecules across the NP surface at a relatively
constant adsorption rate (first two picoseconds). In stage 2, the rate of adsorption is
slowed down, and fluctuations in the potential energy are caused by hydrogen dissociations
and established bridging bidentate binding (between 2.00 ps and 4.50 ps). Finally, stage
3 comprises of alternating destabilisation and re-stabilisation periods characterised by
desorption of valeric acid molecules near the locations of dissociated hydrogen atoms
and adsorption/dissociation of previously non-adsorbed/non-dissociated acid molecules
on distinct sites of the NP. In this final stage, the adsorption rate has reached the plateau,
and adsorption is only induced in the instances of hydrogen-caused acid detachment to
regain the equilibrium state of the system.

A schematic representation of the AIMD-predicted reaction mechanism is shown in
Figure 6.4. Considering that the available literature on the binding of carboxylic ligands
to monometallic and bimetallic NPs and surfaces reports the bridging bidentate as the
preferred mode of interaction in most cases with the occasional dominance of the chelate
biding [601, 602, 603, 594, 604], it is likely that the proposed functionalisation mechanism,
or certain aspects of it, are also applicable to those systems. The true mechanisms for
the acid functionalisation of other metallic NPs are, however, subject to future research
efforts.

The observed behaviour, together with the known layout of organic coatings to be
synthesised with the respective loss of hydrogen, indicates that the fate of hydrogen
should also be investigated. Throughout the simulation time, as more acid molecules
lost their carboxyl hydrogen atoms, desorption started to occur, destabilising the system.
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Figure 6.4: Schematic representation of the AIMD-predicted mechanism for the acid-
functionalisation of Co NPs. Colour scheme is as follows: steps shaded in blue are spontaneous
and stabilising, steps shaded in red are destabilising, and steps shaded in purple are hindered
by an energy barrier, but, once overcome, they lead to further stabilisation of the system.

Since it is very unlikely that hydrogen atoms would detach from the NP on the timescale
of the AIMD simulations, a combination of NEB and ab initio metadynamics was chosen
to model the occurrence and energetics of this rare event.

6.3.2 Fate of dissociated hydrogen

To provide a greater understanding of the functionalisation mechanism of Co NPs
by carboxylic acids, NEB calculations were carried out for dissociation, transfer, and re-
combination of hydrogen atoms associated with the carboxyl group, and the study was
further extended to thiol and amine ligands for comparison. To reduce the computa-
tional cost of expensive NEB calculations, 2C-atom chain ligands were used, i.e. acetic
acid CH3COOH, ethanethiol CH3CH2SH, and ethanamine CH3CH2NH2, instead of the
initially adopted 5-C atom counterparts. The effects of coverage and finite temperature
were tested through the metadynamics simulations.

6.3.2.1 Single ligand adsorption

Adsorption energies of a single molecule of acetic acid, ethanethiol, and ethanamine
at various available sites of the 13-atom cluster and 57-atom Co NP can be found in
Table 6.1. Adsorption is spontaneous for all investigated positions, with the strongest
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interaction on the 13-atom cluster accompanied by the adsorption energies of -1.59 eV for
acetic acid, -1.81 eV for ethanethiol, and -1.87 eV for ethanamine. The adsorption process
is followed by the structural hcp→icosahedron rearrangement of the 13-atom cluster, in
accord with predicted isomer energies.[265, 605] Adsorption on the facet site of the 57-
atom NP showed to be only half as strong as adsorption on the vertices, with adsorption
energies of -0.57/-0.53 and -1.08/-1.07 eV for facet and vertex adsorption of acetic acid on
the (0001)/(101̄1) surfaces, respectively. Adsorption energies of ethanethiol were found to
be -1.13/-0.90 eV on the (0001)/(101̄1) facet sites, and -1.19 eV on NP vertex. Adsorption
of ethanamine on either of the facets gives an adsorption energy of -0.80 eV, while the
(101̄1) vertex interaction with Eads = -1.32 eV is found to be stronger than the (0001)
vertex interaction, Eads = -1.20 eV.

Table 6.1: Adsorption energies, Eads, and Co-O distances, dCo-O, after the adsorption of acetic
acid, ethanethiol, and ethanamine on 13-atom cluster and 57-atom Co NP as calculated by DFT.

acetic acid ethanethiol ethanamine
N position Eads / eV dCo-O / Å Eads / eV dCo-O / Å Eads / eV dCo-O
13 vertex -1.59 1.944 -1.81 2.167 -1.87 2.016
57 0001 facet -0.57 2.104 -1.13 2.216 -0.80 2.106

0001 vertex -1.08 1.956 -1.19 2.187 -1.20 2.047
101̄1 facet -0.53 2.039 -0.90 2.222 -0.80 2.103
101̄1 vertex -1.07 2.026 -1.19 2.197 -1.32 2.022

Next, the reaction pathway to the formation of H-Co-OOCCH3, H-Co-SCH2CH3,
and H-Co-NHCH2CH3 complexes was modelled to determine the rate-limiting step. The
reaction pathways together with the optimised structures are shown in Figure 6.5 for
acetic acid, Figure 6.6 for ethanethiol, and Figure 6.7 for ethanamine, for both 13-atom
cluster and 57-atom NP.

For the acetic acid, the first TS involves transfer of the carboxyl hydrogen over a Co-
Co bridge towards the nearest available three-fold adsorption site. The formed interaction
mode has no Co atoms shared between the dissociated hydrogen and the bonding carboxyl
oxygen atoms. Considering the limited size of the 13-atom cluster, the only possible tran-
sition is over the cluster edge, with an energy barrier of 0.70 eV. Extended surface areas
of the 57-atom NP allow transfer of hydrogen within the same facet during dissociation,
which considerably reduces the energy barrier to 0.15 eV in the case of the (0001) surface,
and to 0.13 eV in the case of the (101̄1) surface. Once the hydrogen dissociates, it is
relatively free to move around over sites which are not saturated by Co-O interactions.
This is shown by low hydrogen movement barriers calculated at 0.09 eV on the 13-atom
cluster, and 0.20, and 0.18 eV on the (0001) and (101̄1) surfaces of the 57-atom NP.

TS of ethanethiol dissociation is characterised by a similar transfer of thiol hydrogen
over a Co-Co bridge, with the rest of the molecule tilting in the opposite direction to
form a second S-Co bond, Figure 6.6. The difference from the acetic acid case is that the
hydrogen adsorbs in the closest three-fold hollow adsorption site by sharing one of the
Co atoms which interacts with the sulphur. This TS lies 0.26 eV above the undissociated
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Figure 6.5: Reaction pathway and accompanying optimised structures of single acetic acid ad-
sorption, dissociation, and subsequent hydrogen movement on the 13-atom cluster (left) and
57-atom Co NP (right). Two mechanisms on the 57-atom NP are for the adsorption on the
(0001) and (101̄1) facets, with depicted structures corresponding to the (101̄1) surface. R,
IN(1,2), TS(1,2), and P stand for reactants, intermediate and transition states, and products,
respectively. Grey, teal, red, and white spheres represent cobalt, carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen
atoms, respectively.

Figure 6.6: Reaction pathway and accompanying optimised structures of single ethanethiol
adsorption, dissociation, and subsequent hydrogen movement on the 13-atom cluster (left) and
57-atom Co NP (right). R, IN(1,2), TS(1,2), and P stand for reactants, intermediate and
transition states, and products, respectively. Grey, teal, yellow, and white spheres represent
cobalt, carbon, sulphur, and hydrogen atoms, respectively.

ethanethiol-13-atom cluster complex, and 0.44 eV above the undissociated ethanethiol-
57-atom NP complex. Energy barriers for the hydrogen movement are still relatively low,
i.e. 0.22 and 0.33 eV for the 13-atom cluster and 57-atom NP, respectively.
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Captured energy barriers for the dissociation of ethanamine are significantly higher
than those of acetic acid and ethanethiol dissociations. On the 13-atom cluster, a barrier
of 1.24 eV was calculated, and on the 57-atom NP, obtained activation energy was 1.42 eV.
Both TS are characterised by a detachment of one amino hydrogen and its retention on
the Co atom interacting with the ethanamine molecule. Upon successful dissociation, the
detached H atom adsorbs in the closest available bridge site, while sharing one of the N-
interacting Co atoms. Movement of dissociated hydrogen has similar energetic restrictions
as in the previous cases, 0.23 and 0.46 eV for N = 13 and N = 57, respectively.

Figure 6.7: Reaction pathway and accompanying optimised structures of single ethanamine
adsorption, dissociation, and subsequent hydrogen movement on the 13-atom cluster (left) and
57-atom Co NP (right). R, IN(1,2), TS(1,2), and P stand for reactants, intermediate and
transition states, and products, respectively. Grey, teal, blue, and white spheres represent
cobalt, carbon, nitrogen, and hydrogen atoms, respectively.

The dissociation TS are positioned significantly below the energy of separated reac-
tants and thus, dissociation reactions should proceed easily, as seen in the AIMD run
where spontaneous dissociation of valeric acid was observed on the 57-atom Co NP.

6.3.2.2 Ligand-ligand interaction and H2 formation

To develop an understanding of the formation of H2 from dissociated hydrogen atoms,
a second ligand molecule is required. Adsorption of the second ligand onto the site which
is already coordinated, such that the two molecules both bind to the same cluster/NP
atom, was shown to be preferred in the case of thiol adsorption on the gold cluster, and it
was accompanied by the rearrangement into a so called staple motif.[599] The formation
of such motifs as well as the influence of the adsorption sites of the second molecule on
the generation of H2 were probed on the 13-atom cluster and 57-atom Co NP.

The reaction mechanism for the adsorption and dissociation of the second acetic acid
molecule in both uncoordinated and coordinated sites, and recombination of the pair of
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dissociated hydrogen atoms on the 13-atom Co cluster is shown in the left panel of Figure
6.8. The dissociation of the second acid molecule is spontaneous and the movement barrier
for the dissociated hydrogen atom is, similar to the single molecule case, fairly low: 0.18
eV when the second acid is adsorbed at the uncoordinated site, and 0.03 eV when it is
adsorbed at the coordination site of the first acid. H2 desorption, however, requires for two
hydrogen atoms to interact within a single vertex Co atom, which is followed by a slight
pull-out of the interacting Co atom. This TS has a rather large energy barrier of 1.76 eV
when two acids are adsorbed on remote sites, and 1.13 eV if they share the adsorption
site. Adsorption of the second acetic acid to the uncoordinated Co atom (Eads = -1.25
eV) is favoured over sharing the interaction site (Eads = -0.65 eV) by 0.60 eV in the
undissociated state, and by 0.35 eV after dissociation. Once the hydrogen molecule is
formed, the cluster-acid complexes have similar stabilities. However, the reaction energy
for the production of hydrogen gas starting from the adsorption of the second acid in the
uncoordinated site is -0.33 eV, and it almost triples to -0.89 eV in the case when one Co
atom is shared between the two adsorbed acids.

Figure 6.8: Reaction pathway and accompanying optimised structures of the adsorption and
dissociation of second acetic acid and subsequent recombination of hydrogen atoms into hydrogen
gas on the 13-atom cluster (left) and on the (101̄1) surface of the 57-atom (right) Co NP. Red
pathway corresponds to the adsorption of second acid molecule on the uncoordinated site on
the cluster, while black pathway corresponds to the adsorption on the coordination site of the
initially adsorbed acid. R, IN(1,2,3), TS(1,2,3), and P stand for reactants, intermediate and
transition states, and products, respectively. Grey, teal, red, and white spheres represent cobalt,
carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen atoms, respectively.

The 57-atom NP offers many distinct uncoordinated adsorption sites, but since the
vertices showed significantly favoured adsorption, only vertex positions will be considered
for the adsorption of the second acid. There is no obvious preference between the (0001)
and (101̄1) surfaces for the adsorption in a position that is remote from the site that
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already interacts with previously adsorbed acid - the difference in the Eads is only 0.06
eV (Eads(0001) = -1.20 eV and Eads(101̄1) = -1.26 eV). Optimisation of the two acids
adsorbed as to share a (0001) vertex atom has led to the repositioning of one of the acids,
resulting in their remote adsorption. Adsorption on the uncoordinated portion of the NP
remains favoured by 0.60 eV over the shared Co atom site on the (101̄1) surface (Eads =
-0.67 eV), as in the case of the 13-atom cluster.

The subsequent reaction mechanism for the dissociation of the second acetic acid and
H2 generation at the (1011̄1) surface of the 57-atom NP is shown in the right panel of
Figure 6.8. In contrast to the 13-atom cluster, the dissociation barrier for the second
acetic acid is 0.80 eV when adsorbed in the uncoordinated site and 0.55 eV when shar-
ing the adsorption site with another acid. This is considerably higher than the 0.15 eV
barrier of the initially adsorbed molecule, however, dissociation of multiple acids was cap-
tured during the AIMD functionalisation run. The subsequent movement of dissociated
hydrogen remained relatively unconstrained with energy costs between 0.10 and 0.25 eV.
The desorption and formation of H2 upon the adsorption of two acetic acid molecules at
different parts of the 57-atom NP is accompanied by an energy barrier of 1.15 eV. The
barrier is thus reduced by 0.61 eV compared to the same adsorption arrangement on the
13-atom cluster. Structural distortion of the desorption Co site is also significantly less
pronounced. Where two acids are coordinated to share the interacting Co atom, desorp-
tion of H2 is energetically more restricted with a barrier of 1.35 eV, 0.22 eV higher than
on the cluster with 13 Co atoms. Another pronounced difference between the two particle
sizes is the stability of the formed acid-particle complexes, with shared coordination site
complex on the 57-atom NP being 0.60 eV less stable compared to its counterpart with
two acids in distinct adsorption sites. The reaction energy of H2 generation in reference
to the acid-particle complex with one dissociated and one undissociated acetic acid is
-0.010 eV, and it remains unchanged at -0.012 eV with the interaction within the shared
adsorption site. Results for the adsorption at the uncoordinated site of the (0001) surface
are fairly similar to the (101̄1) surface, and detailed description has thus been omitted.
Calculated energy barrier for the dissociation of the second acid is calculated at 0.63 eV
and that of the hydrogen movement at 0.18 eV. TS of H2 desorption lies 1.17 eV higher
in energy compared to the preceding intermediate state.

Finally, a third acid molecule was adsorbed onto the 57-atom Co NP. Only the inter-
action within a distinct (101̄1) facet was considered, with the first two acids not sharing
their adsorption sites. The sole adsorption of another acid in an undissociated form did
not alter the barrier of H2 generation and desorption, which was found to be 1.21 eV.
However, upon dissociation, the energy barrier was reduced to 0.65 eV, with a reaction
energy for hydrogen recombination of -0.18 eV, Figure 6.9.

H2 generation was probed in both uncoordinated and coordinated adsorption sites
also for ethanethiol, and the reaction mechanisms are presented in Figure 6.10. The TS
barrier for the dissociation of the second ethanethiol on the 13-atom cluster is 0.20 eV when
adsorbed on the uncoordinated site, and 0.36 eV in the case of shared interaction, which
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Figure 6.9: Reaction pathway and accompanying optimised structures of the adsorption and
dissociation of third acetic acid and subsequent recombination of hydrogen atoms into hydrogen
gas on the (101̄1) surface of the 57-atom Co NP. R, IN, TS, and P stand for reactants, inter-
mediate and transition states, and products, respectively. Grey, teal, red, and white spheres
represent cobalt, carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen atoms, respectively.

is similar to the dissociation of the first ethanethiol molecule. Likewise, the dissociated
hydrogen atom can move around the cluster with minimal effort, the movement barrier
being ∼0.20 eV regardless of the adsorption site. Energy barrier and reaction energy for
the production and desorption of H2 are, however, much more sensitive to the ligand
arrangement. For hydrogen gas to form, a barrier of 1.49 eV needs to be overcome if
the second ligand molecule adsorbs on a remote site. The energetic cost increases to
1.65 eV when the two adsorbate molecules share an interacting Co atom. A difference
in the reaction energy of products in reference to the initially adsorbed state of the two
molecules is of a greater importance - adsorption within the same site of the cluster lowers
the reaction energy from the endothermic value of 0.32 eV to the slightly exothermic value
of -0.03 eV. Thus, compared to the acetic acid, the formation of H2 is more favourable
when the two ethanethiol molecules share the adsrotpion site on the 13-atom Co cluster.
Formation of a staple motif is not as pronounced as on gold clusters, but the Co atom
positioned between the two sulphur atoms is slightly dislocated from the cluster, and the
distance to the centre Co atom is prolonged by 5.8 %.

Adsorption energies for the adsorption of the second thiol molecule on the 57-atom
Co NP in the uncoordinated and in the site of the first ethanethiol are -1.97 and -2.04
eV, respectively. However, the favourability of the interaction within the same Co atom
is lost upon the dissociation of the second ligand molecule, which is characterised by a
0.42 eV barrier when two molecules are adsorbed separately and a 0.58 eV barrier if they
are adsorbed in the same adsorption site. The hydrogen movement is energetically less
consuming with 0.12-0.17 eV barriers. The TS for the H2 desorption is accompanied by
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Figure 6.10: Reaction pathway and accompanying optimised structures of the adsorption and
dissociation of second ethanethiol and subsequent recombination of hydrogen atoms into hydro-
gen gas on the 13-atom cluster (left) and on the (101̄1) surface of the 57-atom (right) Co NP.
Yellow pathway corresponds to the adsorption of second ethanethiol molecule on the uncoordi-
nated site, while black pathway corresponds to the adsorption on the coordination site of the
initially adsorbed ethanethiol. R, IN(1,2,3), TS(1,2,3), and P stand for reactants, intermediate
and transition states, and products, respectively. Grey, teal, yellow, and white spheres represent
cobalt, carbon, sulphur, and hydrogen atoms, respectively.

energy barriers of 1.36 eV for the two ethanethiol molecules in separate adsorption sites,
and 1.52 eV for the staple-like arrangement. These are reduced by 0.10 eV on average in
comparison to the 13-atom cluster. Nevertheless, the reaction energy for the hydrogen
recombination process is much more favourable when two adsorbates are not directly
interacting within the same site (-0.36 eV) than when they share the interaction atom
(0.03 eV).

Reaction pathways of the second ethanamine dissociation and H2 formation are shown
in Figure 6.11. It was not possible to optimise the staple-like geometry, probably due to
the bulkiness of the amino functional group. Dissociation TS lies 1.26 and 1.28 eV above
the undissociated 13- and 57-atom complexes, respectively, and it structurally coincides
with the TS of the single ethanamine dissociation. Energy requirements for the hydrogen
movement are still in the 0.05-0.25 eV range. Nevertheless, energy barrier for the H2
generation and detachment on the 13-atom cluster was not identified. A geometry which
was observed as a TS for the formation of gaseous hydrogen from acid and thiol 13-atom
cluster complexes was found to be 0.43 eV more stable than the expected system structure
after the H2 desorption. On the 57-atom NP, the TS was successfully relaxed with the
activation energy of 1.29 eV. Contrary to the geometries observed in the acid and thiol
cases, structure of the transition point of the H2 generation on the 57-atom NP with
two ethanamine molecules adsorbed is that of an H2 interacting with the vertex Co atom
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Figure 6.11: Reaction pathway and accompanying optimised structures of the adsorption and
dissociation of second ethanamine and subsequent recombination of hydrogen atoms into hy-
drogen gas on the 13-atom cluster (left) and on the (101̄1) surface of the 57-atom (right) Co
NP. R, IN(1,2,3), TS(1,2,3), and P stand for reactants, intermediate and transition states, and
products, respectively. Grey, teal, blue, and white spheres represent cobalt, carbon, nitrogen,
and hydrogen atoms, respectively.

through a single H atom. Post-H2 desorption structure was found to be unfavourable
compared to the double-dissociated state, with an energy difference of 1.14 eV.

6.3.2.3 H2 generation metadynamics

A 5.00 ps metadynamics run was used to completely explore the free energy landscape,
with the distance between the two dissociated -COOH hydrogen atoms implemented as
a CV to capture the H2 generation transition barriers more realistically. The starting
geometry was taken from the AIMD functionalisation run prior to the first acid desorption
event. The observed H-H distances and the resulting free energy landscape as a function
of the H-H distance are shown in Figure 6.12.

Initially, the two hydrogen atoms were bridging the same vertex Co atom at a mutual
distance of 2.76 Å, where they were observed to interchange positions for a significant
period of time throughout the AIMD run, as depicted in the top left of Figure 6.13. The
same interchanging trend was continued for the majority of the first picosecond of the
metadynamics simulation, with H atoms ‘orbiting’ around the vertex Co atom through
hollow and bridge sites. Just before the simulation time reached 1.00 ps, the H-H distance
approached that of the H2 bond, and the newly formed hydrogen molecule detached from
the NP, also shown in Figure 6.13. The system was in this state for about 0.30 ps,
followed by a dissociation of the H2 entity and a re-adsorption of the H atoms on a site of
the NP which did not coincide with the detachment point. The hydrogen atoms shortly
maintained a shared type of interaction within the same Co atom before exploring distant
parts of the NP away from each other. In the period between 3.50 and 4.00 ps, additional
dissociations of two carboxylic acids were observed, inducing independent movement of
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Figure 6.12: top: H-H distance progression during the 5.0 ps metadynamics run for the system
comprising of 57-atom Co NP and 14 valeric acid molecules; bottom: resulting free energy
landscape as a function of the H-H distance.

the two H atoms of interest towards remote, newly dissociated H atoms to form new
grouping sites. At about 4.50 ps, the H atoms of one of the new H-H pairs formed the
transition state previously observed for the two hydrogen atoms of interest and desorbed
from the NP in form of H2 shortly after. This event was taken as a termination point of
the simulation, and it is depicted in the top right of Figure 6.13.

The bottom panel of Figure 6.12 depicts the free energy landscape as spanned over
the H-H distance CV. The numerous minima captured for distances above 2.00 Å corre-
spond to the positioning of two dissociated hydrogen atoms in various hollow and bridge
positions available around the NP. With energies between -0.28 and -0.53 eV, different
combinations of hydrogen atoms situated in hollow and/or bridge positions presented
similar energetic favourability. The alternating environment of available sites (proximity
of edges, vertices, and adsorbed acid molecules) also affects the energetics of the obtained
minima. The energy barriers for the transitions between these states range from as low
as 0.03 eV up to 0.50 eV, and they are a confirmation of the low energy cost of hydro-
gen movement, as predicted by DFT. A minimum with energy of -0.27 eV at 1.32 Å H-H
distance corresponds to the structure where the two H atoms abandoned favourable multi-
fold positions each forming a single bond with the same vertex Co atom, which resembles
the DFT-predicted TS structures. In contrast to the DFT geometry, the interacting Co
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Figure 6.13: Timeline of the 5.00 ps metadynamics run on the 57-atom Co NP-14 valeric acids
system with initial and final geometries given on the top right and left, respectively, and seven
key events featured on the bottom in the order of their occurrence. Acid molecules adsorbed
on the front of the NP were hidden for clarity. The two hydrogen atoms of interest, whose H-H
distance was taken as a collective variable, are distinguished as yellow and blue spheres. Grey,
teal, red, and white spheres represent cobalt, carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen atoms, respectively.

atom was not pulled out from the NP during the metadynamics simulation. Finally, an-
other minimum is observed for the H-H distance of 0.75 Å, which corresponds to the bond
length of diatomic H2 molecule, its energy being -0.39 eV. Hence, the transition from the
simultaneous interaction of both H atoms within the same vertex to the generation and
detachment of the H2 molecule is predicted to have an energy cost of ∼0.27 eV. This is
a notably lower energy barrier than calculated by DFT, which gives an indication of the
influence of adsorbed valeric acid molecules and the experimental temperature conditions
on the strain and electronic properties of the NP.

Metadynamics investigation of the H2 formation within the thiol protected four-atom
gold cluster captured a rearrangement of Au atoms followed by an energy barrier of 1.21
eV for the hydrogen molecule desorption.[606] A model of this size presents only a limited
potential of predicting the behaviour of NPs. DFT calculations at 0 K have already
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shown significant differences in the energetics as the cluster size grows and a transition
barrier of H2 generation on a 12-atom Au cluster was predicted at 0.67 eV, around half
that of the four-atom one.[599] This trend correlates with the reduction in the transition
barrier obtained when going from 13-atom cluster to 57-atom Co NP predicted here.
The lower energy barrier of Au clusters compared to Co clusters emanates from the
formation of thiolate staple motifs, which were not found to be as favourable in the case
of cobalt. Additionally, it is well-known that hydrogen binds weaker to cobalt than to gold
clusters[607, 608], offering a compromise in the energy costs despite the failure to form
highly stable staple motifs. Overall, the 57-atom Co NP used in this study is believed
to offer a fairly good representation of the NP behaviour. The energy barrier for the
detachment of H2 obtained in metadynamics simulations is found to be lower than that
has been reported for Au clusters, which can be explained by the differences in the binding
energy of hydrogen and the increased number of adsorbate molecules present.

When considering adsorption strengths of hydrogen on the NPs and surfaces of differ-
ent metals, calculated binding energies can vary by up to ±1.50 eV, which could signifi-
cantly alter the energy costs of H2 formation and desorption.[609, 610, 611] In addition,
most favourable adsorption sites are also case-dependent, and hence the fate of dissoci-
ated hydrogen atoms captured here for the acid-functionalised Co NPs is not expected
to be maintained across the transition metal row. Moreover, bimetallic alloying at the
nanoscale is an increasingly popular strategy to tune material properties, and it could
possibly provide a transparent solution for the reduction of hydrogen desorption barri-
ers in cases where the established interaction is too strong on monometallic NPs, with
examples of modified hydrogen binding available in the literature.

6.4 Conclusion

The mechanism of carboxylic acid functionalisation of Co NPs was probed with AIMD
and it can be resolved in three stages: stage of sole adsorption, stage of concurrent
dissociation of interacting molecules and adsorption of non-interacting molecules, and
stage of alternating adsorption, dissociation, and desorption processes with the extensive
aggregation of dissociated hydrogen atoms. The latter has shown to prevent any further
adsorption of acid molecules and hinder the formation of the protective coating of a higher
density despite 40 % of surface atoms being available.

The investigation of H2 formation and detachment from the NP revealed energetically
feasible barriers for the H2 generation within the functionalisation process, and reduc-
tion of the barrier is observed for larger NPs. Furthermore, the H2 desorption energy
has similar trends as the well-studied thiol-gold systems when predicted by DFT, while
metadynamics simulations, which incorporated synthesis temperature and multiple ligand
molecules, showed a significant reduction in the energy barriers. These insights into car-
boxylic acid functionalisation will help design Co NPs suitable for a range of biomedical
applications.

Highlights of the chapter
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– Identified three stages of the carboxylic acid Co NP functionalisation process.

– Identified presence of multiple molecules as a crucial factor for favourable gener-
ation and desorption of gaseous hydrogen.

– Energy barrier of H2 generation within the functionalisation process was calcu-
lated to be 0.27 eV.
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CHAPTER 7

Ligand mediated magnetism
“Come, we shall have some fun now!” thought Alice. “I’m glad they’ve

begun asking riddles - I believe I can guess that,” she added aloud.
“Do you mean that you think you can find out the answer to it?”

said the March Hare. “Exactly so,” said Alice.
-Chapter 7, A Mad Tea-Party

7.1 Introduction

7.1.1 Magnetism at nanoscale

Nanosized metallic counterparts are known to exhibit enhanced electronic and mag-
netic properties compared to their respective bulk phases. Average magnetic moments of
Co atoms in nanoclusters were measured by gas phase experiments to be as high as 2.6 µB,
which is more than 50 % higher than the magnetic moment of bulk hcp Co (1.72 µB) as
a result of the atom under-coordination.[612] This was confirmed on small and medium
Co clusters and NPs, as presented in Chapter 3, together with the dependence on the
morphology. Addition of new species, either to the metal core by creating nanoalloys
or to the surface in form of an inorganic or organic coating, can also have a significant
impact on the final electronic structure of the NP. The extent of ligand-induced changes
depends on the type of both metal and ligand in question. Experiments indicate that gold
NPs functionalised with organic molecules show complex magnetic behaviours despite the
fact that the starting structures are non-magnetic. Overall magnetisation ranges from
0.0036-1.00 µB measured on thiolate-capped gold NPs, to over 10 Bohr magnetons per
adsorbed molecule of polypeptides on gold substrates.[613, 614, 615] Similarly, two types
of Co NPs of substantially dissimilar structural and magnetic features were synthesised in
the presence of precursors containing different ligands.[221] The divergence in the proper-
ties was directly linked to the difference in the chemical environments. Phosphide-based
ligands caused a 38 % loss of NP magnetisation, corresponding to a partial quenching of
the magnetic contribution of surface atoms due to the electron-withdrawing power and
volume bulkiness of the molecules. In comparison, Co NPs synthesised via amino-route
displayed unaltered magnetic properties. Stabilising amino functional group has an op-
posite chemical nature: it is a strong electron-donor and it is hence not detrimental to
the magnetic properties of Co NPs.
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7.1.2 Motivation

Understanding contributions of ligand nature and structure to the electronic, and
consequently physical and chemical properties of nanosystems is crucial for effective util-
isation of ligand-mediated magnetisation alternations. DFT calculations have proven to
be a reliable tool in describing magnetism of metallic and semiconducting materials as
well as explaining the mechanisms behind the occurrence of such magnetic behaviours.
Using DFT calculations, the origin of unexpected magnetisation within protected Au
NPs has been traced to the charge transfer between organic molecules and metallic core
that can lead to the rearrangement in the occupied energy states which is associated
with the magnetic properties of these complex systems.[616, 617] Unusual magnetic be-
haviour was connected only to thiol ligands, while nitrogen-based molecules did not bring
similar changes. Ligand effects on magnetic moments of Co NPs were not as much in-
vestigated. Recent computational studies showed magnetic quenching of different cobalt
systems, where the intensity of quenching depends on the ligand type, indicating that
the magnetisation of a nanocluster can be tuned by careful coating design.[618] Eleven
unique ligand shell compositions were considered, mainly combinations of phosphine and
halogen functional groups, displaying different strengths of decrease in the magnetisation
compared to bare cobalt clusters. Since the type of ligand used was detected to control
the exchange of electrons, electronegativity of the binding group could provide some in-
sight in the final magnetisation of the composite system. Finally, it was found that, with
increase in the size of the cluster, dependence of magnetic properties on the presence of
ligand molecules, although dampened, still persists. The extended study has additionally
detected/determined how does the arrangement or the coverage of the ligands on the
nanoparticle surface control the distribution of local magnetic moments in Co NPs.[619]
Some of the ligands that established weak interactions with the surface atoms have still
had long-range effects on central atoms despite the absence of a chemical bond. Ad-
ditionally, it was shown within the studies on magnetic hyperthermia that the heating
efficiency is proportional not only to the saturation magnetisation, but it also depends
on the value of MAE.[71, 620] It was recently demonstrated that the deposition of a self-
assembled monolayer of alkanethiolates on a ultrathin Co film grown on Au(111) induces
a spin reorientation transition from in-plane to out-of-plane magnetization, changing the
anisotropy values.[366]

However, a broad understanding of the fundamental principles that describe the
changes in the magnetism of Co NPs functionalised by biomedically acceptable ligands
does not currently exist. Thiols have been widely utilised for the protection of gold NPs
that were implemented in chemical and biological sensing. On the other hand, carboxylic
acids can strongly bind to metallic nanoparticles through the formation of covalent bonds
and such systems were synthesised with respectable stability. This work hence focuses on
the evolution of the electronic and magnetic properties of carboxylic acid and thiol pro-
tected cobalt NPs as a function of the ligand coverage. Evaluation of this dependence was
conducted through the analysis of atomic Bader charges, magnetic and orbital moments,
densities of state, and magnetic anisotropy energies, and correlation of these values to
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general trends present in the systems considered.

7.2 Computational details

The structural and magnetic properties of ligand-protected Co NPs were determined
in the spin-polarised DFT framework using VASP within the GGA/PBE exchange func-
tional. The spatially confined core electrons were treated through the PAW approach,
while the intrinsically non-periodic nature of the system restricted the Brillouin zone
sampling to the Γ -point. The wavefunctions of the valence electrons were expanded to
400 eV energy cutoff, which was sufficiently large to satisfy requirements of the accuracy
in small energy differences needed to determine the MAE. The DFT-D3 method with
Becke-Johnson damping was used to include the long-range dispersion interactions with
ligand molecules.[448]

The geometry choice was narrowed to two morphologies of interest: icosahedron,
which is well-known as the most stable shape for small and medium Co NPs [270,
256, 257, 621], and hcp, as the expected geometry for large NPs because of the natu-
ral hcp stacking of the bulk material. Moreover, several publications relate the use of
hcp Co NPs for magnetisation-based applications due to the requirement of small NPs
with high anisotropy at usable temperatures, and hcp Co NPs of varying diameters were
already successfully synthesised.[242, 326, 227, 213, 207] Additional motivation is in the
hcp→icosahedron rearrangement observed in the AIMD simulation of the carboxylic acid
functionalisation mechanism in Chapter 6.

For the comparison of varying functional groups, molecules of acetic acid, ethanethiol,
and ethanamine were employed. As it has been shown that size-dependent effects are
not prevalent in changes of the magnetic properties of Co clusters induced by ligand
coatings[619], only the influence of the coating density on the magnetisation of the 55-
atom icosahedron and 57-atom hcp Co NPs was considered. Ten different coverages of
three ligand functional groups commonly used for biocompatibility (-SH, -COOH, and
-NH2) were modelled on the icosahedral NP, increasing from 10 % to a full 100 % cov-
erage in steps of 10 %. Acetic acid, ethanamine, and ethanethiol were chosen as ligand
molecules. Motivated by previous results from AIMD simulations which captured spon-
taneous dissociation of the 5C counterpart ligands and the accompanying generation of
gaseous hydrogen, ligand molecules were herein introduced to the surface in their disso-
ciated forms. In accord with the identified most favourable binding modes (Chapter 5),
the initial forms of interaction of acetic acid, ethanamine, and ethanethiol molecules were
bridging bidentate, bridging monodentate, and three-fold monodentate, respectively. No
changes in the interaction modes were observed upon the structural optimisation. Density
of the passivating coating was determined as the number of Co atoms interacting with
adsorbed molecules over the total number of surface Co atoms, where full coverage is
reached once every surface Co atom interacts with one ligand molecule through a single
bond. On the hcp NP, the role of progressive passivation of two different facets exposed
on the surface of the NP, (0001) and (101̄1), by carboxylic acid ligands was examined.
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Optimised structures of representative systems are shown in Figure 7.1. Together, these
systems sample a range of possible biocompatible shells used to form ligand-protected
Co NPs, with carboxyl and thiol molecules commonly seen as coatings of respectable
stabilities in literature.

Figure 7.1: Optimised geometries of representative Co NP-ligand systems considered: a. 100
% coverage of carboxylic acid, amine, and thiol coating on 55-atom icosahedral Co NP; b. 50
% coverage of carboxylic acid coating on 57-atom hcp Co NP with primary distribution on
the (0001) surface, mixed over both types of surfaces, and concentrated on the (101̄1) surface.
Each case is shown as a full molecule representation (top panel) and by only including ligand
functional groups (bottom panel).

Relaxations were carried out with a convergence criterion of 10−6 eV between consecu-
tive steps without any structural, symmetry, or magnetic constraints. Interaction strength
of adsorbed molecules was captured through the binding energy per ligand molecule, Eb,
which was calculated as:

Eb =
[(ECoNLM + M

2 EH2
)− (ECoN +MEH-L)]
M

(7.1)

where the energies of the bare NP and a hydrogenated version of the ligand are deducted
from the combined energies of ligand-passivated NP and a hydrogen molecule. M is a
number of ligand molecules adsorbed on the NP. Negative energy indicates spontaneous
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interaction. Charge distribution was calculated using the Bader charge analysis, as im-
plemented by Henkelman et al.[177] The difference in electron density was calculated
as:

∆ρ = ρCoNLM − (ρCoN + ρM×L). (7.2)
where ρCoNLM , ρCoN , and ρM×L are electron densities of ligand-protected Co NP, bare Co
NP, and ligand molecules, respectively. Magnetic moments were determined iteratively
through simultaneous optimisation during the self-consistent field procedure.

To predict spin-orbit-related properties, namely orbital magnetic moments and mag-
netic anisotropy energies, fully relativistic calculations including spin-orbit coupling were
performed[319, 320] within the non-collinear version of the VASP code. These properties
require extremely well converged wave functions and charge densities, hence the criteria
for termination of the SCF cycles was tightened to 10−7 eV/cell and energy changes to
less than a hundredth of a meV. Two sets of self-consistent SOC non-collinear calculations
were performed, one for each easy and hard magnetic axis, and the MAE was determined
as a difference in the total energies, MAE= E(↑)−E(↓), as defined in Chapter 3.

7.3 Results

7.3.1 Multiple-ligand binding over Co NPs

Binding sites and the preferential adsorption energetics over 55-atom icosahedron and
57-atom hcp Co NPs are shown in Figure 7.2 for different ligands. To achieve the most
favourable binding on one of twenty (111) facets of icosahedron, molecules which inter-
act with two surface Co atoms (-COOH and -NH2 ligands) bind vertex-edge Co-Co pair
(shown in blue). After vertex-edge pairs have been saturated at high ligand coverages,
further ligand molecules are limited to bind in the only other option which remains avail-
able - two Co atoms positioned on different edges of the (111) facet (shown in red). Thiol
molecules require three Co atoms per ligand, and stronger binding is established for edge-
vertex-edge combination (shown in blue) compared to the three edge Co atoms interaction
which positions the molecule in the centre of the (111) facet (shown in red). Facets ex-
posed on the surface of hcp NP in addition to edge and vertex atoms also contain central
atoms with higher CNs. When those atoms interact with the ligand molecule, released
adsorption energy significantly reduces (shown in red).

Calculated binding energies (per molecules) for varying coverages and distinctly func-
tionalised ligands are listed in Table 7.1. On the icosahedron, average interaction per
molecule first strengthens with the growing number of molecules before a slight binding
energy decrease caused by the bulkiness of carbon chains at high coverages for all three
types of ligands. Thiol has shown the strongest binding with an average Eb of -2.05 eV,
while the Eb of ethanamine was only half of that. The interaction strength of acetic
acid molecules experiences the most pronounced change as the density of the coating in-
creases, going from -0.942 eV at 10 % coverage to -1.665 eV at 60 %, accounting for a 75 %
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Figure 7.2: Different binding positions and their respective interaction strength for various
ligands and facets on 55-atom icosahedral (left panel) and 57-atom hcp (right panel) Co NP.

stronger binding. On the hcp NP, calculated Eb of carboxylic acid ligands at low densities
were more favourable when majority of the molecules were situated on the (0001) facets.
By reaching coverages of 40-50 %, interaction on the (101̄1) surface starts to prevail in
strength. When comparing the two morphologies, it was found that the binding energies
of acidic ligands interacting with the icosahedron are notably lower than those captured
on the hcp NP for the similar coating densities. For the 10 % coverage this difference
is of the order of 1.00 eV. Icosahedron interaction strengths become competitive around
50-60 % coating density when the difference in Eb falls below 0.20 eV, which agrees well
with the AIMD simulation of carboxylic acid functionalisation where the transformation
from hcp to icosahedral shape of the Co NP was captured shortly after the coverage of
40 % was reached. Additional energy difference is also compensated by the favourable
energetic stability of the icosahedral morphology at this size.

7.3.2 Magnetic properties of ligand-protected Co NPs

Figure 7.3 depicts relationship between the total magnetic moment, TMM, of the
icosahedral and hcp Co NPs with different ligand coverages and the Bader charge of the
Co core, q, of the same systems. In general, these TMM/q trends are controlled by the
ligand binding group, electronegativity of the binding atoms, and their tendency to pair
the surface atom spins in formed bonds. Hence, the nature of the ligand-metal bond can
provide an insight in expected magnetic moments of the systems within each ligand family.
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Table 7.1: Binding energy per ligand, Eb, for different coverage densities (in %) of carboxylic
acid, amine, and thiol ligands on 55-atom icosahedron and carboxylic acid ligands in varying
arrangements on 57-atom hcp Co NP.

Eb / eV icosahedron Eb / eV hcp
% acid amine % thiol % (0001) mixed (101̄1)
10 -0.942 -1.062 10 -1.893 -1.688
20 -1.162 -1.085 14 -1.950 20 -1.876 -1.723 -1.668
30 -1.327 -1.067 21 -2.038 30 -1.828 -1.680 -1.665
40 -1.378 -1.060 29 -2.053 40 -1.703 -1.699 -1.689
50 -1.508 -1.027 43 -2.069 50 -1.670 -1.711 -1.707
60 -1.665 -1.017 50 -2.084 60 -1.651 -1.773 -1.829
70 -1.634 -1.003 64 -2.062 70 -1.604 -1.796 -1.838
80 -1.624 -0.997 78 -2.053 80 -1.706
90 -1.537 -0.919 93 -2.046 90 -1.663
100 -1.516 -0.909 100 -2.045 100 -1.608

It is therefore not surprising that there exists a linear-like relation between the systems
with similar coverage densities of different ligands. At a 100 % coverage on icosahedron,
oxygen-containing functional group of carboxylic acid ligands brings the charge of the Co
core to 13.94 |e−| with a corresponding TMM of 103.318 µB, which is 3.3 µB higher than
the TMM of the bare NP. On the other hand, NPs with 100 % coatings of amine and thiol
ligands, which contain less electronegative nitrogen and sulphur atoms, maintain higher
core electron density, reaching the charges of 10.55 and 7.09 |e−|, respectively. This is
also reflected in the TMMs, which were calculated to be 95.057 and 93.180 µB. Found
relationship between the core charge and TMM coincides with earlier studies on a 13-atom
Co cluster passivated by halogen ligands.[618] Step-like trends were captured for increasing
coverage within each ligand family and can also be seen in Figure 7.3. Similarly, as the
number of adsorbed carboxylic acid ligands increases on the hcp NP, the core loses more
electrons and the TMM of the system gets enhanced in the step-like fashion. The non-
linear trends arise from two different factors, first being saturation of the most favourable
binding sites which for coverages above 40 % requires further adsorption to proceed in
the remaining positions around the NP, Figure 7.2. Second factor is the symmetry, where
only at fairly high coverages of > 70% all of the exposed facets interact with a similar
share of the total number of interacting ligands, causing a symmetric multifold effect on
the magnetic moments of all inner Co atoms.

The relationship between the atomic decomposed local magnetic moments, LMM, of
100 % passivated NPs is captured in Figure 7.4 as a function of the CNs of Co atoms. In
unpassivated NPs, there is little dependence in the local magnetic moment on the position
of the atom within the specific NP segment (core, inner, and surface segment), as showed
in Chapter 3. The distribution of LMM across segments is governed by the CNs of Co
atoms, and consequently, the average spacing between d-band energy levels. Discernible
deviation from these grouped LMMs is captured for each passivation case. Specifically,
both hcp and icosahedron Nps passivated by carboxylic acid ligands see an enhancement
in the LMMs of surface-based Co atoms. The change is less prominent for the atoms
exempted from the direct interaction with the ligands whose magnetic moments slightly
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Figure 7.3: Total magnetic moment, TMM, as a function of Bader charge of Co core, q, for
ligand-protected 55-atom icosahedron and 57-atom hcp Co NPs; connecting lines are to guide
an eye only. TMMs of bare 55- and 57-atom icosahedral and hcp Co NPs are also indicated.

decreased, except for the central atom of the hcp NP which experienced an increase of 0.40
µB. Amine and thiol ligands show opposite behaviour. Passivation by amine is followed
by a substantial drop in the LMMs of many Co atoms of all NP segments, although about
one third of surface atoms showed an increase in the magnetic moments. The decline is
even more pronounced for thiol-protected icosahedral NP, where only a handful of the 55
atoms did not lose from their unpassivated LMM values.

Figure 7.4: Total magnetic moment, TMM, as a function of Bader charge of Co core, q, for
ligand-protected 55-atom icosahedron and 57-atom hcp Co NPs; connecting lines are to guide
an eye only. TMMs of bare 55- and 57-atom icosahedral and hcp Co NPs are also indicated.
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To get an insight into the functionalisation-induced changes in the magnetic anisotropy,
ligand-protected NPs were simulated under two different directions of magnetisation cor-
responding to those depicted for the bare NPs in Figure 3.24, and obtained MAE are
shown as a function of coverage in Figure 7.5. Starting from a very low value of 0.081
meV for unprotected icosahedron, all three families of ligands cause an increase in the
MAE. The rates of this increase are, however, significantly different. Amine coating re-
sults in the lowest enhancement of MAE, which is calculated for a 100 % coverage at
-1.424 meV. There is also a change in the direction of the easy axis of magnetisation for
amine-protected NPs between the 60 and 70 % coverage densities. For acid and thiol
coatings, the absolute value of MAE is steadily increasing as the density grows, with a
slightly faster pace in the case of the acidic ligand. However, for the maximum coverages
of 90 and 100 %, MAE of both acid- and thiol-protected NPs reach similar energies around
the absolute values between 2.650 and 2.910 meV.

Figure 7.5: Magnetic anisotropy energy, MAE, as a function of coverage for varying ligand
families and arrangements; dotted lines indicate values of bare 55- and 57-atom icosahedral and
hcp Co NPs. Directions of magnetisation are consistent with those of bare NPs shown in Figure
3.24.

Arrangement of ligand molecules around the two types of surfaces of the hcp NP also
showed significant effect on the anisotropy energies. By placing all of the ligand molecules
on the (101̄1) facets, anisotropy energy is substantially decreased (0.91 meV for a 60 %
coverage) and the easy axis of magnetisation reversed compared to the bare NP. If the
ligands predominantly interact with the (0001) surface, reduction of the MAE of the bare
NP is not as formidable (-2.57 meV for a 60 % coverage). Obtained MAE values for a
mixed arrangement of the ligands are somewhere in between. Anisotropy energy of the
bare NP is regained only at very high acid coverages, 90 and/or 100 %, where it reaches
values of -2.74 and -2.76 meV. The overall trends resemble the step-like ones of the TMMs
shown in Figure 7.3. However, an additional factor influencing trends of the MAE values
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comes from the orientation of the molecules bonded in the less favourable adsorption sites.
The directional variation of adsorption sites affects also the direction of the easy axis of
magnetisation, similar to the effect of axial ligands and their interaction angles on the
anisotropy of transition metal complexes.[622, 623, 624] For amine-protected icosahedral
Co NPs, this is reflected through the continuous decrease in the binding energy and
ligand-surface angles, Table 7.7, indicating reduced influence of higher coverage molecules
on surface Co atoms. In the case of hcp Co NPs with acid ligands, opposite binding
energy trends on two exposed facet types and shares of adsorbed ligands on each of them
dictate the preferential magnetisation axis.

Table 7.2: Magnetic properties and Bader charge analysis of systems with a Co55 icosahedral
core and different carboxylic acid coverages in % as a function of position in the NP. Magnetic
moments are in µB and charges in |e−|.

total centre average average total centre average average
magnetic atom inner surface core atom inner surface

coverage moment LMM LMM LMM charge charge charge charge
0 100.118 1.715 1.701 1.857 0.27 -0.137 0.034 -0.004
10 99.235 1.542 1.679 1.796 1.60 -0.178 0.046 0.028
20 99.393 1.483 1.666 1.800 2.95 -0.183 0.040 0.062
30 100.457 1.449 1.663 1.818 4.95 -0.191 0.033 0.112
40 100.608 1.443 1.657 1.819 6.28 -0.186 0.032 0.144
50 101.058 1.310 1.653 1.831 7.55 -0.194 0.028 0.176
60 101.025 1.306 1.622 1.832 8.86 -0.195 0.024 0.208
70 101.313 1.316 1.607 1.836 10.16 -0.201 0.018 0.241
80 102.983 1.454 1.635 1.864 11.48 -0.205 0.013 0.274
90 103.126 1.540 1.616 1.870 12.72 -0.198 0.001 0.307
100 103.318 1.590 1.590 1.879 13.94 -0.207 -0.006 0.339

Table 7.3: Magnetic properties and Bader charge analysis of systems with a Co55 icosahedral
core and different amine coverages in % as a function of position in the NP. Magnetic moments
are in µB and charges in |e−|.

total centre average average total centre average average
magnetic atom inner surface core atom inner surface

coverage moment LMM LMM LMM charge charge charge charge
0 100.118 1.715 1.701 1.857 0.27 -0.137 0.034 -0.004
10 100.571 1.649 1.707 1.821 1.17 -0.145 0.056 0.010
20 99.325 1.514 1.675 1.794 2.10 -0.195 0.029 0.041
30 98.776 1.489 1.637 1.767 3.20 -0.166 0.026 0.064
40 99.098 1.515 1.671 1.809 4.52 -0.174 0.017 0.102
50 98.606 1.554 1.675 1.804 5.54 -0.184 0.020 0.126
60 98.312 1.540 1.645 1.774 6.51 -0.181 0.018 0.150
70 96.792 1.570 1.630 1.738 7.55 -0.164 0.028 0.175
80 96.639 1.577 1.644 1.732 8.60 -0.190 0.023 0.202
90 96.670 1.459 1.592 1.741 9.77 -0.184 0.018 0.231
100 95.057 1.543 1.565 1.707 10.55 -0.175 0.010 0.252

To understand these trends better, atomic charges and spin magnetic moments were
decomposed as a function of the NP segments for each ligand coverage density, Tables
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Table 7.4: Magnetic properties and Bader charge analysis of systems with a Co55 icosahedral
core and different thiol coverages in % as a function of position in the NP. Magnetic moments
are in µB and charges in |e−|.

total centre average average total centre average average
magnetic atom inner surface core atom inner surface

coverage moment LMM LMM LMM charge charge charge charge
0 100.118 1.715 1.701 1.857 0.27 -0.137 0.034 -0.004
14 100.536 1.603 1.712 1.817 1.18 -0.159 0.040 0.016
21 97.664 1.415 1.668 1.747 1.50 -0.171 0.038 0.020
29 97.344 1.391 1.665 1.741 1.97 -0.190 0.035 0.036
43 96.804 1.399 1.679 1.753 3.16 -0.185 0.032 0.070
50 96.772 1.469 1.659 1.740 3.45 -0.183 0.025 0.074
64 95.052 1.469 1.652 1.700 4.43 -0.181 0.030 0.096
78 93.446 1.340 1.633 1.670 5.50 -0.191 0.025 0.123
93 93.454 1.327 1.635 1.662 6.79 -0.198 0.043 0.157
100 94.180 1.369 1.654 1.676 7.09 -0.187 0.040 0.161

Table 7.5: Magnetic properties and Bader charge analysis of systems with a Co57 hcp core and
different carboxylic acid coverages in % as a function of position in the NP. Magnetic moments
are in µB and charges in |e−|.

total centre average average total centre average average
magnetic atom inner surface core atom inner surface

coverage moment LMM LMM LMM charge charge charge charge
0 96.179 1.215 1.538 1.732 0.29 -0.020 0.033 -0.003
10 98.008 1.243 1.543 1.726 1.55 -0.045 0.029 0.027
20 100.391 1.428 1.572 1.764 3.53 -0.026 0.025 0.073
30 100.666 1.397 1.565 1.768 4.88 -0.033 0.021 0.105
40 102.451 1.442 1.594 1.795 6.25 -0.045 0.016 0.137
50 102.598 1.489 1.583 1.797 7.54 -0.040 0.011 0.168
60 102.912 1.493 1.577 1.803 8.84 -0.038 0.008 0.199
70 103.784 1.544 1.605 1.830 10.14 -0.044 0.004 0.229
80 104.093 1.567 1.558 1.822 11.89 -0.026 -0.005 0.267
90 104.189 1.573 1.553 1.824 13.11 -0.040 -0.011 0.299
100 104.137 1.532 1.541 1.826 14.38 -0.032 -0.011 0.330

7.2-7.5. The most pronounced changes in the average charge values are, in all cases,
present on the surface atoms, which is to be expected from the direct interactions with
the functional groups of ligands. The areas with the most significantly affected magnetic
properties, however, differentiate for distinct ligand families. In carboxylic acid-protected
NPs, average magnetic moments of centre and inner segments of Co core are affected more
than those of surface Co atoms. For NPs functionalised by amine molecules, quenching
of magnetic moments of similar intensity is experienced in all three segments of the Co
core. Thiol-mediated changes in the magnetic moments are, on the other hand, the most
pronounced for surface atoms and the central atom, while a reduced effect is observed on
the atoms of the inner segment. In each case, magnetic moments obtained through the
non-collinear calculations show insignificant difference between the absolute (spin-orbit
coupling included) and total magnetisation (spin-orbit coupling not included) of the NPs
(∆ = 0.05-0.20 µB per NP/0.001-0.005 µB per atom). This indicates that there exists
almost no antiferromagnetic coupling between the metal atoms and ligand molecules.
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Figure 7.6: Average orbital moments for three segments (centre ◦, inner ⋄, surface �) of ligand-
protected Co NPs as a function of the ligand coverage. Two directions of magnetisation are
shown as empty and filled symbols, with colours representing varying ligands on icoahedral
and hcp Co cores (red, yellow, and blue: acid, thiol, and amine-protected icosahedron, purple:
acid-protected hcp Co NP). Dotted lines are average surface and inner orbital moments of bare
NPs.

Figure 7.6 represents average orbital magnetic moments per core segment as a function
of the coverage of different ligands. In general, there is a steady decrease of orbital
moments on the surface, and a moderate increase of orbital moments of the inner atoms,
but the overall change does not exceed 0.02 µB. Orbital moment of the central atom
oscillates the most from one coverage to another. Nevertheless, there is no clear connection
between the local anisotropies (∆L = Lz−Lx) as a function of the coverage and the observed
MAE trends.

7.3.3 Structural and electronic properties of ligand-protected Co NPs

Absence of the change in the absolute magnetisation and the Lz −Lx ∝ Ez−Ex corre-
lation with the anisotropy energies which was observed for bare NPs indicates that the
spin-orbit coupling has minimal contribution in the MAE changes of the protected NPs.
These changes also do not relate to any structural rearrangement of Co atoms caused by
the ligand binding, which is shown by the consistent Co-Co distances over the coverages
considered, Tables 7.6-7.9. In average, Co-Co bonds are shortened or prolonged for ±2.0
% and mostly between the inner and surface Co atoms. Modifications in the binding
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geometry of ligands are also minimal and arise due to the aforementioned difference in
the adsorption sites. Hence, considering the invariance in the orbital moments and struc-
tural descriptors, the major contribution to the changes in the MAE of functionalised
NPs comes from the re-distribution of the electron density. Here the nature of the bond
between the ligand and metal atoms plays the critical role.

Table 7.6: Average Co-Co distance, bond lengths, and angles formed between surface Co atoms
of 55-atom icosahedral cluster and carboxyl head group. All distances are in Å and angles in °.

centre- inner- inner- surface- surface- Co-Co-O
coverage inner inner surface surface ligand angle
0 2.357 2.480 2.350 2.468 - -
10 2.366 2.490 2.354 2.471 1.949 86.209
20 2.367 2.500 2.362 2.463 1.960 86.312
30 2.366 2.489 2.379 2.468 1.956 86.124
40 2.368 2.485 2.389 2.471 1.954 86.855
50 2.363 2.474 2.381 2.467 1.946 85.806
60 2.368 2.485 2.389 2.471 1.954 86.855
70 2.370 2.510 2.384 2.465 1.945 86.421
80 2.368 2.499 2.382 2.474 1.953 86.593
90 2.368 2.480 2.391 2.490 1.964 86.544
100 2.366 2.480 2.406 2.472 1.953 86.342

Table 7.7: Average Co-Co distance, bond lengths, and angles formed between surface Co atoms
of 55-atom icosahedral cluster and amine head group. All distances are in Å and angles in °.

centre- inner- inner- surface- surface- Co-N-Co
coverage inner inner surface surface ligand angle
0 2.357 2.480 2.350 2.468 - -
10 2.358 2.481 2.362 2.469 1.969 75.397
20 2.353 2.475 2.369 2.479 1.968 75.173
30 2.348 2.468 2.358 2.474 1.968 74.755
40 2.354 2.475 2.373 2.479 1.977 75.045
50 2.352 2.474 2.373 2.473 1.976 74.505
60 2.354 2.475 2.370 2.456 1.972 74.518
70 2.351 2.473 2.378 2.467 1.974 74.683
80 2.355 2.476 2.390 2.473 1.976 74.082
90 2.353 2.476 2.398 2.473 1.984 73.832
100 2.353 2.476 2.396 2.474 1.979 73.600

Electronic properties for a single Co-molecule pair for all three ligand types considered
are shown in Figure 7.7 in the form of pDOS and the change in electron density induced
from molecule’s binding, ∆ρ.In the case of the -COOH functional group, which contains
highly electronegative oxygen and polarises the bond more strongly than the other two
ligand families, the interaction with the surface is more localised. This smaller bond
volume induces the electronic repulsion energy within the bond, which contributes towards
the drive of electrons to remain unpaired and also leads to a small magnetic moment of
the ligand itself, Table 7.10. Another distinct behaviour is the effect experienced by inner
parts of the NP, where different ligands can cause similar charge accumulation but have
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Table 7.8: Average Co-Co distance, bond lengths, and angles formed between surface Co atoms
of 55-atom icosahedral cluster and thiol head group. All distances are in Å and angles in °.

centre- inner- inner- surface- surface- Co-N-Co
coverage inner inner surface surface ligand angle
0 2.357 2.480 2.350 2.468 - -
14 2.358 2.479 2.357 2.478 2.228 72.068
21 2.351 2.472 2.364 2.475 2.207 72.265
29 2.355 2.475 2.358 2.477 2.211 71.854
43 2.358 2.479 2.370 2.473 2.215 71.959
50 2.351 2.468 2.367 2.476 2.226 71.658
64 2.359 2.481 2.370 2.472 2.208 72.311
78 2.355 2.472 2.378 2.470 2.215 71.707
93 2.357 2.476 2.387 2.478 2.219 72.234
100 2.359 2.479 2.382 2.477 2.221 72.038

Table 7.9: Average Co-Co distance, bond lengths, and angles formed between surface Co atoms
of 57-atom hcp cluster and carboxyl head group. All distances are in Å and angles in °.

centre- inner- inner- surface- surface- Co-N-Co
coverage inner inner surface surface ligand angle
0 2.449 2.453 2.392 2.402 - -
10 2.440 2.441 2.411 2.408 1.914 86.392
20 2.442 2.450 2.389 2.414 1.933 85.115
30 2.442 2.444 2.403 2.415 1.932 85.060
40 2.440 2.438 2.409 2.425 1.935 85.499
50 2.441 2.451 2..412 2.418 1.957 85.896
60 2.441 2.442 2.404 2.428 1.946 86.830
70 2.443 2.439 2.420 2.432 1.950 86.792
80 2.446 2.448 2.419 2.436 1.952 86.052
90 2.438 2.438 2.423 2.442 1.945 86.893
100 2.434 2.432 2.422 2.433 1.959 86.407

Table 7.10: Average magnetic moments in µB and charge in |e−| per ligand molecule for different
ligand-NP pairs.

ligand-NP pair magnetic moment charge
per ligand per ligand

carboxylic acid-icosahedron 0.089 -0.643
amine-icosahedron 0.050 -0.482
thiol-icosahedron 0.055 -0.478
carboxylic acid-hcp 0.081 -0.633

a completely opposite impact on the spin magnetic moments. The electron localising
ability hence also controls the distribution of the spin density, with -SH group quenching
the magnetic moment of the central atom the most. When analysing the aspects of binding
within the DOS, all of the ligands hybridise with the 2p and 3d states of interacting Co
atom across the entire band in majority spin channels, but hybridisation in minority spin
channels is lacking around the Fermi level. And while the majority 3d spin states remain
completely occupied with negligible energy changes, shifts in the minority states did occur.
Compared to the d-band centre energies of bare icosahedral NP, which are found at -2.28
eV for majority and at -0.49 eV for minority spins (referenced to the Fermi level), amine
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Figure 7.7: left: projected densities of state, DOS, for a single molecule of acetic acid (red),
ethanamine (blue), and ethanethiol (yellow) interacting with a 55-atom icosahedral Co NP.
Both majority and minority spins are shown. DOS of the surface Co atoms interacting with
the molecule are shown as filled blocks, while DOS of the inner Co atom directly beneath the
interaction site are shown as dotted lines. right: Radial probability density function of the
difference in the electron density, ∆ρ, induced from the binding of the ligand molecules as a
function of the distance from the centre, d. Vertical dashed line corresponds to the position of
the surface Co atoms relative to the central atom, and colours correspond to those of ligands’
DOS.

functionalisation has an insignificant impact on both, calculated to be at -2.28 and -0.47
eV, respectively. However, shifts occurred in –COOH and –SH protected NPs are much
more pronounced, with energies of -2.27 and -0.32 eV for majority and minority spins
in the case of carboxylic acid binding, and -2.20 and -0.60 eV for majority and minority
spins in the case of thiol functionalisation. Since both acid- and thiol-mediated anisotropy
changes resulted in similar values for maximal coverages, either positive or negative shift
of minority spins can be employed to increase the final MAE. It should be taken into
the account that the electronic effects shown here are captured for a single molecule and
would certainly be multiplied within the denser coatings.

For the carboxylic acids interacting with the hcp CO NP, changes in the d-band centre
energy are similar in the nature to the change induced on the icosahedron regardless of
the arrangement over NP surfaces. The DOS for the two surface cases are shown in Figure
7.8. Majority spin d-band energy centre of the bare hcp NP is at -2.16 eV, and that of
minority spins is found at -0.38 eV. For the (0001) surface atoms bonded to the ligand
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Figure 7.8: Densities of state, DOS, for a single molecule of acetic acid interacting with a (0001)
surface (top panel) and a (101̄1) surface (bottom panel) of the 57-atom hcp Co NP. Both majority
and minority spins are shown. DOS of the surface Co atoms interacting with the molecule are
shown as filled blocks, while DOS of the inner Co atom directly beneath the interaction site are
shown as dotted lines.

molecule, those energies are altered to -2.18 and -0.33 eV, respectively, whereas calculated
d-band centre energies for the interacting Co atoms of the (101̄1) surface are found at
-2.11 and -0.25 eV. The overall effect of the ligand is, hence, unchanged with the position
of the adsorption, and, cumulatively, all the ligand molecules contribute to the shift of the
minority spin d-band centre towards the Fermi level. An opposite effect of the carboxylic
acid protective coating on the MAE values of icosahedral and hcp Co NPs then clearly
has to come from the directional adsorption of the ligand molecules. Favoured adsorption
positions on the hcp NPs are either parallel or perpendicular to the x- and/or z-axis,
while compact folding of (111) facets in the icosahedral morphology does not allow for
such directional arrangement of ligands, which facilitates reversed MAE performance.

7.4 Conclusion

Chemistry of the established interactions between the functionalising ligands and
mNPs which stands behind their effects on the NP properties can be a robust way to
tune the desired magnetic behaviour of final nanocomposites. Amine and thiol function-
alisation resulted in a significant reduction of total magnetisation of Co NPs, whereas
the increasing magnetic anisotropy energy trend progressed at a notably slower pace for
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amine than for thiol functional group. On the other hand, carboxylic acid-protected Co
NPs showed an increase in magnetic moments and high magnetic anisotropy energies for
both icosahedral and hcp morphologies.

Descriptors of ligand binding have captured shifts of the minority spin d-band centre
energy as the most prominent difference between the three ligand families. While amine-
mediated shift was minimal, those induced through thiol and acid binding were of similar
intensity, but of opposite sign, indicating that change in either direction is beneficial to
enhance the MAE of icosahedral Co NPs. However, to achieve high MAE values and
maintain the favourable magnetisation of bare Co NPs, positive shift mediated through
carboxylic acid interaction is the best of considered options.

Taken together, given the important role of biocompatibility-inducing ligands in the
magnetic behaviour of protected Co NPs, theoretical insights of such phenomena can
boost targeted design of nanomaterials with favourable magnetic moments and anisotropy
energies.

Highlights of the chapter

– Identified varying effects of three ligand families on magnetic properties of Co
NPs.

– Identified carboxylic acid as the ligand family which increases both magnetic
moments and absolute values of MAE of either Co NP morphology.

– Established relation between MAE and directional adsorption of ligands.
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CHAPTER 8

Summary and perspectives
“Either it brings tears to their eyes, or else -” “Or else what?”

said Alice, for the Knight had made a sudden pause.
“Or else it doesn’t, you know.”

-Chapter 8, The Queen’s Croquet-Ground

8.1 Summary

This thesis aimed to use first principles based methods to study the possible implemen-
tation of metallic magnetic nanomaterials, Co NPs specifically, in addressing the issues
of side effects and insufficient magnetisation of nanomaterials currently employed in can-
cer theranostics through optimisation of their magnetic properties. The work has taken
advantage of the enhanced supercomputing technologies by simulating more realistic par-
ticle models to obtain a comprehensive and detailed picture of the progression of relevant
magnetic characteristics of Co NPs with the changes in the NP morphology, increase in
the NP size, oxidation in environmental conditions, and biocompatible functionalisation.

Initial objective was in probing the size- and shape-dependence on the varying ener-
getics of Co NPs, which identified large NPs (N ≈ 5500 or d ∼3-4 nm) as the crossover
size between the icosahedral and hexagonal motifs. Employing NP models with up to
several nanometres in diameter provided great analytical means on structural, electronic,
and magnetic basis, for detecting parameters which affect morphology stability trends,
allowing for an in-depth explanation of experimentally observed icosahedral structure for
medium-sized Co NPs. This rationalisation of the non-crystalline-to-crystalline transition
size ranges for metallic Co is expected to aid the synthetic efforts for Co NP morpholo-
gies of favourable electronic and/or magnetic properties, as it now completes the series of
studies directed towards NP geometries of mainly fcc-bulk metals (but also an hcp Ru)
which stimulated efficient experimental production of various morphologies with desired
properties.

Another issue frequently revisited in the literature is oxidation of metal NPs, owing
its relevance to the annihilation of the original NP properties and conditions directed to-
wards specific effectiveness of surface reactions and application-desired performance. The
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considerably lower number of experiments conducted on Co single crystals compared to
other metal NPs (caused by the hcp→fcc phase transition and high chemical sensitivity),
required for a better characterisation of their oxidation activity. Equilibrium models for
the oxidation of NP-appearing surfaces were used to clarify surface-oxygen compositions
and possible oxide formation relevant to observed magnetic behaviour. Direction of CoO
and Co3O4 growth has been successfully captured for the two surfaces examined experi-
mentally ((111) directional growth on the Co(0001) surface, and (100) directional growth
on the Co (112̄0) surface), and for the first time proposed for the remaining surfaces ((100)
directional growth on the Co(011̄0) surface, (011) directional growth on the Co(101̄1) and
Co(112̄1) surfaces), one of which (Co(101̄1)) is a major contributor to the hcp NP geom-
etry. The results were extended to predict the metal behaviour in equilibrium with an
oxygen environment through the use of ab initio thermodynamics, attempting to take max-
imum advantage of experimental thermodynamic data. Suggested temperature-pressure
phase diagrams identified oxide phases as main oxidation products on all surfaces. The
results help illuminate the coupling between reaction conditions, surface reactivity, and
surface composition necessary to develop complete theories of environmentally-induced
oxidation of Co NPs.

In the light of detected oxide formation at biologically fundamental temperature and
oxygen partial pressure conditions, the remaining portion of this work has been dedicated
to the investigation of the Co NP functionalisation strategies. Starting with the dis-
crepancy in the experimentally provided binding modes of carboxylic acids on Co NPs,
metadynamics simulations were successfully applied to sample the configurational and
free energy space of carboxylic acid-Co NP system via the implementation of collective
variables related to the coordination number distribution function between the NP surface
and the ligand of interest. After confirming bridging bidentate as a global minimum for
acid interaction, the most favourable thiol- and amine-binding modes were predicted to
be a three-fold monodentate and an NH-bidentate, respectively. Simulated IR spectra of
defined interactions of carboxylic acid with the Co NP show good agreement with experi-
ments, giving the corroboration value to obtained thiol- and amine-interacting IR spectra
for evaluation of the (so-far not measured) experimental counterparts.

Combining the atomic-level information on distinct ligand-Co NP systems with the
enhanced sampling methods (NEB and metadynamics), this work also provided structural
and energetic characterisation of the carboxylic acid, thiol, and amine Co NP functionali-
sation mechanism. Spontaneous dissociation of hydrogen atoms, which are an active part
of the functional groups of organic ligands, was determined as the most important factor
governing the density of the formed functionalised coating. Through the NEB calcula-
tions, multiple cases leading to the H2 formation were probed, including the formation
of staple motifs with the two ligand molecules sharing an interacting site, motivated by
the studies on thiol-gold systems. Transition states with reasonable activation energies
were determined as transition points towards the desorption of the gaseous H2, although
staple motif stability was not detected. Exploiting the ability of the metadynamics ap-
proach to estimate the free energy of visited states in combination with temperature and
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multiple-ligand effects, the landscape of dissociated hydrogen atoms was reconstructed to
a thermodynamically more realistic picture, indicating low barriers for the formation of
the hydrogen gas.

The possibility to characterise the changes in the magnetic moments and magnetic
anisotropies induced by the ligand functionalisation through the NP models for Co NPs
with distinct morphologies is probably the most important achievement of this thesis. In
the correlation with the spin-orbit coupling, electronic states hybridisation, and direc-
tional adsorption, this method can investigate details behind magnetic changes otherwise
invisible to experiments. Significant increase in both total magnetic moment and MAE
was calculated for the acid-protected Co NPs. Amine ligands were detected to moderately
reduce the NP magnetic moments and moderately increase the anisotropy. Substantial
quenching of NP magnetisation was captured for thiol-protected NPs, but the found
MAE trend was corresponding to the one of carboxylic acids. Increased total magnetic
moments and anisotropy energies are hence expected to facilitate improved response of
acid-protected Co nanoagents in various diagnostic and therapeutic treatments based on
the magnetic relaxations of employed mNPs (such as MRI and mNPH). Characterisa-
tion of the nature of the Co NP magnetisation and anisotropy de/increase in correlation
with the ligand of interest created an opportunity to hypothesize a role of the Co atoms
electronic state shifts and the symmetry-directed ligand incorporation on the NP surface
in the phenomenon of ligand-mediated magnetic behaviour of different nanocomposites.
The approach can be used in particular to characterise systems which have not been so
far probed experimentally, proving the great prediction power of computationally driven
efforts.

8.2 Perspectives

In this thesis, the concentration was on defining the sound model for predicting
biomedically relevant magnetic properties of bare, oxidised, and ligand-protected Co NPs.
For the future, one can envisage extending this work in a number of directions. First,
it would be interesting to examine the changes in the magnetic properties if Co NPs are
replaced by alternative Co-based nanoalloys, such as CoAu NPs. This is particularly ben-
eficial for the technological development, because gold is inert and provides strong thiol
functionalisation. Work along these lines is in progress. Secondly, performance in the
realistic environment is not reachable within the proposed ab initio models, giving place
to the extensions in form of molecular dynamics simulations, for which further studies on
the quantitative prediction of the magnetic temperature gradient around the protected
Co NPs incorporated in the lipid membranes would be of specific interest. Finally, there
is a gap between the theoretically and experimentally studied Co systems, where the NP
sizes accessible by accurate first principles calculations are within the small and medium
clusters/NP limit, while experimental methods have fewer challenges and are less influ-
enced by the external conditions in the large diameter regions. Many of the morphology-
and ligand-mediated properties are also difficult to obtain upon synthesis due to the size,
shape, and coating thickness distributions within the sample. Ultimately, shortage of
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studies on protected magnetic NPs, NP anisotropies, and NP morphology-magnetic or-
dering connections makes verification of theoretically predicted values difficult. Direct
bridging of this gap is desired through new experimental measurements, with the purpose
of confirming or improving herein described trends. Overall, the strong dependence of
key magnetic properties of Co NPs towards the structural and ligand-coupled parame-
ters investigated in this work should stimulate experimental efforts to develop methods
with sound control over the size, morphology, and functionalisation of Co nanocrystals,
and in particular explore their magnetic behaviour for potential applications in cancer
theranostics.

By taking a general view about the problem of medical implementation of metallic
NPs, nature has been able to finely tune the magnetic properties through the selection
of size, shape, and composition of the material. By changing the relative proportion or
surrounding conditions, it is able to alternate the balance between round and squared,
magnetic and non-magnetic, formation and decomposition, entropy and enthalpy, shap-
ing the final scenario as it sees fit. Emerging abilities of property fine-tuning and inherent
details behind it as accessed by experimental and complementary computational meth-
ods allow for the new generation of nanosystems, adding to the immense repertoire of
application-specific functions and biomedical agents necessary to improve the quality of
life.
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“But”, said Alice, “if the world has absolutely no sense,
who’s stopping us from inventing one?”
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